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Preface
This book is a guide for empirical research on nonverbal behaviour. It focuses
on investigating body movement and gesture as a reflection of cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
The title "Understanding body movement" is a testimonial to Martha Davis
who has introduced with her bibliography of the same title a truly interdisciplinary approach to the field of movement behaviour research. Since research on
movement behaviour and its relation to cognitive, emotional, and interactive
processes is spread over numerous different scientific disciplines, such as medicine, psychology, linguistics, anthropology, social sciences, sports science, and
dance movement therapy, the methods presented in this book are grounded on
an interdisciplinary review. This included numerous discussions with colleagues
from different disciplines, notably Martha Davis, Robyn Flaum Cruz, Sotaro
Kita, Miriam Roskild Berger, Norbert Freedman, Georg Goldenberg, Alain
Ptito, Eran Zaidel, Joachim Hermsdörfer, Cornelia Müller, Ellen Fricke, Katja
Liebal, Mandana Seyfeddinipur, Marianne Eberhard-Kaechele, Peter Joraschky,
Angela v. Arnim, Jörn von Wietersheim, Frank Röhricht, Lothar Stemwedel, the
contributors of this book, and many other colleagues and students. Based on this
broad approach, hopefully, this guide will be useful for researchers from many
disciplines.
The book starts with an overview on movement behaviour analysis across different scientific disciplines. Relevant empirical findings on the relation between
movement behaviour and cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes are
outlined and different methodological approaches are presented. Part II introduces the NEUROGES coding system for movement behaviour and gesture as a
comprehensive, objective, and reliable tool. The system is designed for basic
research to explore the anatomy of movement behaviour and its relation to
cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. Part III presents the annotation tool ELAN that enables to create complex annotations on video and audio
resources. Included is a step-by-step instruction for its practical application in
combination with the NEUROGES coding system. Part IV provides recommendations for experimental designs to obtain data on movement behaviour.
Specifically, the impact of experimental designs on movement behaviour is
discussed. Part V is dedicated to the topic of interrater agreement in movement behaviour analysis. Recommendations for rater training and rating procedures in empirical research are given. Notably, a novel algorithm is presented that enables to calculate the interrater agreement not only for the annotations but also for the segmentation of the ongoing flow of movement behaviour. Part VI provides guidelines for the statistical evaluation and for the presentation of behavioural data. Included here are innovative procedures to statistically assess the between-subjects dimension of interactive partners' body
movements. While most of the chapters illustrate the methods with reference
IX

to hand movements, most of the presented principles are valid for the analysis
of nonverbal behaviour in general.
Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to Corinna Klabunde for proofreading
and formatting the book, and for compiling innumerable references. Furthermore, I want to thank the Peter Lang Publishing Group for their patience during
the long-term development of this book and the German Research Association
for supporting the NEUROGES project from 1999 - 2013 (DFG: LA 1249/1-1,
1-2, 1-3).

Cologne, August 2013
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I. An Interdisciplinary Review on Movement Behaviour
Research
1. Movement Behaviour Research through History and in
Current Scientific Disciplines
Hedda Lausberg
In the human culture, the pursuit of understanding body movement and its link
to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes can be reliably traced back to
the ancient Greek. How body movement reflects and affects cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes is not only theoretically interesting but moreover, its knowledge has far-reaching practical applications such as for obtaining
communicative competencies, for learning and teaching, and for diagnostics and
therapy in different clinical contexts. Currently, the spreading of visual media in
all cultures implies that not only the written or spoken word but moving human
bodies substantially contribute to the transfer of information. Given this situation, it is becoming more and more important to build an empirically grounded
knowledge of how body movement reflects and affects the individual's cognitive
and emotional processes and how it promotes communication and regulates interaction.
Not surprisingly, in numerous academic disciplines the expressive and communicative potential of movement behaviour is a focus of interest, such as in
psychology, health care science including medicine, linguistics, anthropology,
sociology, human physical performance and recreation, media studies and communication, performing arts, cultural and ethnic studies, gender and sexuality
studies, computer sciences, education, etc. In addition, many therapy forms such
as dance movement therapy, body-oriented psychotherapy, or neurorehabilitation use body movement as therapeutic medium. However, as it will be exposed
below, the interest in body movement and its link to cognitive, emotional, and
interactive processes is not a recent phenomenon but has historically a longstanding tradition.
It is noteworthy that despite many research studies having been carried
through, a common body of empirical knowledge about body movement and its
link to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes has not developed far.
One reason for this is the scant scientific exchange between the currently prevailing academic disciplines and a lack of passing on knowledge from historically earlier epochs of research. Among others, differences in terminology and
methodology are relevant obstacles for an interdisciplinary discourse on movement behaviour. Given this situation, this book starts with a short overview on
research on expressive and communicative body movement across different sci1

entific disciplines, currently and historically. Note that for each field of research
only a selection of references can be cited here.
Beforehand, the terminology used in this book shall be clarified. As a reflection
of the scientific diaspora on research on body movement, different terms are applied in the field, such as nonverbal communication (e.g. Knapp & Hall, 1992),
nonverbal behaviour, body language, kinesics (Birdwhistell, 1952), expressive
movement (e.g. Allport & Vernon, 1933), or movement behaviour (Davis,
1972). While the terms nonverbal communication and nonverbal behaviour are
the most popular ones, they have the disadvantage that they define a topic by
negation ("not verbal"). The terms body language and kinesics focus on the interactive and communicative function of body movement. In contrast, the term
expressive body movement underlines that body movement reflects an individual's mental processes. The term movement behaviour has been introduced by
M. Davis (1972) for her interdisciplinary bibliography to refer to "the anthropology and psychology of physical body movement." Furthermore, it includes
the aspect of behaviour: "Behavior or behaviour is the range of actions and
mannerisms made by organisms, systems, or artificial entities in conjunction
with their environment, which includes the other systems or organisms around
as well as the physical environment. It is the response of the system or organism
to various stimuli or inputs, whether internal or external, conscious or subconscious, overt or covert, and voluntary or involuntary." (Web Page Wikipedia,
May 21, 2013). Davis' term is adopted in this book since it is comprehensive,
neutral, and suitable for an interdisciplinary approach. It is used to refer to individual, cultural, and universal patterns of expressive, communicative, and practical body movements including the classical categories gesture, self-touch, action, shift, posture, and rest position.
A first testimony of the interest to relate movement behaviour to cognitive and
emotional processes dates back to the ancient Greek philosophical school of Pythagoras. In that school, the application procedure comprised an evaluation of
the applicant's gait and posture to assess his qualification (Jamblichus, cited by
J. B. Porta, 1593, cited by Kietz, 1952). Later, during the Roman Empire, given
the important role of political speech, knowledge on mime and the gestures of
oratory was elaborated. During the Renaissance, the ancient knowledge on the
relation between movement behaviour and personality was re-appreciated in the
idea of the physiognomonics. The opus "De humania physiognomonia" by Porta
(1593, cited by Kietz, 1952) documents this approach. For further literature on
this period of time see e.g. Critchley, 1939, reprint 1970; Efron, 1941; Kietz,
1952; Kendon, 2004).
In 1872, Darwin published his seminal work "The Expression of the Emotions
in Man and Animals” (1872, reprint 1955) in which he investigated the universality of emotional expression in facial and bodily movements. At the beginning
of the last century, Darwin’s thoughts and the ideas of the Renaissance had a
2

revival in the expression psychology (e.g. Klages, 1926; Allport & Vernon,
1933; Eisenberg, 1937; Eisenberg & Reichline, 1939; Buytendijk, 1956; Mason,
1957). Physiognomonics, facial expression, gesture, posture, gait, voice, and
handwriting were interpreted as expression of affective states or personality (for
a more detailed review see Asendorpf & Wallbott, 1982).
At that time, research activity also started to focus on movement behaviour in
patients with mental disease and brain damage. In psychiatry, alterations of
movement behaviour were reported in patients with depressive and schizophrenic disorders (e.g. Kahlbaum, 1874; Wernicke, 1900; Kleist, 1943; Kretschmer, 1921; Reiter, 1926; Leonhard, 1957). These alterations were classified
into hypokinetic and hyperkinetic ones. In neurology, movement behaviour disturbances were analysed with regard to brain damage and brain disease, such as
paralysis, ataxia, dystonia, etc. Of special interest for movement behaviour research are those deficits that are related to neuropsychological functions, notably
apraxia, which affects practical action and gesture (e.g. Liepmann, 1907; Goldstein, 1908). In psychomotor research, methods of experimental psychology
were applied (e.g. Oseretzky, 1931; Luria, 1965). Psychomotor tests, such as
finger tapping, dexterity, or rhythm tasks, enable to register even fine motor
deficits in patients with neurotic and psychotic disturbances (Wulfeck, 1941;
King, 1954; Manschreck, 1985, 1989, 1990; Günther et al., 1991). In 1933, the
psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich published his work "Charakteranalyse" in which he outlined the relation between an individual's character and
body, specifically muscle tension patterns. Many of the current movement and
body-oriented (psycho)therapies refer to his ideas. Dance movement therapy
integrated knowledge from German expression dance and psychoanalysis (e.g.
Kestenberg, 1965, 1967; Espenak, 1985; Schoop, 1981; Bartenieff, 1991). For
the analysis of movement behaviour, dance movement therapists apply the Laban Movement Analysis, an elaborated descriptive dance notation (Laban, 1950,
reprint 1988).
During the 1960’s, reflecting the general trend toward social sciences, the focus of research shifted from the individual's expressive movement to the role of
body movement in communciation and interaction and on its cultural differences
(e.g. Efron, 1941; Hall, 1968; Birdwhistell, 1979; Ekman & Friesen, 1969;
Davis, 1979, 1982; Kendon, 1990). Basically the same movement parameters as
applied in expression psychology were then investigated with regard to their
function in interactive processes: posture / position, gesture, touching behaviour
/ self-touch, facial expression, eye movement behaviour, personal space / territory, and vocal cues. Research on nonverbal interaction was also introduced to
psychoanalysis and psychotherapy for the analysis of patient - therapist interaction (e.g. Mahl, 1968; Freedman, 1972; Krause & Luetolf, 1989). In psychosomatic medicine, with reference to the bio-psycho-social model, the patient’s
movement behaviour was considered as a symptom that reflects his/her psychosomatic state (e.g. Uexküll & Wesiack, 1986). A reduction of nonverbal emotional expression was found to be associated with psychosomatic disease and
3

alexithymia (e.g. Birbaumer, 1983; Birbaumer et al., 1986; Berry & Pennebaker,
1993; von Rad, 1983).
At the end of the last century, linguists have gained interest in gesture and
sign language as nonverbal means of communication, reflecting cognitive processes (e.g. McNeill, 1985, 1987, 1992; Feyereisen, 1987; Müller, 1998; Kita &
Özyürek, 2003). In line with psycholinguistic research on gesture and cognition,
child psychologists study gesture to understand cognitive development (e.g.
Goldin-Meadow et al., 1993). Moreover, recent evolutionary theories propose
that language has evolved from manual gestures (e.g. Corballis, 2002). In the
developing field of neuroscience, neuropsychologists investigate where in the
brain gesture and sign language are produced (e.g. Kimura, 1973; Corina et al.,
1992; Corina et al., 2003; Lausberg et al., 2007). Several studies examine gesture perception with functional neuroimaging (e.g. Gallagher & Frith, 2004;
MacSweeney et al., 2004; Holle et al., 2008). Most recently, artificial intelligence researchers have started to develop gesture production models for embodied agents (Kopp & Bergmann, 2012).
This short historical review reveals that expressive and communicative movement behaviour has long been subject of scientific interest. Nowadays, its impact is reflected by the fact that movement behaviour is subject of investigation
in many academic disciplines. The other side of the coin is that the diaspora of
movement behaviour research across different disciplines is an obstacle for developing a common body of knowledge. This entails that movement behaviour
research has not become an independent scientific discipline. Davis (1972, p. 2)
makes an interesting observation regarding movement behaviour researchers:
"The list of those who have written about expressive movement or nonverbal
communication since 1872 reads like a "Who’s Who" in the behavioural sciences; yet writers still defend the relevance of such study or introduce the subject as if it were esoteric or unheard of. It is as if a great many serious behavioural scientists have shown a fleeting interest in body movement and then gone
on.” Since Davis has reported this observation 40 years ago, obviously, not
much has changed. Thus, not only the identity of movement behaviour research
as an academic discipline but also the professional identity of the individual researcher who deals with movement behaviour seems to be fragile.
A thorough analysis of the complex question why this might be the case is
beyond the scope of this chapter. It shall only be indicated that this might be related to the status of the body and thus, of body movement in the Christianoccidental culture that considers the body inferior to the mind. While the materialistic-functional aspect of body is accepted, such as the effort to achieve a perfect, functional, and good-looking body, the existential aspect of the body is neglected (e.g. Dürckheim, 1981). Furthermore, in our culture, research on the expressive aspects of movement behaviour is often regarded with ambivalence.
This is due to the fact that movement behaviour is often displayed implicitly,
i.e., beyond the mover's awareness. This leads to the concern that the analysis of
4

one's body movement might uncover aspects of one's personality or feelings that
one might not want to uncover. This attitude explains, for example, why only
few psychotherapists agree to have their movement behaviour analysed during
psychotherapy sessions. The low esteem of the body and its movement becomes
manifest in several domains of our culture. As an example, there is a scant regard for art forms that use body movement as a medium such as dance, while
"non-body" art forms such as music or literature are more appreciated. Furthermore, despite the fact that they have an equally long tradition and are equally
appreciated as effective by patients (Olbrich, 2004), movement and bodyoriented (psycho)therapies are less accepted in the health care system than verbal psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic therapies (e.g. Bühler, 1981). (Of
course, this is also caused by a lack of empirical research which could demonstrate the effectivity of movement and body-oriented therapies). Likewise, for a
long period of time, sign language has not been accepted by the society as a
valid means of communication for the deaf community. Fortunately, possibly
also promoted by the rise of research on sign language, the status of sign language in society has recently improved. The cultural attitude might explain why,
thus far, despite the long tradition and the broad scientific interest research,
movement behaviour has not developed as an academic discipline on its own.
The lack of a scientific identity entails that in the course of history movement
behaviour research has always been substantially coined by the dominant scientific discipline. This situation renders it difficult to follow the central thread of
movement behaviour research through history. As a consequence, references to
historically earlier but nevertheless relevant research are rarely made, and in
each historical scientific era, expressive and communicative movement behaviour seems to be discovered de novo. The lack of scientific identity of the research field is not only a longitudinal historical problem but also a horizontal
interdisciplinary one. Nowadays, as exposed above, research on movement behaviour is spread over many different academic disciplines. While the common
denominator of these different scientific approaches is that movement behaviour
reflects and affects cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes, there is
hardly an interdisciplinary exchange. This lack is a severe obstacle for scientific
progress in movement behaviour research. Movement behaviour researchers are
often simply not aware of the substantial body of research that has been done in
other fields so far, historically and concurrently. Therefore, some researchers
have been dedicated to making knowledge from other historical epochs and
other academic disciplines available to their colleagues (e.g. Davis, 1972; Davis
and Skupien, 1982; Asendorpf & Wallbott, 1982; Wallbott, 1982; Kendon,
2004). Hopefully, in the same vein, this book will contribute to promote interdisciplinary understanding and exchange, among others by demonstrating the
effects of different methods on research findings.
However, while there are many obstacles in developing movement behaviour
research as a discipline on its own and on building a common body of knowledge, the currently increasing distribution of visual media is a cultural develop5

ment that is clearly in favour for promoting movement behaviour research.
Through TV, internet, and video games, users are nowadays constantly confronted with moving human and avatar bodies. In contrast, in the first half of the
last century, acoustic information transfer through radio and telephone was predominant. The current omnipresence of moving human and avatar bodies calls
even more for a thorough basic knowledge and understanding of how movement
behaviour – on the conscious and unconscious levels - reflects and affects cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
Finally, as stated above, another reason for the scant exchange of knowledge
between the academic disciplines is differences in terminology and methodology. These differences make a comparison of the findings of different academic
discipline difficult and inhibit that a common interdisciplinary corpus of knowledge grows. In fact, this problem is not only an interdisciplinary one but also an
intradisciplinary one, as often within one discipline, researchers invent their
own movement analysis systems. The results of their studies are then difficult to
integrate in a common body of knowledge.
Furthermore, as it will be outlined in Chapter 3, the field of movement behaviour research suffers from a lack of effective and efficient methods. Until the
1960s, movement behaviour as a transitory phenomenon was difficult to register
and to submit to research. This is illustrated by Efron 's "fourfold method"
(1941, p. 66), in which he applied several techniques commonly used at his
time: "(1) direct observation of gestural behaviour in natural situations, (2)
sketches drawn from life by the American painter ... under the same conditions,
(3) rough counting, (4) motion pictures studied by (a) observations and judgments of naive observers, and (b) graphs and charts, together with measurements
and tabulations of the same." Thus, the painstaking analysis of movement behaviour might also explain Davis' observation that single researchers do not stay
in the field.
However, also with regard to this aspect, the current situation characterized
by an impressive technical progress is in favour for developing the scientific
field of movement behaviour research. The registration of movement behaviour
has become simple and qualitatively improved by using digital video. Furthermore, the availability of software for the annotation of videotaped movement
behaviour substantially facilitates the analysis of movement behaviour data (see
part III in this book). However, the technical progress will only entail scientific
progress, if movement behaviour researchers identify entities of body movement
behaviour that are relevant with regard to cognitive, emotional, and interactive
processes.
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2. Empirical Research on Movement Behaviour and its
Link to Cognitive, Emotional, and Interactive Processes
Hedda Lausberg
This chapter deals with empirical findings across academic disciplines concerning the relation between movement behaviour and cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes that are relevant for developing the methodology in movement behaviour research.
The first section of this chapter addresses the question what empirical evidence supports the paradigm that human movement behaviour is linked to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. The implications of these findings
for movement research methodology are discussed.
Empirical evidence that movement behaviour is linked to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes legitimates the application of movement behaviour analysis as a valid method to explore these processes. However, for this
purpose numerous questionnaires are already available which are economic psychological research tools. Therefore, the second section focuses on the question
what specific potential movement behaviour analysis bears for the investigation
of emotional, cognitive, and interactive processes.
The third and fourth sections illustrate the profit of analyzing all movements
of a part of the body and of segmenting the ongoing stream of movement behaviour into natural units as compared to pre-selecting certain types of movement
for the analysis. Finally, the fifth section discusses why it is useful to distinguish
between right side, left side, and bilateral movements when analyzing limb
movements such as hand gestures.

2.1 Different classes of movement behaviour reflect and affect
cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes
There is ample empirical evidence that body movements that are spontaneously
displayed during interaction, soliloquy, or silent thinking are associated with
cognitive processes such as language or spatial cognition (e.g. Lavergne & Kimura, 1987; Butterworth & Hadar, 1989; Cohen & Otterbein, 1992; Krauss et
al., 1996; Sirigu et al., 1996; Feyereisen, 2006; Parsons et al., 1998; de Ruiter,
2000; De’Sperati & Stucchi, 2000; Emmorey et al., 2000; Kita, 2000; Garber &
Goldin-Meadow, 2002; Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Lausberg & Kita, 2003;
McNeill, 2005; Beattie & Shovelton 2006; Cook & Goldin-Meadow, 2006; Ehrlich et al., 2006; Goldin-Meadow, 2006; Lausberg et al., 2007; Beattie & Shovelton, 2009; Sassenberg et al., 2010; Wartenburger et al., 2010). Likewise it has
been demonstrated that movement behaviour is related to emotional processes
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and psychopathology (e.g. Darwin, 1890; Krout, 1935; Sainsbury, 1954; Freedman & Hoffman, 1967; Ekman & Friesen, 1969, 1974; Freedman, 1972;
Scheflen, 1974; Ulrich, 1977; Davis, 1981, 1997; Freedman & Bucci, 1981; Ulrich & Harms, 1985; Ellgring, 1986; Wallbott, 1989; Gaebel, 1992; Berry &
Pennebaker, 1993; Willke, 1995; Cruz, 1995; Lausberg et al., 1996; Berger,
1999). Furthermore, movement behaviour serves to regulate interactive processes and to communicate information (e.g. Scheflen, 1973, 1974; Cohen & Otterbein, 1992; Davis, 1997; Cook & Goldin-Meadow, 2006; Feyereisen, 2006;
Holle & Gunter, 2007; Holle et al., 2008, 2010).
In the following subsections, a widespread range of examples is given to illustrate the relations between movement behaviour and cognitive, emotional, and
interactive functions. As pathological conditions are highly informative for exploring these relations, studies on patients with mental or neurological disease
are included. The review is based upon the classes of movement behaviour that
have been first introduced in the expression psychology and then pursued and
extended in nonverbal communication research: posture, position, gesture, selftouch and touching behaviour1. Because of the differences in the use of these
terms in different disciplines and by different researches - as outlined in the previous chapter -, the terms are used as defined in general dictionaries in the review below.
2.1.1 Gesture and spatial cognition
A gesture is defined as "a movement of part of the body, especially a hand or the
head, to express an idea or meaning" (http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition
/english/gesture?q=gesture) or as "a movement usually of the body or limbs that
expresses or emphasizes an idea, sentiment, or attitude" (http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/gesture). Kendon points out the problem of the concept
of gesture: "'Gesture', we have suggested, is a name for visible action when it is
used as an utterance or as part of an utterance. But what is 'utterance', and how
are actions in this domain recognized as playing a part in it." (2010, p. 7) This
statement reveals the difficulty to operationalize the concept of a gesture, as its
definition implies a function. Pragmatically, in this review, the term gesture is
used if the researcher chose this term.
It is well established that gestures are a suitable means of conveying spatially complex information (Beattie & Shovelton, 2006; Beattie & Shovelton,
2009; Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Lausberg & Kita, 2003). Explaining mathematical
equivalence problems is more effective if the teacher’s verbal explanations are
accompanied by gestures (Cook & Goldin-Meadow, 2006). (This effect, however, is not limited to spatial topics. Also non-spatial topics are understood and
recalled better if the verbal explanations are accompanied by gestures (Cohen &
1
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Given the topic of this book, research on facial expression, eye movement behaviour,
personal space, territory, and vocal cues is not reviewed here.

Otterbein, 1992; Feyereisen, 2006)). There is, however, also evidence that gestures that accompany descriptions not only improve the recipient's understanding, but also help the gesturer to think about space and to formulate spatial topics. When talking about spatial topics, more speech accompanying gestures are
displayed than when talking about non-spatial topics (Lavergne & Kimura,
1987), especially when the speakers talk about their own movement in space
(Emmorey et al., 2000). If speakers are prevented from producing gestures while
talking about spatial topics, they speak more slowly and hesitantly than if prevented from producing gestures when talking about non-spatial topics. Pupils
who gesture when explaining mathematical problems show better performances
than pupils who do not gesture (Cook & Goldin-Meadow, 2006; Ehrlich et al.,
2006).
Furthermore, spatial gestures reveal the cognitive strategies that an individual uses when (s)he thinks about space. In a geometrical analogy task experiment, participants with a higher level of intelligence used more spontaneous gestures during the explanation of the task than participants with an average IQ
(Sassenberg et al., 2011). This applied especially to spatial gestures with an observer viewpoint as defined by McNeill (1992). The observer viewpoint reveals
that the gesturer takes an allocentric perspective, e.g. index and middle finger
depict someone walking along a street. In contrast, the character viewpoint reveals that the gesturer takes an egocentric view on the spatial scenery, e.g. the
gesturer pantomimes swimming in a river. Thus, spatial gestures may reflect the
mental perspective taken when imagining a spatial scenery. When solving a spatial task by Piaget, gesture - speech mismatches were noticed in pupils. They
showed the correct response in their gestures but verbally they formulated a
wrong answer (Goldin-Meadow et al., 1993). Also in adults solving a spatial
task, such as the Tower of Hanoi, gestures and speech can reflect different cognitive strategies at the same time (Garber & Goldin-Meadow, 2002). Neuropsychological experiments also evidence that spatial gestures reveal the way we
think about spatial problems. Decisions concerning the spatial orientation of objects are based on motor imagination of gesturing. This is evidenced by the fact
that when asked to judge the spatial orientation of an object, participants rotate
their hands mentally into the same spatial orientation as the object is in (Sirigu et
al., 1996; Parsons et al, 1998; De’Sperati & Stucchi 2000).
The examination of gestures in patients with brain damages provides information about the different components that play a role in the conceptualization
of spatial gestures. Split-brain patients neglect the left half of the gesture space
in right hand gestures. In contrast, in their left hand gestures they use the whole
gesture space. The findings evidence that the conceptualization of gesture space
use is a specific function which is lateralized to the left hemisphere (Lausberg et
al., 2003 a). Furthermore, patients with left brain damage show selective impairments in finding the target position, e.g. when transporting the hand to the
mouth when pantomiming brushing the teeth (Poizner et al., 1990; Hermsdörfer
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et al., 1996). This selective deficit demonstrates that arriving at the target position constitutes a distinct component in the conceptualization of spatial gestures.
To summarize, the empirical findings from different disciplines evidence
that gesture production and spatial cognition is tightly linked. Moreover, the results from spatial tests, which demonstrate a positive correlation between a high
performance level and a high amount of gestures, suggest that gestures not only
reflect but also promote spatial thinking. McNeill proposes that "... gesture, the
actual motion of gesture itself, is a dimension of thinking." (2005, p. 98). In line
with this proposition, Cook et al. suggest that gesturing is "an alternative, embodied way of representing new ideas" (2008, p. 1047) as it offers an analogous
motor and visuo-spatial representation. It has to be noted, however, that in the
spatial tests mentioned above, physical objects such as the Tower of Hanoi were
always presented. Particularly, the gesture-speech mismatches could have been
induced by the bimodal assignment of tasks, object presentation and verbal instruction. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate if the proposition that
different cognitive strategies may be spontaneously used at the same time (Garber & Goldin-Meadow, 2002) is still valid when spatial tasks are administered
verbally. Thus, while there is ample evidence for a bidirectional link between
gesturing and spatial cognition, more empirical research is needed to fully understand the processes that determine the interdependent relation.
2.1.2 Self-touch and arousal
The term self-touch is not listed in classical English dictionaries. However, in
non-verbal communication research, anthropology, and neuropsychology, the
term is commonly used. Self-touch is defined as any touching of the own body
(e.g. Morris, 1978; Knapp & Hall, 1992; Kimura, 1973). Thus, in contrast to the
term gesture, the term self-touch is purely descriptive and does not imply a function. A self-touch can be a practical action, a gesture, or a self-stimulation. In
contrast, the terms 'autistic gestures' and body-focused2 movements, which are
used by some researchers for self-touching movements, refer only to selfstimulation. These types3 do not include gestures with touching the own body
such as self-deictics.
30-70% of all hand movements that are displayed in conversation and interviews are self-touch movements such as scratching oneself or as hand-to-hand
fidgeting (Krout, 1935; Sainsbury, 1955; Mahl, 1968; Freedman, O’Hanlon,
Oltman, & Witkin, 1972; Kimura, 1973 a; Sousa-Poza & Rohrberg, 1977;
Souza-Poza et al., 1979; Dalby et al., 1980; Freedman & Bucci, 1981; Lausberg,
2

3
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In this chapter, the names of movement types are only written in italics if they are defined values of a specific coding system that will be described in Chapter 3. As an example, self-touch is only written in italics if it designates the defined movement value
of Kimura's coding system. It is not written in italics if it is used in the general sense.
Throughout the book, the terms (movement) type and (movement) value are used synonymously

1995; Dvoretska, 2009; Kryger, 2010; Lausberg, 2011; Lausberg & Kryger,
2011). This kind of self-touching behaviour is typically subject of investigation
in empirical studies on emotional functions and psychopathology.
In psychotherapy research, since long it has been documented that 'autistic
gestures' - as opposed to communicative gestures - could be reliably elicited
through association experiments and during emotionally loaded issues (Sainsbury, 1955; Mahl, 1968). In several studies, Freedman's coding system was used
(see Chapter 3), which opposes body-focused movements to object-focused
movements, i.e., gestures. During free association in psychoanalytic sessions or
in semi-structured interviews, field-dependent subjects, as defined by Witkin
and Lewis (1954), showed significantly more continuous direct body-focused
activity, especially hand-to-hand movements, than field-independent subjects
(Freedman, O’Hanlon, Oltman, & Witkin, 1972; Sousa-Poza & Rohrberg, 1977;
Freedman & Bucci, 1981). Furthermore, the continuous direct body-focused activity was more prominent in interviews with cold interviewers than in those
with warm, empathetic interviewers (Freedman et al., 1972). Sousa-Poza and
Rohrberg (1977) reported that in interviews with personal topics referring to interpersonal relationships and the worst life experience, there was significantly
more continuous body-touching behaviour than in interviews with impersonal
topics referring to a typical working day and the hometown. It is obvious that
the topic of the worst life experience is likely to have elicited negative emotions.
Moreover, during interference tasks, i.e., the Stroop-test, the direct body-focused
activity was significantly stronger than in tasks requiring spatial imagination and
anticipation (Barosso et al., 1978).
Clinical studies on patients with schizophrenic and depressive disorders revealed that the body-focused hand movement behaviour decreased as the psychiatric disorder improved (Freedman & Hoffman, 1967; Freedman, 1972). Likewise, in depressive patients the clinical improvement through anti-depressive
pharmacotherapy was accompanied by a decrease of the continuous bodyfocused hand movements (Ulrich, 1977; Ulrich & Harms, 1985), especially in
the left hand (Ulrich, 1977). In the same line, in the course of a successful psychotherapy, patients with depression and psychosomatic disorder showed a clear
reduction of on body movements, as measured with the NEUROGES system
(see Part II in this book) (Lausberg, 1995; Kryger, 2010; Lausberg & Kryger,
2011).
Thus, there is ample empirical evidence that direct touching of the body, especially if it occurs continuously, is associated with mental arousal during stress,
(predominantly negative) emotional engagement, and depression. Freedman and
Bucci (1981) suggested that continuous and discrete body-focused activity have
distinct filtering functions. Continuous body-focused activity creates - according
to the authors - a white noise situation, which helps to reduce the discrepancy
between incoming information and the mover's internal state. Discrete bodyfocused movements serve as a contrasting strategy. However, as on body movements are not only observed in the presence of external stimulation but also in
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its absence, here it is proposed that on body movements rather serve to stabilize
oneself, in most cases to care for oneself and to calm oneself and less often to
activate oneself. Support for this proposition stems for neuroendocrinological
and neurophysiological research. In rodents grooming behaviour induces a reduction in the dopamine response to stress (Berridge, Mitton, Clark, & Roth,
1999) as well as an increase in physical growth, growth hormon (GH) and
Brain-Derived-Neurotropic-Factor (BDNF) (Schanberg & Field, 1987; Burton et
al., 2007; Chatterjee et al., 2007). In humans, spontaneous (but not volitional)
self-touch of the face in reaction to acoustic stress is associated with an increase
in beta- und theta-activity in the EEG (Grunwald & Weiss, 2007). In premature
babies a treatment with massage results in a faster weight gain and a decrease of
blood cortisol (Schanberg & Field, 1987; Guzzetta et al., 2009). While Freedman and Bucci on one hand and Lausberg on the other hand emphasize different
aspects regarding the function of self-touching behaviour, they agree on that
self-touching behaviour not only reflects a mental state but also positively affects it.
2.1.3 Posture and mood
A posture is defined as "the position or bearing of the body whether characteristic or assumed for a special purpose <erect posture>" (http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/posture) or as "a particular position of the body"
(http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/ posture?q=posture). The first
definition reveals that the meaning of posture is two-folded: It can refer to an
individual's habitual body alignment or to a temporary one. In the first case, the
posture has the quality of a trait (hereafter trait-posture), in the second that of a
state (hereafter state-posture). For a better distinction to rest position (see below), a posture is here defined as arrangement of the limbs with tensioned muscles characterized by motionlessness and muscle contraction (see Chapter 5).
In traditional psychiatry and expression psychology, the relation between the
trait-posture and attitude or mood has been focused. There is long-standing
knowledge that certain body postures are associated with a specific mood, attitude, or even personality (Darwin, 1890; Reich, 1933; Wallbott, 1989; Kleinsmith & Berthouze, 2007). In the clinical domain, a slumped posture has since
long been documented as a symptom of depression (Kraepelin 1899, Kretschmer, 1921; Bleuler, 1949; Bader et al. 1999, Lemke et al. 2000; Michalak et
al., 2009).
In the recent embodiment research, the link between state-posture and the affective valence of thought is focused on. It has been demonstrated that an upright posture induces a better recall of positive thoughts (Wilson and Peper,
2004; Casanto and Dijkstra, 2010), the experience of more pride (Stepper and
Strack, 1993), and more persistence in problem solving (Riskind and Gotay,
1982). Thus, posture does not only reflect emotional states but also affects them.
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2.1.4 Rest positions and quality of interaction
A position is defined as "a particular way in which someone or something is
placed or arranged" (http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/ position?q=position)
or
"a
certain
arrangement
of
bodily parts"
(http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/position). A rest position is here
defined as a specific arrangement of the relaxed limbs characterized by motionlessness, absence of an anti-gravity position, and muscle relaxation (see
Chapter 5).
The physical sign of the degree to which the person is open toward and vis a
vis the other in her/his position is related to psychological openness and rapport
(Charny, 1966; Scheflen, 1973). There is a significant relationship between the
therapist’s and the patient’s rest position openness and accessibility (Davis,
1985). Physicians with open arm positions were judged more positively than
those with a closed arm position (Harrigan & Rosenthal, 1983). This was confirmed by a later study by Harrigan, Oxman, Rosenthal (1985), in which physicians with arms in symmetrical, side-by-side positions (and uncrossed legs)
were rated more positively. Adopting closed positions as compared to open positions increases negative emotions (Roosberg & Gempton, 1993).
Another perspective on rest position and interaction is taken in the structural
approach, which was introduced to movement behaviour research by Birdwhistell (1952). As a researcher with the background of cultural anthropology and
structural linguistics, Birdwhistell regarded any body movement as an arbitrary
sign that served the maintenance and regulation of interaction. In this structural
view, rest positions mark naturalistic units of behaviour and reflect the organization and structure of interaction (Scheflen, 1963, 1973). Certain rest positions in
one partner co-occur with certain rest positions in the other, i.e., there are specific combinations of the interactive partners’ rest positions (Scheflen, 1973;
LaFrance, 1982; Davis & Hadiks, 1990) (for a more detailed discussion on body
movement in interaction, see Chapter 18).
2.1.5 Summary
To summarize, the interdisciplinary review evidences that there is ample empirical evidence that movement behaviour is associated with cognitive, emotional,
and interactive processes. More specifically, different classes of movement behaviour are related in various manners to within-subject cognitive and emotional
processes and between-subjects interactive processes. While gestures have been
linked predominantly to cognitive processes, self-touch has been investigated in
the context of affective states and stress. Postures have been related to attitude,
mood, and affective states, and rest positions have been analysed with regard to
their function in interaction.
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As cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes are all reflected in movement behaviour (Figure 1, arrows with straight line), movement behaviour can
serve as a medium to explore these processes. Moreover, there is some evidence that the link between cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes and
movement behaviour is bi-directional, i.e., movement behaviour, likewise, affects these processes (Figure 1, arrows with dotted line). More research is required to fully explore the complex relation between movement behaviour and
cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.

Figure 1 Bi-directional influence of movement behaviour and cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.

2.2 Body movements are associated with implicit and explicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes
In the above section it has been demonstrated that movement behaviour reflects
(and affects) cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. Therefore, movement analysis can be used as a tool to explore these processes. However, its
need is questionned as in psychological research many questionnaires and semistandardized interviews are already available to examine cognitive, emotional,
and interactive processes.
A commonly known advantage of movement analysis is that it is observerbased. Therefore, it is more objective than self-rating instruments such as questionnaires and then semi-standardized interviews, in which the outcome is influenced by the interviewer. Here, it shall be argued that furthermore, the specific
potential of movement behaviour analysis is that it enables to investigate implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
"Explicit knowledge refers to knowledge that is expressed as conscious experience and that people are aware that they possess; … Implicit knowledge, by
contrast, refers to knowledge that is revealed in task performance without any
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corresponding phenomenal awareness.” Schacter (1992). Given this definition,
many of the cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes as discussed above
are implicit, such as interaction regulation (Scheflen, 1963) and the processing
of emotions (Lane & Schwartz, 1987). Even cognitive strategies applied in spatial problem solving may be implicit (Cohen, 1984). This has been demonstrated
in amnestic patients, who have lost their explicit memory. These patients may
show over several trials a progress in solving the Tower of Hanoi Puzzle without
being able to recall having practised the task or having encountered the apparatus.
In analogy to Schacter’s definition, in this section, the term explicit hand
movements is used for movements that the person is aware of when (s)he displays them spontaneously or on command. The term implicit movements is applied for movements that the person is not aware of when (s)he displays them
spontaneously. She/he can, however, become aware of her/his movement during
or immediately after the performance (compare sensory memory, e.g. Kaszniak
et al., 1986).
With regard to the movement behaviour classes discussed above, there are
differences in the proportions of explicit versus implicit display. While selftouches and the trait-posture are almost always displayed implicitly, gestures
and rest positions may sometimes be explicit. Emblematic gestures, such as the
Victory sign, or pointing gestures (deictic) are most often explicit (for the definition of the gesture values see Chapter 3). Ekman and Friesen (1969) have reported that occasionally gesturer pretended not to be aware of the fact that (s)he
performed an emblematic gesture. Furthermore, sign language is used explicitly.
Tool use actions are often performed explicitly, but patients with brain damage
may perform automatized tool use actions implicitly (see below). In these explicit movements, the retrieval of the movement concept or, during learning
processes, the de novo conceptualization, are intentional and conscious and the
gesturer is aware of his/her performing the movement. It is plausible that the
cognitive, emotional, or interactive processes that are associated with the generation of explicit body movements are partly explicit as well. As an example,
the gesturer intends to show something to another person and performs a deictic.
Or, the gesturer is aware of his anger and performs an insulting emblem.
A great proportion of movement behaviour, however, is displayed beyond the
mover’s awareness. This applies especially to self-touches and also to many
idiosyncratic gestures. In this case, the retrieval of the movement concept is implicit. The movement is executed quasi automatically, and the mover is primarily not aware of the execution. The same applies to movement behaviours of
continuous nature such as state-posture. As the mover is not aware of her/his
state-posture or her/his fidgeting movements, it is plausible that (s)he is not
aware of the underlying cognitive, emotional, or interactive process. Some examples shall be given here to illustrate the link between implicit body movements and primarily implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. An
unconsciously displayed and seemingly purposeless self-touch may serve psy21

chodynamically for self-regulation in a stressful situation. An implicitly displayed motion presentation gestures may reflect how the gesturer perceives
the dynamics of a personal relationship, while (s)he has not deliberately reflected this impression. The opening of the rest position may reflect that the
mover's attitude towards his/her interactive partner starts changing towards
more sympathy. The conversion of a slumped posture into a more erect one
may indicate that the mover's general mood has improved before (s)he her/himself consciously notes of this change. Thus, the analysis of implicit body
movements provides valuable insights into implicit cognitive, emotional and
interactive processes.
As stated above, the primarily implicit display of a body movement does not
exclude that, during the performance, the person may become aware of her/his
movement or posture. As an example, during an empathetic interaction, one
partner performs a self-touch of the face and the other one "automatically" tunes
in but then becomes aware of his/her hand moving to the face. Catching oneself
performing such an automatized behaviour is typically astonishing or even embarrassing.
The proposition that implicit body movements are associated with implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes, while explicit movements are related to partly explicit processes is supported by the scientific evidence that implicit movements differ kinematically and neurobiologically from their explicit
counter-parts.
In a kinematic study, the very same movement, seizing and moving a lever,
was executed differently when it was displayed implicitly as compared to being
done intentionally (Bock & Hagemann, 2010). As an everyday life example,
stroking one's hair back while being intensely engaged in a conversation differs
in terms of movement parameters from stroking one's hair back as a volitional
preening behaviour to attract the partner's attention. Moreover, implicit hand
movements differ in their neurobiological correlates from their explicit counterparts. Grunwald and Weiss (submitted) reported different patterns of cortical
activity as measured with electroencephalography during instructed self-touches
of the face as compared to spontaneous self-touches of the face, which the gesturer performed during a stress test without being aware of it. Studies in patients
with brain damage provide further evidence that explicit and implicit movements rely on different neural networks. Rapcsak et al. (1993) suggested that the
movement ("praxis") system in the right hemisphere is strongly biased toward
the concrete and context-dependent execution of familiar, well-established routines including implicit movements, whereas the left hemisphere conceptualizes
novel movements and is specialized for deliberate explicit movements. This
proposition is strongly supported by patients with callosal disconnection (often
split-brain patients), in whom the neural connection between the left and right
hemispheres has been severed or damaged (see 2.4). These patients may be able
to perform a specific movement implicitly as part of automatized routines, such
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as shaving when standing in front of the washbasin in the morning, while they
are may not be able to perform the same movement as a deliberate action on
command (Liepmann & Maas, 1907; Watson & Heilman, 1983; Buxbaum et al.,
1995; Tanaka et al., 1996; Lausberg et al., 1999; Lausberg et al., 2003 b). As an
example, Mr. U.H. with callosal disconnection reported not being able to take
something out of his trouser pocket with his left hand when he intended to do so.
The same action was performed by his left hand without hitch when he didn`t
think about it (Lausberg et al., 1999). Rapcsak et al.'s proposition is further supported by the alien or autonomous hand syndrome, which also occurs particularly in patients with callosal disconnection. It is characterized by an autonomous action of the left hand, sometimes even against the will of the patient. A
related syndrome is the intermanual conflict, in which the right and left hands
act in a highly uncooperative manner. As an example, Mr. U.H. lifted the toilet
seat with his right hand and the left hand closed it again. In clinical testing such
as the Token test, his correct right hand reaction was often disturbed by incorrect
left hand interference (Lausberg et al., 1999). Both syndromes, the
alien/autonomous hand and the intermanual conflict, indicate that the separate
right hemisphere can generate movements implicitly, i.e., independently from
the motor dominant left hemisphere, which dominates the generation of explicit
volitional movements (Geschwind et al, 1995; Tanaka et al., 1996; Marangolo et
al., 1998).
To summarize, a great proportion of movement behaviour is displayed implicitly, i.e., beyond the mover’s awareness. It is plausible that implicit body movements are associated with implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes, while explicit movements are related to partly explicit processes (Figure
2). This proposition is supported by the scientific evidence that movements
which are displayed beyond the mover's awareness differ kinematically and
neurobiologically from their volitionally performed counter-parts. Thus, regarding the initial question of this section, movement behaviour analysis, as it includes the examination of implicit body movements, bears the special potential
to investigate implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
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Figure 2 The link between implicit and explicit body movements and implicit and explicit
cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes

2.3 Movement behaviour is organized in patterns
In movement behaviour research, many analysis systems are tailored to detect
certain classes of movements in the movement behaviour and then give them
value. As an example, in McNeill's coding system for hand gestures (1992), certain hand movements are identified in hand movement behaviour and then classified as iconic, metaphoric, or deictic. Few analysis systems are designed to
classify all movement in a behaviour. As an example, in the kinesic analysis by
Birdwhistell (1952), movement behaviour is segmented into kinemes, which are
units of kinesic behaviour (for the detailed description of Birdwhistell's system
see Chapter 3). As compared to the assessment of pre-selected movement units,
the latter type of movement behaviour analysis opens the research options to
analyze the sequences and combinations of movement units.
A pattern is "a regular and intelligible form or sequence discernible in the way
in which something happens or is done" (Oxford English Dictionary). A movement pattern may be characterized by a temporal sequence consisting of several
subsequent movement types, e.g. self-touch  gesture  shift  self-touch.
Likewise, is may be a combination of several movement types displayed by different parts of the body at a time, e.g. crossing the legs + folding the hands +
raising the head. Since long, it has been documented that the individual movement behaviour is highly reliable with regard to such sequences and combinations (Darwin, 1890; Allport & Vernon, 1933). A related well-known phenome24

non is, for example, that we can recognize a person by her/his gait pattern long
before we can identify her/him by her/his bodily appearance. In a study on
whole body expression in dance, individuals displayed individually retestreliable combinations of moving the body in four different improvisation tasks,
e.g. small kinesphere combined with bound flow and predominant use of the
upper body (Lausberg et al., 1996).
The individual movement behaviour is highly reliable just as its association
with cognitive, emotional, and interactive states. As an example from the author’s data, in cheerful situations, Mr. A.A. always showed a complex movement pattern in a nearly identical form: laughing  then pushing up his glasses
with the left hand  then folding the arms  then pressing the knees together.
Mrs. N.G. reliably performed the following pattern in depressive contexts: left
shoulder shrug  then an adjustment of the left bra strap with the left hand
then a verbal statement with a depressive connotation. Note that in the two
examples, neither the glasses nor the bra strap were displaced so that they would
have needed to be adjusted again.
Already Darwin (1890) had described that in the process of becoming a habitual pattern, the original function of a movement could get lost. Then its only
function remains to be part of a pattern. Darwin's interpretation shows some
overlap with Birdwhistell's structuralist view that considered that any body
movement was an arbitrary sign, which was per se meaningless and which only
served as the maintenance and regulation of interaction. Thus, even body
movements that seem to be purposeless have a function since they contribute to
a pattern. Therefore, the proposition is here that body movements are not displayed accidentally or randomly. The exception is pathological hyperkinetic
syndromes4, the types of which are described in Chapter 3. They are mainly
caused by functional or structural disorders of subcortical motor regions. With
this exception in mind, it is argued here that given the expanded definition of
'function', which includes co-establishing a pattern, in healthy individuals any
body movement has a function.
Patterns can consist of all classes of movement behaviour including postures
and rest positions. Specific mental states and specific topics in interactions cooccur with specific rest positions (Darwin, 1890; Scheflen, 1973; LaFrance,
1982; Davis & Hadiks, 1990; Davis & Hadiks, 1994; Wallbott, 1989; Kleinsmith & Berthouze, 2007). As noted above, in psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic sessions 'autistic gestures' could be reliably elicited through association
experiments and during emotionally loaded issues (Sainsbury, 1955; Mahl,
1968). In these specific contexts, the 'autistic gestures' were displayed reliably in
almost identical manners across the psychotherapy sessions. Given the reliabil4

For the moment, it shall be maintained that certain body movements displayed in neuropsychiatric disease, notably hyperkinetic syndromes, do not have a function in this
sense. However, future research may reveal that even these movements have some kind
of function, for example, that they serve to maintain an equilibrium within a pathological state.
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ity of individual movement patterns, changes in these patterns can be used as an
indicator of changes in the mental state or even in personality traits over time
(Davis & Hadiks, 1990). When considered in response to therapist interventions,
the patient's movement pattern changes in psychotherapy may indicate therapeutically relevant moments (Davis & Hadiks, 1994). In a case study on a doctorpatient interview, the patient's typical movement patterns were identified, such
as repetitive rocking with the trunk (Lausberg, 2011). Changes in this pattern,
such as interruption of the trunk rocking, co-occurred with verbal utterances that
had been identified as therapeutically relevant in an independently conducted
discourse analysis.
In the field of criminology, research on movement patterns coded during interviews of criminal suspects has helped to identify movement cues to deception
(Davis & Hadiks, 1995). Of particular note is evidence that the cue set related to
deceptive responses is distinctly different than the set of cues associated with
topic stress level, suggesting that the movement patterns can distinguish what
are primarily affective processes from cognitive processes such as formulating a
false story while concealing information (Davis et al., 2005).
Patterns may not only occur at the intra-individual level but also at the interindividual level. A specific movement - mental state combination in an individual may co-occur regularly with a specific movement - mental state combination
in the individual's partner, and vice versa. Scheflen (1963, 1973) first identified
these interaction patterns in psychotherapy sessions. He observed reliable intradyadic movement sequences between patient and therapist over several psychotherapy sessions. As an example, the patient assumed a certain posture by grasping the right knee with the hands  then the therapist performed a ‘Bowl’gesture  then he lighted up a pipe, etc. According to Scheflen, the ‘communicational program’ that is characterized by a defined sequence of both partners’
movements, serves to regulate and stabilize the partners' relationship. To his
opinion, the identification of such implicit movement interaction patterns is
highly relevant for a successful therapy as these implicit patterns consolidate
neurotic relationships.
To summarize, movement behaviour is organized in reliable within-subject
and between-subjects patterns. There is ample empirical evidence that these
movement patterns are associated with specific cognitive, emotional, and interactive states, such that they constitute complex movement – emotion – cognition
– interaction patterns. Given that the only function of a movement can be to contribute to a pattern, with the exception of certain pathological conditions, it is
argued that any body movement has a function.
The detection of movement patterns helps to explore emotional, cognitive,
and interactive patterns as well as changes of these patterns. This application of
movement analysis is especially relevant in fields that aim at developing personal competence, e.g. in learning contexts and psychotherapy.
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2.4 The temporal dimension of movement units provides insight
into the duration of the associated cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes
As outlined in the previous section, all movements in the behaviour of one part
of the body or in more of them can be analyzed. A further elaboration of this
method is to analyze the ongoing stream of movement behaviour in time. As in
pattern detection, natural units of movement behaviour are identified but in addition, their duration in time is registered. Any moment in time is attributed to a
natural unit and there is a quasi smooth coding, such that at the end of one
movement unit the next unit begins. This method differs substantially from the
segmentation of the stream of behaviour into standard time intervals. As an example, the ongoing behaviour is segmented into 30 seconds lasting units. This
type of segmentation into time units, however, destroys natural movement units.
The duration of such natural units provides insight into the temporal structure of
movement behaviour. Units of different values, such as gesture units, fidgeting
units, rest position units, shifts units, etc. show distinct durations. The duration
of a unit with a specific value constitutes an intrinsic feature of this value. It is
coined by the kinematic structure of the value and by neural and muscular factors, respectively. Furthermore, as it will be argued below, it is influenced by the
duration of the associated cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
Thus far, little empirical research has been conducted regarding the duration
of behavioural units. An approach to segmenting movement behaviour into natural units was introduced by Condon and Ogston (1967), who defined 'process
units' as natural units of behaviour: "The 'process unit' is observationally defined
as the initiation and sustaining of directionality of change of the body parts with
each other (the specific directions being sustained by the individual parts may
differ) across a given movement of time as contrasted with the preceding and
succeeding sets of similarly sustained configurations of movement of the body
parts." (p. 224). However, in their research Condon and Ogston did not focus on
the duration of the single process units, but they were interested in how process
units are synchronized between the parts of the body of the moving person. In
fact, they demonstrated that in a healthy person the changes in the direction of
moving of all parts of the body, from foot to head, are synchronized. Moreover,
they demonstrated that this synchrony even expands to interactive partners. In
contrast, in schizophrenic patients they observed a within-subject and betweensubjects dyssynchrony (Condon & Ogston, 1966). An approach that considers
the duration of natural units of behaviour was introduced by Freedman and colleagues. They measured the total time spent with different types of body-focused
activity in seconds / 10 minutes. Their data revealed that, in clinical interviews,
a substantial amount of time is spent with this movement type. As an in example, in a study on schizophrenic and depressive patients (Freedman, 1972), the
paranoid patients produced a mean number of 196.8 seconds of continuous
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body-focused movements and 8.6 discrete body-focused movements in 10
minutes. The depressed patients displayed 203.4 second of continuous bodyfocused movements and 16.0 discrete body-focused movements. Concerning the
subtypes of continuous body-focused movements (see also Chapter 3), depressed
patients showed substantially more (150.6 s) direct movements, i.e., touching
another part of the body with one hand, than paranoid patients (41.2 s). They
also spent more time (36.6 s) with indirect movements, i.e., the manipulation of
objects that are attached to the body such as clothing or accessories, than the
paranoid patients (1.2 s). Paranoid patients on the other hand showed a preponderance of hand-to-hand movements (154.6 s) as compared to depressed patients (16.2 s). Thus, Freedman et al.'s findings show that depressive and schizophrenic patients spent different amounts of time with different subtypes of bodyfocused movements. Taking another perspective, their raw data reveal that - independent from the patients' diagnoses - about equal amounts of time are spent
with direct and hand-to-hand movements, while clearly less time is spent with
indirect movements.
The research question whether different types of hand movements show specific durations in time has been systematically investigated in a meta-analysis
including 6 experimental studies using the NEUROGES system (see Part II).
The mean duration of the five Structure category values phasic, repetitive, irregular, shift and aborted was examined. There were significant differences in
the durations of the units of the five values. As an example, shift units (the hand
shifts from one rest position to another one) are significantly shorter than the
units of the other four values (all p = .000). The finding strongly suggests that
shift units represent a movement entity that is distinct from the other values, as it
is characterized by a distinct duration that significantly differs from the duration
of the other units. In fact, this finding is line with the theoretical concept of the
Structure category (5.1, Figure 1). As an example, phasic in space units (functionally, these are almost always gestures) have a mean duration that is significantly longer than that of shift units, because a phasic in space unit is kinematically defined by a phase structure. The hand is transported from the rest position
into the central gesture space, there it performs a complex phase (in McNeill's
terminology a 'stroke'), and then it is retracted again to the rest position. This
phase structure, consisting of three kinematically distinct phases, entails that the
mean duration of phasic in space movements is significantly longer than that of
shifts, in which the hand is 'only' transported directly from one rest position to
another. Thus, the duration of a unit is an intrinsic feature of its value.
Furthermore, it is suggested here that the duration of a unit of a specific value
is coined by the duration of the associated cognitive, emotional, and interactive
processes. As an example, irregular units last 4.3 0.5 seconds (mean standard deviation), whereas shift units last 1.8 0.1 seconds, and this difference in
duration is statistically significant. Both types are kinematically simple, there is
no phase structure, and no other movement criterion that predetermines a certain
duration (in contrast, in phasic in space movements a lower limit of the unit du28

ration is determined by the fact that the hand has to be transported into the gesture space and back again). Thus, it shall be argued that the difference in the duration of irregular and shift units reflects the duration of the underlying cognitive, emotional, or interactive process. As irregular units could - kinematically
and anatomically - be as short as shift units, the longer duration of irregular
units might be related to the fact that they are associated with rather 'timeconsuming' self-regulatory processes. This proposition is supported by the fact
that the mean durations of the phasic, repetitive, irregular, shift and aborted
units are stable across different experimental settings. Following up on the
above example, as irregular units are associated with self-regulation, they have
an intrinsic duration that is independent of the experimental setting. Furthermore, the meta-analysis revealed that the mean duration of a unit of a specific
value is independent of the hand that is employed to execute the movement.
Thus, the influence of handedness does not override the influence of the intrinsic
duration of the motor-cognitive-emotional entity.
The duration of units of a specific movement type provides insight into the
temporal structure of movement behaviour as it reveals that units of different
movement types have different durations. The duration of a unit of a specific
movement type constitutes an intrinsic feature of this type that is determined by
the kinematic structure and by neural and muscular factors, respectively, and by
the associated cognitive, emotional, and interactive process. Thereby, the registration of the duration of movement units provides insight into the temporal dimension of the underlying cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.

2.5 Laterality preferences reflect hemispheric specialization in the
production of specific types of limb movements
Many movement analysis systems do not register the laterality of limb movements. This section discusses why it might be relevant to code the laterality of
the limb that displays a certain movement type. Since the Laterality literature
refers almost exclusively to hand movements, the following review focuses on
hand movements.
2.5.1 The anatomical basis of assessing hemispheric specialization based on
laterality preference
Laterality preferences for certain movement types, e.g. a right hand preference
for pointing gestures or a left hand preference for self-touch, indicate hemispheric specialization in the generation of the respective movement type. The
anatomical basis for inferring hemispheric specialization from laterality preferences is that the left cerebral hemisphere controls the contralateral right limbs,
and vice versa, the right cerebral hemisphere the contralateral left limbs. In Figure 3, the straight lines show the contralaterally organized neural pathways for
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controlling the upper limbs. The neural control of feet and leg is organized
analogously, i.e., the right hemisphere controls the left leg and the left hemisphere the right one.

Figure 3 Contralateral (straight lines) and ipsilateral (dotted lines) neural pathways for controlling the upper limbs

The relevance of this anatomical constellation for movement behaviour research
becomes most evident when examining split-brain patients. These are patients in
whom the corpus callosum, which is the biggest neural fibre connection between
the right and left hemispheres, has been sectioned. In most cases, the operation
is undertaken because of intractable epilepsy. After callosal disconnection, each
hand (and foot) can distinctly be controlled only by the contralateral hemisphere
(Gazzaniga, Bogen, & Sperry 1967; Sperry 1968; Volpe et al. 1982; Trope et al.
1987; Lausberg et al. 2003 b). As a result, the movements of the right and left
hands and feet reflect competence or incompetence of the contralateral hemisphere. As an example: since the left hemisphere is language dominant in most
of these patients (just as in the healthy population), they cannot execute verbal
commands with the left hand ("verbal apraxia" of the left hand). The verbal
commands are processed in the left hemisphere, but the information cannot be
transferred to the right hemisphere which controls the left hand. On the other
hand, the split-brain patient’s right hand performs worse than the left in copying
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figures ("constructional apraxia" of the right hand). The right hemisphere is specialized for visuo-spatial cognition, but the information cannot be transferred to
the left hemisphere which controls the right hand (e.g. Bogen 1993; Lausberg et
al. 2003 b). As a consequence, these patients spontaneously prefer the right hand
for executing verbal commands, while they spontaneously choose the left hand
for spatial tasks. Thus, in these patients the performance on command of the
right and left hands or feet as well as the spontaneous hand or foot preferences
reveal the competence and incompetence of the right and left hemispheres. In
Mr. U.H., who had suffered from a callosal infarction, apraxia was severe especially with his left leg. When asked to imitate lifting the left foot as demonstrated by the investigator, he made instead a supination-pronation movement
with the left hand (Lausberg et al., 1999). Thus, the examination of the splitbrain patients' right and left hands and feet movements provides valuable information about the generation of specific movement types in the left and right
hemispheres.
2.5.2 Laterality preferences for gesture types in split-brain patients
Split-brain patients with exclusively left hemisphere speech production reliably
display the majority of gestures that spontaneously accompany speech with left
hand (Lausberg et al., 2007). The spontaneous left hand preference indicates that
the gestures are generated in the right hemisphere, despite the fact that the language production is localized in the patients’ left hemispheres.
A more fine-grained analysis of gesture types in these patients was conducted
by McNeill (1992) and by Lausberg et al. (2000, 2007). Both researchers found
that patients with a complete callosal disconnection preferentially or even exclusively used the left hand to display beats / batons, which are gestures that emphasize prosody. In contrast, they used the right hand preferentially or even exclusively for iconics / physiographics, i.e. pictorial gestures, and deictics, i.e.,
pointing gestures (detailed descriptions of the gesture classification systems are
provided in Chapter 3). In the study by Lausberg et al. in addition, a left side
preference was found for fall gestures and shoulder shrugs. Because in these
patients the right hand can only be distinctly controlled by the left hemisphere
and vice versa, the left hand by the right hemisphere, their laterality preferences
for specific gesture types provide strong evidence for hemispheric specializations in the generation of these gesture types. The findings by the independent
researchers indicate that physiographics and deictics are predominantly generated in the left hemisphere, potentially in association with other left hemispheric
processes such as language. In contrast, batons, fall gestures, and shrugs seem to
be generated in the right hemisphere, potentially in association with other right
hemispheric processes such as emotional processes and (emotional) prosody.
Thus, gestures that accompany speech are not necessarily generated in the left
hemisphere in close association with language but their production, likewise,
can be associated with other cognitive processes such as emotional prosody or
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spatial cognition, which are lateralized to the right hemisphere (for a detailed
discussion of this topic see Lausberg et al., 2000; Lausberg et al., 2007).
This proposition also provides a neuropsychological model for explaining the
phenomenon of gesture-speech mismatches. Feyereisen (1987) described dissociations between verbal and gestural output in aphasia as well as during language development in children. In the same line, gesture-speech mismatches are
reported during learning and problem solving (Goldin-Meadow et al., 1993;
Garber & Goldin-Meadow, 2002). In split-brain patients, gesture-speech mismatches can be clearly attributed to simultaneous but not matching responses of
the two hemispheres. As an example from the author's data, to Mr. U.H. a stimulus was presented in his left visual field. When he was asked if he saw a stimulus, he said ‘No’ but simultaneously he nodded his head in affirmation (Lausberg et al., 1999). In fact, both responses, the nonverbal one and the verbal one,
were correct. In split-brain patients, a stimulus that is presented in the left visual
field is processed in the contralateral right hemisphere. Therefore, Mr. U.H. recognized the stimulus with the right hemisphere and he correctly confirmed the
question by nodding (since he had no language production in the right hemisphere but a limited language comprehension sufficient to understand the question). As in split-brain patients the left hemisphere processes the right visual
field, Mr. U.H.'s left hemisphere did not perceive a stimulus, which was presented in the left visual field. Therefore, the left hemisphere correctly answered
'No' to the question.
An analysis of the split-brain patients' bimanual gestures revealed three subtypes: left hand dominant gestures, right hand dominant gestures, and bimanual
dyssynchronous gestures (Lausberg et al., 2000; Lausberg et al., 2007). In the
first two subtypes, the dominant hand performs distinct hand and finger movements and the non-dominant hand displays rough movements guided by the
proximal arm muscles. As distinct distal control can only be exerted via contralateral pathways, the rough proximally guided hand movements are controlled
by ipsilateral pathways. In humans, these neural pathways are only rudimentarily developed and they can control only the proximal muscles of the arm (Figure
3, dotted lines). Therefore, right hand dominant gestures are likely to be controlled by the left hemisphere, and vice versa, left hand dominant gestures by the
right hemisphere. In fact, in right hand dominant gestures the same gesture types
were displayed as in unimanual right hand gestures, i.e., deictics and
physiographs, and in left hand dominant gestures the same type as in unimanual
left hand gestures, i.e., batons and fall gestures (Lausberg et al., 2000). These
findings are in line with the fact that bimanual movements with the dominance
of one hand are controlled by the contralateral hemisphere.
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2.5.3 Laterality preferences for different movement types in healthy individuals
In healthy subjects with normal neural connection, the corpus callosum enables
to exert control also over the hand that is ipsilateral, i.e., on the same side, to the
movement generating hemisphere. As an example, if a right-handed person with
left hemisphere language dominance intends to write with the left hand, the
command is transferred from the language competent left hemisphere via corpus
callosum to the right hemisphere which controls the left hand. But, as the callosal pathway is kind of neural path detour, also healthy subjects tend to prefer
the hand that is contralateral to the predominantly engaged hemisphere. In analogy to the hand preferences described above for split-brain patients, Hampson
and Kimura (1984) observed in right-handed healthy subjects a shift from right
hand use in verbal tasks toward greater left hand use in spatial tasks. According
to their interpretation of the findings, the shift towards more left hand use reflected that the right hemisphere primarily solved the spatial task. Likewise, in
behavioural laterality experiments, when resources are sufficient for both decision and response programming, there is an advantage to responding with the
hand that is controlled by the same hemisphere that performs the task (Zaidel et
al., 1988).
However, in healthy individuals with an intact corpus callosum this tendency
can be overrun by other factors: (i) handedness: Right-handers typically prefer
the right hand for movements that require dexterity and fine motor coordination
and control of trajectory speed and direction, while they show a left hand preference for movements that rely on the axial musculature, involve strength and secure the accurate final position (Healey, Liedermann & Geschwind 1986; Corey,
Hurley & Foundas 2001; Brown, Roy, Rohr & Bryden 2006; Wang & Sainburg
2007); (ii) a semantic purpose: When talking about the left or right of two objects, right-handers prefer the corresponding hand (Lausberg & Kita 2003); (iii)
cultural conventions: As a learned behaviour, Arrente speakers in Central Australia use the left hand to refer to targets that are on the left, and vice versa, the
right hand for targets that are on the right (Wilkins & de Ruiter 1999); (iv) an
occupation of one hand with some other physical activity: For example, when
holding a cup of coffee in the one hand, the other hand is used for gesturing. - If
these factors are controlled for, in empirical studies on healthy subjects, spontaneous hand preferences are a good indicator of hemispheric specialization.
In line with the above exposed split-brain data on laterality preferences for
specific gesture types (McNeill, 1992; Lausberg et al., 2000; Lausberg et al.,
2007), distinct hand preferences have also been found in healthy subjects.
Souza-Poza et al. (1979) reported that in right-handers a right hand preference
was only significant for the representational (includes all of Efron’s types except
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for batons)5, but not for the nonrepresentational gestures (Efron’s baton).
Stephens (1983) found a significant right hand preference for iconics (Efron’s
physiographic), a non-significant right hand preference for metaphorics (overlap
with Efron’s ideographic and physiographic), as well as a non-significant left
hand preference for beats (Efron’s baton). In a study by Blonder et al. (1995), a
right-handed control group showed a trend towards more right hand use for
symbolic gestures (Efron’s emblematic), whereas the left hand was tendencially
used more often for expressive gestures (while the Blonder's term suggest otherwise, in fact expressive is equivalent to Efron’s baton). Kita et al. (2007) reported a significant right hand preference for deictics (idem to Efron) and for
depictive gestures (includes Efron’s ideographic and physiographic), except for
those depictive gestures that had a character viewpoint in a metaphor condition.
Likewise, Wilkins and de Ruiter (1999) reported a right hand preference for
deictics (idem to Efron). In Foundas et al.'s study (1995), a right-handed control
group showed a significant right hand preference for content gestures (includes
all of Efron’s types except for batons and partly ideographic) and for emphasis
gestures (Efron’s baton) as well as a right hand trend for fillers (overlap with
Efron’s ideographic). To summarize, with the exception of Foundas et al.
(1995), a trend towards more left hand use was found for batons. In contrast, for
physiographics and deictics, there was a significant right hand preference. These
findings in healthy individuals match the findings the split-brain patients. They
indicate that batons may be generated primarily in the right hemisphere.
The laterality of self-touch movements has also been subject of investigation.
Applying Kimura's coding system, several studies on right-handers reported a
significant right-hand preference for free movements and an equal use of the
right and left hands for self-touch (Kimura, 1973; Lavergne & Kimura, 1987;
Dalby et al., 1980; Saucier & Elias, 2001). However, a review of the raw data of
all four studies reveals even a non-significant trend toward more left hand use
for self-touches. Likewise, Trevarthen (1996) observed that children between 1
and 6 months prefer left hand for self-touch and right hand for communicative
gestures. More fine-grained analyses of self-touch movements show distinct patterns of hand preferences.
Applying Freedman's coding system, among the hand movements of the main
value body-focused, Souza-Poza et al. (1979) reported a significant left-hand
preference for continuous body-focused hand-to-hand movements, i.e., the left
acted on the right one. For discrete direct and continuous direct touching of another part of the body, there was only a non-significant trend towards more left
5
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The comparison of different studies on laterality preferences for gesture types is complicated by the fact that different researchers apply different gesture coding systems, the
types of which show only partial conceptual overlap. To overcome this problem,
Efron’s coding system (1941), which is presented in Chapter 3, is used as a frame of
reference here.

hand use. In the same line, a right-handed control group executed "grooming"
and "fidgeting" movements more with the left hand than the right (Blonder et
al., 1995). In contrast, Stephens (1983) defined self-adaptors as hand movements performed in order to change something about the body or dress, such as
pushing back the hair or adjusting the glasses. She found a right-hand preference
in right-handers for this type of hand movements, which she explained by the
fact that she coded skilled manipulations of the body and of objects attached to
the body. In the same vein, the investigation of self-touch movements in a righthanded woman revealed distinct hand preferences for the different subtypes of
self-touch, as measured with the NEUROGES system. Mrs. S. used the right
hand to execute phasic on body or phasic on attached object movements, such
as hair preening, manipulating watch, or adjusting sleeves. In contrast, she used
the left hand for repetitive on body and irregular on body movements, such as
repetitive or continuous stroking or rubbing of the sternum, neck, face, and
lower leg (Lausberg, 1995). This finding was confirmed in a systematic study
including 37 right-handed subjects. Despite their right-handedness, the participants showed a significant left hand preference for on body movements, such as
scratching, while they displayed a significant right hand preference for on attached object movements, such as manipulating the clothes (Lausberg et al., in
prep.). To summarize, among the self-touch movements, the left hand preference
is strongest repetitive or continuous direct touching of the body including the
other hand. In contrast, for manipulations of body-attached objects, the right
hand is preferred.
As outlined in 2.1.2, there is ample empirical evidence that direct selftouching of the body, especially if it occurs continuously, is associated with
stress, emotional engagement, and depression (Sainsbury 1955; Freedman &
Hoffman 1967; Freedman 1972; Freedman et al. 1972; Sousa-Poza & Rohrberg
1977; Ulrich 1977; Freedman & Bucci 1981; Ulrich and Harms 1985; Lausberg
1995; Lausberg & Kryger, 2011). Distress and emotional processes, especially
with negative valence, are typically associated with a right hemisphere activation (Ahern & Schwarz 1979; Borod et al. 1998; Berridge et al. 1999; Grunwald
& Weiss 2007; Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd 2007; Stalnaker et al. 2009). This
lateralization to the right hemisphere, in turn, triggers a left hand use. Therefore,
this constellation provides an explanation for the left hand preference that is observed in right-handers when they display self-touches of the body.
Finally, it shall be noted that also head movements have been related to hemispheric specialization. Kinsbourne (1972) reported distinct directions of head
turning during verbal, numerical, and spatial problem solving.
2.5.4 Summary
In split-brain patients, spontaneous laterality preferences are evidenced in unilateral right limb and unilateral left limb movements but also in bilateral right
dominant and bilateral left dominant movements. These laterality preferences
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for the execution of certain movement types reflect the generation of these
movement types in the contralateral left and right hemispheres. This applies also
to healthy subjects if other factors are controlled for. On this basis, studies on
hand preferences in split-brain patients and healthy subjects demonstrate that the
right and left hemispheres are specialized for certain types of gestures and selftouches. The left hemisphere is specialized for the generation of physiographs,
deictics, and - with regard to self-touching behaviour - for on attached object
manipulations. In contrast, the right hemisphere plays a dominant role in the
generation of batons and continuous on body movements. The hemispheric specialization for these movement types is well compatible with the hemispheric
lateralization of the hypothetically associated cognitive and emotional functions.
The impressive empirical research on laterality preferences strongly suggests
implementing the registration of the laterality of limb movements in movement
behaviour research methods.

2.6 Conclusions for movement behaviour research methodology
The above interdisciplinary reviews have addressed several aspects that are relevant for movement behaviour research methodology. The reviews demonstrate
that there is ample empirical evidence that movement behaviour is associated
with cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. Moreover, movement behaviour does not only seem to reflect these processes but also to affect them.
While the reviews show that this is an exciting and promising field of research,
they also evidence that more basic research is needed to fully understand the relation between the various aspects of movement behaviour and cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
Methodologically, in order to conduct basic research and to challenge established paradigms, a descriptive6 methodological approach is required. A descriptive movement analysis enables to examine movement behaviour as a
medium per se, based on the visual appearance of the movement. This is an
indispensable prerequisite to explore the relation between movement behaviour and a function x, i.e., any other cognitive, emotional, and interactive
function. It is further evident that the values used for movement analysis
should not be confounded with values of the function x. A primary confounding of the analysis of movement behaviour with that of another function is not
compatible with basic empirical research that aims at exploring the link between movement behaviour and cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
Applying descriptive and not confounded movement values, the following
method is suitable for exploring the link between the two processes: First, the
6
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The detailed explanations of methodological aspects, such as descriptive or confounding variables, are provided in Chapters 3 and 4.

movement behaviour and the function x are analysed independently from each
other. Second, their relation is investigated. As an example, if the relation between speech and gesture is subject to investigation, speech and gesture are first
coded independently of each other. This is highly recommended as raters who
simultaneously listen to what is said and observe the gestures are influenced by
the verbal content. They tend to classify gestures according to the verbal utterances, rather than vice versa. Second, based on the independent analyses of
movement behaviour and speech, their relation can be explored from scratch.
The first review on movement behaviour and cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes further demonstrates that various classes of movement behaviour,
such as gesture, self-touch, posture, or rest position, are differentially related to
within-subject cognitive and emotional processes and to between-subjects interactive processes. Therefore, for basic research a comprehensive approach is
required that comprises more than one movement class. At an early stage of
the exploration of the relation between movement behaviour and a function x,
the restriction to a specific class of movement involves the risk that other
classes of body movements that might be, likewise, relevant with regard to
function x, are overseen. As an example, research on cognitive functions typically neglects self-touch movements and only considers gestures, assuming
that only this class of hand movements is relevant for the performance in cognitive tasks. However, it is worth considering that better performances during
cognitive tasks can, likewise, be related to self-touching behaviour. As selftouching effectively serves self-regulation, it might contribute to better performances in cognitive tasks. Therefore, for basic research a comprehensive
analysis system is required that comprises several classes of movement behaviour.
The review on implicitly versus explicitly displayed body movements demonstrates that implicit movements constitute a major component of movement behaviour. It is highly plausible that these implicit body movements are associated
with implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. Such implicit
processes substantially coin our thinking, feeling, and interacting, but they are
difficult to investigate with research tools that are based on verbal statements.
Questionnaires and semi-standardized interview rely on verbalization and thus,
on conscious cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. In contrast to these
tools, movement behaviour analysis bears the specific potential that it enables to
investigate implicit processes. Therefore, for basic research, movement behaviour analysis should include the registration of movements that are displayed
beyond the mover's awareness.
The review on movement behaviour patterns evidences that movement behaviour is organized in intra-individually and inter-individually reliable patterns that
are associated with specific cognitive, emotional, or interactive states. As such,
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movement patterns are the visible component of complex movement – emotion
– cognition – interaction states. Pattern detection is particularly relevant in fields
that aim at developing personal competence, such as in learning contexts and
psychotherapy, but it has also been applied in criminology.
In order to detect such patterns, an analysis of all movements of a part of the
body or of several parts at a time is required. This procedure enables to detect
recurrent sequences of specific movement units including rests. Furthermore,
combinations of simultaneously displayed movement types of different parts of
the body can be discovered. As an example, the segmentation of the ongoing
stream of hand/arm movements may reveal a recurrent sequence of shift 
self-touch  gesture rest, e.g. reflecting the gesturer's manner of gradually conceptualising thoughts.
In the course of pattern building, movements may have lost their original
function. Then, while they seem to be purposeless, their new function is to be
part of a pattern. With the exception of certain pathological conditions, it is
argued here that in healthy individuals any body movement has a function.
Thus, the above-named call for a comprehensive analysis is further supported,
as not only various classes of movements and implicitly displayed movements,
but also those movements that (only) function as part of a pattern are relevant
with regard to cognitive, emotional, and interactive patterns.
An analysis of the temporal dimension of movement behaviour is achieved a
segmentation of the ongoing stream of movement behaviour into natural units.
This method enables to register the duration of movement units. The unit duration provides insight into the temporal dimension of certain movement types and
into that of the associated cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. Furthermore, the analysis of the durations of different values relative to each other
helps to identify distinct movement entity.
Finally, the review on laterality demonstrates that a spontaneous preference for
the right or left limbs for the execution of certain movement types suggests that
these movement types are generated in the hemisphere that is contralateral to the
moving limb. Thereby, the investigation of laterality preferences provides insight into the neuropsychology of movement types.
Neurobiological correlates of the production of spontaneous body movements
are difficult to investigate, because - as outlined above - a major part of these
movements are generated implicitly. In contrast, the investigation of the neurobiological correlates of explicit movements, such as pantomiming tool use, now
profits from the great progress in the development of neuroimaging methods.
These methods are well suited for the investigation of explicit movements as
these can be generated on command, in time, and repetitively. For the same reason, spontaneously and implicitly displayed movements cannot be submitted to
neuroimaging investigations. Therefore, for implicit movements, the laterality
preferences in healthy individuals and in split-brain patients is a valuable
method to examine where in the brain - in terms of the right and left hemi38

spheres - they are generated (detailed discussion in Lausberg, 2013). Furthermore, as higher cognitive and emotional functions are lateralized in the brain,
the laterality preference for a certain movement type gives some indications
with what kind of lateralized cognitive and emotional functions the generation
of that movement type may be associated. The hemispheric specialization for a
certain movement type provides some indication that its generation is associated
with those cognitive and emotional processes that are also lateralized to that
hemisphere. Therefore, movement behaviour research should consider the laterality of limb movements.
To summarize, the reviews suggest that basic research on the various aspects of
movement behaviour and its link to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes is required. This should include the option to test existing paradigms. For
this aim, a movement behaviour analysis method is effective that is descriptive,
not confounded, and comprehensive. The method should enable to examine the
ongoing stream of movement behaviour, naturally including implicit movements, as well as the laterality of limb movements.
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3. Movement Behaviour Analysis across Scientific Disciplines
Hedda Lausberg
For empirical research on the relation between movement behaviour and emotional, cognitive, and interactive processes, movement analysis is applied as a
research tool. The term movement analysis is used here in analogy to the general
term analysis as defined by Hehlmann (1968, p. 18; translation by the author):
”Analysis (Greek: Dissolution), to dissect a whole, for example an object perception, a term, a state of awareness in general, but also a character, into its single parts, structures, sides, aspects. Analysis is the basis for any type of research.
Separation and dissociation must be understood as a consequence of analysis.
The whole entity must be repeatedly brought to mind as its specific quality is
lost through analysis….”. Accordingly, movement behaviour analysis is defined
here as the dissection of movement behaviour into entities that are as a standalone or in combination relevant with regard to cognitive, emotional, and interactive functions.

3.1 Some common shortcomings in movement behaviour analysis
methodology
As outlined in Chapter 1, despite the fact that there is a long tradition and a
broad scientific interest, movement behaviour research has, thus far, not been
established as a scientific discipline on its own. Apart from the fact that the diaspora of movement behaviour across many different disciplines is an obstacle
for developing a common body on knowledge, this situation also has negative
consequences for the standard of movement behaviour research methodology.
Common methodological standards have been developed only rudimentary, a
condition which negatively influences the quality of research. Foremost, it is
striking to find that still many researchers develop their own coding system. Often, these researchers do not have a scientific background that is related to body
movement and they are not trained in movement analysis. Not surprisingly, they
are not aware of the fact that the analysis of movement behaviour is just as complex as, for instance, the analysis of an electroencephalogram. A number of
typical methodological shortcomings are listed below:
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(i) Precipitate interpretation
A precise analysis of the movement behaviour per se based on the visual appearance of the movement is seldom conducted. Instead, researchers quickly
turn to interpreting the movement behaviour with regard to the function of their
research interest, e.g. emotion. However, a number of experiments on the interpretation of movement behaviour evidence that this approach is highly problematic. These interpretation experiments unanimously reveal that naïve raters may
agree in their interpretations on movement behaviour, e.g. judging a person’s
dominance by observing his / her gait, these judgements, however, are wrong
with regard to an objective measure (Eisenberg and Reichline, 1939; Mason,
1957; Wallbott, 1989). Therefore, Frijda (1965) proposed that understanding the
laws of the assessment of an expression is at least as important as the laws how
meaning is expressed (for a detailed discussion see Chapter 12).
(ii) Simple but not valid values
Often, movement values are chosen just because they are simple to code. Such
values might show a good objectivity and reliability, but they are not valid with
regard to cognitive, emotional, and interactive functions. As an example, classifying hand movements with the two types 'spread fingers' versus 'closed fingers'
will show a high objectivity and interrater reliability: However, the values present entities of movement behaviour that are not particularly relevant with regard to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. As another example,
counting the number of foot taps in a psychotherapy session is simple but the
value foot tap is too unspecific and not valid with regard to psychotherapy outcome.
(iii) Broad values
The movement values are too broad. Thus, they contain different movement entities that are associated with different cognitive, emotional, and interactive
functions. An example is the value free movement, which is defined as "any motion of the limb which did not result in touching of the body or coming to rest”
(Kimura, 1973, p. 46). Recent research has demonstrated that this value comprises too many hand movements that are associated with different neuropsychological functions (Lausberg & Kita, 2003; Lausberg et al., 2007). Studies
using more fine-grained values have even produced results that contradict those
of the studies applying the free movement value. Thus, the scientific profit when
conducting movement analysis with such broad values is limited.
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(iv) Confounded values
Researchers who are trained in a non-movement scientific discipline typically
pursue movement behaviour research more or less intensively as part of their
own discipline. Accordingly, they analyze movement behaviour as a by-product
of the core subject of their own scientific discipline. As a consequence, methodologically, they describe and interpret movement behaviour with the methods
and terminology that they employ in their primary scientific discipline. As an
example, linguists may use linguistic criteria to analyze movement behaviour.
As a consequence, the specific properties of movement behaviour per se are not
considered. Moreover, often the movement values these researchers design, are
confounded with values of their primary scientific discipline. As an example, the
factors "retardation" and "agitation" reported by Ulrich and Harms (1985) for
depressive patients are confounded with psychopathological symptoms.
(v) Insufficiently operationalized values
Other researchers create more complex movement values but they operationalize
them insufficiently. The imprecise definitions of the values entail an insufficient
objectivity, and a lack of reliability and validity.
Furthermore, vague value definitions render it difficult to compare study results. Often it is not evident from the description given in a paper, what kind of
movement had actually been coded. Hence, it is not possible to replicate the
analysis and to confirm or to disapprove the results. As an example, the apparent
contradictions between different research studies on the relation of aphasia and
gesture are essentially caused by the fact that different researchers had investigated movement values that were termed similarly but actually included different types of movements (for an elaboration on this topic, see Lott, 1999). Controlling the quality of the value operationalization by examining interrater
agreement, i.e., when two independent observers agree on the value of a movement unit, is a rather recent development in movement behaviour research, and
it is still not yet fully established as a standard method.
(vi) No rater training
Researchers who do not appreciate movement analysis as a skill consequently
employ naïve raters to assess movement behaviour. However, movement values
that are valid with regard to complex cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes are complex, too. In other words, a simple movement value such as a foot
tap is not valid with regard to a complex phenomenon such as psychotherapy
outcome. Therefore, the coding of movement values that are relevant with regard to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes requires a substantial
training. It is comparable to the training that a cardiologist needs to auscultate
and classify heart sounds. In fact, a rater's observation skill for the other person's
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movement behaviour correlates with the quality of the self-assessment of her/his
own movement behaviour that, in turn, improves with her/his own movement
experience (Wolff, 1932; Calvo-Merino et al., 2005; Cross et al., 2008) (for a
detailed discussion of the impact of rater training, see Chapter 12).

3.2 Criteria for the review on coding systems
The fact that researchers who have no experience with movement analysis tend
to develop their own coding systems has mainly negative consequences for the
quality of research. Furthermore, as already discussed in Chapter 1, this trend,
which leads to a multitude of different movement types, also inhibits the communication in the scientific community. The review in subsection 2.5.3 on laterality preferences for different movement types in healthy individuals reveals the
difficulties that emerge when trying to compare findings of different researchers.
Because of the scant interdisciplinary exchange, researchers are often not aware
that a substantial number of movement analysis systems already exist. Among
these, they may find a tool that suits for their purpose. While the existing systems need not to be perfect, they offer at least a methodological experience and
a basis to start with.
Therefore, this chapter provides a review on behavioural movement analysis
systems. The review focuses on movement analysis tools that are designed to
explore the movement behaviour as a reflection of emotional and cognitive, and
interactive processes. Systems that directly code the interaction, i.e., betweensubjects processes such as mirroring or synchronicity, (e.g. Davis & Hadiks,
1990), are not included in the review. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the examination of patients with mental disease and brain damage provides valuable information about the link between movement behaviour and emotional, cognitive, and interactive functions. Therefore, also coding systems are reviewed here
that are designed to code alterations of movement behaviour in patients with
mental disease and brain damage.
As exposed in Chapter 1, movement behaviour research is spread across scientific disciplines. Not surprisingly, the coding systems used in the diverse scientific disciplines differ substantially regarding the criteria on the grounds of
which the movements are classified. In their paper "The Repertoire of Nonverbal Behaviour", Ekman and Friesen (1969) list the following criteria: (i) use of a
movement: context, relation to language, consciousness and intent of the nonverbal actor, external feedback, informative, communicative, or interactive value
of the movement; (ii) origin of a movement: reflex-like, universal, cultural, specific to a group, familiar, or individual; (iii) relationship between the movement
and its meaning: arbitrary (there is no visible relation between the movement
and its meaning, for instance, Churchill`s Victory sign), iconic (the movement is
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similar to its meaning, for instance, the gesture "cutting someone`s throat"), intrinsic (the movement is part of its meaning, for instance, showing the fist with
anger). Many more criteria could be added to their list, such as the kinematics of
the movement, the laterality of a limb movement, the psychodynamic function
of a movement, etc.
In the following review, the coding systems are classified in three main
groups, based on their predominant criterion for classifying body movements.
This order of presenting the coding systems, instead of ordering them according
to academic disciplines, also serves to overcome the borders between the scientific disciplines. It clarifies that similar approaches to movement behaviour
analysis have been developed in different academic disciplines.
(i) Comprehensive descriptive coding systems
These systems are descriptive in the sense that they refer to the visually perceivable aspect of movement behaviour. They describe not only what type of a
movement is performed, e.g. a pointing gesture, and how it is performed, e.g.
pointing with strength. Comprehensiveness is another characteristic of these
coding systems. All movements of several parts of the body or the body as a
whole are coded.
(ii) Coding systems that classify movements according to function
These systems classify body movements according to specific functions, e.g.
meaning or psychodynamic function. As described in section 2.1, different functions are typically attributed to different movement classes, such as cognition to
gesture, psychological balance to self-touch, mood to posture, etc.. These classes
are, in turn, regularly associated with different parts of the body or with the
body as a whole. Therefore, the function-oriented analysis systems are often restricted to coding one part of the body, such as the hands and arms.
(iii) Coding systems that classify alterations in movement behaviour
These systems register alterations in the quality, the quantity, and the concept of
body movements, as compared to their performance in the movement behaviour
of healthy persons. These movement alterations are typically observed in individuals with mental disease or brain damage. Given the broad spectrum of
pathological alterations, the systems vary substantially among each other.
To illustrate the practical problems that arise when ineffective coding systems
are employed, this last review not only describes the coding systems but it also
demonstrates the difficulties that may arise from deficient scales. That part of
the review demonstrates that an ineffective methodology is not only a blemish,
but that it may result in misleading or even wrong results, which in the example
of a clinical context, have negative consequences for the patients' quality of life.
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As concluded in Chapter 2, to fully understand movement behaviour and its link
to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes, basic empirical research is
required. Therefore, the review below focuses on coding systems that are objective and reliable.
To check for objectivity, the author has studied the definitions of the values in
the respective literature. Note that in the review below, the short definitions of
the movement categories and values7 that are placed in brackets can only sketch
the concept of the respective category and values. For obtaining the detailed
definitions, the reader should study the respective literature given in the references. A good measure for objectivity is interrater agreement.
With regard to reliability, it has to be noted that the control of interrater
agreement in movement behaviour research is a rather recent standard. Accordingly, for some systems, there are no reports on interrater reliability. Even more
so, studies on retest reliability are the exception, i.e., if after a certain period of
time the observer gives the same value to the same movement (applies to videotaped movements). For reviewing the coding systems, another problem occurred: Those studies that report interrater agreement have used different study
designs. The design of a study can facilitate or complicate the achievement of
good interrater agreement. As an example, it is easier to achieve a good agreement when coding preselected units than when segmenting and coding the ongoing stream of behaviour. Furthermore, different statistical methods have been
employed to measure interrater agreement. As an assessment of the equivalence
of these statistical procedures is far beyond the scope of this chapter, in the review below it is only reported if interrater agreement and retest-reliability had
been examined. If no reports on interrater agreement were available but the coding system had been referred to or used by several other independent researchers, it was nevertheless included in the review.
Concerning validity, it shall be noted that for none of the existing systems the
validity can be judged as sufficiently established with regard to current psychometric standards. This does in no way imply that these systems would not prove
validity if they were properly tested. However, the extended review of the coding system for movement psychopathology illustrates the dilemma that arises
when the validity of certain values is uncritically assumed without sufficient
psychometric verification.
Given the aim of this book, the following review on coding systems is not exhaustive. It is rather intended to provide an overview on the spectrum of different methodological approaches to movement behaviour analysis. The coding
systems are presented and discussed concerning those factors that have been
identified in Chapter 2 as being relevant for basic empirical research on movement behaviour.
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Throughout the book, values are written in italics.

3.3 Comprehensive descriptive systems
Comprehensive systems for the analysis of the whole body moving in space
have been developed based on the work of the dance theorist Rudolf Laban (e.g.
Laban, 1950). The Labannotation / Kinetography Laban is designed to annotate
dancers' movements. Its symbols note the direction and level of the movement,
the part of the body doing the movement, the duration of the movement, and the
dynamic quality of the movement. Comparable to notations for pieces of music,
the notation system is so precise and detailed that it enables to replicate choreographies.
The Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) is an analysis system comprising four
main categories: body, effort, shape, and space. As an example of this comprehensive analysis, the main category effort is described here. It refers to the
movement quality, i.e., how the body concentrates its exertion (Dell, 1979). The
main category effort comprises the categories flow (variations in bodily tension
representing ease or restraint of movement), weight (force or pressure exerted in
movement), time (compensation to outward time demands, or attitude toward
duration of action), and space (attention or orientation to space, how energy is
focused in action, selective versus free-floating attention). Each category contains two polar values, which can be organized in scales with 3, 5, or 7 gradations. The category flow include values from free to bound, weight from light to
strong, time from sustained to sudden, and space from indirect to direct. Furthermore, the main category shape is noteworthy as it refers to the movement of
the body as a whole (in contrast to coding the movements of parts of the body).
It includes the categories shape flow ("where the body form results only from
changes within the body parts", such as growing, shrinking, opening, closing),
directional movement ("spoke-like or arc-like movement linking the body with a
place in space"), and shaping ("where the body form results from the body
clearly moulding itself in relation to the shape of space, whether it creates the
shape of space, as in dance, or adapts to it, as in many work movements", such
as spreading, enclosing) (p. 44, Dell, 1979).
The LMA values are descriptive and neutral, i.e., originally they imply no
positive or negative valence. The main field of the LMA application is dance
training and dance movement therapy. Depending on the therapist's theoretical
orientation and her/his patient population, different aspects of the LMA have
been elaborated (e.g. Bartenieff, 1991; Bernstein, 1991; North, 1991). For certain categories and values, hypotheses and theories have been set up concerning
their association with personality traits, stages of child development, or mental
functions. For example, the Kestenberg Movement Profile (KMP) is a developmentally oriented elaboration on Laban’s concepts. The child psychoanalyst Kestenberg (1965, 1967) classified the childrens' movement behaviour according to
tension flow rhythms and tension flow attributes to evaluate child development.
The interrater reliability of trained raters using the KMP has been examined
(Sossin, 1987). However, the validity of the KMP categories with regard to psy59

choanalytically oriented developmental stages in children requires more investigation.
Based on the LMA, the author has developed a coding system with operationalized scales for empirical research (BAST) (Lausberg et al., 1996). Its three
main categories refer to (i) the use of the body with the categories body involvement, body-half preference, movement initiating body part, weight shift;
(ii) the use of space with the categories movement area, contact with floor, floor
patterns, movement level, kinesphere; and (iii) the use of efforts with the categories flow, time, weight, and space. It is suited for basic research on whole body
movement in space. The BAST analysis can be applied in combination with a
diagnostic movement test and with a questionnaire for the self-assessment of
one's movement behaviour. The operationalized scales are available as a printed
version and as a template for application with the annotation tool ELAN
(http://www.latmpi.eu/tools/elan/thirdparty) (for ELAN, see Chapter 7). After a
standardized training, raters show good interrater agreement (Lausberg, 1997;
Lausberg, 1998; Gazzarata et al., 2010; Büning, 2011; Degener, 2013). The
BAST analysis differentiates significantly between patients with psychosomatic
and psychiatric diseases and healthy controls, and it is sensitive to therapy and
training progress (Lausberg et al., 1988; Lausberg et al., 1996; Gazzarata et al.,
2010; Marian et al. 2010; Paarmann et al., 2012; Büning, 2011; Degener, 2013).
A different approach to the analysis of whole body movement was made by
Birdwhistell (1952), a researcher with the background of cultural anthropology
and structural linguistics. Birdwhistell developed his system kinesics in analogy
to linguistics. Body movements coded in kinemes are regarded as arbitrary signs
that serve the maintenance and regulation of interaction. Given the theoretical
background that body movements per se have no meaning, the system is purely
descriptive. Birdwhistell developed an extensive list of kinegraphs to annotate
movements of the head, face, trunk, shoulder - arm - wrist, hand - finger, hip leg - ankle, foot, and neck. Examples for kinegraphs are moistening lips or foot
shuffle. Qualitative aspects such as norm, stress, or oversoft can be annotated as
well. Possibly because of the complexity of the system and the large number of
kinegraphs that have to be learned for application, Birdwhistell's system has, up
to now, obtained little acceptance in movement behaviour research. To the author's knowledge, there are no reports on interrater agreement.
Another comprehensive system, the Movement Signature Analysis (MSA), has
been developed by the psychologist and psychotherapist Davis (1991). The
MSA is a method for registering patterns of an individual’s movement behaviour that appear to persist over long periods of time and in different contexts (for
the relevance of movement patterns, see Section 2.3). The MSA comprises the
classes facial expression, gaze direction, head movements, trunk orientation,
weight shift, postural shift, trunk shape, positions, gesticulation, hand configuration, direction, reach space, path type, self touch, and instrumental actions.
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Qualitative aspects, derived from the LMA, are considered in the categories dynamic intensity, directional and shaping, and pathology. To give a rough orientation, the MSA quasi combines the approaches of Birdwhistell (what kind of a
movement a person performs) and Laban (how the person performs the movement). The interrater agreement is good, but somewhat lower for the categories
referring to qualitative aspects (e.g. Davis et al., 2005).
The MSA involves laborious microanalysis of a few examples of the person’s
most complex and animated nonverbal behaviour for a detailed recording of
how movement values are distinctively patterned (Davis & Dulicai, 1992;
Davis, Dulicai, Hadiks, & Berger, 1992). As the MSA is a suitable method for
the identification of individual and intra-dyadic movement patterns, it can be
applied for the contrastive analysis (Davis & Hadiks, 1995). The contrastive
analysis reveals fluctuations in the individual's movement repertoire, i.e., from
her/his baseline to being minimally active or maximally complex and animated.
Patterns within the behavioural stream of movements can be detected by visual
scan of the movement annotations.
Possibly, the MSA could be combined with algorithms for automatize pattern
detection (e.g. THEME by Magnus S. Magnusson). The contrastive analysis has
been primarily applied to detect mental state changes within psychotherapy sessions or across sessions. Also THEME, in combination with other coding systems, has already been used for pattern detection in therapist-patient interaction
(Spang et al., 2011).
To summarize, the LMA-based systems are designed to analyze the behaviour of
the body as a whole moving in space. The Kinesic analysis and the MSA are
primarily tailored for the analysis of the stationary body in communication.
These coding systems use descriptive values that refer to the visually perceivable aspect of movement behaviour. The values are not confounded with values
for assess cognitive, emotional, and interactive functions. The systems are comprehensive in the sense that they comprise several classes of movement behaviour (what) such as positions, and the quality of movement behaviour (how)
such as efforts. They register the movements of the body as a whole or of several parts of the body, including the laterality of the moving limb. Thereby, they
enable to detect recurrent combinations of the simultaneously display of two or
more movement types, e.g. head nod combined with opening of the arms. Furthermore, as all movement of a part of a body or of the body as a whole are
coded in time, recurrent sequences of movement types can be detected. Thus,
these systems provide a complete picture of an individual's movement behaviour. After an intensive rater training, a good reliability is achieved, but values
referring to movement quality show less reliability.
To conclude, these systems are suited for basic research. However, while the
comprehensiveness is the strength of these systems, it is also their weakness.
Particularly, the Kinesic analysis it takes time to learn their application, as it
comprises numerous kinegraphs. For all systems, the analysis is time61

consuming and therefore, limited to a few minutes of an individual's movement
behaviour. Furthermore, the codings of the current versions of these systems require substantial processing before they can be submitted to a quantitative statistical analysis.

3.4 Systems that classify movements according to function
Among the coding systems that classify body movements according to their
function, there are many gesture coding systems. As exposed in Chapter 2, gesture is class of body movements defined by its specific function.
One of the most influential systems for hand and head gestures has been developed by the anthropologist David Efron (1941), who conducted research on traditional and assimilated Eastern Jews and South Italians. Efron combined the
analysis of the function of gesture with a spatio-temporal analysis and an interlocutional analysis, which includes between-subjects phenomena. The spatiotemporal analysis refers the visual appearance of the gesture movement. It includes the categories radius, form, plane, bodily parts involved in gesticulation,
and tempo. The interlocutional analysis focuses on the topographic-gestural relationships between speaker and auditor. It includes the categories familiarity with
the physical person, simultaneous gesturing, conversational grouping, and gesturing with objects. The analysis of the function of the gesture refers to referential aspects: "A gestural movement may be ‘meaningful’ by (a) the emphasis it
lends to the content of the verbal and vocal behavior it accompanies, (b) the
connotation (whether deictic, pictorial, or symbolic) it possesses independently
from the speech of which it may, or may not, be an adjunct. In the first case its
"meaning" is of logical or discursive character, the movement being, as it were,
a kind of gestural portrayal, not of the object of reference, or "thought", but of
the course of the ideational process itself (i.e., a bodily reenactment of the logical pauses, intensities, inflections, etc. of the corresponding speech sequence).
This type of gesture may in turn be (a) simply baton-like, representing a sort of
"timing out" with the hand the successive stages of the referential activity, (b)
ideographic, in the sense that it traces or sketches out in the air the "paths" and
"direction" of the thought pattern. The latter variety might also be called logicotopographic or logico-pictorial. In the second case the "meaning" of the gesture
is "objective", and the movement may be (a) deictic, referring by means of a
sign to a visually present object (actual pointing), (b) physiographic, depicting
either the form of a visual object or a spatial relationship (iconographic gesture),
or that of a bodily action (kinetographic gesture), (c) symbolic or emblematic,
representing either a visual or a logical object by means of a pictorial of a nonpictorial form which has no morphological relationship to the thing represented.” (Efron, p. 96, 1972). To summarize, the function-oriented analysis
comprises the main values discursive and objective gestures. Discursive gestures
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include the values baton (emphasizing the beat pattern of the speech) and ideographic (sketching a thought pattern). Objective gestures comprise the values
deictic (pointing to a real or imagined object or indicating a direction), physiographic with the two subvalues iconographic (depicting a form) and kinetographic (depicting a movement), and emblematic gestures (conventional signs
having specific linguistic translation). As Efron conducted an independent spatio-temporal analysis of gestures, his descriptions of the referential gesture values are accompanied by precise descriptions of the radius, form, plane, bodily
parts involved in gesticulation, and tempo. However, his distinction between the
values physiographic and ideographic is based on the analysis of the verbal
statement that accompanies the gesture.
While Efron did not assess interrater agreement, he applied a fourfold method
for analysing the data including direct observation, sketches by a painter, rough
counting, and motion pictures studied by observation and judgments of naive
observers and graphs and charts. Recent studies, applying Efron's referential
values, with the exception of ideographic gestures, report good interrater agreement (e.g. Lausberg et al., 2000).
The psychoanalysts and psychiatrists Freedman and Hoffman (1967) designed a
system to analyze the patients' hand movements in clinical interviews. The
elaborated version of the coding system distinguished the two main values "object-focused movements, their major defining characteristic being the close linkage to the spoken word" and "body-focused activity which bears no apparent
relation to speech" (Freedman et al., 1972, p. 240). Thus, the two main values
were primarily defined by their relation to speech. Furthermore, assumptions
were made about the validity of the two values: "While object-focused movement seem to function as part of the verbalizing and symbolizing process, the
major function of body-focused activity appears to be self-ministration." (p.
240). However, as it will become evident below, the body-focused values were
operationalized primarily based on the visual appearance of the movement.
Object-focused hand movements represent the content of the verbal utterance
or accompany the rhythm of speech. With regard to the visual appearance, they
are defined as being directed away from the gesturer's body towards the listener.
Object-focused hand movements are subdivided into speech primacy and motor
primacy, depending on whether the message is primarily given verbally or
whether it is primarily conveyed through gesture. An example for motor primacy gestures are emblematic gestures (as defined by Efron), such as the Victory sign. Emblematic gestures convey the message independently from a verbal
statement, which may be completely missing. An example for speech primacy
gestures are batons (as defined by Efron). These gestures rhythmically accompany the verbal message, which is the primary medium of information transfer.
Speech primacy gestures are further subdivided into punctuating and minor
qualifier, while motor primacy gestures are further subdivided into representational, concretization, speech failures, and pointing.
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Body-focused hand movements are touches of the own body or its adornments. The body-focused movements are divided into discrete movements that
last less than three seconds, and continuous ones that last longer than 3 seconds.
The latter value is subdivided into hand-to-hand, i.e., hands touching each other,
direct, i.e., touching another part of the body with one hand, and indirect, i.e.,
the manipulation of a thing, typically articles of clothing or accessories.
In 1995, Wilke published a revised version of Freedman's Body Movement
Coding System, in which some kinesically oriented terms of the hand movement
values were replaced by more psychologically oriented terms. The most relevant
changes were that object-focused hand movements were termed narrative
rhythmicities, indirect body-focused became instrumentals, and hand-to-hand
body-focused was modified to shielding.
Freedman`s analysis system has been used in psychiatric, psychotherapeutic
and psychological research, as it registers movement entities that are sensitive to
psychopathological states, clinical improvement, and personality traits. Objective definitions of the values are available (e.g Freedmann, 1972), and the interrater agreement has been investigated in all studies applying the system. However, highly arbitrary is the distinction between discrete and continuous bodyfocused movements based on the criterion of a duration of either less or more
than 3 seconds. There is no empirical evidence why 3 seconds (and for example,
not 5 seconds) represent a relevant duration in time that separates two movement
entities. Kinematic criteria would be more appropriate than an arbitrary temporal
criterion to distinguish movement entities.
A dichotomy as that between object-focused and body-focused movements is
also fundamental to Kimura's coding system (1973), which has been used
mainly for neuropsychological studies. Kimura's system is primarily descriptive,
while she makes empirically based assumptions concerning the link of the two
movement values to language production. The system is presented in this group,
because it is more related to function-oriented gesture coding systems than to
comprehensive descriptive systems.
Kimura's system comprises only the two broad values free movements, defined as "any motion of the limb which did not result in touching of the body or
coming to rest”, and self-touch, defined as "any act resulting in the touching of
the person’s own body” (p. 46). Thus, free movements include all gesture values
described by Efron or by Freedman's value object-focused. The value self-touch
corresponds to Freedman's value body-focused, with the exception that the value
body-focused does not only include touching of the body but also manipulation
of objects, while Kimura’s value self-touch explicitly excludes the latter movements. Kimura's system has been applied by several researchers; most of them
were interested in hand preferences. Later studies using Kimura's system reported the interrater reliability (e.g. Lavergne & Kimura, 1987).
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However, recent research has demonstrated that the value free movements is too
broad for neuropsychological research, as it collapses hand movements that are
associated with different neuropsychological functions (Lausberg & Kita, 2003;
Lausberg et al., 2007).
For the analysis of movement behaviour in social interaction, the psychologists
Ekman and Friesen (1969) defined the main values illustrators, emblems, adaptors, regulators, and affect display. The definitions of these values are predominantly functional. Thus, some main values contain several movement classes,
e.g. regulators can be position shifts but also head nods. Accordingly, there is
no precise definition referring to the visual appearance of the movement.
Illustrators (equivalent to Efron's physiographics and ideographics) illustrate
verbal messages and are closely linked to content and form of language statements like phrasing, contour of voice, volume, etc. Within the main value of illustrates, several types are distinguished that are adopted from Efron: baton,
ideograph, pictograph, spatial movements, kinetograph, and deictic movements.
Emblems are non-verbal signals which generally can be replaced by one or two
words and which are known to all participants in a social group. Ekman and
Friesen's definition of emblem is comparable but not perfectly matching Efron's
definition, as they include gestures with a morphological relationship to the referent. Affect display is defined for facial movements (and therefore, not discussed here). Adaptors serve for self-regulation. There is some overlap with
Freedman's body-focused movements. Regulators serve to maintain and regulate
verbal interaction. The latter two main values each include various classes of
movements. Particularly, the conceptualization of the system that illustrators,
emblems, adaptors, and affect display may all function as regulators causes a
methodological problem.
McNeill‘s classification system (1992), which has been primarily designed for
psycholinguistic research, includes the gesture values beats, iconics, metaphorics, and deictics. Beats and deictics are equivalent to Efron’s batons and
deictics. Iconics are comparable to Efron‘s physiographs but only those depictive gestures are classified as iconic in which the concomitant verbal statement
refers to a concrete content, e.g. gesturally depicting a circular form when talking about a concrete ball. In contrast, metaphorics are depictive gestures that are
accompanied by a verbal statement that refers to abstract contents, e.g. gesturally depicting a circular form when referring to a project that is rounded off or
complete. It should be emphasized that the distinction between iconics and
metaphorics actually refers to the verbal message that accompanies the gesture,
and not to the gesture per se.
Recent studies applying McNeill's system or expanded versions examine interrater agreement (e.g. Kita et al., 2007).
To summarize, there are several coding systems for gestures, i.e., for body
movements that have a communicative or expressive function. While gestures
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can be head movements or foot movements, they are most often hand/arm
movements. Therefore, most of the systems focus on hand movements. Some
systems also include an analysis of self-touching behaviour of the hands.
Despite different scientific backgrounds and different terminologies, there is a
substantial overlap between the values of the different systems. Using Efron's
seminal system as a frame of reference, Table 1 provides an overview on how
the gesture values of the different systems are related to each other. The main
values of the respective coding systems are printed in capital letters. In anticipation of part II of this book, the Module III values of the NEUROGES system are
included in the table. In addition, the class self-touch is listed.
Obviously, not all gesture values of the other systems can be clearly allocated
to Efron's values. Values in the same line of the table are comparable, but they
do not necessarily match perfectly. However, Table 1 may be used as a form of
a translation scheme to facilitate the comparison between the research studies
using the different coding systems for hand movements and gesture.
Table 1 Comparison of the values of different gesture coding systems
Efron (1941)

Ekman &
Friesen (1969)

Freedman
(1972)

Kimura
(1973)

DISCURSIVE> baton

ILLUSTRATOR> baton

FREE
beat
MOVE
MENTS

EMPHASIS
> baton
> super- imposed
> back-toss
> palm-out

DISCURSIVE> ideographic

ILLUSTRATOR> ideograph

OBJECTFOCUSED
> speech
primacy
>> punctuating
OBJECTFOCUSED
> motor primacy

FREE
metaMOVE
phoric
MENTS

SPATIAL RELATION PRESENTATION
> route
> position

OBJECTIVE
> physiographic>
iconographic

ILLUSTRATOR
> pictograph

OBJECTFOCUSED
> motor primacy
>> representational

FREE
iconic,
MOVE
metaMENTS phoric

FORM PRESENTATION
> shape
> size

ILLUSTRATOR
> spatial movements
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McNeill
(1992)

Lausberg (2009)

SPATIAL RELATION PRESENTATION
> route
> position

OBJECTIVE
>physiographic>>
kinetographic

ILLUSTRATOR> kinetograph

OBJECTFOCUSED
> motor primacy
>> representational

FREE
iconic,
MOVE
metaMENTS phoric

MOTION QUALITY
PRESENTATION
> manner
> dynamics
PANTOMIME
> transitive
> intransitive

OBJECTIVE
> deictic

ILLUSTRATOR>deictic
movements

OBJECTFOCUSED
> motor primacy
>> pointing

FREE
deictic
MOVE
MENTS

EGOCENTRIC
DEICTIC
> external target
> You
> self
> body
EGOCENTRIC
DIRECTION
> neutral
> imperative
> self-related

OBJECTIVE
> emblematic

EMBLEM

OBJECTFOCUSED

EMBLEM

-

(ADAPTORS
and REGULATORS may be
self-touching
movements)

BODYFOCUSED

FREE
MOVE
MENTS
SELFTOUC
H

SUBJECTORIENTED ACTION

While there are no validity studies according to psychometric standards, the fact
that there is basic consensus among different - more or less independent - researchers concerning the existence of certain gesture values supports the researchers' propositions that these values constitute functional entities.
The gesture coding systems define the values by describing their function.
They vary in the degree to which the visual appearance of the body movement is
referred to. Kimura's system defines the two values with regard to the visual appearance. Efron supplements the functional analysis by a spatio-temporal analysis, and Freedman provides particularly for the main value body-focused movements precise descriptions of the visual appearance of the movement. However,
even when values are mainly defined by their function, raters will typically be
able to code the same values based on the visual appearance of the movement
alone. As an example, raters can reliably identify a deictic (pointing gesture) or
an iconographic gesture (depicting a form), even if they cannot listen to the
speech that accompanies the gesture. Therefore, it is argued here these functionoriented coding systems partly work based on the observers' (implicit and explicit) knowledge about the meaning or the psychodynamic function that a body
movement with a certain visual appearance has in a given culture. Therefore,
while in the coding systems the values are primarily defined by a description of
their function, they could likewise be defined by a description of their visual appearance.
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Some values such as ideographs, metaphorics, and iconics are confounded
with linguistic assessments. Furthermore, since the systems focus on gestures
and partly on self-touch, they are clearly less comprehensive than the coding
systems exposed in Section 3.3. With regard to hand / arm movements, Freedman's and Kimura's system are comprehensive insofar as they code gestures and
self-touches, the latter class obviously including implicit movements. In most
studies, applying Kimura's system, the laterality of the hand movement has been
noted. Likewise, the laterality is reported in studies using Freedman's system
(e.g. Souza-Poza et al., 1979).
While they did not conduct a segmentation of the ongoing stream of behaviour, Kimura and Freedman coded all hand movements displayed in a certain
interval of time. They counted the number of free movements and objectfocused movements and of self-touches and discrete body-focused movements
per 5 and 10 minutes, respectively. For continuous body-focused activity,
Freedman and colleagues also registered the time spent with this behaviour in
seconds / 10 minutes (see Section 2.4).
Thus, while Kimura's system contains too broad values, Freedman's system
is well suited for empirical and even quantitative research. However, it is limited to hand / arm movements. For Efron's referential coding system, some
validity of the gesture values can be assumed, since - despite different terminologies - other researchers have later come to similar hypotheses concerning
the meaning of certain gestures that can be identified by their visual appearance. As Efron employed a three-fold analysis, a detailed description of the
visual appearance of the gesture values is provided.

3.5 Systems that register alterations in movement behaviour
3.5.1 Movement psychopathology
Several coding systems have been developed that focus especially on alterations
of movement behaviour associated with mental disease. Since the beginnings of
modern psychiatry, quantitative and qualitative alterations of movement behaviour have been noted in patients with psychiatric and neuropsychiatric disease.
These are so prominent that the movement pathology has been considered as
part of symptomology (Kraepelin, 1899, Kretschmer, 1921; Bleuler, 1949). The
traditional psychiatric classification is presented here since its use is still prevalent in the clinical field. It comprises two broad values, hypokinetic and hyperkinetic forms. Hypokinetic disorders include bradykinesis (slow movement), akinesis/hypokinesis (absence/poverty of body movements), amimics/hypomimics
(absence/poverty of facial expression), catalepsy (maintaining a fixed body position for a long time), catatonia (a state of immobility), waxen flexibility, rigidity,
mutism (absence of speaking), and retardation. Hyperkinetic disorders include
mannerisms, habits, stereotypes, agitation, hyperactivity, and restlessness.
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These movement values do not form a coherent system but they unsystematically register different aspects of movement behaviour, quantitative aspects such
as no or little movement (akinesis or hypokinesis), qualitative aspects such as
bound flow (waxen flexibility), or behavioural patterns such as stereotypes.
While most of the movement values are descriptive referring to the movement
quantity or quality, some values imply hypotheses about the (absence of a) function of the movement. For example, stereotyped movements are defined as repetitive, rhythmic, and useless patterns of movement. However, Jones (1965)
demonstrated that considering the content of the delusional belief certain stereotypes are psychodynamically meaningful, e.g. the repetitive performance of a
praying gesture may serve to soothe delusionally visualized demons. To check
the objectivity of qualitative movement values used in psychiatry, Wallbott carried out a study (1989) in which psychiatric patients' movement behaviour was
judged by 20 independent raters. The interrater agreement was highest for the
values that described physical aspects of movement such as tense, fast, or expansive. For values describing aspects that according to Wallbott refer to the
Gestalt of the movement such as jittery, clumsy, uncontrolled or angular, the
agreement was poor.
The above outlined psychiatric classification comes from a historical era in
which psychiatric diseases could not yet be treated medicinally and therefore,
extreme forms of the movement disorder such as catalepsy were displayed.
Among those patients were many who would nowadays be treated in neurology,
such as those with encephalitis lethargica or tertiary syphilis. Therefore, at that
time, the movement values had been created to describe extreme alterations of
movement behaviour including those caused by brain damage. Nowadays, due
to the effective medical treatment and to the separation of psychiatric patients
from neurological patients less severe movement disturbances are observed. The
traditional movement values, however, are not sensitive enough to register these
milder forms of movement behaviour disturbance.
Since the introduction of neuroleptics in the nineteen sixties, the psychiatric
movement behaviour research has shifted to movement disorders that are due to
side-effects of neuroleptic medication. In fact, these movement disturbances are
severe and socially stigmatizing. They are classified as acute dystonia (involuntary movements such as torticollis, tongue protrusion, grimacing), parkinsonism
(hypokinesia and rigidity), akathesia (restlessness with an involuntary inability
to sit or stand still), and tardive dykinesia (involuntary movements such as
chewing and sucking movements, grimacing). Contrary to the popular belief that
the prevalence of the neuroleptically induced movement disorders has decreased
since the introduction of the so-called atypical neuroleptics, the prevalence has
doubled in the last 20 years (Halliday et al., 2002).
Several rating scales have been developed to register movement behaviour
alterations that are assumed to be neuroleptically induced, such as Abnormal
Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS), Rockland Scale, Hillside Acathesia Scale,
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or Simpson-Angus Scale. These scales conceptually imply that the coded
movement disorder is induced by neuroleptic medication. However, it is noteworthy that the descriptions of movement disorders from the pre-neuroleptic era
are similar to those described today as being induced by neuroleptics (Rogers,
1985). In fact, recent research challenges the dogma that parkinsonism and involuntary movements such as dystonia, dyskinesia, and akathesia in schizophrenic patients are unambiguously caused to neuroleptic treatment. These studies, which are difficult to conduct as nowadays there are only few schizophrenic
patients who are not treated with neuroleptics, indicate that the same movement
disorders that can be caused by neuroleptics may occur as a symptom of the
psychiatric disease per se. Using the Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale
and the Rockland Scale, Owens et al. (1982) reported involuntary movements in
patients with severe chronic schizophrenic patients who had never been exposed
to neuroleptic medication. Caligiuri et al. (1993) and Chatterjee et al. (1995)
found parkinsonism in neuroleptic-naive patients. Similar alterations of movement behaviour were reported for neuroleptic-free as compared to medicated
schizophrenic patients (Rogers, 1985; Bräuning, 1995). Furthermore, the descriptions of schizophrenic patients in the era before the introduction of neuroleptic medication (see above) confirm the existence of these movement disorders
as part of the schizophrenic symptomatology (Kahlbaum, 1874, Wernicke,
1900; Kleist, 1943; Reiter, 1926; Leonhard, 1957). Of course, these early descriptions can only be used anecdotally because the diagnostic criteria for
schizophrenic diseases have changed over time (Rogers, 1992).
As regards to the similarity of illness related movement behaviour alterations
and neuroleptically induced movement behaviour alterations, it has to be considered that some of the illness related movement disorders are nowadays falsely
categorized as neuroleptically induced. Brenner and Rheuban (1978) coined the
term "catatonic dilemma" for the case of patient in whom it was not possible to
differentiate if the catatonic symptoms were illness-related (then termed febrile
catatonia) or medication-related (then termed malignant neuroleptic syndrome).
Likewise, Krüger & Bräunig (1995) reported a deterioration of catatonic symptoms during neuroleptic therapy in 6 patients in whom it was not possible to differentiate between a non-response to medical treatment resulting in a deterioration of catatonia and a medication side effect (malignant neuroleptic syndrome).
In the same line, in some neuroleptic-naïve patients parkinsonism and involuntary movements are observed (e.g. Chatterjee et al., 1995; Bräuning, 1995) that
cannot be distinguished on clinical inspection from neuroleptic-induced movement disorders. Lausberg and Hellweg (1998) have pointed out that illnessrelated and medication-related components may interplay in a catatonic syndrome.
In this way, catatonic hyper- and parakinesia are similar to neuroleptically
induced early and late dyskinesia, catatonic hypokinesia is similar to parkinsonism, and pernicious or febrile catatonia is similar to malignant neuroleptic syndrome (Bräunig, 1994). It is evident that to solve this "dilemma" movement
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categories and values are needed that suit for basic research, i.e., the categories
and values need to be descriptive referring to the visual appearance of the
movement, neutral with regard to hypotheses about the etiology of the movement disorder, sensitive, and comprehensive. Commonly used scales such as the
Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS), Rockland Scale, Hillside
Acathesia Scale, or Simpson-Angus Scale do not fulfil these criteria. They imply
that the movement behaviour alteration observed is induced by neuroleptics (but
precisely this implication is challenged by recent research). To overcome these
deficits, Rogers developed the modified Rogers Scale (1985). Most of its items
imply no hypotheses regarding etiology, i.e., whether the movement behaviour
alteration is illness related or neuroleptically induced. To further explore the differences between illness related and neuroleptically induced movement disorders, for basic research it is useful to start with obtaining a more complete picture of the patients' movement behaviour. Thus, more comprehensive scales for
movement behaviour are indicated. In this regard, the above listed scales are
limited in that they focus on a narrow range of abnormal involuntary movements.
Furthermore, the prevalence data on movement disorders in studies using
these scales are unacceptably diverse. In a review, Höffler (1995) reports prevalences of early dyskinesia between 2.3% - 66.7%, of Parkinson Syndrome between 8.6% - 72%, of akathisia between 5.5% - 41%, and of late dyskinesia between 8.4% - 70%. Apart from factors such as differences in patient sample, diagnosis, type and dose of medical therapy, these large ranges in prevalence suggest an insufficient reliability of scales. Accordingly, studies have been dedicated specifically to the question of reliability of the above listed rating scales
for movement disorders that are assumed to be neuroleptically induced. As an
example, Bergen (1988) conducted a study with three raters on the reliability of
the AIMS coding. After the raters had been trained with the AIMS training tape,
an AIMS examination film, and the coding of 15 training videos, their interrater
agreement was good. However, the retest reliability was acceptable only for two
items (item 2: facial and oral movements of lips and perioral area; item 4: facial
and oral movements of the tongue) but it was poor for three items (item 1: facial
and oral movements of muscles of facial expression; item 6: extremity movements: lower; item 7: trunk movements).
The most elaborate system for the detection of pathological features in psychiatric patients' movement behaviour, the Movement Psychodiagnostic Inventory,
has been developed by Davis (1991). Davis originally used the Laban movement
analysis to set up a list of 70 different movement features that, according to her
clinical experience, were frequently found in psychiatric patients (Movement
Diagnostic Scale MDS, 1978). Eight main values of movement behaviour alteration were identified: fragmentation, spatial diffusion, exaggeration, monotony,
control, limpness, reduced mobility, and dynamics. In 1991, Davis published a
revised version, the Movement Psychodiagnostic Inventory. The Action categories gestures, self-touch, orientation, head movement, facial expression, and po71

sition/posture are evaluated regarding disorganisation (fragmented and severely
dyssynchronized movement behaviour), immobility (constriction and reduction
of spontaneous movement), low intensity (reduction of effort qualities, see
LMA), low spatial complexity (spatially simple movements), perseveration /
fixed-invariant (repetition of the same movement), flaccidity or retardation
(limpness or giving into gravity), diffusion (vague, formless movements), exaggeration (too large, too intense movements), hyperkinesis (rapid sequencing of
movements without pause or deceleration), and even control / suspension (maintenance of bound flow).
The Movement Psychodiagnostic Inventory is a comprehensive and sensitive
system for registering movement disorders associated with mental illness. It uses
a descriptive language for the visible dynamics of movement behaviour. The
interrater agreement has been examined in all empirical studies using the MPI
(e.g. Davis, Cruz, & Berger, 1995; Berger, 1999; Cruz, 1995; Lausberg, 1995).
A short version of the inventory was published in 2007 (Davis et al., 2007). The
MPI distinguishes between patients with DSM diagnoses of schizophrenia spectrum and personality disorders (Cruz, 1995), and among the latter group between patients with narcissistic and borderline personality disorder (Berger,
1999). With regard to the "catatonic dilemma", Nichols (1985) has demonstrated
that in schizophrenic patients the illness-related movement behaviour alterations
can be distinguished from medication-related ones.
To summarize, the review on three very different approaches for analyzing
movement behaviour alterations in patients with mental disease illustrates the
necessity of an effective movement analysis system for basic research. The
"catatonic dilemma" that appears when trying to distinguish between illnessrelated and medication-related movement behaviour alterations is, among others,
caused by ineffective movement analysis tools. The traditional psychiatric values are unsystematic, not sufficiently objective, and not sensitive enough. The
more recent rating scales for those movement behaviour alterations which are
assumed to be induced by neuroleptic medication register only a narrow range of
movement behaviour. The validity of these rating scales regarding the aetiology
of the movement behaviour alterations is questioned by current empirical research, which has demonstrated that the values are not specific for medicationinduced alterations of movement behaviour. The MPI may prove superior to the
traditional and recent psychiatric scales because it is descriptive and assesses a
broader spectrum of movement features. In fact, it is sensitive to different diagnoses of mental illness and to medication side effects.
3.5.2 Apraxia
While mental illness is accompanied by specific alterations of movement behaviour (Lausberg, forthcoming), neurological disease is associated with other
forms of movement behaviour alterations. Depending on the location of the
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brain lesion or on the functional system that is disturbed, many different alterations of movement behaviour can be observed such as paralysis or ataxia (a
deficit in coordination). Given the aim of this book, however, this section focuses on neurological disturbances of movement behaviour that are caused by
impairments of higher cognitive functions. Apraxia is a selective cognitive impairment in the conceptualization of body movements. Thus, the movement behaviour alteration is not caused by paralysis, ataxia, dystonia, etc.
Apraxia is evident in the patient's spontaneous movement behaviour. However, in clinical contexts, for a standardized diagnostics, movement tasks are
administered (Goldenberg, 1993; Dovern et al., 2011) (see Chapter 10). Apraxic
errors are traditionally classified into two main values, concept errors and execution errors (Liepmann, 1908; Heilman und Rothi, 1993). The main value of
concept errors refers to apraxic errors in which the patient is not able to retrieve
the correct concept, i.e., for an observer the target movement is not recognizable. Among concept errors, the following values are classically distinguished
(Liepmann, 1908; Poeck & Kerschensteiner, 1975; Poeck, 1986; Lausberg et al.,
2003): substitution (the correct movement is replaced by another definite
movement, e.g. when asked to pantomime brushing teeth, an elbow flexion / extension is displayed), perseveration (the correct movement is replaced by another movement that has occurred, correctly or as an error, in a previous task),
associative movement (the correct movement is replaced by another movement
that shares one feature, e.g. the idea of rotation, with the target movement, e.g.
instead of pantomiming how to screw a cap on a bottle, the hand is circling
around the opening of the bottle), searching movements (there is a clear effort to
find the correct movement pattern; different movements and shapes are tried
out; the movements are usually slow, hesitant, and performed under visual control). In bimanual movements, the following values of conceptual errors can be
observed: mirroring (one hand acts like the mirror image of the other hand), following (the movement of one hand is immediately followed by the same movement of the other hand), and both hands unrelated (the actions of the two hands
are spatially and temporally unrelated to each other). The main category of execution errors refers to minor apraxic errors in which the correct movement concept is recognizable but the execution of the movement is deficient. At least one
phase of the movement needs to be conceptually correct to evaluate the execution. The following types of execution errors are suggested here based on categories from the Laban movement analysis (Laban, 1988; Dell, 1979), from
computer based kinematic analysis (Poizner et al., 1990; Hermsdörfer et al.,
1996), and from other studies that focus on the qualitative analysis of apractic
errors (Haaland & Flaherty, 1984; Ochipa et al., 1994): effort error (the inadequate quality is chosen, e.g. pantomiming bringing a glass to the mouth with acceleration and free movement flow, i.e., the hand "shoots" to the mouth), spatial
error (a wrong movement path, e.g. when pantomiming bringing a glass to the
mouth the arm raises vertically, then makes a break, and then moves sagittally to
the mouth instead of moving in a smooth curve to the mouth), hand position er73

ror (a wrong static position of the hand, e.g. when pantomiming brushing the
teeth, the hand performs a brushing movement at the level of the forehead), and
hand shape error (a wrong hand shape, e.g. in the screwdriver pantomime a precision grip, which is normally applied for holding a needle). While the above
examples refer to hand/arm movements, apraxia is, likewise, present in the
foot/leg movements. As apraxia can be observed in the right and left limbs or
only in the left limbs, the laterality of the limb that displays the apraxic error is
noted. Objective definitions of the conceptual and execution error types are
available, and the agreement of the trained raters is reported in empirical studies
(e.g. Lausberg et al., 2003).
To summarize, apraxia coding systems are descriptive containing not confounded values, but they are not comprehensive. The systems are designed to
code specific alterations of movement behaviour, which are associated with neurological disorders that affect the cognitive function of conceptualizing movements. Therefore, the apraxia coding systems are not suited for basic research on
the link between movement behaviour and cognitive, emotional, and interactive
functions in healthy subjects. However, the apraxic error values provide valuable information about structural components of body movement, as selective
deficits in movement execution indicate what components movement consist of.
As an example, a selective hand position error indicates that the feature hand
position represents a distinct element in the conceptualization of a movement.
The structural components, which are identified via the selective deficits, can be
used as effective criteria for describing the visual appearance of body movements in healthy subjects.
A specific limitation of apraxia coding systems is that they are mainly effective for explicit movements. In order to be able to identify a concept error, an
observer needs to know what the correct concept would have been. As an example, if the patient spontaneously performs a vague waving movement with the
hand, the observer does not know if the desired concept is not retrieved and a
substitution error is performed, or if the patient actually intends to fan her/himself but (s)he executes the correct concept with an effort error. For a reliable
assessment of concept errors, either a command to perform a certain movement
has to be given to the patient or the patient her-/himself informs the observer
about the movement (s)he intended to perform (in fact, given the specific conditions of brain damage, patients with severe apraxia are rarely able to do so). For
execution errors, the limitation to explicit movements is less prominent, as the
correct concept can be recognized and therefore, the observer has a frame of reference to assess the execution. As an example, if the observer recognizes that
the patient intends to pantomime brushing the teeth, there is only a limited range
of possible performances.
If a frame of reference is provided, i.e., the observer knows the target movement, the apraxic error values can be applied in an objective and reliable manner. The execution error values can even be registered with kinematography.
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3.6 Summary
The review provides an interdisciplinary overview on the spectrum of coding
systems that have been designed to analyze movement behaviour as a reflection
of emotional, cognitive, and interactive functions as well as their disturbances.
Many of the systems are primarily descriptive with regard to the visual appearance of the body movements. These are notably those of the first group, i.e.,
Laban Movement Analysis (LMA), Kinesic analysis, Movement Signature
Analysis (MSA), but also the Movement Psychodiagnostic Inventory, some
scales for 'neuroleptic-induced' alterations, and the apraxia coding systems.
Among the gesture coding systems, Kimura's, Freedman's and Efron's system
provide some descriptions of the visual appearance of the gestures and selftouches. While, otherwise, the gesture coding systems primarily refer to the
function of the movement, it has been argued that their values could likewise be
identified based on movement criteria. Some gesture values are confounded
with linguistic values.
Comprehensiveness applies mainly to the first group and to the MPI. These
comprise several classes of body movements (MSA, MPI, Kinesic analysis) and
register the quality of movement (LMA, MSA, MPI). The movement of several
parts of the body or of the body as a whole is coded. These systems provide a
complete picture of an individual's movement repertoire. However, their application is time-consuming and therefore, the analysis is limited to movement behaviour samples of a few minutes. Among the gesture analysis systems, Freedman's system is the most comprehensive one, as it comprises the two classes
gesture and self-touch, the latter including implicit movements. All movements
of the hands and arms are coded. Ekman and Friesen's system is comprehensive
as well but the values are not descriptive with regard to the visual appearance of
the movements. The coding systems for movement psychopathology are limited
to a very narrow range of movements, with the exception of the MPI. The
apraxia coding systems are practically limited to explicit body movements.
Limb movement laterality, in terms of right, left, and both at a time, has
mainly been studied with Kimura's and Freedman's systems. No coding system
provides a differentiated coding of the relation between the two hands (or feet)
during simultaneous movements, such as dominance of one hand in bimanual
movements or the hands acting as a unit.
Movement patterns, i.e., recurrent combinations of different movement types
displayed by different parts of the body at a time or recurrent sequences of
movement types, can be detected primarily with Kinesics, MSA, and MPI. Recurrent sequences could, theoretically, also be identified with Freedman's system
as all movements of the hands are coded in a given interval of time.
With the exception of Freedman's value continuous body focused, the duration of movement units has not been investigated. To explore the temporal dimension of movement behaviour a system is required that segments the ongoing
stream of movement into natural units such that any moment in time is consid75

ered and attributed to a unit. The MSA and the Kinesic analysis could, theoretically, be used for this purpose, but given their limitation to a few minutes of
analysis, general conclusions about the temporal dimension of movement units
with a specific value cannot be drawn.
While Objectivity and Reliability have been the criteria for the coding systems to be included in the review, a final note on the validity shall be given. As
it has been noted above, for none of the existing systems the validity can be
judged as sufficiently established with regard to current psychometric standards.
For Efron's referential coding system some degree of validity can be assumed,
since other - more or less independent - researchers have arrived at similar assumptions about the meaning of certain gesture values that are characterized by
a specific visual appearance. Other coding systems that make an explicit claim
about the validity require a careful examination. This applies especially to the
scales for neuroleptic side effects concerning the aetiology of the respective alterations and to the Kestenberg Movement Profile (KMP) regarding the association with developmental stages.
To conclude, the interdisciplinary review reveals that across scientific disciplines a variety of different coding systems are available. These systems have
different advantages and disadvantages for application in basic empirical research.
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II. The NEUROGES Coding System
4. The Aims and the Development of the NEUROGES
Coding System
Hedda Lausberg

4.1 Aims of the NEUROGES System
The previous chapters have demonstrated that there is ample evidence that
movement behaviour is linked to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. However, thus far, these links have not yet been fully explored and established to such a degree that movement behaviour could be used as a valid measure for these processes.
Therefore, the NEUROGES system is primarily designed as a tool for basic
empirical research on movement behaviour and its link to cognitive, emotional,
and interactive processes. The secondary aim is to establish the validity of the
movement values regarding these processes, so that NEUROGES can be used as
valid instrument to measure cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.

4.2 Application
The NEUROGES Coding system is designed for the analysis of body movement
behaviour. It codes the movements of the hands/arms, the head, the trunk, and
the feet/legs of the stationary, i.e., the standing, sitting, or lying body. The focus
is on the analysis of expressive and communicative body movements in the context of interaction or soliloquy / silent thinking, such as during cognitive tasks.
However, instrumental body movements, such as during physical exercise, and
manipulating movements, such as during tool use, can be analysed as well.

4.3 Criteria for the development
Given the empirical knowledge on movement behaviour and its relation to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes (Chapter 2), the advantages and disadvantages of the existing analysis systems (Chapter 3), and the status of
movement behaviour research as a scientific discipline (Chapter 1) several demands for the development of a movement behaviour analysis system result.
Their realization in the NEUROGES system is explained below.
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(i) Descriptiveness
To be suitable for basic research and for the examination of existing paradigms,
the values of the NEUROGES system are descriptive. They are defined with regard to the visually perceivable aspect of movement behaviour. Thus, the values
can be identified in real life and video registered samples of movement behaviour without knowing the context or listening to the sound.
The movement criteria that are used to describe the body movements, such as
the trajectory, the physical contact between the hands, the hand shape, etc., are
reported in Chapter 5.
The NEUROGES movement values are not confounded with psychological,
linguistic, or other kinds of values. They are neutral as they contain no assessment such as good or bad, correct or incorrect, pathological or healthy, etc.
(ii) Objectivity and Reliability
For empirical research, the observations on movement behaviour need to be objective and reliable. All NEUROGES categories and their values are precisely
defined, as well as the criteria used for these definitions (see NEUROGES coding manual, forthcoming). The example of the NEUROGES value emphasis illustrates how precisely the values are operationalized (see Subsection 4.5.3).
The reliability of the values has been confirmed by repeated examinations of
the interrater agreement and by kinematographic examinations (see Subsection
5.2.2 and Chapter 6). During the development of the NEUROGES system, substantial effort has been made to secure the objectivity and reliability not only for
the values but also for the segmentation of the ongoing stream of behaviour.
Raters do not only have to agree on the value of a unit, but they also have to
agree on whether or not a motion constitutes a movement unit, and when the
unit starts and when it ends. While at first glance this decision seems to be trivial, it turns out to be the most difficult one to achieve interrater agreement on.
Since among the existing statistical procedures no algorithm was available to
calculate the interrater agreement for the segmentation of behaviour, such a procedure has been developed in the course of the NEUROGES project. Part V of
this book is entirely dedicated to the achievement and control of interrater reliability.
(iii) Comprehensiveness
It has been a basic principle for the development of the NEUROGES system to
integrate the substantial existing knowledge on movement behaviour analysis.
Various classes of movement behaviour, such as gesture, self-touch, posture,
and rest position, have proven to be related to within-subject cognitive and emotional processes and to between-subjects interactive processes. These traditional
classes of movement behaviour are all considered in NEUROGES. While most
research has focused on gesture and posture, the classes self-touch and rest posi86

tion are, likewise, of interest for the NEUROGES system, as they are forms of
behaviour that are predominantly displayed beyond the mover's awareness. As
such, they are associated with implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive
processes. As it has been pointed out in Chapter 2, in contrast to verbal diagnostic tools, movement behaviour analysis bears the specific potential that it enables to investigate implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes,
which substantially coin our thinking, feeling, and interacting.
The different classes are associated with different parts of the body. Gestures
are performed with the hands, arms, and shoulders, with the head, and rarely
with the feet and legs. Self-touching is typically executed by the hands. Posture
and rest position involve the whole body. Consequently, NEUROGES enables
to code the movements of different parts of the body. In this regard, limitations
of the NEUROGES system are that it does not enable to code the body as a
whole, i.e., the shaping of the whole body, e.g. a contraction of the body, the
locomotion of the whole body in space, e.g. gait, and the static shape that the
body adopts during rest or posture, e.g. a rest position with crossed legs. However, shifts between rest positions / postures and certain features of rest positions / postures are registered.
The NEUROGES Coding system is particularly comprehensive concerning
the range of criteria on the basis of which the movement behaviour is classified.
All these criteria refer to the visual appearance of the movement, such as the trajectory, the physical contact between the hands, the hand shape, etc. Based on
these different criteria, seven categories have been developed: Activation8,
Structure, Focus, Contact, Formal Relation, Function, and Type. In each category, specific movement criteria are used to classify body movements (see
Chapter 5). As an example, the Contact category is operationalized by the criteria 'presence/absence of physical contact between the hands (feet)' and 'quality
of the contact'.
The comprehensiveness of NEUROGES implies that patterns can be detected, i.e., recurrent
combinations of movement types displayed by different parts of the body at a time and recurrent sequences of movement types in the course of time. As it has been discussed in Chapter
2, these movement patterns are associated in an intra-individually and intra-dyadically reliable
manner with certain emotional, cognitive, and interactive states.

8

Throughout the book, categories of the NEUROGES system are printed with a capital
letter.
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(iii) Registration of Laterality
It has been another basic principle for the development of the NEUROGES system to provide a differentiated analysis of the relation between the right and left
limbs. In addition to the traditional values right hand, left hand, and both hands,
NEUROGES provides a detailed analysis for bilateral movements. This analysis
focuses on the presence and quality of physical contact, the dominance, and the
symmetry.
As exposed in Chapter 2, the registration of the laterality of unilateral limb movements and of
that of the dominant limb in bilateral movements enables to conclude in which hemisphere the
movement is generated. If a specific movement value is preferentially performed by the right
limb or the left one, the preference suggests that this type is predominantly generated in the
contralateral hemisphere. Furthermore, the hemispheric specialization for a certain movement
type provides some indication that its generation is associated with those cognitive and emotional processes that are also lateralized to that hemisphere.

(iv) Analysis of the ongoing stream of behaviour
It has been a further basic principle for the development of the NEUROGES
system to analyse the ongoing stream of body movement behaviour including
rests. The behaviour is smoothly segmented into natural units, i.e., one unit adjoins the next one. Thus, any moment in time is attributed to a unit. This procedure has several advantages.
First of all, it enables to register the duration of the units. As discussed in
Chapter 2, the duration of units with a specific value constitutes an intrinsic feature of this value.
The registration of the duration of units with a specific value enables to test the validity of the
value. If the mean unit duration of a specific value differs significantly from the mean unit
duration of another value, this difference provides evidence that the value represents a behavioural entity that is distinct from that of the other value. Furthermore, as the duration of a unit
with a specific value is determined, among others, by the duration of the associated cognitive,
emotional, and interactive process, it provides insight into the temporal dimension of the underlying cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.

Second, as it has already been noted by Freedman and colleagues (Section
2.4) for some movement values the number per time unit, e.g. per minute, is not
an effective measure. This applies particularly to continuous body-focused activity that may last over several minutes. For this type of movement behaviour it is
more effective to register its occurrence in seconds / minute (see also Chapter
17). As an example, in two 50 minutes lasting psychotherapy session, a patient
spent 42.59 seconds / minute and 45.48 seconds / minute, respectively, with irregular on body movements (Kryger, 2011). In other terms, in each session she
spent 35,49 minutes and 37.90 minutes, respectively, with irregular on body
movements. Thus, for this value, the proportion of time spent with the specific
behaviour in seconds per minute is an informative measure supplementing that
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of the number of units per minute, which in the example was 4,13 / minute and
5,06 / minute, respectively.
Third, the precision of the analysis is improved. The researcher is forced to
thoroughly consider each motion and to attribute it to a unit. In contrast, an
analysis which is not oriented along the stream of behaviour induces the rater to
neglect motions that are ambiguous to code. This applies even more to those
methodological approaches in which certain movements are pre-selected from
the stream of movement behaviour, e.g. for a study all pointing gestures are to
be selected. Movements that do not perfectly match the searched prototype at
first sight are often not considered. The more ambiguous forms of the movement
value might, however, provide valuable information about the movement value
itself and the associated cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
Fourth, only the complete analysis of movement behaviour enables to understand the anatomy of movement behaviour. As any motion is identified, the
complete picture of body movement behaviour emerges and the relations between the different movement types become evident.
Therefore, in NEUROGES the complete stream of movement behaviour is
analysed. The technical procedure that leads to a fine-grained segmentation of
behaviour is described below (see 5.5.1).
(v) User-friendly and flexible
As indicated in Chapter 3, comprehensive analysis systems are already available, but their application is time-consuming. Furthermore, the data that the current versions of these systems provide are difficult to submit to statistical analyses. Therefore, special care was taken that NEUROGES is comprehensive but
remains user-friendly.
In its complete form, NEUROGES comprises the analysis of the whole body
by coding six parts of the body: right hand/arm, left hand/arm, right foot/leg, left
foot/leg, trunk, and head. Given the rich spectrum of movements that can be performed by the hands/arms, and accordingly, their importance in expressive and
communicative nonverbal behaviour, for hand/arm movements all seven categories are assessed. Theoretically, the same seven step analysis can be conducted
for the feet/ legs, but in natural data the range of foot/leg movements is much
more limited than those of hand/arm movements. For head and trunk movements, the Activation, Structure, and Function categories are assessed. While
this is the "full program" of the NEUROGES movement analysis, NEUROGES
has been tailored for a flexible use according to the user's needs. The system has
a modular structure that enables to evaluate the parts of the body as well as the
categories independent of each other to a large extent. Each part of the body can
be assessed individually. Therefore, the user can decide if (s)he wants to analyse
all six parts of the body or only one or two of them. Furthermore, the system
can be used in a flexible manner according to the researcher's needs as (s)he decide how many categories (s)he wants to analyze. Each category provides spe89

cific results and therefore, - depending on the research question - the coding of
only the Activation and the Structure categories can provide valuable data.
In addition, NEUROGES is easy to learn and to apply. A detailed coding
manual with many examples, an interactive training CD, and many training videos with the correct solutions (codings) are provided to learn the NEUROGES
values. To facilitate the coding process, decision algorithms are provided that
guide the rater through the analysis of movement behaviour, leading to a finegrained evaluation (Chapter 5). NEUROGES training seminars are offered on a
regular basis, currently in Germany at the German Sport University Cologne and
in Switzerland at the University Fribourg.
Technically, the application of NEUROGES has been substantially facilitated
by combining it with the annotation tool ELAN. NEUROGES is available as
ready-to-use ELAN template file. Part III of this book describes in detail how
the coding system is combined with the annotation tool.
Finally, the NEUROGES system is designed in such a way that its output data
can be directly submitted to statistical analyses. The codings are easy to export
and to transform into variables of statistical files. For SPSS users, sav template
files are available in which the NEUROGES output data can be inserted. Procedures for the statistical evaluation and the presentation of the data are described
in Part VI of this book.
(vi) Compatible with existing coding systems and with approaches for
automatic movement recognition
Another basic principle in the development of the NEUROGES system has been
its applicability across scientific disciplines.
As outlined in the previous chapters, developing a common body of knowledge in movement
behaviour research has been inhibited by the fact that research is spread across many different
scientific disciplines that rarely take notice of each other’s findings. One reason for this lack
of interdisciplinary exchange is the different terminologies and methodologies. Therefore,
NEUROGES has been designed as a potentially interdisciplinary tool.

To suit this purpose NEUROGES is comprehensive and its values are purely
descriptive. In particular, during the development care has been taken that
NEUROGES can be combined with existing coding systems, e.g. Movement
Psychodiagnostic Inventory (Davis, 1991, rev. 1997), Movement Signature
(Davis, 1991, rev. 1997), Nonverbal Interaction and States Analysis (Davis,
1991, rev. 1997), Classification of head movements (Kendon, 2002; McClave et
al., 2007), Modes of Representation (Müller, 1998), McNeill's gesture coding
system (1992), Apraxic error classification systems (Liepmann, 1908; Heilman
& Rothi, 1993; Poeck & Kerschensteiner, 1975; Poeck, 1986; Lausberg et al.,
2003; Poizner et al., 1990; Hermsdörfer et al., 1996; Haaland & Flaherty, 1984;
Ochipa et al., 1994). This list of systems combinable with NEUROGES is not
exhaustive. Furthermore, THEME, a software for the pattern detection (Magnus
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S. Magnusson, http://hbl.hi.is/), can be applied for NEUROGES. The NEUROGES coding provides no units for facial movements and therefore, it cannot be
directly combined with coding systems for facial expression such as FACS
(Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002). However, for a comprehensive analysis of
nonverbal behaviour both systems can supplement each other.
Its compatibility with other coding systems renders NEUROGES useful for
interdisciplinary research. The strength of the NEUROGES system is that it
provides algorithms for an objective and reliable segmentation of the ongoing
flow of movement behaviour into natural units. These natural units can be used
as an objective basis for further qualitative and quantitative analyses with the
other coding systems. The design of the chosen system and the research question
determine after which of the seven NEUROGES coding steps the chosen system
can follow. As an example, McNeill's coding system for hand gestures could
follow after Module II. The advantages of an analysis that is based on a segmentation of the ongoing stream of behaviour have been outlined above.
It is noteworthy that the NEUROGES analysis is suited for developing algorithms for automatized movement detection. The NEUROGES values are descriptive with reference to the visual appearance of movements and they are objectively and reliably defined by kinematic and other movement parameters.
Therefore, the value definitions can be used directly for defining algorithms for
automatized movement recognition. Furthermore, in Module I the right and left
hands/arms and feet/legs are coded separately. This design is well compatible
with the automatized approaches, in which the movements of the different parts
of the body are traced. A current research project in cooperation with the Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institut Berlin, granted by the Bundesministerium für
Bildung und Forschung (01UG1240D), is dedicated to develop a NEUROGESbased automatized algorithm for hand/arm movement recognition (Masneri et
al., 2010; http://tla.mpi.nl/projects_info/auvis/).

4.4 Methods of development
With the above listed aims and demands in mind, the NEUROGES system has
been developed from 1995 to 2012 to its present version. From 1999 to 2013
the NEUROGES project was continuously granted by the German Research
Association (DFG LA 1249 / 1-1, 1-2, 1-3). The methods of the development
are described below in a quasi chronological order. Actually, different developmental steps occasionally were pursued simultaneously.
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(i) Critical review of existing coding systems
First, a critical review was conducted of the existing coding systems and of the
reseachers' reports on their experiences with these systems. The review included
coding systems used in gesture research, psychology, psychosomatics, psychiatry, psychotherapy, neurology, neuropsychology, linguistics, and anthropology.
The most relevant coding systems are described in Chapter 2. In addition to
those, many more systems were studied (e.g. Liepmann, 1908; Krout, 1935; Laban, 1950; Sainsbury, 1954; Mahl, 1968; Kendon, 1972; Dell, 1979; Haaland &
Flaherty, 1984; Le May et al., 1988; Duffy & Duffy, 1989; Poizner et al., 1990;
Ochipa et al., 1994; Foundas et al., 1995; Blonder et al., 1995; Hermsdörfer et
al., 1996; Müller, 1998).
While many classification systems are effective tools for specific research
questions, only few systems contain values that meet the aims and demands of
the NEUROGES systems (see above). From the different systems, suitable values, e.g. Efron's value deictic, were chosen as pilot values for the NEUROGES
development.
(ii) Identification of relevant empirical findings on movement behaviour
and its relation to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes
To compile movement criteria that are potentially linked to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes, the literature was reviewed. Included were
empirical studies from gesture research, psychology, psychosomatics, psychiatry, psychotherapy, neurology, neuropsychology, psychomotor and motor control research, linguistics, and anthropology. In addition, the author's empirical
research findings were considered. Chapter 2 summarizes the most relevant empirical findings for the development of the NEUROGES system.
The review helped to identify movement criteria that are relevant with regard
to cognitive, emotional, and interactive functions. An example for such a
movement criterion is Freedman's temporal criterion discrete versus continuous.
These movement criteria were used to group movement values and thereby, to
define categories.
Furthermore, new, empirically based values were identified that had, thus far,
not been noted in the existing coding systems. An example for such a new value
is act as a unit. This value was identified as a distinct behavioural unit in the
author's split-brain research. Furthermore, if empirical findings strongly suggested more fine-grained distinctions of existing values, sub-values were generated. As an example, split-brain patients used their left hand for deictics to
themselves, and their right hand for deictics to the external space. This finding
suggested that the two forms of deictics are generated in different brain hemispheres, and thus, that they constitute different entities. The new values and
the sub-values were added to the compilation of pilot values.
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(iii) Operationalization of the pilot values and organization of the values
in a system
The pilot values that had been adopted from existing coding systems were often insufficiently operationalized. Some of them were defined only by a description of their function rather than a description of the movement. Therefore, the pilot values were re-defined according to movement criteria that refer
to the visual appearance of the body movements.
The newly operationalized pilot values were ordered in pilot categories.
Values that were defined primarily by the same movement criteria, e.g. values
referring to where the hand acts, were grouped in a category. The categories
were then ordered hierarchically from simple to complex as defined by their
number of movement criteria, e.g. the Structure category values (step 2) are
defined by the criteria trajectory, dynamics, and phases resulting from changes
in these parameters, while the Function category values (step 6) are defined by
all criteria of the Structure, the Focus, the Contact, and the Formal Relation
categories, as well as by the gesture/action space, the path during complex
phase, the orientation, the shape, the efforts, and the body involvement.
(iv) Testing, reviewing, and re-testing of the pilot-system by the author
The pilot system was tested by the author by analyzing many video tapes with
different individuals in different settings. If the classification of a movement
was ambiguous, the definitions of the possible values were elaborated and
made more precise and distinct from each other. If a movement could not be
classified with the pilot values, a new value was created. The Structure value
aborted is the product of such as process.
This process, i.e., the testing of the values in a large sample, the review of
the values with an improvement of the operationalization, and the optimization of the system was repeated several times. Finally, a first version of the
coding manual, the NGC9 manual, was compiled.
(v) Testing of the system by independent trained raters
When the author reliably classified all movements, the next step was the testing of the system by independent raters. Several raters were trained with the
NGC coding manual. They tested the system on a large sample of different
individuals in different settings. The independent raters gave direct feed-back
to the author concerning the intelligibility of the definitions and the userfriendliness of the system and the procedures. Discussions with the trainees of
NGC / NEUROGES training workshops, which started in 2007 at the Berlin
9

The earlier version of the NEUROGES system was termed NGC system.
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Gesture Center (http://www.berlingesturecenter.de/ seminare/seminare.html),
further helped to improve the system.
During this process, the variety in subjective interpretation of the NEUROGES values could be successfully reduced more and more. Furthermore, the
user-friendliness of the system was improved. This was achieved especially by
developing coding algorithms that guide the raters through the coding process.
(vi) Development of a statistical method to calculate the interrater agreement for movement behaviour segmentation
Another source of feed-back for the system was the statistically obtained interrater agreement. As it is a specific feature of the NEUROGES coding procedure
that it comprises segmentation and coding, the interrater agreement has to refer
not only to the value that is given to a unit but also to the segmentation of the
behaviour into units. Raters may agree on the value of a unit, but not on the
segmentation of the behaviour into units, e.g. if a motion constitutes a unit, and
when exactly the unit begins and when it ends and the next unit starts. Vice
versa, raters may agree on that a new unit starts, but they may give different values to the unit.
In the stream of behaviour, the rater identifies a movement with a specific value and (s)he
tags the beginning and the end of the movement with the specific value. This procedure implies the segmentation of the behaviour. As an example, in a one-minute lasting video-clip of
hand movement behaviour, a shift, then a rest position, and then an irregular movement are
identified. The rater then searches and tags the beginning of the shift, the end of shift - which
is also the beginning of the rest position - , the end of the rest position - which is also the beginning of the irregular movement - , and the end of the irregular movement.
The perceptual process may, however, also happen the other way round. The rater first
identifies changes in the behaviour, such as a change in the trajectory. Accordingly, (s)he
segments the behaviour into units, and then gives values to the units.
Most likely, in coding both types of perceptual processes are ongoing.

Since not many movement behaviour researchers have segmented the ongoing
stream of behaviour into natural units, until recently, no statistical procedure
was available to calculate the interrater agreement concerning the segmentation
of behaviour into units. A major project during the development of the NEUROGES system was, therefore, to create a statistical method that enabled to calculate the raters’ agreement concerning the segmentation of behaviour. The recently developed algorithm by Holle & Rein, the modified Cohen's Kappa, is
described in detail in Chapter 15.
(vii) Review of the values based on the modified Cohen's Kappa scores
After the successful development of the modified Cohen's Kappa, several
studies with trained raters were conducted to further test the objectivity and
the reliability of the segmentation process. The modified Cohen's Kappa score
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for each value helped particularly to identify those values for which it was difficult to identify their units in the stream of behaviour and to determine the
beginning and end of these units. As an example, raters often had difficulties
to identify the beginning and end of continuous irregular movement units.
The criteria for the segmentation of behaviour in each category and the operationalization of the values were improved. This process was repeated several times until a substantial agreement for segmentation and coding was
achieved for many trained raters with different educational backgrounds.
(viii) Finalization of the NEUROGES coding manual
Over time, the increasing operationalization of the categories and values and the
improvement of the instruction for the coding process resulted in a comprehensive coding manual. The 230 pages comprising Coding Manual is forthcoming
as a book, supplemented by an interactive CD. The manual consists of seven
chapters, each of which contains the coding manual for one category. The seven
coding manuals for the categories Activation, Structure, Focus, Contact, Formal
Relation, Function, and Type are always set up in the same way:
1. The category is defined.
2. The units or unit segments are specified that are submitted to the analysis
with the respective category (i.e., not all units are further classified in all categories).
3. The criteria for the segmentation of the behaviour and for the definition of
the values are defined.
4. The values are defined. After a short definition that orients the reader about
the content of the value a more detailed definition of the value follows. For each
criterion, the qualities are explained that may occur in the value, e.g. what kinds
of hand shape may occur in a deictic. Furthermore, for each value examples are
provided. Finally, it is reported how to distinguish the value from other values or
phenomena that are similar regarding the visual appearance of the movement.
NEUROGES trainees reported the latter information to be particularly helpful.
5. The technical procedure is described for coding the category with the NEUROGES-template.

4.5 Development of the modules, categories, and values, and of
the hierarchy
The theoretical and empirical background of the development of the three
modules, of the seven categories, and of each of the 58 values is reported in
detail in the book 'The NEUROGES system' (forthcoming). Here, only a short
overview can be given.
The division of the body in six parts of the body, the right hand/arm, the left
hand/arm, the right foot/leg, the left foot/leg, the head, and the trunk is
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adopted from nonverbal behaviour research. This division is not only anatomically legitimated but it also reflects the fact that these parts of the body
play different roles in nonverbal behaviour, i.e., they are associated with different movement classes.
The NEUROGES system consists of three modules that fulfil different aims
and focus on different aspects of movement behaviour. The development of
the modules and their ordering in a hierarchy was chronologically overlapping.
4.5.1 Module I
Module I has been developed for a very basic segmentation and classification
of movement behaviour. Movement behaviour is classified with a few movement criteria only and therefore, Module I coding is compatible with automatized techniques for movement recognition. Module I consists of three categories that build up on each other: Activation, Structure, and Focus.
The development of the Activation category was influenced by the concept of
'gesture units' in gesture research (Kendon, 1972; Davis, 1991, rev. 1997; Kendon, 2010). The gesture unit definitions were taken as a basis to define movement units. Kendon (2010, p. 111) defines: "That is, in the case of forelimb gesturing, for instance, the articulators are moved away from some position of rest
or relaxation (…) toward a region of space (or sometimes toward some location
specifiable with reference to the speaker’s body), and then, eventually, they are
moved back again to some position of rest or relaxation. This entire excursion,
from the moment the articulators begin to depart from a position until the moment when they finally return to one, will be referred to as a gesture unit." Since
some individuals display very brief returns to rest positions, making it difficult
to distinguish an interruption in gesturing from a rest position, Davis (1991, rev.
1997, MSA--2) proposed a time limit: "The beginning of the gesticulation is defined as the start from a ‘rest’ or ‘home base’ position in which the limbs are
supported and the ending is marked by return to a ‘home base’ position of the
upper limbs. ‘Home base’ positions which demarcate a gesticulation segment
should be held still for at least four seconds. The exception to this rule involves
sequences that start and/or end with an activity other than speech gesturing (e.g.
gesticulating then lighting a cigarette).” In a pilot study, we tested Davis’ fourseconds criterion. However, our data did not support the underlying assumption
that four seconds constitute a critical time limit. In other words, there was no
evidence that, for example, three seconds lasting rest positions constitute a different entity than five seconds lasting rest positions. In contrast, we found substantial individual differences concerning the duration of movement units and
rest position units. Especially those individuals who had a high movement velocity also made very short rests. Thus, applying Davis’ definition would result
in missing these ‘high-speed’ movers’ rest position units. Therefore, in NEU96

ROGES rest position units are defined by movement criteria only and not by
artificially defined time limits.
The development of the Structure and Focus categories was originally inspired
by Freedman's and Hoffman’s hand movement classification system (Freedman
& Hoffman, 1967; Freedman, 1972). Their system had been chosen because it is
objective, reliable, and sensitive to different mental states (Sections 3.4. and
2.1.2). Their system consisted of two main values, object-focused and bodyfocused hand movements. For the latter main value, the following values were
distinguished: direct hand-to-hand, direct hand-to-body, and indirect (manipulations of objects adjacent to the body). The body-focused movements could be
either continuous (> 3 sec) or discrete (< 3 sec). Object-focused movements
(equivalent to gestures) included the types motor primacy and speech primacy
depending on whether the message was primarily conveyed via gesture or via
speech (see Section 3.4).
In their conceptualization of body-focused movements, Freedman and Hoffman had fused two movement criteria: duration and location. However, it is
proposed here - and recent studies on the validity of the Module I confirm this
proposition - that these two criteria are related to different mental processes.
Therefore, in the construction of Module I, these two criteria were disentangled:
The Structure category was developed from the temporal dimension, i.e., continuous versus discrete, and the Focus category was developed from the spatial
dimension, i.e., object-focused versus body-focused. Technically, this differentiation also improved the compatibility of Module I with automatized movement
recognition techniques.
Starting with the values continuous and discrete, the Structure category was
further developed. Freedman distinguished continuous from discrete by a three
seconds criterion. However, three seconds is an arbitrary time limit that has not
been validated. There is no empirical evidence that, for example, a two seconds
lasting movement constitutes a different entity than a four seconds lasting
movement. It was found that the two entities, which Freedman referred to, could
actually be better defined and distinguished by the presence or absence of phases
within a movement unit, that result from changes in the trajectory and the dynamics. Accordingly, the two values were then termed irregular and phasic. As
an intermediate form, based on clinical research and motor control research, the
value repetitive was introduced. Furthermore, inspired by Davis' Movement
Signature Analysis (1991, rev. 1997) her categories weight shift, postural shift,
and position change inspired the Structure values shift, and her descriptor "action interrupted, not completed" contributed to the definition of the Structure
value aborted. Having added these two values to the Structure category, all
movements can be classified based on their trajectory patterns. The theoretical
proposition behind the Structure category is that the Structure values irregular,
repetitive, and phasic reflect different levels of cognitive complexity.
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The Focus category was developed from Freedman's main values objectfocused and body-focused, and the values direct and indirect. These values were
operationalized more precisely by the location where the hand acts (on). Based
on behavioural observations on where the hand acts, a more fine-grained scale
was set up with the values: on body (Freedman's value direct body-focused), on
attached object (Freedman's value indirect body-focused), on separate object, on
person, and in space (Freedman's value object-focused). Furthermore, it was
found that those movements in which the hand (or foot) was not acting on anything could be further distinguished. The focus of these movements could actually be external (in space) or internal, i.e., on body-internal structures such as
joints, muscles, or tendons (within body). Thus, the final NEUROGES Focus
category consists of 6 values. These are ordered on an axis from body-internal to
body-external. This dichotomy between was adopted from Sainsbury (1955),
Mahl (1968) and Freedman et al. (1972), since it had been proven effective for
psychological and clinical psychosomatic and psychiatric research. However,
their systems referred only to on body / on attached object movements (autistic,
body-focused) on one hand and in space movements (communicative, objectfocused) on the other. The theoretical proposition behind the Focus category is
that the Focus values present different locations the pre-motor attention is directed on.
4.5.2 Module II
Module II has been developed to classify bilateral limb movements in a differentiated manner. Its development is based entirely on split-brain research and on
the subsequent examination of the paradigms in healthy individuals and in patients with mental disease (Lausberg et al., 1999; Lausberg et al., 2000;
Lausberg & Kita, 2002; Lausberg & Kita, 2003; Lausberg et al., 2003a;
Lausberg et al., 2003b; Lausberg & Cruz, 2004; Lausberg et al., 2007; Kita &
Lausberg, 2008).
The study of split-brain patients revealed that they often acted with folded
hands as a compensatory strategy to avoid intermanual conflict (Lausberg et
al., 2000; Lausberg et al., 2007). The further exploration of the forms of
physical contact between the two hands in healthy individuals led to the three
values act as a unit, act on each other, and act apart. These values form the
Contact category (step 4). The Contact values are associated with different
levels of stability of interhemispheric cooperation.
Furthermore, with regard to the dominance of one hand in bilateral movements, the author's split-brain research revealed that there are three types of
bilateral movements: right hand dominance, left hand dominance, and equal
dominance movements, the latter with the subtypes synchronous and dyssynchronous. These values are each characterized by a different pattern of neural
control by the two hemispheres (Lausberg et al., 2000; Lausberg et al., 2003;
Lausberg et al., 2007). After exploring these values in large samples of neuro98

logically healthy individuals and in individuals with unilateral brain damage,
these values resulted in the Formal Relation category with the values right
hand dominance, left hand dominance, symmetrical, and asymmetrical. The
Formal Relation category reflects hemispheric dominance in bilateral movements. As it has been exposed in Section 2.5, the registration of the laterality of
unilateral limb movements and of the dominant limb in bilateral movements enables to infer in which hemisphere the movement is generated.
4.5.3 Module III
Module III has been originally designed for classifying gestures. The name of
the whole coding system has historically resulted from this module: NEUROGES means NEUROpsychological GESture coding system. Since several publications by different researchers refer to this name, it has been kept, although the
system is designed not only for coding gestures but for coding body movement
behaviour (sometimes termed 'extended NEUROGES').
Module III consists of two categories that complement each other in coding:
Function and Type. Therefore, below, the development is described for the
two categories together.
Efron's seminal coding system for gestures (1941) has substantially coined the
development of Module III (see Section 3.4). His system had been chosen for
two reasons. First, since Efron noted gestures and words online during direct
observation, i.e., without video recording, he often had difficulties in keeping
track the verbal context (p. 100). Nevertheless, his classification system was perfectly effective to classify the gestures without reference to the verbal context.
Thus, Efron's gesture values can be identified by the visual appearance of the
movement alone. Second, for Efron's referential coding system some degree of
validity can be assumed, since - more or less independent - researchers have
later arrived at similar propositions about the meaning of certain gesture values
that are each characterized by a specific visual appearance. Thus, in the Module
III developement, there was the trend to first define the function and then operationalize the visual appearance of the movements with the specific function. In
contrast, in the development of the Modules I and II, the trend was reversed.
Rather, first specific movement features were identified and then their function
was explored. While these were trends, all three modules shared the bidirectional development of visual appearance
function.
Table 1 below illustrates the relation between Efron's values and the NEUROGES Function values. Only the NEUROGES Function values emotion/attitude, object-oriented action, and subject-oriented action, which are not
listed in Table 1, are not derived from Efron's values.
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Table 1 Efron's coding system as the basis for the development of the NEUROGES Function
and Type categories
Efron (1941)

NEUROGES Module III

Main Types

Subtypes

Function values

Type values

discursive

ideographic

spatial relation presentation

route
postion

baton

emphasis

baton
super-imposed
back-toss
palm-out

physiographic iconographic

form presentation

shape
size

spatial relation presentation

route
position

motion quality presentation

manner
dynamics

pantomime

transitive
intransitive

egocentric deictic

external target
You
self
body

egocentric
direction

neutral
imperative
self-related

objective

physiographic kinetographic

deictic

emblematic

emblem

Table 1 reveals that some of Efron's values have been subdivided into two
Function values. Almost all Function values have been further subdivided into
more fine-grained Type values. These subdivisions were undertaken when
there was empirical evidence that the subtypes represent different entities.
Efron's value ideographic ("ideographic, in the sense that it traces or sketches
out in the air the "paths" and "direction" of the thought pattern. The latter variety
might also be called logico-topographic or logico-pictorial."10) was omitted,
since based on the visual appearance of the movement alone, this gesture type
could not be reliably be distinguished from other gesture types that depict con10
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This citation as well as the following ones are from Efron, 1941, republished 1972,
p.96.

crete spatial relations. Instead, in NEUROGES, it is coded with the value spatial
relation presentation, and if desired, the researcher can note that (s)he assumes
that the gesture depicts a thought pattern.
Efron's value baton ("baton-like, representing a sort of "timing out" with the
hand the successive stages of the referential activity") was found to share
movement features and function with the types superimposed batons (Kendon,
1972), tosses (Davis, 1991). Davis' tosses were further subdivided into backtosses and palm-outs based on differences in the visual appearance and the
meaning. The grouping of the four values batons, superimposed, back-tosses,
and palm-outs in the Function value emphasis is based on gesture research,
neuropsychological research and on functional neuroimaging studies (e.g. Souza-Poza et al., 1979; Stephens, 1983; Blonder et al., 1995; McNeill, 1992;
Lausberg et al., 2000; Schirmer, Alter, Kotz, and Friederici, 2001; Lausberg et
al., 2007; Hubbard et al., 2006).
Efron's value iconographic ("depicting either the form of a visual object or a
spatial relationship (iconographic gesture)") was subdivided into form presentation and spatial relation presentation gestures, based on neuropsychological research (e.g. Hartje & Poeck, 2002; Nichelli, 1999; see also subsection 2.1.1).
Efron's value kinetographic ("depicting ... that of a bodily action (kinetographic
gesture)") was subdivided into motion quality presentation and pantomime. This
subdivision reflects a general concept in Module III to distinguish between the
egocentric (pantomime) and the mento-heliocentric (motion quality presentation) cognitive perspectives that are reflected in gesture (see subsection 2.1.1).
The pantomime values transitive and intransitive are based on neuropsychological apraxia research (e.g. Bartolo et al., 2001; Rapcsak et al., 1993;
Dumont et al., 1999; Cubelli et al., 2000; Haaland & Flaherty, 1984; Roy et al.,
2001; Heath et al., 2001). The six presentation Type values shape, size, route,
position, manner, and dynamics specify geometric and qualitative aspects (e.g.
Kita & Özyürek, 1999; Beattie & Shovelton, 2006).
Efron's value deictic ("deictic, referring by means of a sign to a visually present object (actual pointing)") was modified such that it can refer to non-visible
objects as well. Furthermore, it was subdivided into egocentric deictic and egocentric direction gestures based on differences in their visual appearance and in
their meaning. The values egocentric deictic and egocentric direction are opposed to spatial relation presentation position and spatial relation presentation
route, as they depict spatial relations from an egocentric perspective, while the
latter values depict them from a mento-heliocentric perspective. The four egocentric deictic values external target, You, self, and body were added with reference to the different targets. Split-brain patients performed self-deictics only
with the left hand and external target deictics only with the right hand. This
hand preference indicates that the two types are generated in different areas of
the brain, and thus, they represent different entities. In analogy to the egocentric deictics values, the three egocentric direction Type values neutral, imperative, and self-related were defined with reference to the agent.
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Efron's value emblematic ("emblematic, representing either a visual or a logical object by means of a pictorial of a non-pictorial form which has no morphological relationship to the thing represented.”) was adopted. However, the
NEUROGES definition is closer to the subsequent definition by Ekman &
Friesen (1969), who code those conventionalized gestures as emblems that have
a morphological relationship to the referent.
To classify expressive movements, the Function value emotion/attitude was
introduced. The types shrug, palming, and fist clenching are inspired by Darwin's descriptions (1890, republished 2009). Shrugs have first been described
by Bulwer (1649, cited by Darwin) and since then they have been confirmed
by other researchers (e.g Johnson, Ekman, & Friesen, 1975; Davis, 1991;
Lausberg et al., 2000). The values rise, fall, opening, closing are based on
split-brain and embodiment research (e.g. Förster & Strack, 1996; Lausberg et
al., 2000; Wilson & Peper, 2004; Casanto & Dijkstra, 2010, Charny, 1966;
Scheflen, 1973; Davis, 1985). The Function values object-oriented action and
subject-oriented action were introduced to classify the purpose of actions.
Substantial effort was made to operationalize the Function and Type values with
movement criteria, because Efron's value definitions - in the stricter sense - referred primarily to the function, e.g. "..baton-like, representing a sort of "timing
out" with the hand the successive stages of the referential activity." (Efron, p.
96, 1972).
As argued in Chapter 3, raters are typically able to classify gestures even if
they can only observe movement, i.e., without information about the verbal utterance, the social context, etc.. As an example, raters can reliably identify a baton based on the visual appearance alone. They are able to do so because of their
(partly implicit) knowledge about the function that a certain movement with a
specific visual appearance has (universally or culturally). Therefore, in NEUROGES the raters are provided with precise descriptions of the visual appearance of gestures, expressive movements, and actions. The example below illustrates how precisely NEUROGES values are defined in the coding manual. The
comparison between Efron's definition of a baton gesture (see above) and the
below NEUROGES definition of an emphasis gesture reveals the substantial
effort that has been made to operationalize the Efron-based values.
emphasis
Short definition
SETTING ACCENTS ON SPEECH
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Definition
Function: Emphasis is defined as "force or intensity of expression that gives impressiveness or importance to something".
In gesture, emphasis can be produced by setting dynamic accents. These are hand/arm
movements that are strong, direct, and quick. These kinesic accents point out short segments
of the speech. In synchrony with prosody, they emphasize certain aspects of the verbal statement. Obviously, a sequence of accents creates a metre or a rhythm. As such emphasis gestures can be regarded as manual equivalents of prosody. They convey rhythmical and potentially acoustical information (if the Focus value is on body or on separate object). In the latter
case, their effect is less dependent on a well visible location of the hand in the gesture/action
space than that of the other gesture Function values that provide visual information.
Furthermore, emphasis can be put to speech by accompanying process of verbalizing, i.e.,
bringing out a concept and presenting it. By embodying a direction of movement, e.g. rotating
the palm out, these emphasis gestures accompany – and thereby enforce – the process of quasi
rotating out words (thoughts) and then presenting them.
Emphasis gestures may superimpose emphasis on emotion/attitude (only extrinsic gestures), egocentric deictic, egocentric direction, form presentation, spatial relation presentation, and emblem gestures.
Movement: Emphasis gestures are repetitive or phasic in space movements. They are spatially simple seesaw movements, either up-down, in-out (supination-pronation), or rarely,
forth-back. All emphasis gestures have an endpoint accent. The up-down movements may
have a downward accent or an upward accent. The supination-pronation movements may be
alternating with an outward accent or they may have a static complex phase in the supination
end position (in the latter case, there is an emphasis on the process of bringing (rotating) out
the idea and presenting it). All emphasis gestures are synchronized with mouth and head
movements (unless they accompany internal speech, which is not accompanied by mouth
movements but often by head movements).
If emphasis gestures follow the static complex phase of emotion/attitude (only extrinsic
gestures), egocentric deictic, egocentric direction, form presentation, spatial relation presentation, or emblem gestures, they have up-down / forth-back path with a downward / forward
accent (superimposed emphasis). Once the primary gesture has come to the static complex
phase, the emphasis gesture follows. The hand shape, the hand orientation, and the position in
gesture/action space of the primary gesture are preserved during the display of the emphasis
gesture. As an example, the fingers are shaped to V-sign and a repetitive up/forth - down/back
of the hand/arm is superimposed (emblem + emphasis), or hand points and up-down movements are added (egocentric deictic + emphasis). Technically in superimposed emphasis, the
unit adopted from Module I or II, which typically has the value repetitive, is split into a subunit with the primary Function value and a subunit with the Function value emphasis.
Types: As indicated above, the kinesic forms used to create emphasis may differ among
the emphasis gestures. They differ with regard to the path during complex phase and to the
direction towards end point accent. Accordingly, four Type values are distinguished: baton
(up-down movements of lower arm or hand with downward accent), superimposed (up-down
or back-forth movements with downward or forward accent that directly follow the static
complex phase of another gesture type), back-toss (small up-down movements with an upward accent with back of hand leading), and palm-out (small supination-pronation movements
with outward accent).
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Specifications: Emphasis units can be further specified with the Specification category
Temporal Structure.
Temporal Structure: The Specification category enables to register the temporal structure
that is created by the emphasis gestures.
Meeting the criteria
Structure:
Focus:
Laterality:
Gesture/action space:
Path:
Hand orientation:
Hand shape:
Efforts:
Body involvement:
Gaze:
Other criteria:
Frequency:
Duration:

repetitive > phasic
in space, only in exceptional cases on body or
on separate object
bh 0.49 ± 0.44 > lh = 0.44 ± 0.27 > rh 0.31 ± 0.16 ;
lh 1.69 ± 4.74 > bh 1.63 ± 1.24 > rh 1.15 ± 1.22
units / minute
ipsilateral hemi-space, level of trunk, middle kinesphere
one-dimensional up-down or two-dimensional arch-like supination - pronation
no distinct orientation; if superimposed to other gesture
types, hand orientation of primary gesture is maintained
relaxed open hand; if superimposed to other gesture
types, hand shape of primary gesture is maintained
acceleration (quick) with change from free to bound flow
to generate end point accent
emphasis gestures are synchronized with mouth and
head movements
not at hands
in line with prosody
4.45 ± 4.61; 1.24 ± 0.71 units / minute
0.98 ± 0.30 seconds / unit

Differentiate emphasis gestures from…
 emotion/attitude: see emotion/attitude
 gestures with a meaning-intrinsic repetitive Structure in general: Note that superimposed
emphasis to a primary gesture is not to be confused with a repetitive gesture in which the
repetition is an intrinsic component of the meaning. As an example, the repetitions in a pantomime gesture presenting tooth brushing or in a form presentation gesture presenting a star
by tracing several sharp points are not emphasis as the repetition does not serve to reinforce a
primary gesture but the repetition per se constitutes the meaning. One up-down movement in
front of the mouth does not convey the meaning of tooth brushing nor does one sharp point
not make up a star.
 pantomime: In pantomime gestures with a repetitive Structure the meaning is conveyed by
the repetition per se, e.g. when pantomiming tooth brushing or hammering. In these cases, one
up-down movement in front of the mouth or one downward movement would not unambiguously convey the meaning of tooth brushing or hammering, respectively. In repetitive pantomimes there is often a displacement of the hand, e.g. the hand moves in front of the mouth
from the left side to the right side while executing the up-down movements. Furthermore,
there is a distinct hand shape or hand orientation and the gaze is at the hand.
In contrast, in emphasis gestures there is no displacement of the hand during the forth-back
movement, there is no distinct hand shape or hand orientation, and the gaze is not at the hand.
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 form presentation: In form presentation gestures with a repetitive Structure the repetition
serves to create a repetitive pattern, e.g. to depict a star with 5 sharps. The repetition of one
segment of the form is necessary to create the whole form, e.g. six identical sharps are needed
to create a star. There is a displacement of the hand, there is a distinct hand shape or hand
orientation and the gaze is at the presented form.
In contrast, as the repetitive movements of emphasis gestures are back and forth, they cannot create a form. There is no distinct hand shape or hand orientation, and the gaze is not at
the hand.
 spatial relation presentation: Spatial relation presentation gestures with a repetitive Structure may serve to present several independent locations or to create a route with a repetitive
pattern, e.g. a zigzag course.
In contrast to emphasis gestures, in spatial relation presentation gestures there is always a
distinct use of gesture/action space reflecting the mento-heliocentric perspective and thus, a
displacement of the hand. The hand is typically shaped, with a distinct orientation, and the
gaze is typically at the presented path.
 motion quality presentation: Motion quality presentation gestures and emphasis gesture
share the repetitive Structure. However, motion quality presentation gestures typically have a
repetitive within hand / wrist trajectory, a complex dynamics, and a shaped hand to present
the object that is moving. Furthermore, in addition to the within hand / wrist trajectory, there
is often a displacement of the hand to represent locomotion. The gaze is typically at the presented motion.
In contrast, repetitive emphasis gestures are spatially simple back-forth movements, with
an endpoint accent and they are synchronized with the mouth and head movements.
 emblems: In emblems with a repetitive Structure the repetition is part of the conventionalization, e.g. waving the hand to say good-bye or tapping on the temple to indicate that someone is crazy. In this case, a one-way wave or one tap would not unambiguously constitute the
sign and the repetition helps to clarify the message. Note, however, that emblems with a phasic Structure may be combined with a superimposed emphasis gestures, e.g. adopting the
shape of the victory sign and then moving the V-shaped hand repetitively back and forth. In
this case, the unit is split up into an emblem and a emphasis gesture.
Emphasis gestures are characterized by some degree of standardization of the kinesic form
just like emblems. The latter, however, are perfectly standardized with regard to the kinesic
form. In contrast to emphasis gestures, emblems are not a complement to a verbal utterance,
but they are the message itself. Furthermore, emblems are displayed explicitly, i.e., within the
gesturer’s awareness, while emphasis gestures are not.
 egocentric direction: Egocentric direction gestures are used explicitly to convey the message concerning a designated direction. The information about the designated direction can be
conveyed independently from the verbal utterance. As specific directions are indicated, there
is a great variety in spatial direction, e.g. from down left to up right. The Structure is phasic.
In contrast, emphasis gestures are typically performed implicitly and they accompany the
speech (or inner speech) process. The spatial directions of the path during main are stereotypical, i.e., up-down, in-out. The Structure is typically repetitive.
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4.5.4 The hierarchy of the modules and categories
The three modules have been ordered in a hierarchy that constitutes the seven
step coding algorithm. The categories are ordered from simple and comprehensive to complex and specialized.
In Step 1 all six parts of the body, the right hand/arm, the left hand/arm, the
right foot/leg, the left foot/leg, the head, and the trunk are coded. With only
three criteria, i.e., motion, anti-gravity position, and muscle contraction, the
movement behaviour is segmented into two Activation values ((i) movement, (ii)
rest position / posture). In contrast, in Step 7 mainly hand/arm gestures are left
to be assessed. Many criteria are employed to define the values: the criteria of
the Activation, Structure, Focus, Contact, and Formal Relation categories, and in
addition, the criteria gesture/action space, path during complex phase, orientation, hand shape, efforts, body involvement, gaze, and - as a meta-criterion cognitive perspective.
At each step (which represents a category), the units of the previous step are
reassessed and the new criteria are added, and, if necessary, the units are segmented into subunits. Thereby, the seven step comprising segmentation and
coding of movement behaviour leads to more and more fine-grained units and
more and more complex values. Accordingly, NEUROGES codings look like
an inverted tree. However, it is noteworthy that while the seven categories are
ordered hierarchically in a decision process, each category functions on its
own and - with some limitations - can be assessed independently of the others.
Given their simplicity, the Module I value definitions can be used for kinematographic investigations and for automatized movement recognition techniques. To further improve the compatibility with kinematographic and automatized methods, in this module the right and left limbs are coded independently of each other.
Module II constitutes a bridge between Module I and Module III, as it clarifies the relation between the two limbs, which in Module I have been assessed
independently of each other. The Module II codings determine whether in
Module III the function is assessed for both hands (feet) together, e.g. both
hands together pantomime drumming, or whether it is assessed separately for
the right hand (foot) and for the left hand (foot), e.g. one hand scratches the
leg while the other hand points to an external location.
Module III analyses the function of limb, head, and trunk movements.
Based on the Module I and Module II codings, at the stage of Module III when
the assessment of complex phenomena such as the function of the movement is
required, fine behavioural units are provided that are based on objective movement criteria.
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5. The NEUROGES Coding System: Design and Psychometric Properties
Hedda Lausberg

5.1 The NEUROGES design
5.1.1 The hierarchic structure of the NEUROGES system
The NEUROGES system analyzes the movement behaviour of the body standing, sitting, or lying in one place. For the purpose of the analysis, the body is
divided in six parts: the right hand/arm, the left hand/arm, the right foot/leg,
the left foot/leg, the head, and the trunk. The NEUROGES system is designed
in such a way that the researcher can decide if (s)he wants to code all six parts
or select certain parts, e.g. to code only hand/arm movements.
In Module I, these six parts are coded independently of each other. In the
Modules II and III, the movements of the right and left limbs are related to
each other. While the four systems head, trunk, hands/arms, and feet/legs are
coded independently of each other throughout the whole system, the movements of the different systems can be related to each other in a concatenation
procedure at the end of the coding process. This procedure delivers complex
head - trunk - hands/arms - feet/legs units, e.g. simultaneous turning of head
and trunk turn to the right pointing with right hand to the right. These complex
units can be used for pattern detection.
The NEUROGES system comprises seven categories that build up on each
other. The categories are ordered hierarchically from simple / comprehensive
to complex / specialized. The degree of complexity of a category is defined by
the number of movement criteria that are relevant for segmentation and coding
in that category. At each step (category), the units of the previous step are reassessed and the new criteria are added. It is a specific feature of the NEUROGES system that coding and segmentation constitute an interdependent process,
i.e., a behavioural unit is assessed, and if within this unit, the behaviour changes
from one value to another one the unit is segmented into two or more subunits.
These (sub)units are then used in the next coding step.
As an example, if in Step 2 (Structure category) it becomes evident that the movement unit
that was adopted from Step 1 (Activation category) contains irregular and phasic movements,
the unit is segmented into two Structure units, an irregular unit and a phasic one. These two
units are then taken as the basis for Step 3 (Focus category). If in Step 3 it turns out that the
adopted phasic unit contains on body and in space movements, the unit is further subdivided
into two Focus units, etc.
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As this principle of (sub)unit generation applies to all coding steps, the multistage evaluation process results in more and more fine-grained behavioural
units. Accordingly, NEUROGES codings look like an inverted tree. Thus, at
the stage of Module III when the assessment of complex phenomena such as the
function of the movement is required, fine behavioural units are provided that
are based on a step-wise segmentation of behaviour and on repeated assessments
of the units with different movement criteria.
The seven categories are grouped into three modules that build up on each other.
The categories Activation, Structure, and Focus constitute Module I, the categories Contact and Formal Relation Module II, and the categories Function and
Types Module III.
Module I analyses all six parts of the body: the right hand/arm, the left
hand/arm, the right foot/leg, the left foot/leg, the head, and the trunk. The Activation category (Step 1) segments the ongoing stream of movement behaviour into movement units and no movement units. In Step 2 (Structure category), the movement units are assessed regarding their Structure, which is defined by the movement trajectory and dynamics, and classified with five
Structure values.
Since the limbs have a larger range of movement abilities than the head and
the trunk, they are further analyzed with the Focus category (Step 3). With reference to the Structure value of the limb movement unit, the Focus of the limb
movement is assessed and classified with six Focus values. To finalize the
Module I evaluation of the limb units, the Structure values and the Focus values
are concatenated.
Thus, in Module I, the movement behaviour is segmented and classified according to a few movement criteria, some of which match kinematic parameters. Furthermore, the right and left limbs are assessed separately. (Therefore,
Module I is particularly suited for kinematographic investigations and for
automatized movement recognition techniques.)
Module II analyzes limb movements only. Based on the right and left limb
StructureFocus units, bilateral and unilateral units are generated. Bilateral
units are those units, in which the right hand/arm (foot/leg) and the left one
move simultaneously. Unilateral movement units are those units in which only
one hand/arm (foot/leg) moves, while the other hand/arm (foot/leg) rests.
Module II then classifies the bilateral limb movements. In the Contact category (Step 4), the relation between the two hands (feet) is analyzed regarding
the physical contact and the bilateral units are classified with three Contact values. After the assessment the Contact values are concatenated with the StructureFocus values. Thus, for bilateral units there are StructureFocusContact values available that contain complex information about the unit.
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After this step, only units with a phasic or repetitive Structure are further assessed (i.e., hereafter the NEUROGES assessment only refers to conceptual
units, see below).
In the Formal Relation category (Step 5), the relation between the two
hands (feet) is assessed regarding symmetry and dominance, and the adopted
Contact units with a phasic or repetitive Structure are classified with four Formal Relation values. The Formal Relation value of a bilateral unit determines
whether in Module III the Function of the unit is assessed for both hands (feet)
together or separately for the right and left hand (foot). Thus, Module II constitutes a bridge between Module I and Module III, as it describes the relation
between the two limbs, which in Module I have been assessed independently
of each other.
Module III analyses the Function of limb, head, and trunk movements (with a
phasic or repetitive Structure). The Function category (Step 6) refers to the emotional, cognitive, instrumental, and practical functions of body movements. To
define such complex phenomena, many movement criteria are needed. These are
the values of the Activation, Structure, Focus, Contact, and Formal Relation
categories, as well as the criteria body-external space, path during stroke, orientation, hand shape, efforts, body involvement, and gaze. Based on these criteria,
eleven Function values are defined. Most of these Function values are further
specified with Type values.
The system can be used in a flexible manner according to the researcher's needs,
as each category provides specific discrete results valid independent of the findings in other categories. Therefore, the researcher can decide until which step
(category) (s)he wants to analyze the behaviour. As an example, the coding of
only the Activation and the Structure categories will provide valuable data that
can be interpreted with regard to the level of cognitive complexity.
In the following subsections, the modules, categories, and values are described.
When reading the sections below, it is important to keep in mind that the descriptions of the theoretical background of the categories and values, which is
subject of ongoing validation, should not be confused with the objective definitions of the categories and values. The precise operationalizations of the values
refer only to the visual appearance of the movements. They are not confounded
with the hypotheses about their validity.
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5.1.2 Module I
Figure 1 gives an overview on the coding algorithm for Module I.

Figure 1 Coding algorithm for Module I
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As a preparatory step for Module I coding, the researcher chooses the systems of
the body (s)he wants to analyze (Figure 1, Preparation). This may be just one or
two systems or all of them, i.e., the hands/arm, the feet/legs, the head, and the
trunk.
5.1.2.1 The Activation category
In the first evaluation step, the stream of movement behaviour is segmented into
Activation units (Figure 1, Step 1). Based on the movement criteria motion, antigravity position, and muscle contraction, two Activation values are distinguished: (i) movement, (ii) no movement. The short definitions of the two values
according to these criteria are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Short definitions of the Activation values

Activation value

Short definition

movement

limb, head, or trunk in motion, potentially including transient motionless phases in anti-gravity position

no movement

limb, head, or trunk in rest position or in posture;
rest position: specific arrangement of the relaxed limbs, defined by
motionlessness, absence of an anti-gravity position, and muscle relaxation;
posture: specific static arrangement of the limbs with tensioned
muscles, defined by motionlessness and muscle contraction of the
whole body, at least the hand/arm/shoulder, trunk, and head.

According to the above definition, the value no movement can likewise be
termed rest position / posture.
The Activation category provides a general impression of an individual's level
of motor activity. As indicated by the dotted line in Figure 1, the value rest position / posture is linked with the value shift as both values constitute the rest position - posture system.
If desired, rest positions of the hands/arms and feet/legs can be further classified
with the Focus values on body, on attached object, on separate object, on person, and in space, as well as with the Contact values (rest) act as a unit and
(rest) act apart, and with the Formal Relation values symmetrical and asymmetrical. However, for a better clarity these options are not indicated in the algorithms shown in the Figures 1 - 2.
5.1.2.2 The Structure category
The movement units as identified in Step 1 are further classified according to the
Structure category (Figure 1, Step 2). The Structure of a movement unit is the
'construction' of the movement. It is primarily defined by the trajectory, the dis117

placement, and the velocity. Therefore, the Structure values can be used in kinematographic investigations (Chapter 6). In addition to these criteria, human
raters consider the presence/absence of efforts (Laban, 1988) and for hand
movements, the presence/absence of hand shaping.
There are specific combinations of trajectory, displacement, and velocity.
Based on some of these combinations, for certain movement units, specific
phases can be identified, e.g. a one-dimensional trajectory with an increase in
velocity and typically a centrifugal path characterizes a transport phase. Basically, three phases can be identified by the specific trajectory - displacement velocity combinations: transport phase, complex phase with the subtypes motion
complex phase and static11 complex phase, and retraction phase. In NEUROGES, movement units that show these phases are termed "units with a phase
structure". Given their defined structure, it is evident that these movement units
are discrete in time. Those movement units that do not show at least a complex
phase are termed "units with no phase structure". They can be potentially continuous in time.
Five Structure values are distinguished: (i) irregular, (ii) repetitive, (iii) phasic, (iv) aborted, and (v) shift. Short definitions of the Structure values are given
in Table 2. The kinematographic descriptions in Chapter 6 further illustrate the
characteristic patterns of trajectory, displacement, and velocity for each Structure value.
Table 2 Short definitions of the Structure values

Structure value

Short definition

irregular

movement with no phase structure; trajectory with short paths in
various directions; practically no displacement between beginning
and end of unit; potentially continuous in time

repetitive

movement with a phase structure; a motion complex phase in
which the same movement path is used repetitively; discrete in
time

phasic

movement with a phase structure; a static complex phase, in which
there is transient motionlessness in an anti-gravity position, or a
motion complex phase, in which the movement path is one-way;
discrete in time

aborted

transport and retraction phase only; discrete in time; often no displacement

shift

displacement of the hand from a rest position / posture to another
one; the trajectory basically equals the displacement; discrete in
time

11
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The term static (stroke) is adopted from Mandana Seyfeddinipur (personal communication).

Phasic and repetitive units are characterized by a phase structure, i.e., they
typically contain a preparation phase, a complex phase, and a retraction phase.
The preparation phase evidences that (implicit or explicit) planning processes
are ongoing. In this phase the realization of the complex phase is prepared by
moving the part of the body to a specific location where the complex phase is
executed. Thereby it is evidenced that the complex phase is "something" that has
been planned. In line with propositions from gesture research concerning the
stroke phase in gesture (e.g. Kendon, 1972; McNeill, 1992; Seyfeddinipur,
2006), it is proposed here that the complex phase is the realization of a concept
(however, in NEUROGES the identification of phases not only refers to gestures, but also to self-touches, actions, and expressive motions). "Concept may
be tentatively defined as a representation formed in the mind by generalizing
from particulars, and conceptual thinking as the process of performing the operations required to form and handle concepts." (Vignolo, 1999). Based on this
definition, it is proposed here that phasic and repetitive units are associated with
conceptual thinking. These units can be displayed explicitly or implicitly. Finegrained movement analysis as well as neurobiological and neuropsychological
investigations can distinguish between the explicit and implicit display.
However, phasic and repetitive units seem to differ with regard to cognitive
complexity. Some evidence for this proposition is provided by motor control
research and by clinical observation. Applying approximately comparable values, motor control research demonstrates that "single" movements are associated
with more complex cognitive processes than repetitive movements, in which the
part of the body moves back and forth on the same path. The latter are reported
to partly rely on routine processes (Mourik & Beek, 2004; Spencer et al., 2003;
Schaal et al., 2004; Huys et al., 2008). Thus, phasic units may rely on novel
conceptualizations, while repetitive units seem to be associated with routine
concepts.
In contrast to phasic and repetitive movements, irregular movements have no
phase structure. In irregular movements the respective part of the body is not
moved to a specific location to execute a complex phase, but it starts moving
where it happens to be. These movements are not based on conceptual thinking
but they are non-conceptual sensory-motor activations. By moving the part of
the body they provide - potentially ongoing - motorsensory stimulation. It is
proposed here that, thereby, they serve to regulate arousal. Arousal is the degree
of activation of the central nervous system ranging from hyper- to hypoarousal.
Irregular movements are displayed beyond the mover's awareness. As irregular
units lack a phase structure, from the observer perspective their beginning, duration, and ending is unpredictable. In some individuals, irregular movements are
continuously ongoing in a given context, being only interrupted by conceptual
movements or by shifts.
On this background, the three values irregular, repetitive, and phasic are ordered with regard to the level of cognitive complexity on an axis from nonconceptual to complex conceptual.
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Figure 2 Structure values and level of cognitive complexity

A shift is a direct transition between two rest positions / postures. As exposed in
Section 2.1, rest-positions and postures reflect emotional-cognitive-interactive
states. Accordingly, shifts evidence changes of these states. Shifts are typically
displayed implicitly. It is proposed here that a particularly high frequency of
shifts between rest positions reflects that the individual does not find a position
to rest in for a longer time. With regard to emotional, cognitive, and interactive
processes, it might indicate that the individual does not find a state to stay in.
Likewise, a particularly low frequency of shifts reflects that the individual does
not leave the position.
Aborted units occur most often in bimanual units. The aborted unit in one
limb then co-occurs with a complete phasic or repetitive unit in the other limb.
This constellation reflects a lack of suppression of ipsilateral motor pathways
controlling the non-dominant hand (Zülch & Müller, 1980; Lausberg et al.,
2000; Zijdewind & Kernell, 2001; Westenberg et al., 2004; Lausberg et al,
2007). While the concept is to be executed unimanually by the dominant hand,
the other hand, which displays the aborted unit, is co-activated (despite the concept) and then stopped. Unimanual aborted units are typically disruptions of
movements that would have potentially developed to a phasic and repetitive
unit. Seyfeddinipur (2006), who uses comparable values for gestures, reported in
her analysis on speech-gesture coordination that, among others, these values cooccurred with speech disfluencies, and, more specifically, indicated an abandonment of the original speech plan (Seyfeddinipur, personal communication,
2011). Thus, aborted units reflect a disruption of concept realization. However,
also shift movements can be aborted. In this case, there is a disruption in the
process of adopting a new rest position or posture.
To summarize, irregular, repetitive, and phasic units are proposed to rely on
processes with different levels of cognitive complexity ranging from nonconceptual via automatic conceptual to novel conceptual. Shifts are transitions
between two rest positions / postures. Aborted units comprise different forms of
disruptions in the execution of conceptual and shift movements.
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After the Structure category coding, the assessment of the head and trunk
movements stops for the time being. In Module III, the head and trunk Structure
units that have a phasic or repetitive Structure are further assessed (indicated in
Figure 1 by the right bar above the Step 3 rhombus). The Focus category as well
as the subsequent Module II Contact and Formal Relation categories only serve
for the further analysis of limb movements.
5.1.2.3 The Focus category
The phasic, repetitive, and irregular limb units that have been identified in Step
2 are further classified with the Focus category (Figure 1, Step 3).
The Focus category refers to the presence or absence of something/someone
that the hand (or foot) acts on. If the hand (or foot) dynamically acts on something/someone, this object/subject is further specified. The Focus category is
operationalized by four criteria: the presence/absence of physical contact with
something/someone, the quality of that physical contact (dynamic vs. static), the
object/subject of dynamic contact, and the orientation. According to these criteria, six Focus values are distinguished: (i) within body, (ii) on body, (iii) on
attached object, (iv) on separate object, (v) on person, and (vi) in space (Table 3).
Table 3 Short definitions of the Focus values

Focus value

Short definition

within body

acting on body-internal structures, i.e., muscles, tendons, joints, by
moving and without touching them, e.g. rolling the shoulders

on body

acting on the body surface

on attached object

acting on an object that is attached to the body

on separate object

acting on an object that is separate from the body

on person

acting on another person's body

in space

acting in space without touching anything

The values on body, on attached object, on separate object, and on person refer to transitive movements. The value within body shares with the transitive
values that the moving part of the body acts on something. The value in space
is distinct from the other values, as it does not refer to what/where the hand/foot
acts on but where it acts in12. Thus, it is intransitive.
In phasic and repetitive units, the Focus assessment refers to the complex
phase only. In irregular units, it refers to the whole unit.
12

The very rare cases of acting "on air" are practical actions focussing on the air as a
physical entity, e.g. to fan oneself. They are coded with the in space value.
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The theoretical background of the Focus category is compatible with the premotor theory of attention (Rizzolatti et al., 1994). According to this theory, spatial attention is strictly related to the preparation of a movement toward the object/subject of interest. At least for eye movements it has been demonstrated that
it is not possible to move the eyes without an attentional shift (Shepard et al.,
1986; Chelazzi et al., 1996; Schneider & Deubel, 1996).
Accordingly, the transitive Focus values indicate where to the mover shifts
(part of) her/his attention. It is evident that in the case of implicit body movements this refers to primarily implicit attentional processes. The mover may
shift (part of) her/his attention to the muscles, tendons, and joints (within body),
to the body surface (on body), to objects that are attached to the body (on attached object), to objects that are separate from the body (on separate object),
or to another person's body (on person). For the intransitive in space movements, which are movements that are traditionally functionally defined as gestures, the spatial attention during the transport phase is directed to the space that
is visually shared by the gesturer and the recipient. However, more research is
needed on spatial attention during the preparation of gestures with no transport
phase and for expressive motions.
In NEUROGES, the six values are ordered on an axis from body-internal to
body-external: within body, on body, on attached object, on separate object,
on person, and in space (Figure 3). Transitive and quasi-transitive values (acting on) are placed above the arrows. On separate object and on person represent different entities in the body-external space. The specific position of the in
space value indicates that it is an intransitive value and that the quality of spatial
attention differs from those of the transitive values.
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Figure 3 Focus values and location of pre-motor spatial attention

It is evident that it is of interest why an individual directs pre-motor attention to
a certain location. For all transitive values, there can be physical and practical
reasons, e.g. the muscles ache, the skin tickles, the (attached) watch does not
function, the pen is used for writing, or the other person needs help. On the other
hand, there can be mental reasons. As an example, the person is stressed, anxious, or overwhelmed and engages in jiggling the foot, in scratching her/himself,
or in fidgeting with a necklace or a pen. The consideration of the Structure value
of the respective Focus unit helps to distinguish between physical - practical and
mental reasons (this body-mind dichotomy is useful of research but in fact a
psychosomatic continuum has to be assumed).
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5.1.2.4 Concatenation of the values of the Structure and Focus units
As the final evaluation step in Module I, the limb Structure units and the Focus
units are concatenated (Figure 4). This procedure produces units with StructureFocus values.

Figure 4 Concatenation of the Structure units and the Focus units

The StructureFocus values provide complex information for each unit about the
combination of a certain level of cognitive complexity with a certain location of
pre-motor attention.
For all StructureFocus units with an irregular Structure it is proposed here that
they generally serve for arousal regulation. This can be either the regulation of
hyper-arousal or of hypo-arousal. Based on the Focus values different subtypes
of irregular units are distinguished.
In Subsection 2.1.2 ample empirical evidence has been provided that direct
touching of the body, especially if it occurs continuously, is associated with
stress, (predominantly negative) emotional engagement, and depression. This
type of direct and continuous self-touching basically matches the StructureFocus
value irregular on body. Freedman and Bucci (1981) suggested that continuous
body-focused activity creates a white noise situation, which helps to reduce the
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discrepancy between incoming information and the mover's internal state. However, the author H.L. has argued that as on body movements are not only observed in the presence of external stimulation but also in its absence. Therefore,
she has proposed that irregular on body movements serve to regulate hyper- or
hypoarousal. Support for this proposition stems from neuroendocrinological research. In rodents grooming behaviour induces a reduction in the dopamine response to stress (Berridge, Mitton, Clark, & Roth, 1999) as well as an increase
in physical growth, growth hormon (GH) and Brain-Derived-Neurotropic-Factor
(BDNF) (Schanberg & Field, 1987; Burton et al., 2007; Chatterjee et al., 2007).
- It is tentatively suggested here that irregular within body are less effective for
arousal regulation than irregular on body movements, since there is no tactile
stimulation but only a proprioceptive one. Furthermore, it is suggested that irregular on attached object and irregular on separate object movements are socially more accepted forms of irregular activity than the other two values. However, they are also less effective for arousal regulation than on body movements,
since they lack the tactile stimulation of the part of the body that is acted on.
For StructureFocus units with a phasic and repetitive Structure and a transitive
Focus value more movement criteria are needed to distinguish between physical/practical and mental reasons. These criteria are applied in Module III.
Intransitive phasic and repetitive in space units are movements that are traditionally functionally defined as gestures. In Subsection 2.1.1 it has been outlined
in detail that gestures, i.e., in space movements, reflect and affect cognitive
processes. The Focus model emphasizes the aspect that in space movements are
externalizations of conceptual thinking. Few of these in space movements are
immediate embodiments of emotions. Thus, from a Focus perspective in space
movements are externalizations of thoughts and emotions.
5.1.3 Module II
Module II applies to limb movements only. While in Module I the right and left
limbs have been coded independently from each other, in Module II the relation
between the two hands (or feet) is assessed. Figure 5 shows the coding algorithm for Module II.
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Figure 5 Coding algorithm for Module II

As the preparatory step in Module II (Figure 5, Preparation), bilateral and unilateral limb units are generated from the Module I right and left StructureFocus
units. Unilateral limb units are units in which one limb moves while the other
limb rests. The bilateral units are units in which both hands (or feet) move simultaneously. They are submitted to the Module II analysis.
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5.1.3.1 The Contact category
The Contact category evaluates the physical contact between the two hands
(feet)13. (Figure 5, Step 4). It is operationalized by the presence/absence of
physical contact between the hands and the quality of that contact (dynamic versus static). According to these criteria, three Contact values are defined: (i) act
as a unit, (ii) act on each other, and (iii) act apart (Table 4). In phasic and repetitive units, the Contact assessment refers to the complex phase only. In irregular units, it refers to the whole unit.
Table 4 Short definitions of the Contact values

Contact value

Short definition

act on each other

the hands dynamically touch each other

act as a unit

the two hands are in touch with a fixed configuration and they take
a joint action

act apart

both hands move simultaneously without touching each other

The Contact values act apart and act in touch (act as a unit, act on each other)
are associated with different levels of stability of the neural control of the bilateral movements.
Split-brain research evidences that bimanual act apart movements are instable with regard to neural control. Act apart units may evidence concept errors such as mirroring (Zülch and Müller, 1969; Preilowsky, 1975; Lausberg et
al., 2003), following (Tanaka et al., 1996; Lausberg et al., 2003), unrelated
movements (Akelaitis, 1945; Bogen, 1993; Tanaka et al., 1996), and to execution errors such as dyssynchronous movements (Lausberg et al., 2000; Lausberg
et al., 2007). Dyssynchronous movements indicate a disturbance of the
interhemispheric cooperation that is necessary to achieve a fine distal attunement of the movements of the two hands. Also in schizophrenic patients a right left dyssynchrony has been documented (Condon, 1969; Davis 1978). In certain
bilateral motor tasks, right - left incongruences can also be provoked in neurologically healthy individuals (e.g. Mechsner et al., 2001).
Split-brain research further revealed that these patients often gestured with
folded hands. The patients employed these act as a unit movements as a compensatory strategy to avoid the manifestation of disturbances in the intermanual cooperation and coordination (Lausberg et al., 2000; Lausberg et al.,
2007). In healthy individuals act as a unit movements are often observed in
situations when mental concentration is aimed at, e.g. holding the tips of the
fingers pressed against each other while displaying batons.
13

Since researchers most often code hand/arm movements with Module II, for convenience, in the definitions below, the term hand will be used instead of hand (foot) but the
definitions apply likewise to foot movements.
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Another type of act in touch units is act on each other units. These movements provide a strong sensori-motor stimulation, as each hand moves, feels,
and is felt.
5.1.3.2 Concatenation of the values of the StructureFocus and Contact units
After the Contact category assessment, the StructureFocus units and the Contact
units are concatenated. The StructureFocusContact units provide complex information about the bilateral units. Thereby, the interpretation of the behaviour
becomes even more specific.
The combined values can be interpreted with regard to the level of cognitive
complexity, the location of pre-motor attention, and the stability of neural control of the bilateral movements. As an example, irregular on body act on each
other movements may be specifically effective to regulate arousal since they
provide very strong sensory-motor stimulation. Or, phasic in space act apart
units offer a particularly large range of movement options in the externalization
of thoughts.
5.1.3.3 The Formal Relation category
Starting with Step 5 (Formal Relation category), the NEUROGES assessment
applies only to movements with a phasic or a repetitive Structure, i.e., to conceptual movements (see Figure 5, horizontal bar above Step 5). The Formal Relation category and the subsequent Module III Function and Type categories
primarily refer to the cognitive concepts that are evidenced in the body movements.
The Contact units that have a phasic or repetitive Structure are further evaluated
concerning the Formal Relation (Figure 5, Step 5). This category compares the
movements of the two hands regarding the distinctness of the movement during
the complex phase and regarding the trajectories. It is operationalized by the criteria presence/absence of dominance and symmetry. Four Formal Relation values are distinguished: (i) right hand dominance, (i) left hand dominance, (iii)
symmetrical, and (vi) asymmetrical (Table 5). The Formal Relation assessment
refers to the complex phase only.
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Table 5 Short definitions of the Formal Relation values

Formal Relation
value

Short definition

right hand dominance

the right hand is dominant

left hand dominance

the left hand is dominant

symmetrical

both hands are equally dominant and move on symmetrical
trajectories

asymmetrical

both hands are equally dominant and move on asymmetrical
trajectories

The Formal Relation category primarily serves to prepare bilateral units with a
phasic and repetitive Structure for the Module III Function and Type assessment. The four Formal Relation values determine whether the Function is assessed only for the right hand in the bilateral movement (see also Subsection
2.5.2 for the empirical background of this assessment rule), only for the left
hand in the bilateral movement, for both hands together, e.g. both hands together pantomime drumming, or separately for the right hand and for the left
hand, e.g. the left hand makes a rolling movement while the right hand points
to an external location (Figure 5, bottom row).
Furthermore, the Formal Relation values with dominance of one hand, i.e.,
right hand dominance and left hand dominance, respectively, enable to make
predictions about hemispheric specialization in the generation of the bilateral
unit. As exposed in Subsection 2.5.2, bilateral movements with right hand
dominance and left hand dominance, respectively, indicate that the movement is
predominantly generated in the contralateral hemisphere. The Formal Relation
values with equal dominance of the hands, i.e., symmetrical and asymmetrical,
are suited to follow up the question of cognitive complexity that has been addressed with the Structure category. Asymmetrical movements rely on more
complex cognitive processes than symmetrical movements (e.g. Rothwell, 1994;
Preilowsky, 1975; Zaidel & Sperry, 1977; Lausberg et al., 2003).
5.1.4. Module III
The Module III assessment applies to units of the hands/arms, the feet/legs, the
head, and the trunk that have a phasic or repetitive Structure (Figure 6, on top).
Thus, Module III refers to conceptual movements only.
In contrast to the sequencing of the previous categories (Steps 1 - 5), the
Function category (Step 6) and the Type category (Step 7) do not strictly constitute subsequent coding steps but rather the two categories can be coded interdependently (as indicated by the bi-directional arrows).
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5.1.4.1 The Function category
The units that are submitted to the Function category assessment are the head
and trunk Structure units, the bilateral limb Formal Relation units, and the unilateral limb StructureFocus units, which have been generated in the Module II
preparatory step.
The Function category registers groups of movements that share certain combinations of movement features and that have the same function (as outlined in the
Subsection 4.5.3, the development of Module III differed from those of the
Modules I and II, as not only the visual appearance of a movement but obligatorily also function of the movement was relevant for the development of the values).
As argued in Sections 2.1 - 2.2, body movements do not only reflect cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes but they also affect these processes.
Furthermore, it has been exposed (Section 2.3) that any body movement has a
function and that - with the exception of some hyperkinetic syndromes in neuropsychiatric diseases - body movements are not displayed accidentally or randomly. The within-subject function of a body movement can be to promote the
processing of emotional experience, to promote speech outflow, to promote
cognitive processing, to change the external physical world, or to change the
mover's psychosomatic state. Thus, the Function category refers to groups of
movements that have specific emotional, cognitive, physical, or practical functions and that share certain features in their visual appearance. It is evident that
the same movements may also have between-subjects functions. However, the
Function values refer to within-subject functions. The between-subject dimension of the same movements is assessed with a specific evaluation procedure,
which is introduced in Chapter 18.
Based on the function and on the combination of certain movement features
(see below), eleven Function values are defined: emotion/attitude, emphasis,
egocentric deictic, egocentric direction, pantomime, form presentation, spatial
relation presentation, motion quality presentation, emblem, object-oriented action, and subject-oriented action. Hand movements cover all eleven values,
while foot movements are typically emotion/attitude, pantomime, objectoriented action, and subject-oriented action. Head movements are typically
emotion/attitude, emphasis, egocentric deictic, egocentric direction, pantomime,
emblem, object-oriented action, and subject-oriented action. Trunk movements
are often due to postural involvement during hand/arm gestures, e.g. moving the
trunk forward when intensively pointing to an object that is in front of the gesturer. However, in this case the trunk movement would not be coded with the
value egocentric deictic. The function of trunk movements is only coded if the
trunk movement has a function per se such as emotion/attitude, pantomime, object-oriented action, and subject-oriented action.
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In order to describe the visual appearance of a group of movements that have
the same function, a high number of movement criteria are needed. Therefore,
the Function values are operationalized by several criteria. These are the Activation, Structure, Focus, and Laterality (Contact and Formal Relation) values, and
in addition, the criteria gesture/action space, path during complex phase, orientation, hand shape, efforts, body involvement, and gaze. In other words, all previous assessments are considered and supplemented by further movement criteria.
Obviously, for foot, head, and trunk not all criteria can be used. Table 6 provides the short definitions of the Function values. For lack of space, only the
definitions of the Function values for hand/arm movements are given.
Table 6 Short definitions of the Function values for hand/arm movements

Function value
emotion/attitude

Short definition
displaying exclusively an emotion or an attitude
Structure: phasic.
Focus: within body, in space, on body.
Laterality*: bh > rh > lh.
Gesture/action space: often ipsilateral hemi-space.
Path: one- or two-dimensional.
Hand orientation: the hand orientation is in line
with the direction of the hand/arm and trunk
movement, i.e., the hand does not adopt an orientation independently from the rest of the body e.g.
when opening the arms, the palms are oriented toward the addressee.
Hand shape: the hand shaping is in line with the
whole body shaping, e.g. contracting.
Efforts: very distinct use of efforts.
Body involvement: obligatorily accompanied by
a postural-facial expression; there is strong involvement of the trunk, head, and face in gestures
and postures .
Gaze: not at hands.

emphasis

setting accents on speech
Structure: repetitive > phasic.
Focus: in space, only in exceptional cases on body
or on separate object.
Laterality: bh > lh > rh.
Gesture/action space: ipsilateral hemi-space, level
of trunk, middle kinesphere.
Path: one-dimensional up-down or twodimensional arch-like supination – pronation.
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Hand orientation: no distinct orientation; if superimposed to other gesture types, hand orientation of
primary gesture is maintained.
Hand shape: relaxed open hand; if superimposed to
other gesture types, hand shape of primary gesture
is maintained.
Efforts: acceleration (quick) with change from free
to bound flow to generate end point accent.
Body involvement: emphasis gestures are synchronized with mouth and head movements
Gaze: not at hands.
Other criteria: in line with prosody.
egocentric deictic

indicating a location by using an egocentric frame of reference
Structure: phasic >> repetitive.
Focus: in space > on body > on attached object,
on separate object, on person.
Laterality: rh > lh > bh.
Gesture/action space: variable use, determined by
the designated location.
Path: one- or two-dimensional, spoke- or arch-like
path.
Hand orientation: tip of fingers oriented toward
designated location.
Hand shape: distinct hand shape: flat hand, or extended index or thumb. The thumb may be preferred when pointing to a location behind the gesturer’s back. In rare cases if the hand is inhibited,
the pointing might also be executed with the elbow
or the shoulder.
Effort: direct space, often end point accent; rather
bound flow.
Gaze: The gesturer looks at the designated location
he/she is pointing at, except for when he/she is referring to him/herself.
Body involvement: An egocentric deictic gesture
may be accompanied by a head movement that indicates the direction toward the designated location.
Other criteria: The pointing gesture can be accompanied by words "here", "there", "I", etc..
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egocentric direction

indicating a direction or a route by using an egocentric
frame of reference
Structure: phasic.
Focus: in space.
Laterality: rh > bh > lh.
Gesture/action space: variable use, determined
by the designated direction.
Path: one- or two-dimensional, spoke- or arch-like.
Hand orientation: (i) direction: in line with the
designated direction line: in intransitive gestures,
the longitudinal hand axis (wrist - finger tips) in
line with the designated direction line; in transitive
gestures, the sagittal hand axis (palm - back of
hand) in line with the designated direction line; (ii)
route: fingers tips trace route.
Hand shape: relaxed flat hand; in route indications, the index may be extended.
Effort: (i) direction: free flow, hand is often
"thrown" in the direction, emphasis on end-point
of gesture; (ii) route: bound flow.
Body involvement: proximal arm muscles are often involved.
Gaze: gesturer looks into the designated direction.
Other criteria: egocentric direction gestures can be
accompanied by words such as "towards", "upwards", "backwards", "forwards", "sidewards", "to
the right", etc..

pantomime

pretending to perform an action
Structure: phasic, repetitive.
Focus: in space >> on body > on separate object,
on attached object, e.g. pantomiming combing
hair.
Laterality: rh > bh > lh.
Gesture/action space: variable use, determined by
the action space of the action that is subject to
the pantomime.
Path: distinct, depends on the pantomimed action.
Hand orientation: The hand adopts a specific orientation, which enables to execute the motor action and in which the hand keeps its natural orientation as a part of gesturer's body (exceptions:
in pantomime - transitive hand-as-object Tech-
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nique of tool Presentation; pantomime - intransitive with object).
Hand shape: distinct, depends on the shape of the
imaginary counterpart or the shape of the imaginary tool.
Efforts: distinct, variation in the Effort qualities,
depends on the pantomimed action.
Body involvement: involvement of head and
trunk or even whole body.
Gaze: on the hands.
form presentation

presenting a specific form (what)
Structure: phasic > repetitive; a repetitive Structure is found when presenting a form with repetitive features such as a star.
Focus: in space; only in exceptional cases on body
or on separate object, e.g. the form of an object is
traced on a table or on the thigh.
Laterality: bh > rh > lh.
Gesture/action space: typically display of form
presentation in the body midline space (body
midline sagittal plane, middle kinesphere, level of
upper trunk).
Path: depends on the Technique of Presentation: in
hand-as-object and enclosure Techniques, there is
a static complex phase, i.e., no path; in tracing, the
path is often closed and the starting point and the
end point match each other, e.g. to establish the
contour of a circle.
Hand orientation: depends on the Technique of
Presentation; in bimanual form presentation gestures, the palms of the hands are typically oriented
to each other, i.e., towards the center of the imaginary form.
Hand shape: variable, depends on the form that is
subject to the presentation gesture and on the
Technique of Presentation.
Efforts: invariant, typically bound flow, direct
space, no time, no weight.
Body involvement: isolated use of hands/arms.
Gaze: When referring to concrete objects (Referent: material), the gesturer often looks at the hand
or at the imaginary object, respectively.
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spatial relation
presentation
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presenting a spatial relation in a mento-heliocentric
frame of reference (where or where along on an imaginary map)
Structure: phasic, typically only in bimanual units;
repetitive, in bimanual but also in unimanual units.
In the latter case, there is a sequential presentation
of the two locations ("here… and there").
Focus: in space; only in exceptional cases on body
or on separate object, e.g. the position is marked
on the thigh or on the table.
Laterality: rh > bh > lh.
Gesture/action space: very variable, distinct and
creative use of space, i.e., the complex phases are
displayed at specific locations in the gesture/action
space, e.g. right upper gesture/action space.
Path: depends on the Type value of the spatial relation presentation: in space - position, there is a
static complex phase; in space - route, there is a
path during complex phase.
Hand orientation: The hand orientation reflects the
mento-heliocentric perspective. As the map is
typically projected to the horizontal plane, the longitudinal hand axis (wrist - middle finger tip) is
in line with the vertical axis and the fingertips are
oriented downwards. Only if the map is projected
to the frontal plane, the longitudinal hand axis is in
line with the sagittal axis and the fingertips are oriented forward.
Hand shape: depends on the Technique of Presentation.
Efforts: bound flow, direct space, no time, no
weight, no variation in the effort factors.
Body involvement: Gaze: When referring to concrete spatial locations
(Referent: material), the gesturer looks at the
hand(s), i.e., more specifically, at the designated
position or route on the imaginary spatial map.

motion quality
presentation

presenting a specific quality of movement in a mentoheliocentric frame of reference (how)
Structure: phasic, repetitive. A repetitive Structure
is present when a manner of movement is represented.
Focus: in space; only in exceptional cases on body
or on separate object.
Laterality: bh > rh > lh.
Gesture/action space: If the gesture includes additional space information about where to or where
along the object or subject moves, there is a distinct and creative use of space.
Path: The path during complex phase is an obligatory feature of motion quality presentations. There
is never a static complex phase.
Hand orientation: If the motion quality gesture includes additional spatial relation information on
where the object or subject moves, a specific hand
orientation is adopted.
Hand shape: If the motion quality gesture includes
additional form information about the object or
subject that or who moves, a specific hand shape is
adopted.
Efforts: The variation of effort factors is the most
prominent kinesic feature of motion quality presentation. The only exception is the intentional representation of monotonous motion, e.g. when representing gear transmission. In this case, special
emphasis is put on the monotony and the invariance of the effort factors.
Body involvement: Gaze: If representing an actual motion quality, i.e.,
a concrete object displaying a concrete motion
(Referent: material), the gaze is directed at the
hand.

emblem / social
convention

signing all kinds of information / performing a socially
conventionalized action
Structure: phasic, repetitive.
Focus: in space, on body, on attached object, on
person.
Laterality: bh > rh = lh
Gesture/action space: specific for each emblem.
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Path: specific for each emblem.
Hand orientation: distinct orientation, specific for
each emblem.
Hand shape: distinct shape, specific for each emblem.
Effort: specific for each emblem.
Body involvement: Gaze: often to addressee.
object-oriented
action

changing the external physical world
Structure: phasic, repetitive, shifts.
Focus: on separate object, on attached object, on
person, rarely in space.
Laterality: lh > bh = rh
Gesture/action space: mobile target objects are
typically manipulated in front of the body midline;
otherwise, the use of the body-external space is determined by the location of the target object.
Path: distinct path during complex phase, specified
for each action.
Hand orientation: depends on the object and the
action.
Hand shape: depends on the object that is manipulated.
Efforts: variation of the effort factors.
Body involvement: often involvement of other
parts of the body.
Gaze: typically at the hand, in order to control
the execution of the action.

subject-oriented
action

changing the own physical (and secondarily psychosomatic) state
Structure: phasic, repetitive, shift.
Focus: on body, within body, on attached object,
on separate object, (very rarely) in space.
Laterality: lh > bh > rh.
Gesture/action space: variable, determined by the
action.
Path: distinct path during complex phase, depends
on the action.
Hand orientation: depends on the action and if it
applies, on the object that is manipulated.
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Hand shape: depends on the action and if it applies, on the object that is manipulated.
Efforts: variation of the effort factors.
Body involvement: possible.
Gaze: depends on the trigger or motive; typically
no gaze at hand if the subject-oriented action
serves mental arousal regulation.
As described in detail in Subsection 4.5.3, the Function values emphasis, egocentric deictic, egocentric direction, pantomime, form presentation, spatial relation presentation, motion quality presentation, and emblem have been developed
based on Efron's system. More or less independent researchers have later arrived
at similar propositions as Efron about the meaning of certain gesture values that
are each characterized by a specific visual appearance. Therefore, validity can
be assumed for Efron's basic values (Section 3.4). As it will become evident in
the following paragraphs, starting from Efron's definitions the theoretical background of the NEUROGES Function values has been elaborated.
Emphasis: Emphasis is defined as "force or intensity of expression that gives
impressiveness or importance to something"15.
In gesture, emphasis can be produced by setting dynamic accents. These are
movements that are strong, direct, and quick. These motor accents point out
short segments of the speech. In synchrony with prosody, these gestures emphasize certain aspects of the verbal statement. Obviously, a sequence of accents
creates a metre or a rhythm. As such, emphasis gestures can be regarded as
manual equivalents of prosody. They convey rhythmical and potentially acoustical information (if the Focus value is on body or on separate object). In the latter case, their effect is less dependent on a well visible location of the hand in
the gesture/action space than the effect of the other gesture Function values that
provide visual information.
Furthermore, emphasis can be put to speech by accompanying the process of
verbalizing, i.e., bringing out a concept and presenting it. By embodying a direction of movement, e.g. rotating the palm out, these emphasis gestures accompany – and thereby enforce – the process of quasi rotating out words (thoughts)
and then presenting them.
Emphasis gestures may superimpose emphasis on egocentric deictic, egocentric direction, form presentation, spatial relation presentation, and emblem gestures.

15

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary, July 23, 2013
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Egocentric deictic: An egocentric deictic indicates where something is located
by using an egocentric frame of reference.
A gesturer who provides information about spatial relations, motions, or actions may choose the egocentric or the mento-heliocentric perspective. In the
egocentric perspective, the gesturer is the point of reference. The term "mentoheliocentric" (heliocentric = the sun is at the centre of the solar system) is introduced here to convey the concept that the gesturer mentally takes the perspective
of the sun. Thus, his/her view on spatial relations, motions, and actions differs
from the view that is obtained in an egocentric perspective.
With an egocentric deictic the gesturer displays spatial information from an
egocentric perspective. She/he her-/himself constitutes the point of spatial reference that the other points in space are related to: "I am here and it is there." If
the target is not in front of the gesturer, (s)he typically rotates the head and as a
tendency also the trunk to be vis-à-vis with the target. Furthermore, the hand
axis is oriented centrifugally from the body midline. As an example, if the target
is on the gesturer’s right, (s)he rotates the head and upper trunk to the right and
then points to the target. Note that the gesturer may project him-/herself into an
imaginary space while keeping the egocentric frame of reference, e.g. "In my
old apartment, if I entered it, the bathroom was on my right." Here, the egocentric frame is projected into a mental imagery space.
The indication of a location may be an indirect reference to an object/subject,
i.e., the pointing primarily designates an actual object/subject that/who is identified by its/his/her location. As an example, the gesturer points to the location of
the chair to designate the chair.
The target may be visible ("There is the table") or invisible ("The basket is
under the table"). However, for those targets that are invisible because they are
far away, egocentric direction gestures (see below) are preferred.
Egocentric deictics are typically displayed explicitly, i.e., the gesturer is
aware of displaying the gesture.
Egocentric direction: The egocentric direction gesture indicates where to, from
where to where, or where along something/-one moves by using an egocentric
frame of reference: "I am here and it is along that way." The gesturer’s body is
the spatial point of reference for defining the direction or the route16.
(i) direction: A direction is defined as "a line leading to a place or point" 17.
"Direction is the information contained in the relative position of one point with
respect to another without the distance information"18. In accordance with these
definitions, one function of the egocentric direction gesture is to indicate a direction (towards where) without distance information. As the frame of reference
is egocentric, the point of reference, which the other point is spatially related to,
16
17
18
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Since in the egocentric perspective, there are more often indications of directions than
of routes, the value was termed egocentric direction.
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary, July 23, 2013
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki , July 23, 2013

is the gesturer's body. Thus, the egocentric direction gesture projects a line from
the gesturer to another location in the external space, e.g.: "From my perspective, Paris is in that direction". As a direction does not contain distance information, egocentric directions are preferred to egocentric deictics for indicating locations that are far away and invisible.
(ii) route: A route is defined as "a way or course taken in getting from a starting point to a destination"19, or as "an established line of travel or access"17.
Thus, the depiction of a route implies the indication of a start point and an end
point. In an egocentric direction gesture that indicate a route, the emphasis may
be on the change of position with an accent on the start point and the end point
(from where to where) or on the path between the start and end positions (where
along). These gestures may not only indicate the path from the gesturer to an
external location ("...from me to there"), or the path from an external location to
the gesturer ("...from there to me"), but also the route between two or more locations in the external space ("... from there to over there"). Especially in the latter
case it is important that there is an egocentric frame of reference (" I am here
and it is from there to there"). Otherwise, the correct Function value is spatial
relation.
The egocentric direction gestures may be used transitively. In this case, hand
indicates towards where, from where to where, or where along something/someone is moved. The moved or to be moved entity may be the addressee (parts of his/her body or his/her mental state), an object, or the gesturer
her/himself (his/her body or his/her mental state). As examples, the gesturer may
indicate to the addressee to move to the left, to cheer up, or to move something
away. Or, the gesturer may mentally rehearse the direction his/her body shall
take during a performance, or in self-suggestion indicate to her-/himself to calm
down.
Just like egocentric deictics, egocentric direction gestures may be based on a
mental translation of the gesturer into an imaginary space. The gesturer projects
him-/herself into an imaginary space while keeping the egocentric frame of reference: "In Paris, if I stood in front of the Eiffel Tower, it would be in that direction". Thus, the egocentric frame is projected into the imagery space and then
the egocentric direction gesture is performed.
Just like egocentric deictics, egocentric direction gestures are typically displayed explicitly, i.e., the gesturer is aware of displaying the gesture.
Pantomime: The gesturer pretends ("as if") to perform a motor action. For the
definition of action see the below paragraph on object-oriented action.
The Function value pantomime refers to the intentional demonstration of such
actions ("as if") but not to their actual execution. Examples for pantomimes are
pretending to brush the teeth with an imaginary toothbrush, pretending to climb
up a mountain, moving the arms as if marching, or pretending that an external
19

http://oxforddictionaries.com/ July 23, 2013
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object hits the gesturer. Note that if the gesturer would actually brush the teeth,
this would be coded as subject-oriented action, or if (s)he would move a chair
aside, this would be coded as object-oriented action.
It is an essential criterion for the Function value pantomime that the cognitive
perspective is egocentric. The gesturer is the actor in the pretended action. The
egocentric perspective is reflected in movement by the fact that the hands keep
their natural orientation as parts of the gesturer’s body relative to the other parts
of the body. As in real actions, the hand and head positions are coordinated such
that the actions of the hands can be visually controlled, the same arrangement of
parts of the body is found in pantomime. Therefore, in pantomime, there is typically an involvement of the head and upper trunk in coordination with the
hand/arm movement. As an example, in the pantomime of hammering the hand,
the arm, the head, and the trunk are spatially and dynamically coordinated.
Not coded with the value pantomime are "as if" demonstrations of non-action
movements such as emotional expressions and gestures. As an example, a gesturer who narrates a movie in which the main character performs an egocentric
deictic may behave as if he were the main character and as if he performed an
egocentric deictic. In this case, the Function value egocentric deictic is given.
Only "as if" presentations of actions are coded as pantomime.
In special experimental settings, a pantomime may be performed with an actual tool held in the hand and an actual counter-part, e.g. holding an actual
hammer in the hand and pretending to hammer (but not really doing it) on an
actual nail.
Presentation: The three Function values form presentation, spatial relation
presentation, and motion quality presentation have in common that they present
something. This might be a form, a spatial relation, or a motion quality.
The term presentation is used in delimitation to the term re-presentation. The
term presentation indicates that the three Function values register what can actually be seen in the body movement. As examples, the hand is formed to a
round shape and thereby presents a round shape, the two hands are placed at different positions in the gesture/action space and thereby a spatial relation
emerges between the two hands, or the hand opens and closes with strength and
thereby a motion quality is presented. In contrast, the term re-presentation refers
to the assumed referent, e.g. the hand re-presents a ball, the two hands show the
distance between two churches in a city, or the hand re-presents the movement
of hand-bellows.
In form presentation and spatial relation presentation gestures, the form or
the spatial relation may be presented in a static complex phase. As examples, the
hand adopts a certain shape that is held for a while, or the two hands present a
spatial relation by adopting static positions. Thus, the information is conveyed
by a static visual image, i.e., a photo could capture the relevant information.
However, likewise, in form presentation, spatial relation presentation, and motion quality presentation gestures, the information can be conveyed in a motion
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complex phase. As examples, the image of a form is created by tracing in the air
a shape (Technique of Presentation value tracing), or the image of a form is created by stroking along the imaginary object (Technique of Presentation value
palpating). For images that are generated in motion complex phases, such as in
tracing or palpating a form, in establishing a spatial relation by sequential gestures, or in depicting a motion quality, the term motion image is introduced here
in delimitation to a static visual image. It is suggested here that the cognitive
process that underlies a motion image is that a mental image of an object is projected into the gesture/action space and then, the hand traces or palpates along
this projection. The mental image is stored multi-modally, i.e., visuo-spatial and
sensori-motor. The observer recognizes the motion image, which the gesturer
presents, based on her/his own repertoire of multi-modally stored mental images. To recognize the form, the observer has to follow the gesturer’s hand
movements and to memorize the path of the movements. This may imply that
the observer mentally tunes into the gesturer's creative movement and that (s)he
uses his/her own sensori-motor experience to comprehend the motion image.
The mental recording of the movement path (as if the path were materialized)
results in the motion image.
The NEUROGES definitions of the three presentation values imply a hierarchy between them: motion quality presentation > spatial relation presentation >
form presentation. A motion quality presentation gesture may include information about a form and a spatial relation (how what moves where). A spatial relation presentation may include information about a form (what is where). A form
presentation is the most basic presentation value as it only includes information
about the form.
Form presentation: The form presentation gesture presents (only) a form.
"Form refers to the shape, visual appearance, and configuration of an object."19.
"The shape and structure of anything, as distinguished from the material of
which it is composed."17.
There are different ways how information about form is transformed into a
gesture. The gesturer shapes her/his hand(s) according to an actually present or a
mental image of the form. With the hand(s), (s)he establishes a static form. Or,
the gesturer creates a motion image of a form by tracing or by palpating along
the mental image of the form that is projected into the gesture/action space. The
cognitive perspective that the gesturer takes may be egocentric or mentoheliocentric.
The form presentation gesture includes neither information where the form is
situated nor how the form moves/is moved.
Spatial relation presentation: Spatial relation presentation gestures present a
spatial relation from a mento-heliocentric perspective.
Space is defined as "Extension, considered independently of anything which
it may contain", "the unlimited expanse in which everything is located"17;
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"Space is the boundless, three-dimensional extent in which objects and events
(motions) occur and have relative position and direction."18. "... space was a collection of relations between objects, given by their distance and direction from
one another…"18. The latter definitions underline the importance of spatial relations to define space. Accordingly, if a gesturer processes or provides spatial
information, (s)he needs to establish in gesture a spatial relation. A location in
space can only be defined relative to another. Thus, to present spatial information in gesture, at least two points have to be presented.
Spatial relation presentation gestures are based on a mento-heliocentric perspective. The gesturer mentally takes the perspective of the sun and looks down
on the imaginary spatial scenery: “In the presented environment, it would be
over there.” The mental image on the environment that is generated from a
mento-heliocentric perspective is projected into the gesture/action space, typically onto the horizontal or frontal plane. On this imaginary map, the gesturer
may show a position or a route. The mento-heliocentric perspective is reflected
in the movement by the hand orientation. If the imaginary map is projected to
the horizontal plane, the hand axis is in line with the vertical axis. If the imaginary map is projected to the frontal plane (in an experimental setting in which
animations are presented on a screen the gesturer may choose the frontal plane),
the hand axis is in line with a sagittal axis. In the latter case, it is more difficult
to use the hand orientation as a movement criterion to determine the cognitive
perspective, as it is the same for the mento-heliocentric and egocentric perspectives. Here, the gesturer's gaze helps to identify the cognitive perspective: In the
mento-heliocentric perspective the visual focus is on the imaginary map, which
is projected within reach onto the frontal plane. In contrast, in the egocentric
perspective the visual focus is on the target (or, if it is invisible, on its assumed
position) that is typically beyond the gesturer's reach.
In contrast, if the gesturer refers to her/his actual surroundings, (s)he is most
likely to use her/himself as one point of spatial reference for establishing the
spatial relation to the other position. In this case, (s)he applies an egocentric
frame of reference and uses egocentric deictics and egocentric directions. Note,
however, that an egocentric frame of reference can also be used to indicate positions and directions in imaginary surroundings (see above).
Motion quality presentation: These gestures present a manner or a dynamics of
moving from a mento-heliocentric perspective.
Motion quality presentation gestures present how something/-one moves, e.g.
circulating, contracting-expanding, quick, tense, strong, light, or heavy. The gesturer displays the motion quality or the action from a mento-heliocentric perspective. For the presentation the gesturer mentally adopts the perspective of the
sun. In most cases, there is an indirect reference to the ground on which the motion or action takes place. This ground is typically projected to the horizontal
plane. The gesturer’s hand represents an object/agent that/who moves or acts (on
that ground). The hands are used as if they were marionettes and not as if they
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actually were the gesturer's hands (as in pantomime). The gesturer's body is not
involved in the presentation. The hands are quasi separated from the gesturer's
body. The wrist is often flexed such that the hand axis is in line with the vertical
axis and the hand is displaced on the horizontal plane, e.g. the index and middle
finger represent two legs (pars pro toto for a human being) walking on a ground.
Thus, only the hand embodies a certain quality of movement, e.g. the hand represents that and how a person walks or that and how something rolls.
In contrast, in pantomime gestures the gesturer adopts an egocentric perspective to show a motion quality (especially when re-presenting how humans
move). Thus, the gesturer her-/himself moves as if (s)he were the person, e.g. representing how a person walks or plays the drums.
The Function value emblem / social convention can only be assessed reliably by
a rater who knows the gesturer's (sub-) culture. Raters who are not familiar with
the gesturer's culture proceed by coding the gesture or action with the other
Function values. By not assessing a gesture or action as an emblem or social
convention, respectively, only the information is lost that the gesture or action is
conventionalized and has a specific meaning or specific social context, respectively.
Emblem: The Function value emblem differs from the other Function values for
gestures, as it only refers to the fact that signs are used, i.e., how the information
is communicated. It provides no information about what is communicated. In
contrast, the Function values egocentric deictic, egocentric direction, pantomime, form presentation, spatial relation presentation, and motion quality presentation provide information on how the information is communicated (indicated, pantomimed, or presented) and on what is communicated (a location, a
direction, an action, a form, a spatial relation, or a motion quality).
In NEUROGES, at least the first three criteria have to be fulfilled to classify a
gesture as an emblem:
(i) conventionality: The movement form and the meaning of the emblem gesture
is familiar to most members in a specific culture or subculture. Thus, emblems
are conventionalized body movements with a specific meaning. The movement
form is invariant with regard to the gesture/action space, path during complex
phase, hand orientation, and hand shape. If one criterion would be changed, the
emblem could no longer be reliably recognized. The specific meaning is fully
conveyed without words and it could be translated into language.
(ii) isolation / distal distinction: An emblem can be identified by the movement
of the hand alone and eventually, by the specific orientation of the hand to another body part, e.g. in the Crazy sign the finger tips are oriented to the temple.
Movements of other parts of the body are not necessary to understand the meaning of the emblem. Therefore, for icons of emblems it sufficient to depict the
hand, e.g. the icon of a Peace sign only shows the hand. As complex information
is conveyed by the hand alone (and its relation to another body part), the isolated
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body movement is distally often very distinct, e.g. the 'Keep one's fingers
crossed' gesture.
(iii) explicitness: The gesturer is aware of displaying the gesture.20
(iv) relating to the addressee: As emblems are conventionalized in movement
form and meaning, they are perfectly suited for interacting with the addressee.
Many emblems are instructions for the addressee or show the gesturer's opinion
about the addressee.
(v) novel meaning: Emblems that contain pointing, directing, pantomiming, depicting of a form or a motion have to be differentiated from egocentric deictic,
egocentric direction, pantomime, form presentation, or motion quality presentation gestures that show a similar movement forms. In the respective emblems,
the movement form is highly conventionalized and the meaning is novel, i.e., it
differs from the meaning that a simple egocentric deictic, egocentric direction,
pantomime, form presentation, or motion quality presentation gesture would
have. Examples:
A form presentation gesture that presents the form of a T has to be differentiated from an emblem gesture that shows the form of a T in a highly conventionalized form and that means Time out. The criterion iv relating to the addressee is
also fulfilled and the hand is typically moved into the direction of the addressee
or in the upper space to be visible for the addressee, whereas for the mere depiction of a T-shape in gesturing the hand typically remains in the body midline
gesture/action space.
A motion quality gesture that presents a fast opening and closing has to be
differentiated from an emblem gesture in which the hand is formed in conventionalized movement form as if it were a mouth with the thumb being the lower
jaw and the other four fingers being the upper jaw and which opens and closes
to indicate that a person is a blabbermouth.
An egocentric deictic that points to the temple to indicate the temple has to be
differentiated from an emblem gesture that points to the temple in a highly conventionalized repetitive manner and that means that somebody is nuts.
A pantomime gesture that presents the action of sweeping away dirt from the
clothes has to be differentiated from an emblem gesture that sweeps away
imaginary dirt from the shoulder (this location is part of the conventionalization)
and that indicates contempt.
There are, however, few emblems in which only the form is conventionalized,
e.g. the telephone-sign, but the meaning is that of the concrete action, i.e., the
meaning does not differ from that of an equivalent pantomime gesture.

20
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As an exception reported by Ekman & Friesen (1969), in certain mental states the gesturer may not be aware of (or at least, pretend to not be so) the display of the emblem.
This applies typically to obscene or insulting emblems.

Social convention: These are actions or gestures that are displayed in a conventionalized manner quasi obligatorily in a specific social context, such as in a
greeting situation.
The movement form and the social context of the social convention is familiar
to most members in a specific culture or subculture. The movement form is invariant with regard to the gesture/action space, path during complex phase, hand
orientation, and hand shape. If one criterion would be changed, the social convention could no longer be reliably recognized.
The gesturer is aware of displaying the social convention.
The Function values described above have been developed based on Efron's gesture classification system. The three Function values described below refer nongestural body movements (not included in Efron's system).
Emotion/attitude: Any gesture can be performed with a certain emotional connotation or attitude, e.g. a deictic can be performed with firmness or an emblem
with anger. Coded with the Function value emotion/attitude, however, are only
those body movements that only express an emotion such as happiness, sadness,
fear, anger, surprise, and disgust, or an attitude such as helplessness, openness,
etc.. The observer will typically be able to name the emotion or the attitude that
is reflected or expressed by the movement. The emotion/attitude movements
constitute the motor component of an emotional process. The movement is obligatorily accompanied by a specific vegetative activation pattern, a specific facial
expression (even if only recognizable in micro-analysis), and a specific whole
body muscle innervation pattern. The body movement is part of the embodiment
of the emotion. The patterns of motor expression are innate and universal, e.g.
the arms rise with surprise or joy. The display of intrinsic emotion/attitude
movements is initiated beyond the gesturer's awareness. The gesturer can, however, become aware of his/her moving hand during or immediately after the display. However, it is hard to perfectly suppress the display.
In contrast to these intrinsic emotion/attitude movements, learned conventionalized patterns of emotional expression are coded with the value emblem/social
convention. The movement form of these gestures is coined by the rules of emotional expression in a certain (sub-) culture. Extrinsic emotion/attitude movements are most often displayed explicitly, and their display can be suppressed.
Object-oriented action: Action is defined as "an intentional (wilful) human body
movement, a behaviour caused by an agent in a particular situation"19, "something done"17, " the exertion of power or force, as when one body acts on another "17. The exertion of power on something results in a change of that thing.
Given this definition, in NEUROGES phasic and repetitive units are defined as
actions if they act on something and change it.
The term object-oriented refers to all material things that are outside the gesturer’s body. Typical body movements that cause changes in the external physi147

cal world are tool-specific manipulation of tools (praxis), e.g. winding up a
watch changes the indicated time on the watch, writing results in a written text
on a piece of paper, hammering results in a change of the position of a nail, taking a pen out of the pocket and putting it on the table results in a change in the
position of a pen, or combing another person's hair results in a different order of
the hair. Only in rare cases tool-unspecific manipulations, e.g. hammering with
scissors, are object-oriented actions. Most often, tool-unspecific actions, such as
chewing on a pen, are subject-oriented actions.
It is obvious that object-oriented action units often have the Focus values on
separate object, on attached object, or on person. Object-oriented actions with
the Focus value in space are an absolute rarity. In this case, the air is the physical substrate that is manipulated, e.g. fanning air with the hand or swimming in
the water.
Non-material changes in the external world such as changes in social relations
are not given the value object-oriented action.
Subject-oriented action: The term subject-oriented refers to the gesturer's psychosomatic state. A subject-oriented action can directly aim at (i) changing the
gesturer's body state, (ii) changing her/his visual appearance, or, (iii) indirectly via the body - changing the mental state.
(i) changing one's body state: Subject-oriented actions that aim at changing
body states give relief from unpleasant physical states or they produce pleasant
states. They are reactions to sensory perceptions. Perceiving pain, being cold,
being hot, being hungry, etc. triggers actions to regulate the body state. Thus, for
the observer, the action has a clear effect on the body, e.g. rubbing the skin, improving vision.
(ii) changing one's visual appearance: Coded here are actions on the own
body that - in contrast to (i) - aim at changing the socially visible body. They
may be specific reactions to actual deviations in the visual appearance, e.g. if the
tie is not straight or if the hair is not in place. However, most often these subject-oriented actions are preening behaviour that reflect the gesturer's desire to
look more attractive. Occasionally these actions serve to look superior, less attractive, inferior, etc. In these latter cases, the actions aim at changing the gesturer's social role, and their movement form is rather stereotypical and no deviation in the visual appearance is recognizable. As an example, to please the addressee the female gesturer repeatedly strokes the hair behind the ear (despite
the fact that actually the hair is in place). In contrast, if actual deviations in the
visual appearance need to be corrected, the actions are specific.
(iii) changing one's mental state: These actions serve to improve the gesturer's
mental state, e.g. to calm down, to improve concentration. The most important
movement feature of this subtype is that the individual displays the actions repeatedly in a stereotypical manner (see Section 2.3 on movement patterns). As
compared to irregular movements, this subtype of phasic and repetitive movements represents a higher level of self-regulation.
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In NEUROGES, the Function values referring to emotional expressions and gestures are ordered on a polar axis (Figure 7). Signs (emblems/social conventions)
and actions (object-oriented actions, subject-oriented actions) are not included
in the model.
One pole represents movements that are simple with regard to the above listed
movement criteria and they are associated with emotional functions or with cognitive functions with an egocentric perspective (Figure 7 on the left). The other
pole represents movements that are motorically complex and they are associated
with cognitive functions with a mento-heliocentric perspective (Figure 7 on the
right).

Figure 7 Function values referring to emotional expressions and gestures

Emotion/attitude movements are the visible embodiment of emotions. They are
motorically simple movements with a phasic Structure. The complex phase is
characterized by one-dimensional trajectory and they often lack either the transport phase or the retraction phase.
Emphasis gestures share some features with emotion/attitude movements.
They often have an emotional connotation, and regarding the movement form
the complex phase is one-dimensional. However, they may be repetitive and
they are bound to speech.
Egocentric deictics are motorically simple but the hand often adopts a shape.
They refer to targets from an egocentric perspective, and they do not present
something.
Egocentric directions are still motorically simple. The gesturer adopts an egocentric perspective and shows the direction of an agent. There is relation with
pantomime as egocentric directions may be transitive. Pantomime gestures are
motorically complex and the movement form is variant depending on the action
that is pantomimed. The gesturer adopts an egocentric perspective and presents
something by acting "as if".
Form presentation gestures are motorically complex and the movement form
is variant depending on the form that is represented. The gesturer adopts an egocentric or a mento-heliocentric perspective.
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Spatial relation presentations are motorically highly complex, as they depict
spatial relations and potentially forms, often requiring asymmetrical bimanual
gestures. The movement form is variant depending on the spatial relation and
the form that are represented. The gesturer adopts a mento-heliocentric perspective.
Motion quality presentations are motorically highly complex, as they depict
qualities of motions and potentially spatial relations and forms. The movement
form is variant depending on the movement quality, the spatial relation, and the
form that are represented. The gesturer adopts a mento-heliocentric perspective.
Table 7 shows that the same concept can be displayed with an egocentric or a
mento-heliocentric perspective resulting in different Function values.
Table 7 Analogous Function values for the same concept in the egocentric and the mentoheliocentric perspectives

Concept

Egocentric perspective

Mento-heliocentric perspective

a position in space

egocentric deictic

spatial relation presentation
(Type position)

a direction in space

egocentric direction

spatial relation presentation
(Type route)

a quality of motion or an
action

pantomime

motion presentation

5.1.4.2 The Type category
The Type category offers a further assessment of hand/arm movements, since
these are the most complex body movements. Some of the values can theoretically also be used for foot/leg movements as well as for head movements.
The Type category differs from the previous NEUROGES categories as it directly depends on the previous Function category. In other words, the Function
value of a unit determines the range of Type values that can be coded. With the
exception of the Function values emblem, subject-oriented action, and objectoriented action, each Function value is specified by several Type values.
The Function values register groups of expressive motions, gestures, and actions that share essential visually perceivable movement features and that have
the same main function. As the Type values are subtypes of these Function values, they describe smaller groups of expressive motions and gestures. Accordingly, the definitions of the movement features are more specific and less general than those of the Function values. Therefore, the Type category coding can
be used as a control for the Function coding. For some movements, it might be
even easier to identify the Type value in the first line, e.g. a baton or a shrug,
and then to note the Function value. Therefore, some raters might be tempted to
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skip the Function category and to directly code the Type category. Note, however, that occasionally a Function unit can contain several Type units, e.g. a spatial relation presentation unit may contain a position unit and a route unit.
However, as compared to the previous steps, this subunit generation occurs relatively infrequently. Most often, the Type units match the Function units. Furthermore, since for statistical analyses the number of subjects needs to be substantially higher than the number of values, for most empirical investigations the
Function category will be more useful than the Type category.
The Type category registers different types of Function values. The typification
depends on the Function value. For emotion/attitude movements, the Type values refer to the direction of the movement as an embodiment of emotion and
attitude. For emphasis gestures, the Type values refer to the movement form
used to create emphasis. For egocentric deictic gestures, they specify the target.
For egocentric direction gestures, the Type values specify the agent who takes
the direction. For pantomime gestures, they register transitivity. For form presentation, spatial relation presentation, and motion quality presentation, the
Type values classify the geometric aspects and the quality, respectively, that is
presented in gesture. For emblems, instead of specific Type values a list of different emblem gestures is provided. Table 8 provides an overview on the short
definitions of the Type values. For the same reason as for the Function values,
only the short definitions of the specific functions are given.
Table 8 Short definitions of the Type values

Type value

Short definition

emotion/attitude rise

dynamic fast raising up of the arm

emotion/attitude - fall

letting the arm fall down heavily

emotion/attitude clap/beat

clapping, beating, or punching resulting in contact

emotion/attitude - shrug

shrug with falling of the shoulders

emotion/attitude - palming

presenting the palms to the interactive partner

emotion/attitude - fist
clenching

clenching the fists

emotion/attitude - opening

abduction and outward rotation of the arms

emotion/attitude - closing

adduction and inward rotation of the arms

emphasis - baton

up-down movements of lower arm or hand with downward accent
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emphasis - superimposed
emphasis - back-toss
emphasis - palm-out
deictic - external target

up-down or back-forth movements with downward or forward
accent that directly follow the static complex phase of another
gesture type
small up-down movements with an upward accent with back of
hand leading
small supination-pronation movements with outward accent

deictic - self

indicating a target in the external space by using an egocentric
frame of reference
referring to the addressee as a person (2nd person) or to a part of
her/his body
referring to oneself as a person (1rst person)

deictic - body

referring to parts of the own body

direction - neutral

indicating a direction without specifying an agent/object

direction - imperative
direction - self-related

indicating to the addressee to move (something) in a specific direction
showing the direction of oneself’s (body or mental) movement

pantomime - transitive

acting as if with an imaginary object or counterpart

pantomime - intransitive
/ passive
form - shape

acting as if without an imaginary object or counterpart or with a
separate object or agent /
acting as if a separate object or agent acts on oneself
presenting a shape

form - size

presenting a length

space - route

indicating or marking a route or indicating a direction by using a
mento-heliocentric frame of reference (from where to where,
where along, towards where on an imaginary map)

space - position
motion - manner

indicating or marking a position relative to another one in a
mento-heliocentric frame of reference (where on an imaginary
map)
presenting a specific manner of movement

motion - dynamics

presenting a specific dynamics of movement

deictic - You

5.2 Psychometric properties
5.2.1 Objectivity
All NEUROGES categories and their values are precisely defined by movement
criteria that refer to the visually perceivable aspects of movement. The objectivity of these criteria and of the values is demonstrated by the fact that some of
them have successfully been used for kinematographic examinations and for developing algorithms for automatic recognition.
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The detailed definitions are provided in 230 pages comprising coding manual
(forthcoming as a separate book). An example for a NEUROGES value definition is given in see Subsection 4.5.3).
5.2.2 Reliability
Interrater reliability
It is a specific feature of the NEUROGES coding procedure that it comprises
segmentation and coding. Therefore, the assessment of the interrater agreement
has to register not only the raters' agreement concerning the values but also concerning the segmentation, i.e., if two raters agree on if there is a unit (or none, or
more than one) and on when the unit begins and ends. While at first glance, this
decision seems to be trivial, it turns out in the assessment of behaviour to be the
most difficult one to achieve interrater agreement for.
Since among the existing statistical procedures no algorithm was available to
calculate the interrater agreement for the segmentation of behaviour, as part of
the NEUROGES project such a procedure has been developed by Holle & Rein.
The detailed description of their algorithm, the modified Cohen's Kappa, is
given in Chapter 15. As the modified Cohen's Kappa procedure can only not be
applied to binary classifications but only to categories with more than two values, a further procedure for the segmentation and coding of binary categories is
described in Chapter 14. It applies to the Activation category that includes only
the two values movement versus no movement. To examine the interrater agreement for the NEUROGES values a meta-analysis was conducted on seven studies with different experimental designs, in which altogether 13 rater dyads coded
222 individuals (Chapter 16). The comparison of the modified Cohen's Kappa
scores with the classical Cohen's Kappa scores evidenced that with a few exceptions, for all NEUROGES values the interrater agreement is moderate to substantial. Given the overall importance of interrater agreement in evaluation of
behaviour, part V of this book is entirely dedicated to the achievement and the
control of interrater reliability. In addition to the calculation and assessment of
interrater agreement for segmentation and coding (Chapters 14 - 16), Chapters
12 and 13 describe how to train raters and how to set up the rating procedure.
Intra-rater reliability
To examine intra-rater reliability for Module I, the same rater coded the same
videos after a time interval of 2 years. The agreement for the concatenated
StructureFocus values - as the end product of Module I - was measured with the
modified Cohen's Kappa. Particularly given the fact that not only the agreement
for the values but also for the segmentation of the behaviour was considered, the
intra-rater agreement was substantial: irregular on body 1.00, irregular on attached object 1.00, phasic in space 0.96, phasic on body 0.94, phasic on at153

tached object 1.00, phasic on separate object 1.00, repetitive in space 0.95, repetitive on body 0.79, shift 1.00.
Parallel-forms reliability
As the operationalization of the Module I Structure values essentially relies on
kinematic criteria, these value definitions can be used for behavioural coding
by human raters as well as for a kinematographic analysis of movement behaviour. Therefore, for the Structure category, kinematography could be used to
establish parallel-forms reliability. Movement units that had been previously
assessed by human raters with the Structure category were analysed with kinematography. The five Structure values phasic, repetitive, shift, aborted, and irregular were identified based on the kinematographic investigation. These kinematographic identification of the five Structure values perfectly matched the
raters' classifications (Chapter 6).
5.2.3 Validity
The validity of the NEUROGES categories and values is subject of ongoing
empirical investigation. Several granted research projects focussing on different
aspects of movement behaviour apply the NEUROGES system and they - directly or indirectly - contribute its validation. These projects deal with the
neurobiological correlates of different NEUROGES values (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft DFG LA 1249/1-1, LA 1249/1-2; VolkswagenStiftung
II/82175), the association between hand movements and cognitive processes
(DFG LA 1249/1-3; grants by the Max Planck Society, Studienstiftung des
Deutschen Volkes, and Berlin School of Mind and Brain), the association between hand movements and emotional processes in adults and children (Excellence Cluster Languages of Emotions 307-1 and 307-2; Sinergia-Förderung),
the relation between prosody, semantics, and hand movements in the segmentation of events in different cultures (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung BMBF 01UG1240D), hand movement behaviour in binge eating disorder in childhood (Schweizerische Nationalfonds SNF 26041079: SUNStudie), interactive hand movement behaviour in psychotherapy (VolkswagenStiftung II/82175), and the development of algorithms for an automatic
registration of the NEUROGES values (Bundesministerium für Bildung und
Forschung BMBF 01UG1240D; Foundation for Polish Science INTER). These
projects and further non-granted projects have investigated the relation between NEUROGES values and personality, level of intelligence, state of mental
health, quality of interaction, effectiveness of psychotherapy, cognitive perspectives, brain anatomy, and hemispheric specialization (e.g. Lausberg et al. 2007;
Dvoretska 2009; Wartenburger et al. 2010; Kryger 2010; Skomroch et al. 2010;
Sassenberg et al. 2010; Masneri et al., 2010; Sassenberg et al. 2011; Hogrefe et
al. submitted; Lausberg et al. 2010; Wartenburger et al. 2010; Helmich et al.
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2011; Rein forthcoming, Bryjovà et al., 2013, Lausberg, 2013; Dvoretska et al.,
2013; Dvoretska and Lausberg, 2013; Helmich et al., 2011; Helmich and Lausberg, 2012, 2013; Skomroch et al., 2013, Skomroch and Lausberg, 2013, Postma
et al., 2013). While many studies are currently in progress, some results are already available. In the paragraphs below, the relevance of the various findings
for the validity of the theoretical models of the NEUROGES categories can only
be touched (for the detailed discussion, see the respective publications of the
studies).
5.2.3.1 The Activation category
Alexithymia is a personality trait characterized by the inability to verbally express emotions. A study on alexithymic individuals and matched nonalexithymic ones evidenced that alexithymic individuals spent a significantly
smaller proportion of time with movement units than non-alexithymic ones
(Sassenberg et al. 2010; Helmich et al., 2011; Lausberg et al., in prep.). On this
general level, the results indicate a reduced level of motor activation. The finding is well compatible with the concept of alexithymia. The analyses of the subsequent categories, however, allow a more differentiated view on this finding, as
they reveal gender-specific and context-specific differences (see below).
5.2.3.2 The Structure category
As proposed in 5.1.1.2, irregular, repetitive, and phasic units rely on processes
with different levels of cognitive complexity ranging from non-conceptual via
automatic conceptual to novel conceptual. While repetitive and phasic units reflect and potentially support conceptual processes, irregular movements serve to
regulate arousal. A high frequency of shifts, which are transitions between two
rest positions / postures, may indicate physical (and mental) restlessness.
Aborted units comprise different forms of disruptions in the execution of conceptual movements and shifts.
Evidence for these propositions is provided by the comparison of different
experimental settings, which challenge the participants differently. A metaanalysis including studies using intelligence tests (HAWIE), psychological interviews (LEAS), narration of cartoons (Sylvester & Tweety), and descriptions
of drawings of everyday activities with (Motion Scenes VG) and without words
(Motion Scenes VG) examined the effect of experimental design on hand
movement behaviour. The patterns of the Structure values differed significantly
between the experiments. Experimental settings that induced a pressure to perform (prototyp: intelligence test) were associated with a high frequency of irregular and shifts units. In contrast, experiments that animated the participants
(prototyp: narration of animated cartoons) showed a high frequency of phasic,
repetitive, and aborted units (Table 8).
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Table 8 Experiments with low and high frequencies of the specific Structure values

Structure value

Experiments with a
high frequency of units

Experiments with a low
frequency of units

phasic

Motion Scenes GO
Sylvester & Tweety

HAWIE
LEAS
Motion Scenes VG

repetitive

Motion Scenes GO
Sylvester & Tweety

HAWIE
LEAS
Motion Scenes VG

shift

HAWIE

Motion Scenes GO

aborted

Sylvester & Tweety

HAWIE
LEAS
Motion Scenes VG

irregular

HAWIE
LEAS

Motion Scenes GO
Sylvester & Tweety

In line with the NEUROGES Structure model, in experimental settings that induce stress more irregular movements that serve arousal regulation and more
shifts indicating restlessness are found. In contrast, the conceptualization of visually presented scenarios, such as during the narration Sylvester & Tweety cartoon, is associated with more phasic, repetitive, and aborted units (the latter as
disruptions in the conceptualization).
A further analysis focussing on the explicit versus implicit production of the
Structure values was conducted on the Motion Scenes GO and the Motion
Scenes VG experiments (Helmich & Lausberg, 2012; Helmich & Lausberg,
2013). In the GO experiment the participants were asked to not speak and to only use their hands to describe with gestures the everyday actions depicted on the
stimuli. In this condition, the hand movements are generated on demand, i.e.,
there are primarily explicit hand movements that are generated with the intent to
communicate information. In contrast, in the VG condition, in which the participants were asked to verbally describe the same scenes, most hand movements
were displayed beyond the gesturer's awareness as they spontaneously accompanied speech. As expected, in the explicit condition (GO) as compared to the
implicit condition (VG), there are significantly more phasic and repetitive
movements and less irregular movements. Thus, phasic and repetitive movements were used by intent to communicate concepts, i.e., information about the
everyday scenes. Non-conceptual irregular movements are displayed when the
hands are not necessarily needed to convey information (concepts). Furthermore, the Motion Scenes GO is an experiment that per excellence suppresses
implicit hand movements, such as irregular units, as the gesturer is engaged in
an explicit use of the hands for gestural demonstrations.
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Thus, the proposition is supported that irregular movements are displayed beyond the mover's awareness.
Dvoretska & Lausberg (2013) investigated the correlation between the frequency of Structure values and the Performance Intelligence Quotient (PIQ) and
the Verbal Intelligence Quotient (VIQ), as measured with WAIS-R (Wechsler
Adult Intelligences Scales rev.). Phasic (in space and on body) and repetitive (in
space and on body) hand movements correlated positively with Performance
Intelligence Quotient (PIQ) but not with the VIQ. The finding indicates that the
production of phasic and repetitive movements is assoc specifically with visuoconstructive abilities.
In the above mentioned Alexithymia study (Sassenberg et al. 2010; Helmich et
al., 2011; Lausberg et al., in prep.), in an interview about emotional scenarios
but not in an intelligence test, alexithymic females displayed significantly less
phasic and repetitive hand movements than non-alexithymic females. The confrontation with the emotional scenarios - which is assumed to be a stressor for
Alexithymic individuals - led to reduction of hand movements associated with
conceptual processes. Alexithymic men showed a different pattern than the females. In the interview about emotional scenarios but not in the intelligence test,
the alexithymic males displayed significantly more shift movements than nonalexithymic males. Obviously, in alexithymic men the confrontation with the
emotional scenarios induced restlessness.
5.2.3.3 The Focus category and the concatenated StructureFocus values
Most of the below studies report the concatenated StructureFocus values.
The impact of right and left hemisphere damage on the performance of the
StructureFocus values was investigated in patients with right hemisphere damage (RBD) and patients with left hemisphere damage (LBD) (Skomroch et al.
2010; Hogrefe et al., in prep). The LBD patients displayed (with their left nonparetic hands) significantly more phasic in space and repetitive in space movements than the RBD patients (with their right non-paretic hands). In contrast, the
RBD group displayed a higher amount of irregular on body movements than
LBD patients. In line with the findings on gesture production in split-brain patients (Subsection 2.5.2), the findings strongly suggest that phasic in space and
repetitive in space movements (gestures) are generated in the right hemisphere.
This lateralization suggests that their generation is associated with other right
hemispheric functions such as visuo-constructive and emotional processes. Furthermore, it is proposed that in patients with right hemisphere damage hand
movements cannot be generated based on visuo-constructive processes. Therefore, there is a relative shift towards the generation of more non-conceptual irregular on body movements.
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In the above presented study by Dvoretska & Lausberg (2013), the evaluation of
the Focus category specified the role of gestures among the conceptual hand
movements: The positive correlation between Performance Intelligence Quotient
(PIQ) applied to all left hand in space movements. The value in space quasi only
contains hand movements that are functionally classified as gestures. The finding is in line with the propositions that gesture production represents an alternative visuo-spatial-motor way of thinking (see 2.1.1). The left hand preference
further suggests that in individuals with a high PIQ these in space hand movements are generated in the right hemisphere. In fact, the right hemisphere is specialized for visuo-constructive processes. In line with the findings on the LBD
patients, the result suggests that the generation of in space movements can be
associated with right hemispheric visuo-constructive cognitive processes.
Dvoretska (2009) examined the relation between StructureFocus values and the
personality inventory NEO-FFI in dyadic interactions. Neuroticism correlated
negatively with the frequency of (phasic and repetitive) in space gestures. Furthermore, there was a negative correlation between the amount of agreeableness
and the frequency of on body movements. The findings are compatible with the
NEUROGES Focus model on pre-motor spatial attention. Neurotic and less
agreeable individuals show a stronger focus of pre-motor attention on the own
body. In space movements are externalizations of cognitive and emotional processes. As such, they are indirectly or directly accompanied by a shift of premotor attention to the body-external space. In the given experimental setting of
dyadic interaction, the body-external space is characterized by the presence of
an interactive partner.
In the Alexithymia study, the investigation of the Focus category revealed that
alexithymic females displayed significantly less in space hand movements than
the non-alexithymic females. Thus, in the interview situations, alexithymic females show a reduced externalization of thoughts and emotions and a reduced
attention to the body-external space (notably the interviewer).
Kryger (2010) examined hand movement behaviour in the course of two successful psychotherapies in patients with eating disorders. The decrease of irregular on body movements correlated with clinical improvement. The finding
supports the proposition that irregular on body movements serve to regulate hyper- or hypoarousal. As the patient's state improved, there was less need of selfregulation.
The above mentioned meta-analysis comparing different experimental settings
showed for the Focus category a clear grouping of in space - dominant and on
body - dominant experiments. Experiments providing visual stimuli (movies)
were accompanied by a high frequency of in space units. Assuming that the
renarration of these scenes elicits visual imagery, the finding supports the prop158

osition that in space movements reflect conceptual visuo-constructive processes.
In contrast, stress-inducing experiments were characterized by a high frequency
of on body units. The pre-motor focus of attention is on the gesturer's body and
the movement effectively serves the regulation of the mental state.
In the Gesture Only (GO) experiment as compared to the Verbal (VG) experiment, there were more phasic in space and more repetitive in space movements and less irregular within body and irregular on body / on attached object
movements. Since in the GO condition, the gestural demonstration was the only
means to communicate information, in space movements, which externalize,
among others, visual concepts, are suitable to communicate information about
the events. In contrast, in the VG condition is a relative shift of the focus of
hand movements to more body-internal processes.
5.3.2.4 The Contact and Formal Relation categories
The Contact and Formal Relation categories are suitable for research questions
on hemispheric interaction and hemispheric dominance. Furthermore, the two
categories supplement the analyses concerning the level of cognitive complexity
and the focus of pre-motor attention.
Skomroch et al. (2013) reported significant gender differences for the Contact
category. Men performed significantly more act on each other movements than
women, while women performed non-significantly more act apart units than
men. Currently, for further clarification the Structure and Focus values of the act
on each other and act apart units are analyzed statistically. Tentatively, it can be
speculated that men, who show a stronger hemispheric asymmetry than women,
employ act on each other units to stabilize the inter-hemispheric cooperation.
In the GO/VG experiment, the analysis of the Contact category showed that in
the Gestures Only condition (GO) as compared to the Verbal condition (VG),
there were more act apart units. Since among the bilateral movements, the act
apart units allow for the most freedom of expression, this value is strongly preferred to demonstrate in gesture the everyday actions in the stimuli.
In the Alexithymia study, in the interview about emotional scenarios but not in
the intelligence test, alexithymic females displayed significantly less act apart
units than non-alexithymic females. The confrontation with the emotional scenarios led to reduction of those bilateral hand movements that are - in terms of
neurological control - most instable but that, on the other hand, give the most
expressive options. Furthermore, both alexithymic men and women showed a
significant reduction in the duration of act apart units in the interview about
emotional scenarios but not in the intelligence test.
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The study on Performance IQ and Verbal IQ showed for the Formal Relation
category that both IQ types correlated positively with the frequency and the proportion of time spent with symmetrical bimanual movements. The display of
symmetrical movements may be interpreted as an indicator of an effective motor
(and hypothetically also cognitive-emotional) organization.
Furthermore, the frequency and the proportion of time spent with left hand
dominance and asymmetrical movements correlated positively with the PIQ. As
a high PIQ indicates a high competence for visuo-constructive cognition, which
is lateralized to the right hemisphere, the finding of left hand dominance units is
highly plausible. Furthermore, asymmetrical movements rely on highly complex
movement concepts, which typically require visuo-constructive abilities.
In the GO/VG experiment, the analysis of the Formal Relation category revealed
more asymmetrical and symmetrical units in the Gestures Only condition (GO)
as compared to the Verbal condition (VG). These two Formal Relation values
are characterized by equal dominance of the two hands. This constellation enables to exploit the full expressive potential of each hand. Therefore, in the Gesture Only condition many bimanual movements with equal dominance of the
two hands were displayed.
5.3.2.5 The Function and Type categories
The empirical studies on the Function and Type values often focused on specific
values. Accordingly, below the empirical findings are described for the single
Function values.
Emphasis
The verbal IQ but not the Performance IQ correlated positively with the proportion of time spent with emphasis gestures, specifically with Type values
bimanual batons, bimanual superimposed, and right hand back-toss movements. Since these gestures accompany speech it is highly plausible that they
correlate positively with the Verbal IQ. Individuals with a high Verbal IQ
show a high competence in verbal functions and language skills and accordingly, they use those gesture Function values that support speech.
The results for this Function value as well as for the Function values described below, evidences that the different Function values are associated with
different forms of intelligence.
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Egocentric deictic
An egocentric deictic indicates where something is located by using an egocentric frame of reference. The gesturer is the point of reference. Egocentric deictics can often be observed in psychotherapy sessions when patients refer subjectively to other persons or to symptomatic parts of their body.
In a psychotherapy patient with eating disorders, the use of egocentric
deictics in the course of the psychotherapy was explored as an indicator of
changes in the relationship to the significant other (Lausberg and Kryger 2011).
Psychodynamically, at the beginning of the therapy, the patient hardly differentiated between herself and her mother. When referring to her mother in gesture,
she localized the mother in the gesture space close to the body center by using
egocentric deictics. At the end of therapy she projected her mother distant from
her body by pointing to the left gesture space. This change in the localization of
the mother in the gesture space as evidenced by the egocentric deictics concurred with the psychodynamic development. At the end of the therapy the patient experienced herself and her mother as separate persons.
Another patient referred to her symptom (lump in her throat) reliably by performing egocentric body-deictics (Lausberg, 2011). She almost induced the
symptom by pressing the index in the throat. The therapist implicitly adopted
her gesture and reliably displayed the egocentric body-deictic when referring to
the patient's symptom. However, in the course of the therapy he gradually transformed the concrete body-deictic into a form presentation gesture that represented the symptom in an abstract manner. Thus, according to the NEUROGES
Function model there was a gradual development on the Function axis from left
to right. The egocentric body-deictic that referred to a concrete part of the body
was transformed into a form presentation gesture that symbolically represented
the symptom. The independently conducted discourse analysis of the doctor patient interaction (Koerfer, 2011) revealed that psychodynamically the patient
understood by and by that she had no problem with the throat but that she was
afraid of school.
Egocentric direction
In the intelligence experiment, the verbal IQ but not the Performance IQ correlated positively with the proportion of time spent with bimanual egocentric
direction gestures. Egocentric direction gestures do not present something but
they often show a direction complementary to the verbal utterance. As proposed above (see emphasis) individuals with a high Verbal IQ, who have a
high competence to express themselves verbally, use those gesture Function
values that support the verbal statement.
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Pantomime gestures
In split-brain patients, Lausberg et al. (2003) demonstrated that pantomime gestures with tool in hand can be generated in both hemispheres while only the left
hemisphere is competent to execute them without tools. The authors suggested
that the generation of pantomime gestures with an imaginary tool in hand relies
on the specifically left hemispheric competence to link the movement concept
for tool use with the mental representation of the tool. They proposed a hierarchy of object-oriented action with tool > pantomime with tool > panomime with
hand-as-object (the hand itself represents the tool) > pantomime with imaginary
object (pantomime - enclosure, i.e., holding the imaginary object in hand when
demonstrating tool use).
Subsequent neuroimaging studies with functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and with Near Infra-Red Spectroscopy (NIRS) supported the proposition that the different subtypes of pantomime gestures are associated with different cognitive processes (Lausberg et al. 2010; Helmich et al. 2011). Pantomime with tool in hand was associated with bi-hemispheric activation. In contrast, pantomime - enclosure gestures were accompanied by left hemispheric activation and pantomime - hand-as-object by right hemisphere activation. The
findings support the propsed hierarchy of different subtypes of pantomimes.
Pantomimes with tool in hand, which are most akin to object-oriented actions,
seem to be cognitively the simplest ones. Both hemispheres are able to execute
them. Pantomimes in which the hand itself represents the tool can be generated
in the right hemisphere. They do not require abstract cognitive operations, i.e.,
linking a mental representation of the tool to the movement concept. Finally,
pantomimes which require that the hand acts with an imaginary object in hand
are cognitively the most complex ones. In fact, their production crucially depends on a specific left hemispheric competence.
In the GO/VG experiment, in the Gestures Only condition (GO) as compared to
the Verbal condition (VG), there were more pantomime units. Since the stimuli
depicted individuals during everyday actions, it was likely that the participants
adopted the egocentric perspective and thus, that they chose pantomime gestures
to depict the action. In contrast, in the VG condition, the action per se was described verbally and relatively more non-presentative Function values were displayed. The hands were used significantly more often for emotion/attitude
movements and for subject-oriented actions.
Presentation gestures
Wartenburger et al. (2010) related cortical thickness as measured with structural
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to hand movement behaviour during a geometric analogy task. They found a larger cortical thickness in the left Broca’s
area and transverse temporal cortex in those participants who produced presen162

tation gestures as compared to those who did not. In particular, the first group
displayed more motion quality presentation gestures. The findings support the
NEUROGES Function model proposing that presentation and particularly motion quality presentation gestures rely on complex cognitive processes. The
adoption of mento-heliocentric cognitive perspective relies on the competence
for abstract thinking.
This proposition is further supported in a study by Sassenberg et al. (2011). Individuals scoring high in fluid intelligence showed a higher accuracy in a geometric analogy task and they produced more gestures - as identified by the Function category - when relating to the most relevant aspect of the task. More specifically, their gestural behaviour was characterized by a high freqeuncy of motion quality presentation gestures. The correlation of this Function value with a
high fluid intelligence strongly suggests the proposition that it relies on complex
cognitive operations.
In the intelligence experiment, the Verbal IQ but not the Performance IQ correlated negatively with the proportion of time spent with left hand and right
hand spatial relation presentation gestures. Spatial relation gestures are assumed to be associated specifically with visuo-constructive competence. As
suggested above, individuals with a high VIQ display rather those gesture
Function values that support speech and than gesture Function values that present concepts.
5.2.4 Future perspectives
As the Module I value definitions are objective and precise referring to the
visual appearance of movement, the value definitions not only provide a basis
to define kinematographic types but - in line with the aims of the NEUROGES
system - they also suit as a basis to develop for automatized approaches for
recognition of the NEUROGES values. This aim is pursued in a current research project granted by the Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung
(BMBF 01UG1240D).
Another aim of the NEUROGES project is to gain normative data on the NEUROGES values. Since the frequency of the values is strongly influenced by the
study design (see Part IV), the normative data compilation concentrates on the
durations of the value units, e.g. how long a phasic unit typically lasts. Pilotstudies have demonstrated that the duration of a specific value unit shows little
inter-individual variation and that it is reliable across different experimental settings. These normative data are intended to provide a frame of reference for assessing the individual movement behaviour. As an example, a depressive person
may display longer lasting irregular units than the healthy reference sample.
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6. Using 3 D Kinematics for the Analysis of Hand Movement Behaviour: A Pilot Study and some further Suggestions
Robert Rein

6.1 Introduction
As gestures are inherently visual, traditional research on communicative gestures is based on video recordings using consumer cameras where participants
are recorded whilst gesturing (compare for example Kita, van Gijn, & van der
Hulst, 1998; McNeill, 1992, p.81). The recorded video clips are subsequently
annotated using specialized tools like the NEUROGES system (Lausberg &
Sloetjes, 2009) to extract more specific information about the gestures performed by the actor. This recording set-up allows for the most natural data recording context as the hand movements made by participants are not obstructed
by any markers or cables common to recording procedures used in more biomechanics oriented research (see for example Cappozzo, Croce, Leradini, & Chiari,
2005; Winter, 2005). A particular advantage of this set-up is that the participants
are not necessarily aware of the fact that their hand movements are investigated.
Thus, one obtains an almost natural reaction and behavioural bias with a minimal recording set-up. Consequently, this approach presents a cost-effective and
simple experimental methodology.
This freedom comes at a cost however as video based approaches using of the
shell equipment provide only low temporal and spatial resolution. Temporal
resolution refers to the number of frames collected per second, whereas spatial
resolution describes the smallest object, which can be made visible. For example, DV-cameras use a resolution of 720x576 (PAL) or 720x480 (NTSC) points
and record pictures with a frequency of 50Hz for half-pictures (PAL) resulting
in an effective recording frequency of 25Hz (30Hz NTSC). This becomes problematic when analyzing fast hand movements. Therefore, specialized motion
capturing systems have nowadays much increased resolutions of more than
1600x1280 pixels at 500Hz allowing much greater precision when analyzing
bodily movements. Therefore, as the analysis of the behaviour of hand movements relies on the identification of offsets and onsets, standard video analysis
provides only limited accuracy and especially with regard to exact movements
of single digit, the resolution is not sufficient.
To overcome these limitations when analyzing hand gestures researchers typically resort to rules-of-thumb like the first “blurred” picture (Kita, et al., 1998)
to identify on- and offsets of hand gestures. Naturally such informal criteria increase the difficulty to reliably identify gesture events across raters and prevent
the application of automatic routines. In addition, hand movements are typically
three dimensional in nature but video recordings using a single video camera
provide only a projection of the movement onto a two dimensional plane. This
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further increases the difficulty to apply automatic routines to segment the stream
of data into different parts and phases (see Chen, Fu, & Huang, 2003 for an
example). Thus, to further the knowledge about what characteristics are subject
to different hand movement behaviours, additional approaches seem warranted.
First however, a scheme is needed which makes the reliable identification of
gestures events possible. In the following, whenever to the kinematic properties
of a movement is referred to, the term kinematics is applied in a strict physical
sense, meaning referring either to position, velocity, or acceleration only.

6.2 Analysis of movement phases
When analyzing general hand movement behaviours and in particular gestures in
a communicative context, the hand movements can be divided into distinct
phases based on their kinematic characteristics (Kendon, 1972; Kita, et al.,
1998; McNeill, 1992). A simple scheme for the analysis of hand movement behaviour can be established using three main phases only: preparation, stroke,
and retraction (Kita, et al., 1998; compare also McNeill, 1992, p. 83ff; and
Seyfeddinipur, 2006, p. 83ff). The different phases are defined in the following
way (adapted from McNeill, 1992, p.83).
Preparation: limb moves away from its rest position to a position in the
gesture space where the stroke begins.
Stroke: peak effort of the gesture.
Retraction: return of the hand to a rest position.
Thereby, no fixed sequence of phases can be expected as several gestures can be
stringed together which entails that different units can be grouped in arbitrary
ways. The only exception is the stroke which marks the core unit as the “content-bearing part of the gesture” and therefore is always present (Kita, et al.,
1998, p.27). Although the stroke marks the main part of the gestures, the other
optional phases are important with regard to the timing of the gesture during the
discourse. Gestures phases belonging together can be collected into a single behavioural unit, the so-called gesture unit. The identification of the gesture unit is
important in order to not lose the semantic content of the behaviour.

Figure 1 Sequence of gesture phases within a gesture unit (dashed phases are optional)
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In Figure 1 the sequence of gesture phases are depicted. Again, the figure highlights that the core part of the gesture is marked by the stroke and the additional
phases are optional. This scheme allows segmentation of the gesture stream using movement features only.
In Chapter 1, the different hand movement behaviour categories and values of
the NEUROGES system have been introduced and it has been hypothesized that
the different categories, which are related to different cognitive states, also exhibit distinctly different kinematic features. Thus, it seems plausible that the different values also exhibit distinct differences at the finer kinematic level with
regard to gesture phases. For example, one would expect that those gestures,
which have a clear communicative feature like phasic and repetitive gestures,
should exhibit a preparation and a retraction phase although the latter can be
omitted when one gesture is directly followed by another (McNeil, 1992, p.83).
Accordingly, an aborted gesture, which is characterized by the lack of a stroke,
should only display features of a preparation and retraction phase. Similarly,
aborted gestures just like shifts, which do not possess an inherent semantic content on their own, should lack a clear stroke as well (compare Chapter 2). In
contrast, irregular movements, which mostly serve auto regulative purposes,
should start without neither a dedicated preparation nor a retraction phase. However, to identify this finer kinematic level, a measurement approach is necessary,
which allows for better identification of the kinematics beyond what is possible
with standard video recordings.
In summary, adopting techniques developed for biomechanical movement
analysis and apply them to gesture research, might provide some new insights
into the structure of gestures, which go beyond a pure linguistic or cognitive interpretation. In addition, analyzing the hand behaviour movements at a finer
level might provide additional support for specific categories of hand behaviours, which are currently to some extent based on the inventiveness of the researcher. Thus, finding some clear quantitative characteristics for certain categories might strengthen their justification and help annotators when tagging gestures.
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6.3 Electromagnetic Motion Capturing
Here, we present an approach based on an electromagnetic motion capture system. The Polhemus Liberty (Colchester, VT) records the position and orientation of cable based markers with a recording frequency of 240Hz. As the system
is cable based, it is probably less suited for the analysis of implicit gestures, as
the markers obstruct to some extent arm movements and also makes it to some
extent obvious to the participants that the experimenter is interested in hand
movements, which might affect individual behaviour. However, as no large
camera set-up is necessary, it is possible to use some sort of a cover-up story for
the participants, which distracts her from the fact that her movements are recorded and analyzed.
Electromagnetic marker systems have been used in various movement settings.
For example, hammering (Bril, Rein, Nonaka, Wenban-Smith, & Dietrich,
2010), grasping (Prokopenko, Frolov, Biryukova, & Roby-Brami, 2001; Weigelt
& Bock, 2007), baseball (Tsai, Wu, & Wu, 2007), tennis (Konda, Yanai, &
Sakurai, 2010), throwing (Hore, Watts, & Tweed, 1994) and gestures (Fröhlich
& Wachsmuth, 1997; Unzueta & Goenetxea, 2010).

Figure 2 Polhemus Liberty
centimeters.
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(Colchester, VT) source and markers. Scale at the bottom in

In Figure 2, the so-called source and two markers are shown. As can be seen, the
markers are relatively small and therefore, they can be placed on any body segment desired, with only limited interference to movements, especially when participants are seated. The source in the middle is also relatively small and can be
placed discretely behind the participant, to mask the intentions of the experimenter. The source generates a time-varying electromagnetic dipole field and
the markers measure changes in the field strength. This information is used to
calculate the position and orientation of the sensors with respect to the source
(Kuipers, 1999; Raab, Blood, Steiner, & Jones, 1979). The position and orientation of the markers is recorded with a maximum frequency of 240Hz, providing
excellent time resolution. Typical precision is under 1mm, with angle deviations
<2° (Day, Dumas, & Murdoch, 1998), thus, also providing excellent spatial
resolution. As one obtains not only position data but also orientation, it is possible to calculate the position and orientation of body segments with only one
marker per body segment.
When markers are applied to each arm segment (hand, forearm, humerus, and
the shoulder) the calculation of a 7 degrees of freedom biomechanical arm is
possible (Biryukova, Roby-Brami, Frolov, & Mokhtari, 2000). Thus, more specific statements about hand movements become possible, for example regarding
the position of the hand with regard to the body or in general gesture space (see
McNeill, 1992, p. 89, for an explanation of gesture space). One advantage of
electromagnetic systems is their cost effectiveness as the price is only a fracture
of optical motion capture systems. In addition, the system is operational within
minutes without the need for any calibration or other elaborate preparation procedures. Their great disadvantage, apart from the cables, is that there must not
be any large metal implements close to the measuring volume as this would distort the electromagnetic field and increase measurement errors. In the following
the results form a single subject pilot study using an electromagnetic motion
capture system will be presented.

6.4 Method and data analysis
The present study has only pilot character and we plan to follow up this initial
work with further studies to provide stronger support for the results. Implicit
hand movements of one participant were recorded using the Polhemus Liberty
motion capture system. A single teardrop-shaped marker was attached to the index finger of the dominant hand using medical tape. As the orientation of the
marker was not important only position data were used for further processing.
The origin of the recording space was located behind the participant with the
positive x-axis pointing in anterior position, positive y-axis pointing in the left
direction, and the positive z-axis pointing in the upward direction.
The participant performed phasic, repetitive, shift, aborted, and irregular hand
movements at her own pace with 30 seconds of rest between hand movements
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whilst seated. In total, 10 phasic, 13 repetitive, 11 shifts, 5 aborted and 2 irregular hand movements were recorded. Real-time data was streamed to a standard
PC and stored on the hard disk for further analysis. All calculations were performed using custom routines written in MathWorks MATLAB R2009a (Natick, MA) and R 2.12.0 (R Development Core Team, 2008). The data was filtered using a 2nd-order, zero-lag Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of
8Hz after visual inspection of the frequency-spectra (Gordon, Robertson, &
Dowling, 2003). This was necessary as typically raw data is always contaminated with measurement noise. Position measures of the marker were normalized to the rest position before gesturing, yielding values around zero before
gesturing for the position data.

Figure 3 Position data of the finger marker during a hand movement.

In Figure 3 an example of the data obtained from the motion capture is depicted
without normalization of the initial position. There are three time series, one for
each axis (x, y, z), indicating the position of the marker with respect to the
source. As can be seen from the plot, the curves are smooth and there are clearly
visible differences between static and dynamic movement phases. In this particular case, the finger followed a backwards-forward direction mainly along the
x-axis and was raised first and subsequently lowered.
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Figure 4 3D trajectory of the hand movement

In Figure 4 the actual trajectory in 3D space is shown. From this plot, the
movement of the finger is easier to visualize. Thus, the finger moved from the
initial position to the front of the person and returned back afterwards finishing
close to the initial position resulting in a small final displacement (6.6cm).
By projecting the 3D coordinates onto the Y-Z plane (coronal plane), one obtains the view of the kinematics typically obtained by video cinematography.

Figure 5 Projection of the kinematics onto the coronal plane
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From the position data the velocity of the marker can be obtained through a
three-point difference algorithm. Hereby, the difference between three successive points is calculated and divided by the time difference between the first and
the third frame.
v(t)

x(t 1) x(t 1)
2 t

In this way, an estimate of the velocity at frame t is obtained as opposed to the
velocity in-between frames, when only two points are subtracted from each
other. A disadvantage of this procedure is that one frame at the beginning and
one frame at the end are lost, which usually is not a problem if some additional
time at the beginning and the end of the recording is allowed. As the velocity is
calculated for each individual axis, a resultant velocity can be obtained by calculating the Euclidean norm across the three dimensions for each time frame.
v(t)

vx (t)2

vy (t)2

vz (t)2

The resultant velocity is a scalar value and is always greater zero. The velocity
provides further information about the movement. For example the resultant velocity can be used to differentiating between static and dynamic movement
phases.

Figure 6 Resultant velocity of a hand movement

In Figure 6, the resultant velocity for the position data is shown. The velocity
indicates clearly different movement phases with static and dynamic components. Again, supporting the impression obtained from the position data shown
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in Figure 3 and 4. Thus, it can be concluded that these features of the movement
clearly help in characterizing the hand movement and make it much easier to
determine different phases of the hand movement behaviour correctly.
In the following, the detailed results from several explicit hand movements will
be discussed and analyzed with regard to differences between different structure
categories.

6.5 Results
Group Data
First, the average statistics for the kinematics of representative hand movements
made by the participant will be shown. This section is followed by a more detailed analysis of representative individual hand movements. One has to bear in
mind that the analysis is only descriptive as the present study has only pilot
character.

Figure 7 Absolute displacement magnitudes of the finger marker for each hand movement.

In Figure 7, the absolute magnitude of the ranges of motion (ROM) of the
marker in x-, y-, and z-directions are shown. Although no statistical testing was
performed, the figure suggests that there seems to be an ordering between the
different structure categories, with phasic hand movements showing a tendency
to exhibit to largest movements, followed by repetitive and shift hand move177

ments with aborted hand movements exhibiting the smallest motions. Irregular
hand movements were not included because of the small sample size.

Figure 8 Maximum velocities of the finger marker for each hand movement value.

In Figure 8, the maximum velocities for each structure type are shown. The median maximum velocities for phasic and repetitive hand movements are almost
twice as great as those for shift and aborted hand movements. The variability
between phasic hand movements was also smaller compared to the other three
values. Thus, again the plot suggests some peculiar differences between the different structure types: Phasic and repetitive hand movements display greater
maximum velocities compared to shift and aborted movements.
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Figure 9 Finger trajectories projected onto Y-Z plane.

In Figure 9, the projections of the trajectories onto the coronal plane are shown.
Speaking only qualitatively, there are some large differences between the different structure types. Both, phasic and repetitive hand movements show the largest movement and cover a greater area of the gesture space. This supports the
interpretation of the ROM data in Figure 7. The two irregular hand movements
are confined to only a small part of the gesture space whereas aborted and shift
hand movements are somewhat in between the auto-regulative and the communicative gesture.
In summary, although no statistical testing was performed, the plots indicate that
there are some specific differences between the different structure types and that
a more detailed analysis of the hand movement behaviour kinematics can add
important information to classify gestures.
In the following, some representative hand movements will be analyzed in more
detail, especially with regard to their concrete characteristics sequence of gesture phases.
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Example of a complex phasic hand movement
Movement data was downsampled to 120Hz to reduce file sizes.

Figure 10 Phasic movement. (a) Position data, (b) Resulting velocity.

In Figure 10, the kinematics for a complex phasic hand movement are shown.
The top plot (a) shows the position data for the three axes (x, y, and z), whereas
the lower plot (b) shows the resulting velocity. Preparation and retraction phases
are emphasized by gray rectangles. The movement lasted for approximately just
over 11 seconds as the participant performed a complex concept. The position
plots indicate a small movement occurring just prior to the execution of the main
hand movement, which is framed by two peaks in the resultant velocity plot,
characterizing the preparation and retraction phases. In between these phases,
the stroke of the hand movement is quite complex and changes the direction
several times throughout the stroke. Thus, a three dimensional trajectory had
been used by the participant. Each part of the trajectory is traced only once in
forward and backwards direction underscoring the categorization as a phasic
hand movement. The resultant velocity plots further suggest that several brief
holding phases occurred as indicated through periods of zero velocity. The initial peak of the resultant velocity plot is around 2.5m/s.
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Examples of repetitive hand movements

Figure 11 Repetitive movement. (a) Position data, (b) Resulting velocity.

In Figure 11, an example for a repetitive hand movement is shown. When investigating the movements, especially along the z-axis, a clear repetitive pattern is
visible (Figure 11.a). The position plots further indicate that the path is based on
movements in all three dimensions. The resultant velocity plot suggests several
peaks, which are quite uniformly distributed. There appears to be also a subpatterning, where a large peak is followed by a smaller curve (compare Figure
11.b). The velocity never quite reaches zero between the peaks. At the end of the
hand movement there is a much smaller peak compared to the remaining peaks
indicative of a retraction phase. Overall, maximum velocity peaks are around
2m/s similar to the phasic hand movement described above.
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Figure 12 Repetitive movement. (a) Position data, (b) Resulting velocity.

In Figure 12, another representative example for a repetitive movement is
shown. In this case, the figures suggest that instead of a single repetitive movement the participant concatenated two repetitive movements. At the beginning,
the velocity plot shows a clear peak, which is much larger compared to the following peaks. Here, the hand is lifted to the starting position, thus indicating a
clear preparation phase. This phase if followed by the first stroke which is characterized by a vertical zig-zag movement (compare z-axis in Figure 12a). The
peaks in the velocity plots are relatively uniformly distributed following a sinusoidal pattern. Investigation of the position graphs further suggests increasing
values for the y-axis, thus the finger is drifting to the left during the stroke. Position values on the x-axis are almost constant, thus the participant performs a
movement in the frontal plane. At the end of the first stroke, a clear change in
the patterning is visible, which is also demarked by a greater velocity peak
around frame 550. Here, the hand is transported to different location in the gesture space using a second preparation phase. Subsequently, another repetitive
movement is performed, this time describing a horizontal, circle-like movement,
which is indicated by the almost sinusoidal plots for the x- and y-axis and much
smaller movements on the z-axis. Thus, again a two dimensional movement on a
plane is performed where the plane is tilted horizontally in comparison to the
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first stroke. Finally, a much larger peak is shown in the resultant velocity plot
which marks the retraction phase of the hand movement where the hand moves
back to the previous res-position. In Figure 13 the actual 3D trajectory of the
finger is shown.

Figure 13 3D trajectory of repetitive movement

The plot clearly supports the interpretation above with two distinct repetitive
phases, which are each preceded by a preparation phase.
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Example of a shift hand movement

Figure 14 Shift movement. (a) Position data, (b) Resulting velocity.

In Figure 14, a representative shift hand movement is depicted. The resultant
velocity plot shows mainly a single peak. Thus, only a preparation phase can be
identified from the plots. The position data indicates that the participant moved
the hand upwards and to the left, towards a new resting-position using a relatively straight path. The maximum velocity is much smaller compared to the
phasic and repetitive movements displaying maximum velocity of around
1.2m/s. Overall, the movement can be characterized by two static phases which
delimit a single short movement bout.
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Example of an aborted hand movement

Figure 15 Aborted movement. (a) Position data, (b) Resulting velocity.

In Figure 15, an example for an aborted hand movement is shown. Investigating
the ROM of the position data (Figure 15a) shows that the movement is relatively
constrained. The resultant velocity plot shows a peak at the beginning followed
by a holding phase, which is maintained for almost a whole second where the
hand is held against gravity. Subsequently, the hand drifts slowly back into the
base-position suggesting a retraction phase. Thus, a preparation phase is initiated but the stroke is never followed by a retraction phase. Maximum gesture
velocities are much smaller compared to the phasic and repetitive movements.
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Example of an irregular hand movement

Figure 16 Irregular movement. (a) Position data, (b) Resulting velocity.

Finally, in Figure 16, an example of the kinematics for an irregular hand
movement is given. The data clear shows that the movement follows a somewhat erratic pattern with only small displacements of the hand in various directions. Thus, the hand remains within a relatively confined area. The resultant
velocity plot is interspersed with small peaks followed by short resting phases.
Peak velocities never exceed 1m/s and on average are quite low. Although, at
the beginning the velocity plot depicts an initial peak, the movement is much
smaller, thus, the participant did not displayed a preparation phase. Similarly,
the movement fades at the end thus, no retraction is visible. Regarding the
length of the movement, the irregular hand movement persists much longer
compared to the other hand movements.

6.6 Discussion
In the present pilot study, we investigated the kinematics of the five hand
movement behaviour values introduced by the NEUROGES system as performed explicitly by a single participant. The kinematics of the hand movements
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were recorded using an electromagnetic motion capture system with great precision and time resolution. Investigation of the kinematics gave clear indications
about the detailed movements underlying the gestures and further suggested
clear differences with regard to the different structure categories used by the
NEUROGES coding system. This provides further support for the validity of the
values as they are not only linked to specific mental functions but are also
clearly distinguishable based on their respective kinematics and overall form.
However, as this study has only pilot character, further research is necessary before more conclusive statements can be made.
Knowledge of the kinematics provided clear indication about the structure of the
movement and considerably eases the task of identifying hand movement behaviours, as typically changes in gesturing are depicted by clear changes in the
kinematics. Thus, when faced with the time consuming challenge of annotating
hand movement behaviours from video recording, having these additional information should provide clear hints, especially when segmenting video data.
This should increase interrater reliability (compare also Holle and Rein, this
book) and easing comparisons across studies. As ELAN already provides the
possibility to include time-series there should be in principle no problem to
augment the classical video based approach with motion capture data.
One interesting aspect pertains to the shape of the velocity curves of the preparation and retraction phases. There seemed to be a recurrent scheme where the velocity plots of the preparation phases followed more closely a bell-shaped profile which is well known from pointing and prehension movement in studies of
motor control (Morasso, 1981, 1983). Potentially, this difference is related to
differences in intention with regard to the two gesture phases. Under this view
the preparation phase can be seen as an intentional motor act, where the hand is
transported to a specific location in gesture space in order to allow the execution
of the desired gesture. In contrast, the retraction phase might not be under direct
intentional control of the actor anymore, thus relying more on automatic processes. Clearly however, more research is needed.
Finally, with regard to the scheme of preparation, stroke, and retraction phases
introduced earlier, the present work showed that this simple scheme might already be sufficient to allow for precise segmentation of the hand movement behaviours further allowing the identification of different hand movement categories.

6.7 Outlook
The identification of kinematic differences between different hand movement
behaviour values might also help to implement numerical routines, which could
assist gesture researchers in identifying gestures and decrease the time necessary
to analyse gestures. In
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Figure 17, the number of articles indexed by PubMed and ISI Web of Knowledge in October 2010, which contain the phrase “gesture recognition”, are
shown.

Figure 17 Number of articles per year resulting from “gesture recognition” search query at
PubMed (a) and ISI Web of Knowledge (b).

As can be clearly seen, there is growing interest on the topic of gesture recognition, both, in the life sciences as indicated by PubMed as well as in general science as indicated by ISI Web of Knowledge.
One of the hot topics in computer science deals with novel ways for human machine interaction, and there is a large body of literature on routines to automatically recognize gestures in order to simplify and automate this interaction
(Kraemer & Ratamess, 2004; Pavlovic, Sharma, & Huang, 1997; Wu & Huang,
1999). As computer scientists have worked on this problem for quite some time,
there are some impressive algorithms already available. For example, Unzueta &
Goenetxea (2010) implemented an algorithm which automatically identifies cyclical and non-cyclical gestures. Another example by Fröhlich & Wachsmuth
(1997) translates speech and gestures into semiotic symbols based on an upper
body model of the actor. However, many of these algorithms are based on learn188

ing schemes and code books, which are probably only of limited value for natural communicative contexts and leave much to be desired from a humanities perspective. Nevertheless, it seems quite surprising, that there is very little interaction between researchers from computer science and researchers from the humanities, although the problems are quite similar if not the same. One suggestion for the future should be to enhance the information flow between these two
domains, maybe with the inclusion of researchers from the domain of motor
control.
With regard to the future of motion capture, two new streams are emerging
which might be particular relevant for gesture research. These are the invention
of range imaging cameras and multiple view scenarios. The former allows the
collection of 2.5 dimensional data, where in addition to normal visual image a
second depth image is collected. As this depth data is only from a single perspective the data is not truly three-dimensional but delivers some depth data and
therefore is called 2.5 dimensional. This approach has already been successfully
adopted for video game control (Microsoft, 2010) and first attempts have already be done with regard to the automatic recognition of hand movement behaviours (Westfeld, 2007). The second approach is based on a multiple camera
view approach. By processing the information gained from several synchronous
viewpoints it is possible to calculate 3D data of objects and actors and there are
already attempts to use this for gesture recognition as well (Canton-Ferrer,
Casas, & Montse, 2006). Both approaches have the advantage that no markers
are necessary.
In summary, including more quantitative measures like the one presented here,
supports gesture researchers during data analysis and should help to establish
gesture values based on some “hard” criteria. Much more empirical work is
needed however. It should be clear that automatic classification of hand movement behaviour with 100% accuracy will probably not be achievable within the
nearer future, as abstract entities like meaning and intent of the actor are very
unlikely to be completely coded at the kinematic level. Thus, annotators will
always rely to some extent on some contextual information beyond the pure
hand kinematics. A possible approach could be to apply automatic routines to
identify simple gestures only. This would already shorten the time necessary to
analyze complex hand movement behaviour data considerably (Wittenburg,
2010).
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III. Coding Movement Behaviour with the NEUROGESELAN System
7. The ELAN Annotation Tool
7.1 An introduction to the ELAN system
Han Slöetjes
7.1.1 Beginnings of ELAN
The development of ELAN was initiated by the Technical Group of the Max
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (MPI-PL) at the end of the twentieth century. ELAN was one of the annotation tools that were developed with the maturation of digital media. It was designed to support the annotation of audio as
well as video recordings and to accommodate different fields of research. Some
tools specialized to accommodate a specific field of research, e.g. field linguistics, or a specific type of tasks, e.g. speech analysis but ELAN have always been
a multipurpose, multimodal annotation tool (Brugman & Russel, 2004).
One of the predecessor tools developed at the MPI-PL was Media Tagger.
This application was a MacOS-only application that stored its data in a proprietary, binary QuickTime type of file. This approach soon proved to be untenable.
By the time ELAN evolved from several components in a client-server corpus
system, both Java as a platform-independent programming language and XML
as a format for structured textual data were on the way to become standard solutions. These technologies were adopted for most of the MPI-PL tools and ELAN
is now available for Windows, MacOS X and Linux. EAF, the native file format
of ELAN, is based on an XML-Schema, all annotation data is Unicode text.
7.1.2 Handling of audio and video in ELAN
The handling of media files turned out to be the disadvantage of Java as programming language. The Java Media Framework (JMF), designed to provide a
multiplatform media solution, was never according to expectations. A high performance, “pure Java” media solution was still missing. Therefore, several platform specific ("native") components were developed, using different programming languages and building on various frameworks, to improve accuracy and
performance of media playback and to increase the number of supported file
formats. For Windows, components were developed based on Direct Show and
on the Microsoft Media Foundation. For Mac OS X, a player was developed
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based on the QTKit Framework (as an addition to the QuickTime for Java
player, which is provided by Apple). In the Linux version of ELAN, the media
files are still processed by JMF.
ELAN can display up to four video files that can either be integrated in the
main window or detached in a separate, resizable window. But it is possible to
associate more than four video files. Each can be hidden or shown through a selection menu. A rich set of media controls is available that allow to pass through
the media with different step sizes. The time-unit used by ELAN and EAF is
milliseconds. Segmentation with video frame precision is sufficient for video
annotation tasks without sound, the default procedure in NEUROGES.
7.1.3 Annotations and tiers, the basic building blocks
An annotation in its most elementary form is a textual label or tag associated
with a segment of the media, which is defined by a begin time and an end time.
Most annotation tasks start with identifying the segments and applying a value
to each one. Annotations are grouped on tiers, which are a kind of layers; a tier
acts as a container for annotations. Annotations on the same tier cannot overlap
and typically, annotations on the same tier refer to the same kind of events
(speech, gestures, posture etc.). The user can define and create as many tiers as
needed and the tiers can be grouped hierarchically. When a tier is part of a hierarchy, additional constraints apply to its annotations. In general, tier dependencies are used to add annotations to annotations. Whether or not to use tier dependencies depends entirely on the focus of the research and the taste of the
user. For any kind of tier, the user can fill in several attributes.
In the case of NEUROGES, the tiers are not part of hierarchies; instead, separate, independent tiers are created for all gesture categories to be coded. Two of
the tier attributes are used to create tier groups; the “participant” attribute that
specifies to which subject the annotations refer and the “annotator” attribute to
specify who created the annotations on a certain tier, i.e. the rater.
In the naming convention of the NEUROGES tiers, these attributes re-appear,
e.g. the tiers are named ”A_rh_unit_R1” and “A_rh_unit_R2” etc. The prefix,
i.e., “A” or “B”, refers to the participant, the suffix, i.e., “R1” or “R2”, to the
rater. With tiers for each hand separately and for both hands combined, this can
easily count up to dozens of tiers per transcription. In the visualization of the
data, the tiers can be hidden and they can be sorted in several ways. This level of
detail, expressed merely by the number of tiers, accommodates assessment of
interrater agreement per gesture type. This is considered as an important step in
validation of the system. With respect to this kind of calculations, experiences
with the NEUROGES system have led to new requirements for ELAN.
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7.2 Development over the years
ELAN found application in a variety of research areas being a generic multimedia annotation tool: sign language research, field linguistics, gesture studies,
multimodal interaction research, behavioural studies etc. The development has
largely been determined by the input and feedback of users from these communities. Long-term commitment is a must for continued use and acceptance by
these communities. One of the objectives of establishing a new department at
the MPI-PL in 2010, The Language Archive (tla.mpi.nl), was to ensure this
long-term availability. The digital archive and most of the software tools are
now maintained and further developed by this unit.
In about one decade the requirements of the users increased considerably.
These requirements have grown qualitatively, i.e. growing demands on usability/ease-of-use and transcription speed and quantitatively, i.e. an increase can be
observed in media file sizes, in the amount of the recordings and in the number
of annotation levels created.
7.2.1 Media recording, from low resolution to high definition
The media recording equipment nowadays supports much higher resolutions
(high definition) and has enormous storage capacity, leading to the production
of large quantities of data. Not only in lab/studio situations, but also in the field
it has become much easier to record for many hours and sometimes even with
more than one camera. The original files are often too big and too unpractical to
be used in ELAN directly, therefore often smaller files, of still high quality, are
extracted. The .mp4/H.264 format has emerged as the standard in many projects
and particularly on Windows this still presents problems. Only from Windows 7
on, support for mp4 is built-in in the Microsoft Media Foundation and a special
effort has been made to build a (Java based) media player on top of that framework. MacOS mp4 has been supported for a long time, but here also efforts will
be needed to further support it. A new 64-bits media framework, AVFoundation,
is available and ideally ELAN will have a player build on it in the future.
7.2.2 Working modes
In addition to the media file size, the number of layers of analysis added to the
primary data is increasing, resulting in transcription files containing, in some
cases, several dozens of tiers.
The introduction of task oriented working modes is an attempt to improve the
efficiency of common tasks. The traditional user interface, which is optimized
for precision rather than speed, is now referred to as "Annotation mode". Two
new modes each concentrate on one of two major steps in the common transcription process: segment and label. The Segmentation mode allows segmenting the media while it is playing. Annotations can be created on different tiers
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by one or two keystrokes identifying the start or end time of a segment
(=annotation). The alignment of annotations can easily be adjusted by mousedrag. The Transcription mode, on the other hand, does not allow changing the
alignment of annotations but instead focuses on input of text (labelling). The
annotations are presented in tabular form with the timeline going top-down. The
workflow is keyboard oriented. Type in text, hit the Enter key, the next segment
starts playing and the text can be entered immediately. The media synchronization mode has been available for many years already and has been updated to
also visualize the waveform of audio files, making synchronization of different
types of media (video, audio and time-series data) more convenient. Although it
is still most suitable to clip media files beforehand so that they are in sync, this
mode allows setting an offset per file in case they do not accord.
7.2.3 Multiple file functions
Although multiple documents can be opened simultaneously in ELAN, most actions perform on the one document in the active window. But a growing number
of functions are added that execute on multiple files selected by the user. These
functions reduce the time needed for a task so that it often would not be possible
to perform it when it had to be done on a file-by-file basis. Two categories of
operations can be distinguished: editing and non-editing. The latter do not
change the files in the domain (e.g. export functions), while the former do
change the files and can generally not be undone easily.
A first example of multiple file processing is the possibility to create multiple annotation files for a collection of media files in a single action. The user
can select a folder, maybe including sub-folders, containing media files, select a
template for the tier setup and generate eaf files for the recordings. Videos of
multiple camera recordings can be combined in a single transcription on the basis of a different prefix or suffix in the file name.
Then, there are several “export from multiple files” options. The most important one is the export as tab-delimited text. The result is an accumulated single
file export. This export has been improved by the option to create a separate
column for each tier (resulting in annotations with the same time boundaries appearing in the same row).
For corpora holding transcriptions containing several dozens of tiers, it can be
advantageous to be able to export a selection of the tiers of each file as new eaf
files. Depending on the targeted audience, different views on the transcriptions
can be represented by the choice of included tiers.
One example of a multiple file editing action is the find-and-replace in multiple files. All files can be changed by this action and therefore it is important that
the user keeps save copies. A replace can usually not simply be undone by a reverse find-and-replace. Once the files have been added to the domain, it is possible to specify a selection of tiers to work on, the search query and the replace
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value can be entered and the type of matching (regular expressions are supported) can be chosen.
A powerful search engine for structured search in local corpora is included in
the distribution as well. It allows for constructing and executing complex queries based on structural and temporal relations of annotations within and over
tiers. Annotation content can be disclosed, patterns detected and hypotheses
tested. The results can be exported to tab-delimited text for further processing in
spreadsheet and statistical analysis applications.
A number of tier based operations can be performed on a collection of files,
with the common options available when performing these operations in a single
file. The rationale behind these operations is discussed in the next section. Currently available are new annotations from overlaps of annotations on different
tiers, annotations by merging tiers and annotations by subtracting annotations on
different tiers.
7.2.4 Tier-based operations
Creation and manipulation of annotations and tiers is a tedious, time consuming
task. Therefore, functions have been added to speed up the transcription process
and to reduce the number of mouse clicks and keystrokes to get to a certain result. Some of the tier oriented functions involve two tiers or more and apply a
certain logic to the annotations on those tiers.
One of the tier functions allows creating annotations based on the gaps between annotations on one or more selected tiers. The gaps can represent intervals of silence, when the tier contains speech annotations, or a rest phase in the
case of a gesture tier. By creating the new annotations on a different tier than the
original tier, the transcription is conveniently and efficiently enriched with a silence or rest positions tier. The hierarchical nature of tier structures can be
turned to advantage by the options to automatically create child annotations on
depending tiers, either per parent annotation when it is created, or for all annotations of selected tiers in one go.
The triple consisting of the functions to create annotations based on the overlaps of annotations of two tiers, to merge annotations of two tiers onto a third
tier and to create annotations by subtracting the annotations of one tier from
those of another, together represent the logical AND, OR and XOR (exclusive
or) operations applied to time segments. Although, e.g. overlaps can be found
and extracted by the search facilities, there can be good reasons to use the overlap function to (permanently) create a new tier. The new tier itself can hold and
represent meaningful units and it can in turn become a source tier for following
tier operations.
A combination of the overlap and merge routines is applied in the nonstandardized “compare annotators” feature. Implementations of more commonly
accepted interrater agreement algorithms are expected to be added in the future.
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8. NEUROGES in Combination with the Annotation Tool ELAN
H. Lausberg & Han Slöetjes
The combination of the NEUROGES coding system and the annotation tool
ELAN results in an effective tool for empirical research on movement behaviour. It is evident that in numerous aspects ELAN provides the perfect technical
basis for applying the NEUROGES coding system. Therefore, since 2006,
NEUROGES has been combined with ELAN (Lausberg & Slöetjes, 2009).
Over the years, the developments of the NEUROGES coding system and the
annotation tool ELAN have substantially influenced each other. The experiences
with the NEUROGES system provided useful information and insights for the
refinement of ELAN. Wishes of the NEUROGES researchers such as functions
for assessing interrater agreement or for creating overlaps of units of different
tiers have inspired the development of ELAN, resulting in new or improved tool
functionality such as the determination of interrater agreement, the creation of
overlaps of units of different tiers, and the fully integrated calculation of contingency tables. On the other hand, new functions in ELAN such as merging units
of different tiers and concatenating values have substantially coined and further
facilitated the NEUROGES coding procedure.
For the application of NEUROGES with ELAN the NEUROGES coding algorithms have been translated into a NEUROGES-ELAN template, which is basically an electronic coding sheet. Thus, NEUROGES is available as ready-to-use
ELAN template file. Table 1 shows how the categories of the Modules I - III are
represented as tiers in the NEUROGES-ELAN template.
Table 1 Tiers of the NEUROGES-ELAN template

Module

Step

Tier

Module I

Step 1

rh_Activation_R0
lh_Activation_R0

Step 2

rh_Structure_R0
lh_Structure_R0

Step 3

rh_Focus_R0
lh_Focus_R0
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Module II

Module III

Step 1

bh_Contact_R0

Step 2

bh_Formal Relation_R0

Step 1

bh_Function_R0
rh_Function_R0
lh_Function_R0

Step 2

bh_Type_R0
rh_Type_R0
lh_Type_R0

References
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9. Step by Step Instruction in NEUROGES Coding with
ELAN
Han Slöetjes

9.1 Download and install ELAN
Download ELAN at http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/download/. Select the
variant that corresponds to your operating system and save the installer on your
computer. Run the installer and then launch ELAN.

9.2 Create a new annotation document
In the File menu, select New...
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In the file browser, navigate to the folder containing the media file(s) and select
one or more media files. Click the “copy to right” button (“>>“) or double-click
the media file. The right panel lists the selected file(s) for the new document.

Then select the Template button and browse to the folder containing the NEUROGES template. Select the template and click the “copy to right“ button
(“>>“) or just double click it. With the template file and a video file in the right
area of the window, confirm by clicking OK.
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A new document is created with the media player and the tiers as defined in the
template*.

In the File menu select Save... or Save As... and save the new document as an
ELAN Annotation File (.eaf).
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9.3 Organize the tiers
Click the right mouse button in the area of the tier labels and select the option
Show/Hide More... in the context menu. In the window that appears click the
Hide All button and then check the tiers that you want to be visible. If you are
the first annotator hide all the tiers ending with “_R2“. Confirm by clicking OK.
Alternatively in the Visible Tiers menu select the Show Annotator(s) submenu
and select “R1“, hiding all tiers not belonging to R1.

Change the order of the tiers using drag-and-drop on the tier name labels. The
“active“ tier has a red, underlined label and a light red background color. A tier
can be made the “active“ tier by double-clicking the name label.
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9.4 Create annotations
Start with “A_rh_unit“ as the active tier. The play/pause and forward/backward
buttons of the video player can be used to inspect the video and identify movement units, in this case of the right hand.
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By dragging the mouse with the left button down a segment of the video can be
selected (marked light blue). Dragging can be performed left-to-right or right-toleft, the video image is updated while dragging.
A selection can also be made by activating the Selection Mode and using the
player’s forward and backward buttons (or just the play/pause button) to select a
segment of the video. This method is especially useful for long segments, segments longer than the width of the view.
An annotation can now be created on the active tier by a keyboard shortcut
(Alt+N) or by right-clicking on a tier inside the selected interval and choosing
New Annotation Here from the context menu.
It is also possible to create an annotation by double-clicking within the intersection of the selection and a tier.
Alternatively, an annotation can be created by first moving the crosshair to the
begin time, marking it with the key combination Shift+Enter and then moving
the crosshair to the end and marking that again with Shift+Enter.
When a new annotation is created on this tier a list of values pops up. Select
“unit“ as the annotation value.
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9.5 Change annotations
It may be necessary at some point to change the alignment and/or duration of an
existing annotation. There are several ways to achieve this.
Activate the annotation (annotation in dark blue).
With the Alt key down drag the annotation to the left or to the right (annotation
in green)To only change the begin or end time of the annotation, click close to the
boundary while holding down the Alt key and drag the boundary to a new location.
It is also possible to change the alignment by activating the annotation, changing
the selection (e.g. by holding down the Shift key and clicking at the new begin
or
end
boundary)
and
then updating
the
annotation
with
Control+Enter.

The contents or value of an annotation can be changed by double clicking it and
selecting a new value from the drop down list or by entering the new value in
the text edit box.
An annotation can be deleted by activating it and selecting the option Delete
Annotation from the right mouse button context menu.
An annotation can be copied to the clipboard and pasted on the same or on an
other tier. Once activated select Copy Annotation from the Annotation menu or
from the context menu. Activate any other tier and select Paste Annotation to
paste the annotation to the other tier while retaining the time information. It is
possible to paste the annotation somewhere else by selecting Paste Annotation
Here from the context menu after right-clicking a tier at the desired location.
An annotation can be duplicated onto another tier by making that other tier active and selecting Duplicate Annotation from the Annotation menu.
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9.6 Tier-based operations
9.6.1 Copy a tier
While creating annotations on the different tiers according to the modules of the
NEUROGES coding system, a few tier-based actions can be helpful. First of all,
there is the option to create a copy of an entire tier, including the annotations. If
you have several tiers with mostly the same segmentation, you can create a copy
of the first tier and change the annotation values on the copy of the tier. To copy
a tier, do as follows:
1. In the Tier menu select Copy Tier...
2. In the first screen of the window select the tier, in the second screen select No
Parent and in the third screen the type as required for the copy, the destination
tier. Click Finish to create the copy.
3. Change the name of the new tier (which has the name of the original and the
suffix “-cp“) via Change Tier Attributes... in the Tier menu. Select the copied
tier in the table, enter a new tier name and click Change
The function Remove Annotation or Annotation Value from the Tier menu can
be used to remove those annotation values that do not conform to the coding
scheme of the new tier.
9.6.2 Annotations from overlaps
It is possible to create annotations based on the overlaps of the annotations of
two tiers. This option can be used as a step in comparing annotations created by
different raters or to detect the amount and duration of co-occurring events that
have been coded on different tiers. Do as follows:
1. in the Tier menu select Create Annotations from Overlaps...
2. in the first step of the window select two tiers, in the second step enter a name
for the new tier, select a type and customize some options concerning the contents of the annotations. Click Finish
3. the new tier with the overlapping segments is created
In case this function is applied to two equivalent tiers of which one is coding the
left hand and the other the right hand, concatenating the values of the two overlapping annotations automatically codes the bimanual units.
9.6.3 Merge tiers
This is the counterpart of the Annotations from Overlaps function. Based on the
total extent of overlapping annotations of two tiers, annotations are created on a
new tier. Merge Tiers... is accessible via the Tier menu. The same options are
available as for Annotations from Overlap, like concatenating the values of the
annotations.
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9.6.4 Compare annotators
Algorithms to calculate kappa values for interrater agreement, as described in
other chapters, have not been implemented in ELAN yet. But there is a function
to compare the annotations of two annotators expressed as the quotient of the
overlap of two annotations and the total time span of these annotations. The
value is a number between 0 and 1; closer to 1 is better. This is a non standard
way of assessing agreement. Compare Annotators is accessible in the Tier
menu.
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9.7 Annotation statistics
Some basic statistical information on the annotations in a file can be obtained
via Annotation Statistics in the View menu. There are tabs for several categories
(annotation, tier, type, participant, annotator), each one showing a table with an
overview of the number of occurrences of (i) either individual annotation values
(ii) or all annotations taken together and their minimal, maximal, average and
median durations. Each tab can be saved as tab-delimited text.

9.8 Merge transcriptions
If two raters (R1 and R2) have been annotating in separate files, these files can
be merged into one file by selecting Merge Transcriptions in the File menu. The
window allows the user to select two transcription files (.eaf) and to specify a
third file, which will contain the result of the merge operation. Additionally it is
possible to select which tiers from the second source should be added to those in
the first file (by default all will be added). With the tiers of both raters now in
one file it is easier to compare the results.
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9.9 Export annotations
Annotations can be exported to tab delimited text files (amongst other types of
files). This type of data can be opened or imported in spreadsheet applications
(like Excel). In the Export As... submenu of the File menu one of the options is
Tab-delimited Text. The configuration window allows selection of the tiers to
export and customizing of the way the contents of the annotations is stored in
the text file.

* The screenshots are based on a previous version of the NEUROGES coding system; some
of the codes are no longer in use.
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IV. Obtaining Data on Movement Behaviour
10. Study Designs in Movement Behaviour Research
H. Lausberg

10.1 Different types of study designs across scientific disciplines
Across scientific disciplines, different study designs are applied to obtain data
on movement behaviour. In this section, three main approaches are presented
and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed.
10.1.1 Movement behaviour that is spontaneously displayed in natural settings
This type of study design takes advantage of the fact that human beings tend to
move spontaneously when they think, feel, act, or interact. The context is natural, e.g. dinner with friends, doctor - patient interaction, university lecture, etc.
Neither directives to move nor to perform particular types of body movements
are given.
The person whose movement behaviour is studied is not informed about the
fact that her/his movement behaviour is subject of investigation. Of course, the
person has to be informed about the video registration and (s)he has to give
her/his consent. However, the information about research goals should be kept
general. It should not be emphasized that the person's movement behaviour is
investigated, since this information typically resuls in an inhibition of the spontaneous flow of body movements. In that case, the person might start to control
his/her movement behaviour and thus, change from an implicit spontaneous display of movements to an explicit controlled one.
This methodological approach is often taken in anthropology, nonverbal
communication, dance movement therapy, parent-child interaction, doctorpatient interaction, etc.
In this approach, the individual movement repertoire, as it naturally occurs, is
observed. Thus, the strength of in this approach is that individual patterns can be
investigated particularly well. Furthermore, the implicit movement behaviour,
which is displayed beyond the mover's awarenss, is registered. As discussed in
Subsection 2.2, implicit movement behaviour is of specific research interest as it
enables to examine implicit cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes.
A further advantage of this design type is that no directives to perform particular movement values are needed. Therefore, the design can be applied with
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small children and with patients whose ability to concentrate may be limited. In
general, for all groups of participants, the effectiveness of this design type does
not depend on the individual's motivation, a factor that is, however, crucial in
the other two designs types described below.
In addition, the assessment of movement behaviour in natural settings exactly
has direct pratical implications, since the setting of investigation matches the
setting of later application of the achieved knowledge. As an example, the findings on movement behaviour of those teachers who are highly effective in the
class room can be used directly to improve the teachers' competence in that
situation. Or, the results on the movement behaviour of an effective doctorpatient interaction can be applied to improve the interaction in less effective
doctor-patient dyads.
A disadvantage of this approach is that it is difficult to examine research questions that focus on specific movement values such as exploring in which context
emphasis gestures are displayed. As individuals vary in their movement repertoire often a large sample has to be investigated to gain enough data on a certain
movement value to answer the research question. In the given example of a
study on emphasis gestures it would need to be considered that some individuals
hardly display emphasis gestures.
In general, care should be taken that even in a natural context the settings
should be as optimal and as stable as possible to make it possible to conduct inter-individual and group comparisons. As an example, in psychotherapy sessions
the patients should always sit in the same distance and orientation to the therapist. However, such a modification of the setting should not interfer with the
naturality of the setting, particularly in therapy settings. For instance, it is wellknown that some patients wish to sit closer or in a more frontal orientation to the
therapist than other patients. Here, for ethical reasons, the therapy has priority to
the research study.
10.1.2 Indirect elicitation of movement behaviour by using stimuli other
than movement instructions
This design type uses stimuli to elicit movement behaviour. The term stimulus is
used here in the broadest sense. Stimuli can be pictures, movies, questions, topics, improvisation tasks, music, objects, etc. The exception is any kind of instruction that demands a certain movement form (see 10.1.3). Thus, no directives to perform particular types of body movements are given. For the same
reason as outlined above, the participant is not informed about the fact that
her/his movement behaviour is subject of investigation, or at least, (s)he is not
informed about what aspects of her/his movement behaviour are of interest.
The stimuli are administered in a semi-standardized setting with regard to the
investigator and the space. Depending on the stimuli, the investigator may be
more or less actively involved in the experiment. The participant may be asked
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to narrate the stimulus - quasi as a monologue - or there may be a semistructured interaction between the investigator and the participant.
This design type is used in dance movement therapy, psycholinguistics, deception studies, psychology, psychosomatic and psychiatric research, etc.
The strength of this design type is that on one hand the situation is experimental
and on the other hand, the observed movement behaviour is relatively natural.
Thus, the setting can be designed according to the research question, e.g. to
compare different groups or to examine specific movement values. Furthermore,
confounding variables can be controlled. At the same time this design type enables to investigate spontaneous implicit behaviour and to observe individual
variations. Obviously, with decreasing levels of task structuring inter-individual
and group comparisons becomes more difficult and individual patterns manifest
more clearly, and vice versa for increasing level of task structuring.
A limitation of this design type is that the participant's behaviour depends on
her/his motiviation. This is relevant, for example, for the examination of patients
with mental illness, who may differ in their verbal and nonverbal engagement in
a narration task from the healthy participants only because of motivation deficits, caused by the illness itself, the hospitalization, etc.
Finally, it has to be considered that the participants' movement behaviour is
clearly influenced by the stimulus. This aspect shall be discussed in more detail
below, since often, when applying this study design type, researchers have neglected the influence of the stimulus on the movement behaviour and consequently, they have claimed that their findings are generally valid.
Gesture studies using different stimuli and different settings have reported hand
preferences for co-speech gestures. A right-hand preference for co-speech gestures was found when gestures were examined during narrations of stories or
during monologues on non-personal topics (Kimura, 1973 a, b; Stephens, 1983;
Lavergne & Kimura, 1987). In contrast, an equally frequent use of the right and
left hands was reported when co-speech gestures were investigated during free
or semi-structured interviews on personal topics conducted by trained interviewers (Blonder et al., 1995; Ulrich, 1980; Lausberg et al., 2007). Few studies have
directly investigated the influence of the stimulus on the hand preferences in the
same individuals. In a study by Souza-Poza et al. (1979) participants used the
right and left hands equally frequent during interviews with person-oriented topics, but they showed a significant right hand preference during nonpersonoriented topics. Likewise, the split-brain patient N.G. showed a right hand preference when co-speech gestures were investigated during narrations of the animated stimuli ‘Tweedy and Sylvester’ (McNeill, 1992; McNeill & Pedelty,
1995), while she displayed a reliable left-hand preference during the interviews
(Lausberg et al., 2007). However, with the exception of the study by Souza-Poza
et al. (1979), in the above mentionned studies the influences of the setting
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(monologue versus dialogue) versus the topic (personal versus unpersonal) cannot be disentangled, since monologues were always combined with unpersonal
topics and dyadic interactions always with personal topics.
These findings of topic- and setting-related changes in hand preferences for co-speech gestures are likely to reflect that the different topics/settings elicit different gesture types. As
demonstrated in Subsection 2.5, there are different hand preferences for different gesture
types. A significant right hand preference has been reported for physiographics / iconics.
Since, narrations are primarily accompanied by iconic gestures (Stephens, 1983), accordingly,
studies examining narrations and monologues with unpersonal topics report a right hand preference for gestures (McNeill, 1992; McNeill & Pedelty, 1995; Lausberg, Davis, & Rothenhäusler, 2000; Stephens, 1983; Souza-Poza et al., 1979; Blonder et al., 1995). It follows that
if, atypically, narrations are not accompanied by many physiographics / iconics, no right hand
preference should be found. This was indeed reported for the split-brain patient L.B. whose
predominant gesture type during narrations was beats. In split-brain patients beats / batons are
only performed with the left hand and accordingly, this patient showed a left hand preference
for co-speech gestures during the narration of Tweety & Sylvester (McNeill, 1992). Furthermore, the left hand preference for co-speech gestures during personal interviews might be
secondary to the more frequent use of batons and emotion/attitude movements, which are
accompanied by a facial emotional expression. Infact, for these types there is a left-hand preference (McNeill, 1992; McNeill & Pedelty, 1995; Lausberg et al., 2000; Stephens, 1983;
Souza-Poza et al., 1979; Moscovitch & Olds, 1982; Blonder et al., 1995).

The example illustrates that a researcher should be cautious making general inferences based on results from experiments with specific settings and stimuli.
The researcher's neglect of the context dependency of her/his findings may even
lead to (falsely) controverse discussion with other reseachers. Because of the
relevance of this topic, Chapters 11 and 17 further address the issue of the influence of the experimental setting and the stimulus on the choice of movement
values.
10.1.3 Movement tasks - direct instructions to perform specific body
movements
This design type uses directives to induce the performance of specific body
movements. The instruction can be given verbally, by movement demonstration,
or by tools. As examples, the investigator asks the participant to raise the right
arm, (s)he shows a movement and the participant imitates it, or (s)he presents a
tool and the participants demonstrates how to use it.
As the participant executes body movements on demand, most of his/her
movements are displayed explicitly. Only during transition phases, e.g. in
pauses between two tasks, implicit movement behaviour can be observed. Obviously, the participant is aware of that her/his body movements are subject to investigation.
This design type is often applied in clinical settings, such as in neurology,
dance movement therapy, body-oriented therapies, psychomotor research, etc.
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In neurology, - apart from the standard neurological examination that shall
not be discussed here - specific movement tasks are administered to screen for
apraxia (see 3.5.2). The tests typically examine transitive and intransitive gestures and actions. They often combine the executions on verbal command, on
imitation, on visual presentation of tools, and with tool in hand (e.g. Goldenberg, 1993; Dovern et al., 2011).
In dance movement therapy, Espenak (1985), Schoop (1981), and Lausberg
(1994) have developed comprehensive tests for movement behaviour diagnosics.
These tests include movement tasks such as stamping, turning, falling to the
ground, spinning, that are characterized by the fact that individuals and diagnostic groups perform them distinctly differently. The diagnostic specificity of these
tasks is related to the fact that they elicit certain emotional states. As examples,
stamping is often associated with experience of aggression. The experience of
this feeling can be avoided by holding back strength during stamping. The contraction/expansion task (Schoop, 1974; Laban, 1988; Bernstein, 1991) reveals
whether a person prefers to contract or expand. These movements are typically
associated with the experience of opening and closing also on a psychological
level. Spinning can lead to an ecstatic state (Akstein, 1981). If the individual
allows this to happen, then their spinning movement is accelerated initially, the
orientation space, e.g. by fixating a point, is given up, and the movement flow is
free. In all these tasks, psychosomatic patients differ significantly from healthy
controls (Lausberg et al., 1996). In most body-orientated therapies with or without psychotherapeutic approach, movement tasks are used for a precise body and
movement behaviour diagnosis.
Psychomotor tests are used for a highly objective registration of movement
behaviour. Standardized motor tests are administered to test specific psychomotor competences. This experimental psychological approach has a long-standing
tradition. As early as 1931, the Russian neurologist Oseretzky developed a motor test battery with various tasks to examine static and dynamic coordination,
motor activity, motor reaction, and motor adaptation. Later, further tests were
developed, such as the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery (Golden et
al., 1978) or the modified Lincoln-Oseretzky-Development Scale (Günther,
1980). Normative performance scores are provided for these tests. Based on this
normative data, the development of children can be assessed as well as alterations of movement behaviour associated with mental illness and brain damage.
The strength of this study design type is that the movement tasks enable to directly evaluate certain movement abilities. The participant's performance can be
assessed according to a more or less documented performance standard. This
can be based on the therapist's experience or on normative data such as provided
for psychomotor tests.
A limitation of this approach is that the observable movement behaviour is reduced to those body movements that are asked for in the task. The individual's
movement repertoire cannot be observed. Especially in psychomotor tests,
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movement behaviour is assessed primarily by quantitative parameters in terms
of deficient versus non deficient.
Furthermore, the repeated testing with the same movement tasks, especially
with psychomotor tasks, entails learning processes. The effect of learning has to
be considered, for example, in pre- and post-therapy assessments. The "true"
improvement in movement behaviour, e.g. as a reflection of an improvement of
the patient's depressive state, may be confounded by learning effects.
Finally, the participant’s performance crucially depends on his /her motivation.

10.2 Recommendations for study designs
In the first line, the research question determines what kind of study design is
chosen. However, since the different types of study designs - as outlined above all have their advantages and disadvantages, it is useful to combine different approaches. A broad methodological spectrum is particularly useful in basic research on movement behaviour that aims to explore specific movement values.
The combination of different approaches enables, for example, to examine and
compare the explicit versus implicit production of a movement value. While
movement instruction results in the explicit generation of body movements, a
great proportion of the spontaneous movement behaviour is displayed implicitly
(see Subsection 2.2). With regard to neuropsychological research questions,
tasks with defined movements instructions mainly challenge left hemispheric
competences, whereas the examination of spontaneous movement behaviour is
an important methodological approach to gain insight into motor competences
of the right hemisphere. The advantage of combining methods shall be further
illustrated by two examples from our own research.
To examine the research question if pantomime gestures with an imaginary
tool in hand are primarily generated in the right or the left hemispheres, two
main methods were combined in a study on split-brain patients (Lausberg et al.,
2003a; Lausberg et al., 2007): (i) the spontaneous display of pantomime gestures
during interviews, and (ii) the demonstration of pantomime gestures on command. In the first condition, it was striking that the split-brain patients spontaneously only used the right hand for pantomimes. However, the interpretation regarding hemispheric specialization was ambiguous since it could not be ruled
out that in the given situations the patients had actually only referred to actions
that they would actually use their right hand for, such as tooth brushing. The
second condition, however, revealed that the split-brain patients had a selective
left hand apraxia for pantomime with an imaginary tool in hand. It turned out
that they were really unable to execute this subtype of pantomime with the left
hand. Thus, the structured experiment with movement instructions helped to interpret the findings of the experiment on spontaneous behaviour.
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On the other hand, in spontaneous movement behaviour, phenomena can be
observed that may be not manifested in structured experiments with instructions
on how to move. In a study on gesture and spatial cognition in split-brain patients (Lausberg et al., 2003b), the pattern of the spontaneous use of gesture
space during gestural demonstration of animations with moving objects revealed
a spatial neglect in the split-brain patients' right hand gestures. The neglect,
however, did not manifest in standard neuropsychological tasks for spatial attenttion such as choosing options in the left space of Raven’s Progressive Matrices by motor response (Zaidel et al., 1981), or touching the left hemibody with
the right hand. In these neuropsychological examinations the manifestation of
the implicit neglect of the left hemi-space was overridden by the explicit demand to pay attention to the left hemi-space in the motor response (Plourde &
Sperry, 1984; Zaidel, 1979; Zaidel et al., 1981).
To summarize, if the research question aims at exploring the validity of specific movement values it is recommended to combine different methods as such
as combination clearly broadens the insight. It is the premise to make more general statements about a movement value that are independent from the experimental setting.
Regarding the study sample, the following criteria, which all influence movement behaviour, should be considered for the inclusion of participants:
(i) handedness: If the laterality of limb movements is subject to investigation
(see Subsection 2.5), the handedness of a participants has to be registered.
Handedness influences the spontaneous laterality preferences (e.g. Kimura, 1973
a, b). Appropriate handedness measurements are, for example, the Oldfield Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), and the Montreal Handedness Questionnaire (Crovitz
& Zener, 1962).
(ii) gender / sex: The gender and sex, respectively, have an impact on movement behaviour (Frances, 1979; Saucier & Elias, 2001). In the Alexithymia
study (Subsection 5.2.3), alexithymic males and females even displayed opposite tendencies in some movement values. While alexithymic males increased
the frequency of phasic in space units during the LEAS interview as compared
to the HAWIE interview, females showed a clear decrease of this movement
value.
(iii) mental illness, brain disease, or brain damage: Mental illness, brain disease, and brain damage all result in specific alterations of movement behaviour
(see Chapters 2 and 3).
(iv) physical illness: For physical illness it has to be checked in each individual case if it has an impact on the patient's movement behaviour.
(v) medication: For medication it has to be checked if the given preparation
has side effects on the movement behaviour (see 3.5.1).
Furthermore, there is some evidence that the investigator influences the participant's movement behaviour. Cold interviewers as compared to warm, empathetic
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ones lead to an increase of the participant's continuous direct body-focused activity (Freedman et al., 1972). Furthermore, the sex of the interviewer effects the
participant's nonverbal behaviour (LaFrance et al., 2003). Since, thus far, there
is only little empirical knowledge on the specific effects of different investigator
variables on movement behaviour, it is recommended to reduce as much as possible the number of investigators in a study. This applies in particular to all experimental settings that imply an intensive interaction of the investigator and the
participant. Future research should aim at clarifying the effect that the gender,
personality, etc. of the investigator have on the participant's movement behaviour.
Regarding the spatial setting and the video registration, the following arrangements are recommended:
(i) standardized distance and orientation of investigator’s and test subject’s
chairs; an angle of 120 ° is reported by most participants to be the most comfortable orientation vis-à-vis the investigator.
(ii) firm chair with armrests, i.e., no swivel chairs with wheels; if a table is
necessary, this should not impair the vision on the participant and on the investigator.
(iii) optimal and standardized lighting; before the beginning of the study and
of each video registration the light conditions for the video should be checked.
(iv) standardized background, optimally in monochrome high-contrast colors
such as blue.
(v) high camera resolution, which is a prerequisite to detect fine body movements in the video data.
(vi) video recording of the participant's full body size in frontal view; it is
recommended to additionally register the investigator, even if the investigator's
behaviour is not primarily subject of investigation (see Figure 4 in Chapter 17).
This enables to later clarify if certain movements of the participant are mere reactions to the investigator's movements. Furthermore, it opens the chance to
later investigate the interaction of the investigator and the participant.
(vii) for studies on interaction, three cameras are recommended: one symmetrically on the dyad with each interactive partner in full body size, and the other
two each on one partner registrating her/him in full body size in frontal view.
Occasionally, split-screens have been used for playing the video registrations of
dyads. However, the split-screen renders it difficult to unequivocally assess the
direction of movements vis-à-vis the partner, e.g. it is difficult to judge if partner
A directly points at partner B or more aside. Thus, the quality of the intra-dyadic
relation may be hard to assess in split-screen play.
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11. Speakers Adapt their Hand Movement Behavior to the
Content of Visual Stimuli
Harald Skomroch, Katharina Hogrefe, Robert Rein
Setting and stimulus of an experiment influence the hand preferences for cospeech gestures (see Chapter 10). A comparison of the hand movement behavior
in 20 healthy subjects during Mr. Bean and Tweety and Sylvester (T & S) narrations suggests that also the choice of gesture types (Function values) is influenced by the stimulus. Participants displayed different hand movement patterns
concerning pantomime and presentation gestures and hand choice during the
respective interviews. Whereas participants chose an egocentric perspective for
co-speech gestures more frequently when narrating clips of Mr. Bean, they performed more non-egocentric (mento-heliocentric) gestures (motion presentation)
when describing events of clips. Additionally, in bimanual hand movements
they displayed left hand dominance more often during cartoon narrations. These
findings highlight the impact of the stimuli selection and suggest that participants adapt their gestural behavior to content they want to communicate.

11.1 Introduction
Chapter 10 proposes that the experimental setting (structured vs. unstructured)
affects the hand movement (see also Bock, 2013). Further, alterations in task
design can predetermine the scientific interpretation of the data as well as the
likelihood of a specific behaviors’ occurrence. Chapter 17 contrasts hand
movement behavior analyzed according to NEUROGES Module I in description
of everyday activities and in semi-structured interviews and found different patterns in the distribution of StructureFocus values in the respective settings. This
finding is in line with previous studies, where the experimental setting or content was tested.
Accordingly, hand movement behavior differs when participants are engaged
in cognitive tasks compared to when asked to elaborate about hypothetical emotional states or when asked to describe everyday activities (Chapter 16). Bavelas
et al. (2007) could demonstrate in an experimental setting that gestural behavior
is less affected by visibility of an interactional partner than by the degree of interaction in a speaking act. Participants performed significantly less gestures
when their verbal description was taped as a monologue compared to when they
were talking to a present interlocutor or to a person on the phone. Still, like in
Alibali et al. (2001), gestural behavior during face-to-face interactions differed
in some aspects compared to interactions where conversational partners cannot
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see each other. Representational gestures appear to decrease to a greater extent
in non-visibility conditions than in beat gestures emphasizing prosody.
Hand movement behavior can also be affected by the presence/absence of
speech. Although the general motor arousal seems unaffected when comparing
participants’ hand movements during silent and speech conditions, they display
more pantomime gestures during the silent trials (Helmich & Lausberg, 2013).
Additionally, in silent narrations participants produce a higher variety of spatial
and kinetic aspects in their hand movements (Hogrefe et al., 2011). Further,
when participants are restricted to speak when presenting spatial content they
perform more bimanual gestures (simultaneous use of left and right hand) with
an observer viewpoint and more unimanual gestures when they are allowed to
speak (Lausberg & Kita, 2003). Lausberg and Kita (2003) were able to demonstrate that participants are accurate in their gestural representation of an object
according to its spatial appearance on the screen and chose the hand accordingly. Note that this accuracy can decrease in interactional contexts depending
on the spatial position and number of addresses (Özyürek, 2000). Also, deliberately controlled linguistic stimuli may alter accompanied hand movement patterns as metaphorical stimuli elicit a weaker right hand preference compared to
abstract and concrete stimuli. Concrete stimuli referring to actions performed
bimanually triggered a preference for bimanual gestures (Kita et al., 2007).
Chapter 10 provides a more thorough overview for hand preference according to
different stimuli and topics in narrations or interactions. This overview suggests
that a right hand preference for iconic gestures in non-personal narrations shifts
to equal usage of right and left hand when personal topics are elaborated or
when spatial cognition is involved in the tasks and reflect stronger right hemisphere processing.
Small changes in the stimuli of various tasks can alter hand movement behavior accompanying speech. There is evidence that not only the presence of a specific object affects gestural behavior during its description but also the specific
aspects of the object (Morella & Krauss, 2004). Objects that were considered to
be hard to remember, difficult to describe, or lacking a clear verbal-codability
elicited a higher gesture rate during descriptions. When describing everyday activities participants’ gesture rates differs between activities independent of frequency of the activities occurrence suggesting that some activities are more
likely (e.g. making coffee, changing batteries) to elicit gesture production than
others (e.g. going by bus, ordering pizza) (see Chapter 17).
In line with these findings, Hostetter and Alibali (2008) propose a model of
gesture production, which explicitly takes into consideration that gesture production is influenced by spatial imagery next to linguistic factors. More specifically, they distinguish between visual and motor imagery. Through visual imagery a person imagines an object, action, or sequence of actions as if watching
it from an outside perspective whereas in motor imagery a person imagines to be
a person or an object performing a specific action. Sirigu and Duhamel (2001)
were able to demonstrate that participants choose different strategies concerning
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motor and visual imagery when confronted with a mental rotation task in a first
person or third person perspective. Their results suggest that abnormal positions
of the hands during this task restrain motor imagery and simultaneously enhance
visual imagery. Further, this dissociation between motor and visual imagery
abilities was reflected patients with neurological lesions. The model proposed by
Hostetter & Alibali (2008) predicts, that if a gesture is produced in relation to
visual imagery, the perspective of this gesture should be in line with the image.
A person whose gesture is based on visual imagery takes an “observer point of
view” for the gesture and a person whose gesture is based on a motor imagery
takes a “character point of view”. Note, that the terminology is taken from
McNeill’s (1992) investigations of persons narrating cartoon clips of Tweety
and Sylvester. “Character point of view” gestures refer to movements where a
speaker gestures as if being one of the characters and “observer point of view”
refers to the speaker’s perspective as an observer of the clip and gestures.
These terminologies can be translated to NEUROGES-Elan Function values
of Module III. Although pantomime, egocentric deictic and egocentric direction
do not explicitly presuppose a “character point of view”, it is essential for these
values that the person takes an egocentric perspective, i.e., it is constitutional
that the person performs the movement from an egocentric perspective without
making assumption about whether the persons incorporates the view of an alien
character. Similarly, for the presentation values form presentation, spatial relation presentation, and motion presentation a non-egocentric (mentoheliocentric) perspective is constitutional, which relates to an “observer point of
view”. The gesturer projects the objects or actions s/he refers to into an imaginary space independent from her/his own person (see 5.1.4).
A common stimulus for eliciting gestures in narration tasks is cartoon clips of
Tweety and Sylvester. Sequences of this series have been used extensively by
various groups in gesture research in order to elicit gestural behavior (Cocks et
al., 2011; Mol et al., 2009; Casey & Emmorey, 2008; Stam, 2006; Özürek,
2000). This has the advantage that results from different studies can be compared more easily. In order to elicit a broad range of gesture types, a recent
study used T & S cartoons as well as Mr. Bean clips as stimuli (Hogrefe et al.,
2012). Both types of stimuli are comedy series, which depict a simple plot with
unambiguous characters and do not rely on verbal information.
Nevertheless, the T & S clips and Mr. Bean clips differ in some important aspects. Humans enact the characters in Mr. Bean clips whereas T & S clips are
animated. Also, the amount of spatial information of the clips differs as in T & S
characters change the scenery quite often whereas the plot of Mr. Bean clips
takes place at a single location. Mr. Bean does not show much locomotion in
space but rather acts in a static position. Close-ups and midrange shots rather
emphasize Mr. Bean’s actions on a second character and the way he performs
them. The other character remains passive except for close-ups of his facial expressions. The characters in T & S display manual actions in static positions as
well. But additionally, they move in different manners (running, jumping etc.)
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between sceneries and often they are depicted simultaneously or subsequently
when moving.
These differences potentially affect whether visual or motor imageries are
triggered when recalling the clip. Further, the complexity of the actions can determine whether the visual information can be explained from an egocentric perspective at one point of time. Whereas in Mr. Bean spatial information is minor
for the actions, in T & S the (spatial) relationship between characters is more
important as it is changing and characters are also moving to and from each
other as well as between sceneries. Consequently, if we assume that these clips
induce different kind of imagery (visual vs. motor) in the observer, this is reflected in their hand movement behavior when re-narrating the clips. Hence, in
this study, we compare hand movement behavior that was elicited with Mr.
Bean clips to hand movement behavior that was produced while renarrating T &
S cartoons.

11.2 Methods
11.2.1 Participants
The hand movement behavior of 20 (ten female, ten male) participants was analyzed. Participants’ mean age was M = 53 (SD = 11) and all were tested on
handedness according to the modified Oldfield Inventory (Salmaso & Longoni,
1985) that revealed a mean score for handedness M = 95.6 (SD= 9.56) ranging
from 66 to 100. All persons were unaware of the purpose of the study and did
not know that gesture was object of analyses.
11.2.2 Stimuli
Mr. Bean and the guardsman
The sequence of Mr. Bean and the guardsmen was subdivided into four short
clips. The interviews, which were analyzed for this investigation, were based on
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th clip of this sequence. The clips had a mean (M) length of 86
sec (SD = 7.8 sec.) ranging between 69 and 90 sec.
Tweety and Sylvester
Clips of two sequences were used as stimuli for this study: “park” and “boot”.
Both sequences were subdivided into three clips. For this investigation the three
“boot” clips and the third “park” clip were used. These clips had a mean length
of 54 sec (SD = 21.2 sec.) ranging from 30 to 81 sec.
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11.2.3 Procedure and materials
The video clips were presented to the participants who were asked to re-narrate
the content of the clip after watching each clip. Then the next clip was presented
to the participants. No specific instructions regarding use of gestures were given
to the participants. Thus, only spontaneous gesturing was analyzed. The interviews were videotaped and converted to MPG format. The experimenter remained passive during the interviews except for affirmative signals such as nodding or verbal expressions like “hmm”.
Accordingly, seven interviews were analyzed for each participant. Mean
length of the interviews following Mr. Bean clips were M = 58.3 sec (SD = 17.5
sec), M = 80.2 sec (SD = 25 sec), and M = 72.8 sec (SD = 29.7 sec). Mean duration of the interviews following T & S clips were M = 77 sec (SD = 25), M =
125.3 sec (SD = 30 sec), M = 78 sec (SD = 22.7 sec), and M = 76 sec (SD =
24.6 sec).
11.2.4 Gesture coding and interrater agreement
Videotaped interviews were coded according to NEUROGES Modules I, II, and
III Step I by two independent raters. One rater coded 100% and the second rater
coded 25% of the material in order to control for interrater agreement. Interrater
agreement was established after both raters annotated Module I, Module II, and
Module III. After calculating interrater agreement according to a modified
Cohen’s Kappa (see Chapter 15) raters solved non converging annotations in
consensus discussion. Annotations of the first rater were used as the basis for
further annotations as well as for statistical analysis.
11.2.5 Statistical analysis
Data was exported from ELAN and mean frequency and proportion of time was
calculated in Excel® for each value according to participant and interview. Frequency refers to the number of value units per minute and proportion of time
indicates how much time participants spent with a specific value unit per minute
(see Chapter 16). Mean values for interviews on Mr. Bean and T & S were accumulated and divided by three and four, respectively. On these values we performed repeated measurement ANOVAs with StructureFocus(5), Contact (3),
FormalRelation (4) and Function (9) as within subject factors. Additionally,
Stimuli (2) and hand (2) were included as within subject factors. For main and
interactional effects, post hoc comparisons were calculated using Bonferroni
corrections for multiple comparisons. Note that initially Gender was included as
a between-subjects factor in these computations initially but did not reveal any
significant interactions with Stimuli. Differential statistics were conducted in
SPSS® 20. Significance level was set at alpha = 0.05.
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11.3 Results
For all statistical computations only those results are reported, which are significant at a level of p < 0.05, and refer to main effects and interactional effects
concerning Stimuli, if not mentioned otherwise. Further, only post hoc comparisons of interactional effects of level of analysis x Stimuli are reported, which
refer to comparisons between Stimuli.
11.3.1 Interrater agreement
Interrater agreement for the values of StructureFocus, Contact, Formal relation
and Function are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1 Interrater agreement according to the modified Cohen’s Kappa for values of Structure, StructureFocus, Contact, Formal Relation, and Function categories with raw agreement
scores in brackets
Structure
HS-RR

Phasic
repetitive
0.43 (0.77) 0.5 (0.87)

Shift
0.34 (0.91)

aborted
irregular
0.32 (0.92) 0.37 (0.83)

StructureFocus
HS-RR
R1-R2

phasic on
body
0.35 (0.94)
0.5 (0.9)

phasic in
space
0.45 (0.79)
0.6 (0.82)

repetitive
repetitive
on body
in space
0.4 (0.96)
0.56 (0.9)
0.53 (0.96) 0.67 (0.93)

Contact
HS-RR

act on
each other
0.51 (.98)

act as a
unit
0.80 (.94)

act apart
0.78 (.90)

Formal
Relation
HS-RR

Symmetri- lh domirh domiasymmetcal
nance
nance
rical
0.84 (0.95) 0.73 (0.95) 0.66 (0.98) 0.32 (0.97)

Function
HS-RR

egocentric egocentric emotion/
deictic
direction
attitude
0.59 (0.99) 0.56 (0.99) 0.69 (0.99)

Function
HSRR

spatial relation prespantomime entation
0.81 (0.96) 0.58 (0.97)

irregular
on body
0.44 (0.87)
0.71 (0.94)

irregular
in space
0.12 (0.95)
0 (1)

motion
form pres- presentaemphasis entation
tion
0.86 (0.95) 0.68 (0.97) 0.75 (0.93)

subjectoriented
action
0.87 (0.96)

Note, that rater dyads did not meet after coding Activation and Structure. This
can affect the interrater agreement negatively because difference on the previous
coding steps permeate to subsequent annotations (see Chapter 16).
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11.3.2 Frequency
To test whether participants performed StructureFocus values with different frequencies during Mr. Bean and T & S narration, we performed a 2 (Stimuli: Mr.
Bean, T&S) x 2 (hand: left hand (lh), right hand (rh)) x 5 (irregular on body,
phasic in space, phasic on body, repetitive in space, repetitive on body)
ANOVA on the parameter frequency, i.e., the mean number per minute of StructureFocus units. On the level of StructureFocus no significant effect for Stimuli
or interactional effects of Stimuli x StructureFocus, Stimuli x Hand, and Stimuli
x StructureFocus x Hand have been found.
Also, a 2 (Stimuli: Mr. Bean, T & S) x 2 (Hand: lh, rh) x 3 (Contact: act on
each other, act as a unit, act apart) repeated measurement ANOVA did not reveal a significant main effect for Stimuli or for any interactional effect including
Stimuli.
A repeated measurement ANOVA with Stimuli 2 (Mr. Bean, T & S) x Formal
Relation 4 (symmetrical, lh dominance, rh dominance asymmetrical) revealed a
significant interactional effect for Stimuli x Formal Relation (F (2, 17) = 7.242,
p = 0.002). Post hoc comparisons indicate that participants performed more left
hand dominance units per minute during the T & S narrations compared with
Mr. Bean narrations (Mean difference (MD) = 1.09, p = 0.001).

Figure 1 Means of frequency of left hand dominance units during T & S and Mr. Bean narrations. Error bars indicate standard error of mean (SE). Differences between mean values corresponding to the depicted bars are statistically significant with p < 0.05.
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All Function values except for the values emblem and object oriented action
were included in a repeated measurement ANOVA with Stimuli 2 (Mr. Bean, T
& S) x Hand 3 (lh, rh, both hand (bh)) X Function 9 (egocentric deictic, egocentric direction, emotion/attitude, emphasis, form presentation, motion presentation, pantomime, spatial relation presentation, subject oriented action) as
within-subject factors. Significant interactional effect for Stimuli x Hand (F (2,
18) = 8.11, p =0.003), and for Stimuli x Function (F (8, 12) = 3.52, p = 0.025)
were found.
A higher frequency of Function value units executed with the left hand was
performed during T & S narrations compared with Mr. Bean narrations (MD =
0.17, p = 0.016).

Figure 2 Means of frequency for Function units during T & S and Mr. Bean narrations. Error
bars indicate SE. Differences between mean values corresponding to the depicted bars are
statistically significant with p < 0.05.

Post hoc comparisons concerning the Stimuli x Function interaction showed that
participants showed higher frequencies of egocentric deictic (MD = 0.162, p =
0), egocentric direction units (MD = 0.11, p = 0.02), pantomime units (MD =
0.226, p = 0.04), and form presentation units (MD = 0.203, p = 0.009) during
Mr. Bean narrations. In contrast, participants performed motion presentation
units at a higher frequency during narrations (MD = 0.4, p = 0.012). As displayed in Figure 3, participants performed almost no egocentric deictic or egocentric direction gestures during narration whereas this Function value played
some role during Mr. Bean narrations. Visual inspection of Figure 3 also suggests that pantomime gestures were predominant in Mr. Bean narrations. This
pattern was different during narrations where participants’ gestures were mostly
motion presentation gestures. The frequency of all other Function values did not
differ between the narrations of different stimuli. For instance, during T & S as
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well as Mr. Bean narration emphasis units (M = 1.95, M = 1.96) and subject oriented action units (M = 1.1, M = 1.05) were displayed most often.

Figure 3 Means of frequency for Function value unit during T & S and Mr. Bean narrations.
Error bars indicate SE. All differences between adjacent bars are all statistically significant
with p < 0.05.

11.3.3 Proportion of time
We also included the parameter proportion of time (PoT, see Chapter 17) in the
same repeated measurement ANOVAs. Only those results will be reported
which differ from the Frequency analyses.
On the level of StructureFocus an additional interactional effect for Stimuli x
StructureFocus was found (F (4, 16) = 7.57, p = 0.001).
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Figure 4 Means for proportion of time for StructureFocus value units during T & S and Mr.
Bean narrations. Error bars indicate SE. Differences between adjacent bars are all statistically
significant with p < 0.05.

Post-hoc comparisons revealed that whereas participants spent more time with
phasic on body units during Mr. Bean narrations (MD = 4.04, p = 0.001), they
spent more time with repetitive on body units than during T & S narrations (MD
= 2.86, p = 0.006). As this pattern did not surface in the analysis of mean Frequencies, phasic on body units must have been longer during Mr. Bean narrations and repetitive on body units during T & S narrations.
On the level of Contact and Formal Relation analyses no structurally different
patterns have been found.
On the level of Function, only the post hoc comparison between pantomime
during T & S and Mr. Bean can be interpreted as trend (MD = 0.62, P = 0.064).
Consequently, participants performed slightly shorter pantomime gestures during Mr. Bean narrations. Otherwise, the duration of the value units discussed in
this chapter do not differ.

11.4 Discussion
The comparisons of the hand movement behavior during T & S and Mr. Bean
narrations revealed differences in patterns on the levels of Formal Relation between right and left hand in bimanual units as well as on the level of Function.
More specifically, on the level of Function the values with a higher degree of
presentative function are affected. At the same time, these results highlight that
idiosyncratic movement behavior patterns on the level of Structure, Contact and
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other Function values (emphasis, subject-oriented action, emotion/attitude),
which rather reflect general discourse habits or emotional states, remain unaffected. Note that the frequencies of Structure, Contact, or the respective Function values are not prone to alterations of the setting at all. It rather seems that
other aspects of the setting, such as the nature of the task (cognitively demanding, emotionally demanding, etc.) tend to alter these movement behaviors (see
Chapters 10 and 17).
In T & S movies, characters display more locomotion in space of the characters, such as running, jumping and climbing, and between sceneries. Moreover,
often two characters move simultaneously. It appears that participants reflect
these motions through a higher frequency of motion presentation units. In contrast, the Mr. Bean clips emphasize Mr. Bean’s specific actions as the guardsmen remains passive except for facial expressions. Accordingly, participants
display more pantomime. Additionally, participants appear to reflect a higher
degree of egocentric perspective through egocentric deictics and directions as
well. According to the model proposed by Alibali & Hostetter (2008), this reflects a greater number of motor imageries induced by Mr. Bean clips compared
to T & S clips.
Although, motion presentation units were performed predominantly among
gestures with iconic content (presentation/pantomime) during T & S narrations,
participants did not perform more mento-heliocentric gestures in general. It
seems more likely that participants performed higher frequencies of motion
presentation units at the expense of spatial relation and form presentation units
in order to reflect the locomotion presented in the T & S video clips. Whether
participants are more likely to recall motor imageries in Mr. Bean narrations because real characters are displayed or because the mode of actions is emphasized
remains unclear at this stage of analysis.
Whereas participants displayed the same amount of symmetrical, asymmetrical, and right hand dominance movements, they performed more left hand
dominance units during T & S narrations. T & S clips depict more spatial information of value than Mr. Bean clips. This might trigger a higher degree of spatial cognition during the narration and thus provoke a shift to left hand use.

11.5 Conclusion
The investigations on hand movement behavior during narrations of different
kind of clips contributes to the idea that persons adapt their gestural behavior to
the content of stimuli in two ways. First, it indicates that relatively specific differences in stimuli affects the choice of hand and gesture types although other
aspects of the setting, such as task, interactional partner, and emotional state
during the task, are stable. This emphasizes that the choice of stimuli for renarration tasks matters. Secondly, the findings presented here suggest that persons adapt their gestural behavior systematically depending on whether visual or
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motor imageries are triggered. However, the differentiation between T & S clips
and Mr. Bean clips do not allow a clear designation of the cause for the different
hand movement patterns. Further research should clarify whether the tendency
for more egocentric gestures is induced by the fact that actions are presented by
real persons or by the nature of the actions.
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V. Establishing Interrater Agreement
12. Rater Training and Rating Procedures
Hedda Lausberg

12.1 Naïve raters base their judgements on wrong premises
In expression psychology, a number of experiments on the interpretation of expressive behaviour have been conducted. These experiments unanimously reveal
that naïve raters may agree in their judgements but that these judgements, however, do not correlate with an objective assessment or even more, that they are
wrong.
Eisenberg and Reichline (1939) had naïve raters judge a person’s dominance
by observing the person's gait. The naïve raters agreed more among each other
than with the dominance rating based upon a questionnaire (Eisenberg, 1937).
Similar findings were reported by Mason (1957). 24 untrained raters were asked
to judge leadership qualities of 75 candidates based on photographs. As an external criterion, the candidates' leadership qualities were assessed during a field
test which required cooperation and problem solving competence by three
trained raters, who applied a semi-objective checklist (interrater agreement r =
.91). In addition, the candidates assessed each other after the field test. The
judgements of the trained raters correlated high with those of the candidates (r =
.78), i.e., the external criterion was reliable. The naïve raters, who evaluated the
applicants' leadership competence based on photographs, did not agree well (r =
.30), and their assessments correlated even less with those of the trained raters
and of the candidates (r = .18).
In a study by Wallbott (1989), 20 naïve raters were presented without sound
the videotaped movement behaviour of psychiatric patients in clinical interviews. The raters were asked to estimate, whether the videotaped behaviour was
from an admission interview or from a discharge interview. It turned out that the
naïve raters' admission/discharge attributions were totally invalid. Hand movements that were intensive, expansive, soft, round, not nervous, and not coarse
(according to descriptive scales) and that correlated with the computer parameters large circumference, long waylength, and high velocity were systematically
associated by the raters with the discharge interview. This attribution, however,
was wrong.
To summarize, the results of the studies by Eisenberg and Reichline (1939),
Mason (1957), and Wallbott (1989) evidence that naïve raters deviate from external objective criteria when assessing personality traits or psychopathology
based on movement behaviour. In particular, Wallbott demonstrated that the na239

ïve raters "were not 'wildly guessing' " (p. 142) but that they systematically employed specific criteria to assess whether the movement behaviour was from the
admission interview or the discharge one. However, they based their judgements
on wrong premises.
Three main conclusions shall be drawn from these findings: First, it is an
obligatory challenge for empirical research to validate movement values in order
to build a reliable corpus of scientific knowledge on movement behaviour.
Popular interpretations of movement behaviour as used by naïve observers are
potentially invalid.
Second, the naïve raters tended to agree more among each other than with the
external measure. Untrained raters seem to ground their judgements on common
(but partly invalid) premises. Accordingly, Frijda (1965) underlined that it is not
only important to understand the principles of the meaning of expression but
also to explore the principles of the assessment of expression. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to investigate the implicit frames of reference for the interpretation
of movement behaviour that determine the judgements of naïve raters.
Third, since naïve raters interpret movement behaviour partly based on wrong
premises, it is evident that raters need a proper training in movement behaviour
analysis. They have to acquire knowledge on movement behaviour and they
have to actually learn how to analyze movement behaviour. It is noteworthy that
in other diagnostic domains, as matter of course, intensive training has to be
passed. As an example, neurologists who want to analyze electroencephalograms have to participate in a regular training and - according to German guidelines - they have to evaluate 1000 electroencephalograms to acquire the certificate. In Chapter 1 it has already been discussed in detail why movement behaviour research has, thus far, not developed as an academic discipline on its own.
The same arguments are valid to explain why, thus far, a regular academic training in movement behaviour analysis has scarcely been established, despite the
fact that empirical data clearly demonstrate the need for a professional training.

12.2 Self-perception is crucial for objective movement behaviour
assessment
Further evidence for the necessity to establish a regular training in movement
analysis derives from research on self-perception and social perception. There is
long-standing knowledge in dance and movement therapy that therapists are better in understanding the client’s movement behaviour, if they have an objective
perception of their own movement behaviour. Empirical support for this practical intuition has been provided across different scientific disciplines. In expression psychology, Wolff (1943) reported that the gait of another person can only
be objectively described by a rater whose self-assessment of the own gait is objective. Likewise, the performance in the identification of the own voice correlates positively with that in the identification of other persons' voices (Sackheim
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et al., 1978). Further insights are provided by current neuroimaging research
with functional MagneticResonanceImaging (fMRI). The observation of body
movements that belong to the observer's own movement repertoire is associated
with a stronger cerebral activation than the observation of movements that do
not belong to the own repertoire (e.g. Calvo-Merino et al., 2005; Cross et al.,
2008). In contrast, the observation of movements that are only visually familiar
to the observer but that do not belong to his/her own active repertoire is not associated with a stronger cerebral activation (Calvo-Merino et al., 2006). Obviously, the increase of cerebral activation during the observation of movements
that belong to the own repertoire is independent of a previous visual exposition
to the movement. It occurs even if these movements have not been observed in
others before (Reithler et al., 2007).
Thus, there is diverse empirical evidence demonstrating that observation
skills are better if the observer assesses the own movement behaviour objectively. Furthermore, neuroimaging data suggest that the observation skills will
improve if the observer has performed her-/himself the movements (s)he is
asked to assess. These findings demonstrate that observation skills are not only
an innate gift but that they can be regularly acquired if an elaborate training is
provided.

12.3 Recommendations for rater training
The above presented empirical findings have implications for rater training in
the behavioural analysis of movement behaviour. The realization of these implications in rater training is illustrated by the example of the NEUROGES training.
The NEUROGES rater training consists of three components: a detailed theoretical introduction to movement behaviour research, movement exercises, and a
proper coding training. Formally, the training consists of seminars, self-study,
and exams.
Essential parts of the theoretical introduction are given in this book. In the
movement exercise part of the training, the trainees actually learn to perform the
various NEUROGES values. They are encouraged to sense the specific effects
that the performances of the various body movements have on their thinking,
feeling, and interacting. The own performance of the movement values clearly
improves the recognition of the display of these values in other persons. To further comprehend the nature of the NEUROGES values, in self-study the trainees
can use the numerous value examples in the coding manual, which describe for
each value different forms of its visual appearance, as "stage directions" to exercise the body movements, and they can imitate the video-examples for each
value provided on an interactive CD (Chapter 13).
For the coding training, the detailed definitions of the categories and values
given in the coding manual serve as a guideline. During the seminars many
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video-examples are presented so that trainees learn to identify the values with
their inter-individual variations. For self-study, the interactive training CD is
used which also contains training videos with hideable correct solutions of the
codings. During the coding training the trainees code several training videos
with the NEUROGES-template. The ELAN annotated files (eaf) of all raters are
compared and discussed. The Compare Annotator’s function21, which is implemented in ELAN, is used as first rough estimate to gain an impression how well
the trainees code by comparing their codings with those of an expert rater. Table
1 gives an example of the agreement of a novice rater and an advanced rater
with the expert rater.
Table 1 Agreement of a novice rater and an advanced rater with the expert rater
Novice rater
right hand:
Compare Annotator’s value;
categorical
agreement

left hand:
Compare Annotator’s value;
categorical
agreement

Advanced rater
right hand:
Compare Annotator’s value;
categorical
agreement

left hand:
Compare Annotator’s value;
categorical
agreement

Training video 1
Structure
Focus
Contact
Formal Relation

0,29; 8/12
0,42; 9/12
0,75; 6/8
0,75; 6/8

0,42; 11/13
0,42; 11/13

0,81; 8/9
0,39; 10/12
0,99; 8/8
0,99; 8/8

0,60; 9/11
0,49; 10/12

Training video 2
Structure
Focus
Contact
Formal Relation

0,60; 14/17
0,50; 15/20
0,99; 8/8
0,99; 8/8

0,61; 12/13
0,48; 12/15

0,97; 17/17
0,84; 17/19
0,99; 8/8
0,99; 8/8

0,98; 13/13
0,81; 13/15

Training video 3
Structure
Focus
Contact
Formal Relation

0,15; 4/13
0,08; 4/8
0,99; 14/15
0,99; 14/15

0,39; 4/8
0,27; 3/8

1,0; 4/4
0,74; 3/4
1,0; 15/15
1,0; 15/15

0,8; 8/9
0,82; 7/8

Training video 4
Structure
Focus
Contact
Formal Relation

0,63; 25/28
0,40; 29/35
0,99; 33/33
0,85; 36/33

0,49; 25/30
0,28; 24/35

0,85; 27/28
0,60; 27/33
0,99; 33/33
0,85; 37/33

0,78; 27/30
0,56; 26/34

21
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Note that during the coding training the Compare Annotator’s function is used to estimate interrater agreement, since it can be applied immediately with the eaf files (Chapter 14). For empirical research studies, however, the modified Cohen's Kappa (Chapter
15) should be used for all NEUROGES categories with the exception of the Activation
category.

The first value in each column refers to the temporal agreement only, e.g., how
much both raters agree on when the unit begins and when it ends, independently
of the categorical agreement concerning the Structure, Focus, Contact, or Formal Relation value.
As a technical remark it shall be noted that previous NEUROGES trainings have revealed that
fine-grained temporal disagreements between the raters concerning the beginning and end of a
unit may be due to different tagging techniques. If one rater tags a unit based on a frame-byframe observation from the beginning to the end of the movement, his/her start and endpoint
of the tag will differ from that of another rater who first observes the whole movement and
then tags backward by moving the mouse to the left. Therefore, in order to improve the finegrained temporal agreement, raters should use the same tagging technique in ELAN.

The second value in each column of Table 1 indicates the categorical agreement,
e.g., if both raters agree on that the unit is a phasic unit. The above comparison
of the agreements of the novice and advanced raters with the expert rater illustrates that in the course of the NEUROGES training, there is a clear improvement in the reliability of codings. In general, trainees are considered to be
trained well when they achieve an agreement of > .75 with the expert’s coding
of the training video. To further ensure the quality of the NEUROGES training,
there is an exam after each Module and the successful trainee acquires a NEUROGES certificate.

12.4 Recommendations for rating procedures in empirical studies
The rater training qualifies observers to reliably apply the NEUROGES system.
Thus, given a thorough rater training, the reliability of the codings of certified
raters can be assumed.
However, standards in empirical research require that the interrater agreement
is re-established for every single study. To ensure the reliability of the ratings, at
least two trained raters who are blind to the research hypotheses should evaluate
the video data. It is sufficient to establish interrater agreement on 25% of the
data of each subject. Thus, the first rater codes 100% and the second rater codes
25% of the data of each subject.
It is a well-known phenomenon that in the course of assessing the videos of a
study sample raters slightly change their assessments due to an increasingly differentiated perception (Bergen, 1988; Owens & Johnstone, 1982). As an example, if the behaviour of 100 subjects is to be evaluated and the rater would code
one subject after the other, her/his assessment will differ for subject 100 as
compared to subject 1 just because of her/his increased perceptual sensitivity.
This natural development is reflected in the relatively low intra-rater retestreliability movement analysis studies (Bergen, 1988; Owens & Johnstone,
1982). This potential development has to be controlled especially in newly certified raters. Therefore, in empirical studies the video data of each subject should
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be divided into several segments and the segments of all subjects should be presented to the raters in a pseudo-random order.
Table 2 shows an example for a rating schedule for a study on 20 subjects.
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Table 2 Example for a coding schedule for two raters
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The video material of each subject is divided into four segments (Clip 1 - Clip
4). On top, there is the coding schedule for rater 1 who codes 100% of the data.
Below, there is coding schedule for rater 2 who codes only 25% of each subject's data. Rater 1 starts with columne 1, i.e., (s)he first codes clip 1 of subject
1, then clip 1 of subject 6, then clip 1 of subject 11, and then clip 1 of subject 16.
She/he then continues with column 2, i.e., clip 2 of subject 2, clip 2 of subject 7,
etc. Analogously, rater 2 starts with column 1, and then continues with column
2.
If the experiment includes more than one group or more than one condition,
the groups and conditions, respectively, have to be considered as well in the
pseudo-randomization of the rating schedule.
The final interrater agreement is established on the 25% of the data that both
raters have coded. However, it is strongly recommended to check the interrater
agreement repeatedly before the final agreement calculation in order to detect
potential systematic disagreements between the raters that could be avoided.
Because of the above mentioned differentiation in perceptual sensitivity, furthermore in NEUROGES one category is coded after the other. First, the Activation category is coded for all data, following rating schedules of the sort as
shown in Table 2. The interrater agreement is calculated with the ELAN Compare Annotators function (Chapter 14).
For the Structure category coding, the movement units of Rater 1, who has
coded 100% of the data, are adopted. Thus, both raters continue with Rater 1's
movement units. For the Structure category, they follow the same rating schedule as for the Activation category. The interrater agreement is calculated with
the Modified Cohen's Kappa (Chapter 15) based on the 25% of the data, which
have been coded by both raters.
For the Focus category coding, the Structure units of Rater 1 are adopted.
Both raters continue with Rater 1's Structure units. Again, for the Focus category, they use the same rating schedule as for the Activation and the Structure
categories. The interrater agreement is again calculated with the Modified
Cohen's Kappa (Chapter 15).
The same procedure is applied for the subsequent Contact, Formal Relation,
Function, and Type categories.
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13. The NEUROGES Interactive Learning Tool
Jana Bryjovà
Purpose and use
The NEUROGES interactive learning tool presents an education-software that
has been developed for the purpose of facilitating comprehension of the NEUROGES gesture coding system. The interactive learning tool focuses on
hand/arm movements.
The main goal of developing this stand-alone flash-application was to provide
a valid demonstration of the NEUROGES coding units as well as to enable coding practice. Both, teaching and learning through technology is promoted by
user-friendly design as well as an easy navigation throughout the learning tool.
The NEUROGES interactive learning tool imposes thus a novel extension to
traditional tutoring methods.
Structure
Based on the NEUROGES coding system manual, this interactive learning tool
consists of three separate Modules as well as an Exercise part. Each of the introduced Modules with their respective Steps is presented by a short description
with one or several video examples, in order to promote a better understanding
of the coding system obligatory criteria, such as movement dynamics or trajectory.
Modules
The structure of the NEUROGES interactive learning tool enables progressing
in a step-by-step way through all three Modules and associated Steps of the
NEUROGES coding system. The navigation through the learning software is
equivalent to the coding procedure in NEUROGES-ELAN. In Module I, beginning with the Activation category, the movement and no movement units are explained and provided with examples. A brief demonstration of the movement
Structure and Focus categories follows, respectively. In Module II, the two coding steps display the distinct kinds of relations between the both hands. Finally,
in the most extensive Module III, the Function and the Type categories are
specified.
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Excercise
The exercise part of the NEUROGES interactive learning tool was developed in
collaboration with Han Slöetjes from Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
(Nijmegen). A brief instruction on use of the ELAN annotation tool as well as a
short video demonstration is provided in this section. The latest version of the
ELAN annotation software can be launched directly from the NEUROGES interactive learning CD without the need of any additional software installation on
the computer. A special NEUROGES template established for the purpose of
coding with the NEUROGES coding system is also implemented in this CD,
which enables custom use of the pre-set categories.
Accordingly, the exercise part enables easy rehearsal of the already acquired
coding skills as well as comparison to the reference coding.
Videos
Short video examples shown in the NEUROGES interactive learning tool were
recorded and cut by the author between years 2008 and 2009. The subjects appearing in those sequences were native German-speaking volunteers, who lived
in distinct areas of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland at the time of recording
and had been previously known and befriended by the author. A conversation on
everyday topics of their own preference was established between the subjects
and the author, who was seated in front of them, behind the camera during the
recording.
Participants had been told in advance that the interview was video-recorded
without sound, in order to establish an intimate conversation atmosphere that
would enable to talk about the topics without any constraints. Subjects had not
been informed about the fact that the hand movements were the subject of interest, neither were they given any specific instructions regarding their nonverbal
behaviour. Thus, the hand movements that could have been observed occurred
spontaneously while speaking and therefore, it can be assumed that the hand
movements performed by the speakers were a part of the subjects’ own natural
movement repertoire.
After being informed extensively about the purposes of the video recording,
all participants gave consent on publishing the videos as a part of the NEUROGES interactive learning tool. The participants were not paid any compensation
money for being recorded.
After the recording was finished, the video material was analysed according
to the NEUROGES coding manual by the author as well as the editor of the
book (Hedda Lausberg) in order to establish reliable as well as representative
video samples of the respective NEUROGES values. Subsequently, each of the
previously coded units was cut and embedded into the learning tool, accompa250

nied by an introduction text that had been adopted from the NEUROGES coding
manual.
Application in use
The NEUROGES interactive learning tool has been so far used by trainers in the
NEUROGES training, mostly for the purpose of demonstration of the specific
values. The trainees receive the CD together with the coding manual as a part of
study material. The NEUROGES interactive learning tool has proved to be a
valuable lecturing support for tutors and for students.
Acknowledgements
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14. Calculating Temporal Interrater Agreement for Binary Movement Categories
Kerstin Petermann, Harald Skomroch, Daniela Dvoretska
Interrater agreement for the Activation category cannot be specified through the
modified Cohen’s Kappa (see Chapter 15) as with this measure the agreement
for shorter movement units (as compared to longer ones) would be considered
disproportionally. Thus, a different strategy is necessary to calculate interrater
agreement for this category. As a strategy to calculate interrater agreement for
the Activation category we propose to use the ratio between total length of overlaps from both annotators and total length of movement units from both annotators. To calculate this ratio, proceed as follows:

14.1 Establish values for merged annotations
Open the ELAN file with transcriptions of both annotators merged
Merge tiers of annotations rh_activation_R1 and rh_activation_R2.
In the Tier menu, select Merge Tiers...
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A pop-up window appears. Select the tiers you wish to merge. This will either
be rh_activation for both raters or lh_activation for both raters.

Click Next. You will then be asked to enter a name for the newly created tier.
Assign a suitable name such as merged_rh. Confirm by clicking on Finish. A
new tier with merged annotations of both raters (for rh_activation annotations) is
created.

Proceed accordingly for lh_activation.
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14.2 Create overlaps from annotations of both raters
In the Tier menu, select Create Annotations from Overlaps... (Classic)

Select the tiers in the pop-up window from those overlaps you wish to create
annotations from. This will either be rh_activation for both raters or
lh_activation for both raters.

Click Next. You will then be asked to enter a name for the newly created tier.
Assign a suitable name such as overlaps_rh. Confirm by clicking on Finish. A
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new tier with annotations created from overlaps of both raters (for rh_activation
annotations) is created.

Proceed accordingly for lh_activation.
After having created new tiers with merged annotations and annotations from
overlaps you should save the file.
Repeat these steps for all your data.

14.3 View statistics
The View > Annotation Statistics function in ELAN is a convenient instrument
to quickly get an overview of the total length of units.
Clicking on the Menu bar item, a pop-up window will open showing the relevant data for each tier.
You have to select the Tier rider and then scroll down to the end where you find
the tiers you have newly created.
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You should save the table so that you will have easy access to the data in the
future. You can use these statistics to calculate the interrater agreement by entering the Average Duration of merged_rh, merged_lh, overlaps_rh, and overlaps_lh for each file manually in an Excel sheet.
It is advisable to export all your data from ELAN and compute the average duration automatically in Excel in order to avoid having to manually enter the values.
14.3.1 Export the new annotations
Proceed as follows:
Open ELAN and from the File menu apply the Export Multiple Files As… Tabdelimited Text… function.
A window pops up. Select New Domain. This will prompt another window to
pop up in which you can select the files to export. Be sure to only select files
you wish to be grouped and analyzed together.
You are then asked to assign a name to the selected domain of files. Select a
suitable name specifying the group of files you wish to group and analyze together. Confirm by clicking OK.
Another window pops up. You can now select the tiers you wish to export. This
will be the newly created tiers “merged” and “overlap” for the respective hand,
i.e. either merged_rh, overlaps_rh, merged_lh plus overlaps_lh.
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Confirm your selection by clicking OK. A new window will open asking you to
assign a name for the export file. Having assigned a name, you can save the export text-file by clicking Save.
14.3.2 Enter the data into an excel file
You now have created a text file containing the Duration values of the merged
annotations from Rater 1 and Rater 2 and of the overlaps respectively. The text
file may now be easily imported in Excel. For doing this, click on the exported
text file with the right mouse button and select Open with > Microsoft Excel
Name the columns: Tier, Duration, Unit, and Subject
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Compute the average duration in a pivot-table (Data > PivotTable report).Select
Subjects for row, Tier for column, and Duration for data by dragging them from
the right side.

The pivot table shows the average durations for each file.

To calculate the interrater agreement, now apply the following function:
(length of annotations from overlaps) / (length of merged annotations)
Applying the above function in the sample file from the screenshots, the overall
ratio is calculated. This value is the interrater agreement:
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This procedure provides a realistic estimation of the actual agreement of two
independent raters without disproportionally considering disagreements on
shorter movements units.
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15. The Modified Cohen's Kappa: Calculating Interrater
Agreement for Segmentation and Annotation
Henning Holle and Robert Rein

15.1 Introduction
With a new and complex manual for movement behaviour classification such as
the NEUROGES-ELAN system, one naturally wants to evaluate the degree to
which two (or more) raters agree in their classification decisions. Determining
interrater agreement can be done with a variety of different intentions in mind,
including (1) the development of reliable diagnostic rules to separate the different movement categories, (2) evaluating the effects of training on interpretation
consistency and (3) determining the reliability of a classification system (cf.
Crewson, 2005).
In this chapter, we will propose a new method for evaluating interrater agreement of movement classifications. The first section deals with the most basic
questions of movement annotation, i.e., segmentation and annotation. Next, we
introduce the properties of Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960), which is a widely
used measure for interrater agreement. Subsequently, we describe an algorithm
designed to identify those movement tags in the annotation data that fulfill certain agreement criteria. The application of this algorithm allows the calculation
of kappa for the non-binary NEUROGES categories, i.e., with the exception of
the binary Activation category (see Chapter 14). Finally, we present initial interrater agreement results for the NEUROGES-ELAN system, followed by a discussion of potential sources of disagreement, and suggest some possible ways of
increasing interrater agreement.
15.1.1 The heart of it all: segmentation & annotation
A movement can be regarded as a dynamic signal that unfolds over time. Thus,
a first question a rater has to answer is when a movement starts (onset) and
when it ends (offset) in an observed video. Of course, raters will never perfectly
agree in this decision. For instance, the definition of movement thresholds (e.g.
what constitutes a movement and what does not?) and segmentation cues (e.g.
how much time has to pass between two consecutive movements before they are
considered as two separate movements rather than one single movement) may
vary between raters. The question whether two raters agree in their decisions
about movement onsets and offsets will be referred to as the segmentation problem throughout this chapter.
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Once the onset and offset of a movement have been identified, a rater has to
choose an appropriate label for the observed movement segment. In the Structure category of the NEUROGES system, which was used for the present analysis, a total of five different values are available (see 5.1.2.2). The question
whether raters agree in their values for an observed movement segment will be
called the annotation problem hereafter.
Within the NEUROGES-ELAN system the processes of segmentation and annotation are not implemented as independent and separate parsing steps. Instead,
segmentation and annotation take turns. In a first step, raters decide for a given
video segment whether a hand has moved or not (segmentation in Activation
category). In the second step (Structure category), they take a closer look at the
Structure of the segment (annotation). If there are different Structure values contained in the movement, the segment is demarcated into sub-units until each subunit contains only one Structure throughout (annotation & segmentation). Following this, in the third step (Focus category), the raters examine the Focus for
all (sub)-units (annotation). If there are different Foci contained in one (sub)unit, this unit is further demarcated into sub-units until each sub-unit contains
only one focus throughout (annotation & segmentation). Thus, each tag contains
the sum of all previous segmentation and annotation decisions. Accordingly, if
one wants to determine whether two tags given by two raters can be considered
as an agreement, these tags have to fulfill a number of criteria: (i) The tier type
must match (e.g., both raters have placed the tag in the left hand Structure); (ii)
Both tags must have the same label (e.g., irregular); (iii) There has to be a substantial temporal overlap between the two tags (for more information about the
amount of overlap, see below).
Only if all three criteria are fulfilled, two tags can be considered as agreement
between raters. Before giving a more detailed description of the algorithm used
to calculate interrater agreement, we will first introduce Cohen’s kappa (Cohen,
1960) which is a popular measure for interrater agreement.
15.1.2 Cohen’s Kappa: calculation and properties
In order to illustrate the calculation and properties of Cohen’s kappa, we will
use an example unrelated to gesture. Consider two psychiatrists who frequently
have to diagnose whether a patient has a depression or not. Furthermore, assume
that 100 patients have been independently diagnosed by these two psychiatrists.
In this example, we have a so-called binary outcome measure (depressive vs. not
depressive). Because there are two raters, this results in four possible outcomes
for each patient: (1) Both psychiatrists rate the patient as depressive (x x), (2)
only the first psychiatrist considers the patient as depressive, the second one
does not (x o), (3) only the second psychiatrists rates the patient as depressive,
but not the first (o x) and (4) both psychiatrists rate the patient as non-depressive
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(o o). The frequency with which each of these four outcomes has occurred in the
sample of 100 patients can be summarized in a 2x2 contingency table.

Rater 2

Table 1 A 2x2 contingency table showing the frequency of the four possible outcomes for the
depression example. The right-most column and the bottom row depict the row and column
sums, respectively. For more details, see text.

X
O
∑

Rater 1
X
13
9
n•1 = 22

O
11
67
n•2 = 78

∑
n1• = 24
n2• = 76
n = 100

As can be seen from Table 1, there are two possible ways in which the raters can
agree: Either they can both agree that a patient is depressive (positive agreement
,x x, which occurred 13 times), or they can both agree that a patient is not depressive (negative agreement, o o, which occurred 67 times). The combined
cases of positive and negative agreement allows the calculation of a raw general
agreement score which is defined as
Raw Agreement

= number of agreeing cases / total number of cases
(13 + 67) / 100
= 0.8

Thus, in 80% of all patients, the two raters agreed in their diagnosis. However,
the problem with such raw agreement indices is that they do not consider chance
agreement. In this example, there were overall much more patients that were
categorized as non-depressive than there were patients that were categorized as
depressive (compare row and column sums in Table 1). Therefore, raters who
would randomly rate two out of three patients as non-depressive would still be
able to achieve reasonably high raw agreement scores, just because there were
more non-depressive patients in the sample. One can calculate the degree of
chance agreement by dividing the row and column sums by the total sum (for a
more detailed description, see Crewson, 2005). In the present example, chance
agreement can be determined as follows:
Chance
ment

Agree- = (n1• / n) * (n•1 / n) + (n2• / n) * (n•2 / n)
(24 / 100) * (22 / 100) + (76 / 100) * (78 / 100)
0.65

Thus, the percentage of agreement by chance is in this case 65 %. In other
words, one can expect for almost two out of three patients that the two raters
would agree by chance alone. As can be seen from the formula below, the rationale of Cohen’s kappa is to isolate levels of agreement that go beyond pure
chance agreement:
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Cohen’s Kappa

= (Raw Agreement – Chance Agreement) / (1 – Chance Agreement)
(0.80 – 0.65) / (1 – 0.65)
0.43

Kappa represents the general agreement between two raters beyond that which
would be expected by chance alone. Thus, in the example above, the agreement
between the two raters was 43 % better than chance. A kappa of 1.0 would represent perfect agreement; a kappa of 0.0 would represent chance-level agreement. It is also possible that the kappa coefficient turns out to be negative. In
these cases, the observed rater agreement is even worse than chance-level
agreement.
There is some controversy in the literature about which values of kappa represent adequate and inadequate reliability. Landis and Koch (1977) initially proposed a classification scheme which is shown in Table 2 (left panel). Shrout
(1998) discussed the labels provided by Landis and Koch and argued for a more
conservative interpretation (Table 2, right panel). We will use the more conservative classification scheme provided by Shrout for the interpretation of our
data.
Table 2 Classifications schemes for the interpretation of kappa. Slightly adapted from Jones
(2004).
INTERPRETATION OF RELIABILITY
Landis and Koch (1977)
Value of reliability
Strength of agreement
<0.00
Poor
0.00-0.20
Slight
0.21-0.40
Fair
0.41-0.60
Moderate
0.61-0.80
Substantial
0.81-1.00
Almost perfect

Shrout (1998)
Value of reliability
0.00-0.10
0.11-0.40
0.41-0.60
0.61-0.80
0.81-1.00

Strength of agreement
Virtually none
Slight
Fair
Moderate
Substantial

While the kappa value of 0.43 calculated indicates fair agreement according to
Shrout (1998), it is also important to take the error margin of this estimation into
account (compare also Fleiss, Cohen, & Everitt, 1969). Confidence intervals can
provide important information with respect to this issue, because they inform the
reader how consistent an observed agreement index is with its label 22. For instance, the 95% confidence interval of kappa for the depression example ranges
from 0.23 – 0.64. Thus, the true agreement between raters (on a population
level) can be anywhere between ‘slight’, ‘fair’ and ‘moderate’ (see Table 1). For
meaningful reliability analyses, Jones (2004) has suggested to sample enough
22
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An easy and comprehensive way to obtain confidence intervals for various agreement
measures of a 2x2 contingency table is through a freely available Excel -Worksheet
(Mackinnon, 2000, available online at www.mhri.edu.au/biostats/DAG_Stat)

data to be 95% confident that the value of kappa obtained from a sample will be
within 0.1 of the true value of kappa (i.e., the confidence interval should be <=
0.2, as opposed to 0.41 in the present example). Jones provided tables of required sample sizes (see Table 3), given an estimate of kappa and the prevalence
of the to-be-rated trait. The prevalence of depression in the example would be 23
% (Rater 1 classified 22 % of all patients as depressive, Rater 2 24 %). Taking
the observed kappa of 0.43 as an estimate for the population kappa, it follows
from Table 3 that a sample size of 489 subjects is in this cases required for a sufficiently precise reliability study.
Table 3 Sample size for a reliability study assuming dichotomous data, two raters, 95 % confidence interval for Kappa, and a conidence interval of <= 0.2
Estimate of
kappa
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
Unknown

Prevalence (%)
10
20

30

40

50

848
801
705
569
401
209
851

379
344
296
236
167
88
412

335
301
257
205
145
77
387

323
289
246
196
139
72
385

489
451
392
314
222
116
505

15.2 Description of the algorithm
In order to transform annotation data provided by the raters into the required 2 x
2 contingency table, which subsequently allows the calculation of kappa, one
essentially needs to determine which rater tags belong together and which tags
do not. This decision has to be based upon (1) the tier in which the tag was
placed, (2) the label of the tag and (3) the degree of temporal overlap between
tags given by different raters.
In the example used to introduce kappa, the outcome measure was binary (depressive, non-depressive). However, determining a value for the NEUROGES
categories system is not a binary decision. As an example, in the Structure category as each rater has to choose between 5 possible values for an observed
movement, which would result in a 5 x 5 contingency table for the agreement
analysis. Because it is impractical to calculate kappa for such large contingency
tables (Kraemer, 1992), we perform a binary mapping of the outcome measures,
as has been advocated in the literature (Wirtz & Kuschmann, 2007). More specifically, agreement is analyzed for one value at a time, which is then contrasted
with the rest of all other values.
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An example: Interrater agreement for shift units
As an example, we will explain how the algorithm classifies agreement for shift
units. The analysis will be based on the sample data shown in Figure 1.
Two tags by two raters are considered as agreement, if and only if all of the following criteria are fulfilled:
i) both tags are placed in the same tier (e.g., lh_Structure_R0).
ii) both tags have the same Structure value (e.g., shift).
iii) Both tags have a temporal overlap.
The temporal overlap covers at least 60% of the length of the longer tag23.

Figure 1 Example rating data used to illustrate the algorithm. The two tiers show the tags of
two raters for the left hand.

Consider the first two tags given by the two raters (0 – 5 sec). Both tags are
placed in the tier lh_Structure_R0 (criterion No. 1). They also both have the
same value (i.e., shift), and a temporal overlap (criteria 2 & 3). Finally, the
length of the temporal overlap covers more than 60% of the length of the longer
23
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One cannot use the length of the shorter tag for overlap evaluation, because then short
tags by one rater falling within very long tags of the other rater (as for instance in the
case of the shift tags around 10 and 15 sec) would be erroneously classified as perfect
agreement, although segmentation is very different between raters. Similarly, one cannot use less than 51% of the longer tag as a criterion, because this can result in tags entering agreement count erroneously more than once. Thus, “overlap > 51% of length of
longer tag” is the smallest possible criterion for unambiguous results. For the present
analysis, we chose to use 60% as overlap criterion, in order to have a more conservative
and robust estimation of interrater agreement.

tag (criterion 4). Thus, all four criteria are fulfilled and the segment is therefore
registered as an agreement in the 2 x 2 contingency table (see bottom row of
Figure 2).
The next two tags given by the two raters (from 5 – 9 sec) do not fulfill criterion
No. 2, because they have different annotation values (phasic vs. shift). Hence,
there is no interrater agreement in this time segment, and the false positive shift
movement seen by Rater 1 is added to the contingency table (see Figure 2).
Next, Rater 1 has seen a long shift, ranging from about 9 – 16 sec. Rater 2 has
also seen a shift, but has used a different segmentation here (two shorter shifts
instead of one long one). Should this be considered as an agreement? Criteria 1
– 3 are fulfilled here. What about criterion No. 4? Because segmentation is an
important part of the decision process in the NEUROGES-ELAN system, the
two tags by Rater 2 have to be evaluated separately. The algorithm matches the
shift tag of Rater 1 with the first shift of Rater 2.24 Next, it becomes evident that
the overlap is less than 60% of the duration of the long shift tag by Rater 1.
Therefore, this segment is classified as a false positive shift by Rater 1 (see
)25. The second shift tag by Rater 2 does not have a corresponding tag to be
matched with, therefore this segment is classified as a false positive shift by
Rater 2.
Next, the repetitive tag of Rater 1 is matched with the repetitive tag of Rater 2.
Since the value is different from the current value of interest (remember, we
want to analyze agreement for shift movements), this segment is classified as
negative agreement. In other words, both raters have agreed in not seeing a shift
movement during this segment.
Finally, the last segment (where Rater 1 did not place any tag, whereas Rater 2
placed a phasic tag) is again classified as negative agreement. Again, both raters
agreed here in not seeing a shift movement.

24

25

Matching always the first occurrence of equal annotations might be seen as overly conservative feature as it is perfectly conceivable that for example in the present case the
second overlapping tag of Rater 2 might have a greater overlap with the tag from Rater
1 than the first overlapping tag. However, extending the proposed algorithm to include
such cases has two negative consequences. First, it would dramatically increase the
complexity of the algorithm. Second, it would break the symmetry as results would then
depend on which rater is being used as a reference. With the present simpler and more
conservative formulation this is not an issue.
Since there is no objective gold standard for segmentation here, it is in this case of
course an arbitrary decision whether the false positive should be attributed to rater 1 or
rater 2.
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Figure 2 Scoring example for agreement counts of shifts vs. all other movement types. Arrows indicate which tags are matched with each other. Bottom row shows how the 2 x 2 contingency table is updated as the algorithm proceeds through the data.

To sum up the scores for shift movements, there is one segment of positive
agreement, two segments of false positives on behalf of Rater 1, one segment of
false positives on behalf of Rater 2, and finally two segments of negative
agreement (see also the final contingency table in the bottom right corner of
Figure 2).
Another example: Interrater agreement for repetitive movements
To further illustrate how the agreement count is performed, we now analyze
agreement of repetitive movements vs. all other values for the example data set.
The same tags as previously are matched with each other (see arrows in Figure
3), thereby creating the segments that are classified according to the 2 x 2 contingency table. Segments 1 – 4 are classified as negative agreements, because
both raters agreed here in not seeing a movement of the value repetitive. Segment 5 is classified as positive agreement, and segment 6 as negative agreement.
To sum up, there are five segments of negative agreement for this movement
type, and one segment of positive agreement.
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Figure 3 Scoring example for agreement counts of repetitive movements vs. all other movement types.

In this way, we calculated contingency tables for all values of interest, which
allowed us to compute value-specific kappas as well as positive agreement indices.

15.3 Results
Concatenated StructureFocus annotations from two teams were used for the present analysis, resulting in a total of 76 min of annotated video material. Because
one of the pre-requisites of bi-rater kappa is that the observations come from the
same two raters (Crewson, 2005), agreement analysis were calculated separately
for each team.26 While Team 1 annotated a total of 23.30 min video and placed a
total of 333 tags, Team 2 annotated more than twice as much (53.10 min) yielding a total of 1967 movement tags.

26

Please note that is not intended (nor particularly informative) to directly compare levels
of agreement between teams, given that these two teams annotated movements from entirely different populations performing very different experimental paradigms.
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Table 4 Data Basis
Number of annotated videos
(and participants)
Total length of annotated
video segments
Mean video length (standard deviation)
Subjects & Topic

Movement Tags

Team 1 (JB and MR)
15

Team 2 (KH and MG)
44

23 min 30 s

53 min 10 s

93.31 s (18.75 s)

72.40 s (33.55 s)

A sample of split-brain patients and matched healthy
participants was videotaped
while answering questions of
the Wechsler-Adult Intelligence Scale (Tewes, 1994)
333

A sample of 40 patients with
left or right hemisphere damage and 20 matched controls
was videotaped during the
narration of “Mr. Bean”
movie clips
1967

In a first analysis step, we analyzed how often the seven movement categories
were detected in the two rating teams. Figure 4 shows the absolute number of
tags for these categories, separately for each team. One result is that both teams
show different frequency distributions. Whereas in Team 1, who rated videos
showing participants responding to verbal items of an IQ test, most often shift
movements were detected, the most frequently detected movement value in
Team 2, who rated videos of patients and controls videotaped whilst narrating,
was phasic in space.
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Figure 4 Frequency of StructureFocus values for both rating teams. The y axis represents the
number of tags for each value, summed across all videos and both raters. Abbreviations: irregular on body (iob), phasic in space (pis), phasic on body (pob), repetitive in space (ris),
repetitive on body (rob), shift (s). (Here, the value on body included the value on attached
object.)

In a next analysis step, the value-specific kappas were calculated, using the previously described algorithm (see Figure 5). Team 1 had a mean kappa of about
0.4, whereas Team 2 (which analyzed much more data) had a mean kappa of
about 0.6. Thus, all in all, interrater agreement can be described as fair. Please
see below for a more detailed discussion of the obtained kappa values.
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Figure 5 Cohen’s kappa for the six StructureFocus values. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals, which were determined using a non-parametric bootstrap algorithm (Graham
& Bull, 1998).

For the kappa values described above, we used an overlap criterion of 60%. Of
course, this can be criticized as an arbitrary setting, as any value between 51%
and 100% could in principle have been used. We further explored the extent to
which this parameter setting influences the obtained kappa values, by plotting
the amount to which kappa decreases as the overlap criterion is increased (see
Figure 6 and Figure 7). As can be seen from theses figures, a substantial drop in
kappa values only occurs for values above 70% (and even more so for more extreme values above 80%). Below these values, there is a more or less stable plateau, where changing the overlap criterion (say to either 55% or 65%) does not
have much impact on the obtained kappa values. Based on these data, we feel
confident that our decision for a 60% criterion is a reasonable compromise between temporal precision and detection sensitivity.
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Figure 6 Team 1: Relationship between kappa and the % overlap criterion.

Figure 7 Team 2: Relationship between kappa and the % overlap criterion.

15.4 Discussion
Establishing interrater agreement is a crucial step to justify results obtained from
annotated video-stream data. Here we present a novel approach that takes into
account the interrelated problems of segmentation and annotation. Based on the
analysis of two large datasets we were able to show that our algorithm obtains
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sensible data and is relatively robust against specific parameter choices, namely
the percentage of overlap needed in order to score agreement.
An important aspect of determining interrater agreement is the number of observations required to yield statistically reliable agreement indices. As has been
mentioned in the introduction, an insufficient sample size results in wide confidence intervals and thus, difficulties in drawing conclusions about the tool’s reliability (cf. Jones, 2004). As can be seen in Figure 6, this is clearly the case for
Team 1. For this team, confidence intervals are too wide to allow a conclusion
about the reliability of the NEUROGES system for this population.
In the case of Team 2, confidence intervals are much narrower, and thus allow a
more precise estimation of reliability for this population. In general, interrater
agreement for this sample was fair (see Figure 7). For three of the six StructureFocus values, somewhat higher (fair to moderate) degrees of reliability were observed (iob, pis & ris), whereas for the remaining three values, reliability was
only slight to fair (pob, rob & s). The results for rob and s are, however, qualified by wide confidence intervals. With respect to the required sample size for
reliability studies, Jones (2004) has suggested to sample enough data that all
confidence intervals are smaller than 0.2. This requirement would be met by
values iob, pis, pob, and ris in the case of Team 2. Each of these three values
had at least 200 tags that entered the analysis (in Team 2, see Figure 7). Therefore, a rule-of thumb regarding sample size requirements for future reliability
studies in the context of the NEUROGES-ELAN system would be to sample
enough data that each value of interest comprises at least 200 tags.
Further, when one value occurs only seldom small disagreements will lead to
large changes in the Cohen’s kappa scores in particular as small occurrences of
values can entail unequal marginal distributions for the contingency tables yielding to small kappa values (compare Feinstein & Cicchetti, 1990). This might
also be a problem when obtaining small kappa values although good raw agreement is observed as the maximum possible kappa values also depends on the
marginal distributions of the underlying contingency table (Banerjee, Capozzoli,
McSweeney, & Shina, 1999; Cicchetti & Feinstein, 1990; Feinstein & Cicchetti,
1990). Similar, when the duration of annotations decreases changes in offsets
and onsets might also stronger impact kappa values as for very brief movements
it becomes more difficult to obtain the necessary overlap. As the calculation of
Cohen’s kappa requires at least two different values, the present algorithm also
works only when there are at least two values in a category. Thus, the algorithm
does not work for example for the Activation category. In conclusion, the measurement of interrater agreement depends always on multiple factors and sometimes it might be difficult to trace back the exact reason for why a particular
Cohen’s kappa value was obtained. Thus, calculation of the modified Cohen’s
kappa value does not relief one from investigating the raw data.
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15.5 Further suggestions for future reliability studies
More often than not, users of the NEUROGES-ELAN system may find out that
interrater agreement is initially disappointingly low. In such a case the users
should make sure that low agreement scores are not due to simple slips and
misses. Some of the more common systematic mistakes include (i) one rater
places all of his tags in the wrong tier (e.g., lh_Structure_R0 instead of
lh_Focus_R0) and (ii) confusion between raters about which hand is “left” and
which is “right” (anatomical or specular?).
Besides these slips and misses, there are also other, more fundamental causes of
rater disagreement. One source of disagreement is rater bias. For instance,
within Team 2, it occurred 20 times that Rater 1 saw a shift, while Rater 2 did
not. The reverse pattern occurred only 6 times, suggesting that Rater 1 had a
stronger bias towards detecting shift movements. A statistical indicator of rater
bias is a significant McNemar test.27 While detecting rater bias is fairly simple,
its elimination requires more effort, including renewed rater training.
A special case of rater bias is when raters apply different degrees of segmentation during the annotation process. As has been shown in the example during the
introduction, one rater may see one long segment of a specific movement type,
whereas the other rater sees the same time segment as multiple, shorter movements. If raters consistently disagree in their level of segmentation, rater agreement will of course be negatively affected. Such segmentation problems can be
somewhat alleviated by renewed rater training.
One important fact to note that there can be no such thing as absolute reliability.
Reliability is always defined with respect to a certain population (Jones, 2004;
Shrout, 1998). It is therefore not possible to only rely on published reliability
results when using the NEUROGES system for a new study. Because raters, experimental setting, and participants differ from project to project, each new
study has to assess their own interrater reliability (see Jones, 2004, for a highly
readable primer on the construction of reliability studies).
The final note of this chapter concerns the reliability of NEUROGES Module I.
Most values achieved fair levels of interrater agreement, with kappa ranging between 0.48 and 0.68 (for Team 2). Although somewhat precise and significantly
greater than zero, these agreement scores are of course far from perfect. However, it should be noted that the data were from the first studies applying the
NEUROGES system. Since then the objectivity of the definitions and the quality
of rater training has improved, and consequently, the interrater agreement has
27

A McNemar Test for 2x2 contingency tables is, for instance, provided by the Excel
Worksheet mentioned before.
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improved (Chapter 16). Furthermore, Module I as compared to Modules II and
III has the highest segmentation : annotation ratio. In Modules II and III, often
the units from the previous category can be used directly. Thus, the process of
segmentation units into subunits decreases and accordingly, the interrater
agreement improves. Infact, if the interrater agreement is only or mainly determined by annotation and not by segmentation, much better agreement scores
occur. This explains why in the field of gesture research, much greater agreement scores for annotations are typically reported (see, for instance, Broaders,
Cook, Mitchell, & Goldin-Meadow, 2007). However, in these gesture studies,
one person only first analyzes and segments the video data and subsequently
only these selected segments of the video are then being rated by different raters
(e.g., Is the value of this segment X or Y?). Note that segmentation is in such a
case – unlike in the NEUROGES-ELAN system – not part of the rating process
and therefore cannot contribute to rater disagreement. As is evident from the
present work the initial process of segmentation can already cause large discrepancies between raters and thus should be included into the interrater agreement
evaluation. These considerations give a new perspective on the agreement scores
reported. Thus, the present analysis should be seen as a benchmark for future
developments in assessing interrater agreement of the NEUROGES system and
movement behaviour classification systems in general.
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16. Recommendations for Assessing the Level of Interrater
Agreement
Harald Skomroch
In the previous chapter, it was indicated that that calculating interrater agreement for segmentation and annotation results in worse agreement scores than
calculating interrater agreement for annotation only. Thus, as compared to studies using the modified Cohen's Kappa, interrater agreement scores are generally
higher when the annotations do not include segmentation processes (see, for instance, Broaders et al., 2007; Nicoladis et al., 1999), or when information different from movement, such as speech (e.g. a target word/phrase) is used to predefine units (see, for instance, Cocks et al., 2011; Duncan, 2002). The analysis
of video taped hand movement behaviour with the NEUROGES is conducted
without sound following seven subsequent steps, where the units created in the
proceeding step partially predetermine the units used in the subsequent step.
However, often new subunits have to be created by the raters individually. If
interrater differences in the creation of these (sub-)units occur, these differences
permeate to the following steps and affect the interrater agreement. This can be
avoided by using units, which both raters have agreed on, as the basis for the
next step. The present chapter investigates the impact differences during the
segmentation process have on the interrater agreement. Based on the evaluation
of previous studies and on the findings elicited by a filter, which excludes interrater differences in segmentations, it provides a recommendation to assess interrater agreement.

16.1 Interrater agreement in previous studies using the NEUROGES system
The interrater agreement depends on the complexity of the data and on the procedure, which is taken for analysis. The complexity of the data, in turn, is influenced by the setting as well as by inter-individual differences of the participants.
Inter-individual differences may occur due to idiosyncratic features as well as
due to mental or neurological disease. Further, the interrater agreement and the
interpretation thereof are influenced by the quantity of data concerning one
value. Nevertheless, the degree of interrater agreement also depends on the raters’ proficiency and their ability to analyze consistently. All raters working on
past material have been trained in applying NEUROGES on video data and they
have met regularly for ongoing training and consensus.
In the paragraphs below, the interrater agreement scores for different rater
dyads are shown for the NEUROGES categories Activation, Structure, concatenated StructureFocus, and Contact.
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Table 1 Activation category: Compare Annotators ratio score mean for six rater dyads of five
experiments
Rater Dyad
AB-KP
AB-MK
DD-DA
IH-MIK
IH-MK
RR-HS
Total

Mean
0.83
0.7
0.79
0.845
0.73
0.781
0.781

As illustrated in Table 1, the interrater agreement for the Activation category
varied between 0.7 and 0.845 for the different dyads with a mean of 0.78 and a
respective standard deviation of 0.05. The procedure to calculate interrater
agreement for the Activation category has been described in Chapter 14.
Table 2 Structure category: Modified Cohen’s kappa scores and raw agreement scores (in
brackets) for the Structure values in seven experiments
Structure values
Experiment
(number
of subjects)
LEAS
(n = 66)
HAWIE
(n = 66)
Movement
Scenes
GO
(n = 18)
Movement
Scenes
VG
(n = 18)
Sylvester
& Tweety
(n = 60)
Mouse
(n = 20)
AUVIS
(n = 58)
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phasic

repetitive

shift

aborted

irregular

0.52 (0.82)
0.46 (0.78)
0.48 (0.79)
0.48 (0.89)
0.55 (0.86)
0.44 (0.85)

0.56 (0.94)
0.74 (0.95)
0.42 (0.92)
0.71 (0.97)
0.75 (0.97)
0.38 (0.94)

0.49 (0.91)
0.57 (0.92)
0.35 (0.93)
0.59 (0.88)
0.43 (0.82)
0.39 (0.86)

0.20 (0.98)
0.49 (0.99)
0.1 (0.99)
0.22 (0.99)
0.21 (0.98)
0 (1.0)

0.47 (0.76)
0.35 (0.73)
0.5 (0.77)
0.27 (0.65)
0.30 (0.70)
0.52 (0.82)

0.87 (0.97)

0.85 (0.98)

0.72 (0.96)

0.51 (0.96)

0.77 (0.99)

HS-RR

0.74 (0.95)
0.44 (0.76)

0.80 (0.99)
0.51 (0.87)

0.61 (0.93)
0.34 (0.91)

0.58 (0.97)
0.30 (0.92)

0.70 (0.95)
0.38 (0.83)

DD-DB

0.41 (0.82)

0.51 (0.91)

0.52 (0.86)

0.28 (0.97)

0.49 (0.77)

MS-HS
ES-HS
IP-HS

0.61 (0.81)
0.55 (0.79)
0.67 (0.86)

0.61 (0.87)
0.78 (0.94)
0.59 (0.91)

0.75 (0.98)
0.35 (0.97)
0.71 (0.96)

0.42 (0.97)
0.0 (0.99)
0.44 (0.96)

0.68 (0.91)
0.75 (0.9)
0.71 (0.68)

Rater dyads

AB-MK
IH-MK
CP-CK
AB-MK
IH-MK
CP-CK
IH-MiK

IH-MiK

Table 2 illustrates the interrater agreement for Structure values of 13 rater dyads
in seven experiments. Except for the agreement scores for the experiment
Movement Scenes, the scores seem to be relatively low ranging between 0.0 and
0.79.
The interrater agreement scores of the six experiments (all except AUVIS)
were included in a Repeated Measures analysis with Structure value as a withinsubject factor (with five levels: phasic, repetitive, shift, aborted, irregular).
There was a significant effect of Structure (F = 15.137, df = 4; p = .000). Post
hoc tests revealed that agreement for repetitive units was better than for shift (p
= 0.037) units and for aborted units (p = 0.00). Agreement for phasic and shift
units was also better than for aborted units (p = 0.006; p = 0.005).
A further analysis including experiment as a between-subjects factor, revealed no significant effect of Experiment although there was a trend indicating
that the interrater agreement scores in Movement Scenes GO were better. This
could be due to the circumstance that participants were asked to perform gestures on demand (stimuli) and the movement behaviour was more structured
than in other experiments where participants conversed freely. Additionally, the
scores for repetitive, phasic, and irregular appear to be slightly better for the
AUVIS experiment. For this currently ongoing project, the procedure of analysis
was different in that all movement units have been agreed upon before annotating on the level of Structure. Consequently, differences in the segmentation on
the level of Activation did not permeate to the level of Structure. Still, agreement scores for aborted and shift units are relatively low. Simultaneously, the
raw agreement for these values is high indicating that both raters agreed well on
that a unit was not aborted or shift. Also these results reflect that aborted and, to
a lesser extent, shift units occur infrequently.
The interrater agreement scores in Table 3 refer to the agreement for the concatenated Structure Focus values for ten rater dyads and eight experiments.
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Table 3 Concatenated StructureFocus: Modified Cohen’s kappa scores and raw agreement
scores (in brackets) for the StructureFocus values in eight experiments
Structure
Focus values
Rater
dyad
Experiment
HAWIE AB-MK
(n = 34)
IH-MK
LEAS
(n = 34)

AB-MK
IH-MK

WAIS*
(n = 15)
Sylvester
&
Tweety
(n = 60)
Mr. Bean
(n = 60)
Motion
Scenes
VG
(n = 18)
Motion
Scenes
GO
(n = 18)
Everyday Act.
(n = 27)

MR-MG
RR-HS

KH-MG
IH-MiK

IH-MiK

phasic in
space

phasic
on body
(incl. on
attached
object)

repetitive
in space

repetitive
on body
(incl. on
attached
object)

0.52
(0.92)
0.59
(0.89)
0.53
(0.83)
0.64
(0.79)
0.67
(0.91)
0.46
(0.79)

0.27
(0.95)
0.54
(0.96)
0.57
(0.99)
0.66
(0.99)
0.48
(0.89)
0.35
(0.94)

0.73
(0.98)
0.70
(0.98)
0.57
(0.95)
0.72
(0.96)
0.55
(0.94)
0.57
(0.90)

0.64
(0.98)
0.85
(0.99)
0.81
(1.00)
0.53
(0.98)
0.62
(0.94)
0.40
(0.96)

0.61
(0.82)
0.75
(0.96)

0.50
(0.90)

0.67
(0.93)

0.53
(0.96)

0.59
(0.99)

0.76
(0.98)

0.80
(1.00)

0.88
(0.97)
0.66
(0.99)

0.86
(0.98)

0.59
(1.00)

0.39

0.44

0.34

irregular-on
body
(incl. on
attached
object)
0.30
(0.69)
0.28
(0.79)
0.52
(0.80)
0.35
(0.84)
0.59
(0.90)
0.44
(0.87)

irregularwithin
body

0.71
(0.94)
0.73
(0.97)

0.00
(1.00)
0.50
(0.97)

0.79
(0.99)

0.64
(0.99)

0.59

0.80

0.34
(0.90)
0.18
(0.82)
0.28
(0.90)
0.25
(0.81)
0.00
(1.00)
0.12
(0.95)

R1-R2
0.46

For the experiments HAWIE, LEAS, Motion Scenes VG, Motion Scenes GO,
and the Stroke Study, the same rater dyads were involved as for the Structure
category. A visual comparison of the scores of interrater agreement for Structure
values (Table 2) and the StructureFocus values (Table 3) reveals that whereas
the scores improved for HAWIE and LEAS they did not improve so very much
for the Motion Scenes VG, Motion Scenes GO, and the Stroke Study. Except for
Motion Scenes VG and Motion Scenes GO, the interrater agreement scores for
Structure Focus values varied between 0.4 and 0.7.
Interrater agreements on irregular within body varied much more (0.00 –
0.64) and appeared to be generally lower. When raters identify within body
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movements they have to rely on additional information other than where the
hand acts. They need to distinguish, whether the motion serves to relax or contract muscles or joints, to a greater extent than for other Focus values. This information can be drawn from the criteria muscle contraction, anti-gravity position, and motion (see 5.1.2.1). Additionally, the Focus value within body occur
sless often in many settings.
As shown in Table 4, the agreement scores for the Contact values act on each
other and act apart happen to be consistently better for the three experiments
analyzed.
Table 4 Contact category: Modified Cohen’s kappa scores and raw agreement scores (in
brackets) for the Contact values in three experiments
Contact values

act as a unit

act on each other

act apart

Motion Scenes VG
(n = 11/18)

0.42 (.98)

0.90 (.98)

0.90 (.96)

Motion Scenes G0
(n = 11/18)

0.46 (.98)

0.73 (.99)

0.88 (.95)

Stroke Study
(n = 20/60)

0.51 (.98)

0.80 (.94)

0.78 (.90)

The high scores for act on each other and act apart reflect that less segmentation has to be conducted when coding Module II. The ‘to be coded’ Contact
units are generated by creating overlaps between right hand and left hand StructureFocus units, which often result in relatively small units that do not need to
be subdivided further. The units have to be subdivided less often than movement
units. High scores for the raw agreement on act as a unit again suggest that this
value occurs less often. The establishment of interrater agreement for the value
act as a unit appears to be more difficult as scores vary between 0.41 and 0.51.

16.2 Filter of segmentation processes and interrater agreement
In NEUROGES the analysis and the corresponding segmentation of movement
behaviour becomes more and more fine grained after each step of coding. There
is less possibility for further segmentation in Module II or III and most (sub-)
units have to be created when annotating the Structure values.
In order to assess the agreement purely based on the raters’ identification of
the value, a filter was created, which excludes all units where segmentation differs, i.e., where the raters did not agree on the number of (sub-)units and/or the
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start and end of a given unit. The filter operates according to following restrictions:
a. The overlap between the units created by Rater 1 (R1) and Rater 2 (R2) is
greater than 85% of the duration of the unit created by R1.
b. The overlap between the units created by R1 and R2 is greater than 85% of
the duration of the unit created by R2.
c. Neither the unit of R1 nor the unit of R2 is shorter than 85% of the duration of the unit of the other Rater.
d. The overlap between the units created by R1 and R2 is smaller than 115%
of the duration of the unit created by R1.
e. The overlap between the units created by R1 and R2 is smaller than 115%
of the duration of the unit created by R1.
f. Neither the unit of R1 nor the unit of R2 is longer than 115% of the duration of the unit of the other Rater.
Consequently, the filter excludes all annotations for which R1 and R2 disagree
about the segmentation to a larger degree as demonstrated in Figure 1. Only the
3rd and 4th units of R1 and R2 are considered after this filter as for these units
both raters agree on where the structure units start and end. Additionally, those
units that do not have an unambiguous pendant in the annotations of the other
rater are excluded. This filter is not suitable to establish interrater agreement
with respect to overall reliability. Rather, it is a tool to simulate a situation
where movements units are predefined. The interrater agreement only refers to
the choice of the value of any given unit. This procedure is frequently used in
gesture research: either units are predefined by the experimenter, or the regions
of interest are determined by “extra-behavioural” aspects such as speech. In contrast, NEUROGES gives attention to temporal aspects and the phenomena of
segmentation itself, which is neglected in other methods. Additionally, in NEUROGES any movement is considered and annotated for differing values. In contrast, several other investigations focus on specific kinds of movements or gestures, such as gestures with iconic content, only (see for instance, Mol et al.,
2009; Duncan, 2002)

Figure 1 Units considered after filter

The filter was applied to the Structure annotations of the Stroke Study to exemplify the effects of the segmentation processes. In the analysis of the Stroke
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Study, both raters annotated all steps of Module I and merged their transcriptions afterwards. This procedure implies that disagreements on the level of Activation to permeate to the Structure level. Table 5 shows the values of the modified Cohen’s Kappa (see Chapter 15) for all annotations as well as for the filtered annotations.
Table 5 Comparison of modified Cohen’s Kappa (Holle & Rein) pre and post filter

Value
Irregular
Phasic
Repetitive
Shift
Aborted

Modified Cohen's
Kappa (raw agreement)
0.38 (0.83)
0.46 (0.77)
0.56 (0.88)
035 (0.91)
0.36 (0.93)

Modified Cohen's
Kappa (raw agreement) after filter
0.79 (0.95)
0.85 (0.93)
0.85 (0.95)
0.75 (0.98)
0.84 (0.98)

Number of Units
pre/post filter (33%)
557/155 (28%)
832/380 (37%)
540/222 (41%)
263/50 (19%)
204/52 (25%)

Only two thirds of the units passed the filter (33% remaining). Phasic and repetitive units were less affected than the other values. Simultaneously, the modified Cohen’s Kappa values for each Structure value improved at least around 0.3
(e.g. for repetitive). As mentioned above, the values for shift and aborted after
the filter can only be interpreted cautiously as the number of analyzed units is
very low.
This exemplary analysis suggests two conclusions for assessing and interpreting the interrater agreements of NEUROGES codings according to the modified
Cohen’s Kappa (see Chapter 15). First, it highlights the impact and the potential
difficulties arising when two observers segment human movement behaviour
separately. In the case of the Structure values according to NEUROGES, this
can be demonstrated by the following examples:
i.

ii.

Both raters observe two complex phases (strokes), which do not differ
in trajectory. Whereas Rater 1 observes a rest position in between the
complex phases, Rater 2 does not. Accordingly, Rater 1 creates two
phasic units and Rater 2 one repetitive unit.
Both raters observe a repetitive complex phase. Whereas Rater 1 observes a retraction phase following this complex phase, Rater 2 creates
an additional phasic unit as s/he observes an additional complex (e.g.
volitional squeeze on the thigh) before the hand rests on the knee.

Consequently, one should emphasize during training the identification and
analysis of complex hand movement behaviour (see Chapter 12). For analyzing
strings of complex phases a high proficiency in detecting several (different)
complex phases and distinguishing complex phases from transport/retraction
phases appears to be necessary.
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However, these results also indicate that the agreement for the NEUROGES
Structure values is good when raters would code predefined units. According to
Shroud (1998), the above post-filter scores are moderate to substantial, according to Landis and Koch (1977), they are even substantial to almost perfect. To
agree on Structure values does not seem to be as difficult as to agree on the
segmentation of movement. The segmentation, however, forms the basis for the
value annotations. The differentiation between the Structure values as such is
quite robust.

16.3 Recommendations for coding and consensus procedure
The juxtaposition of Kappa values demonstrates, that it is advisable to establish
and guarantee consensus about designation of units for each coding step. Consequently, interrater agreement and consensus about the segmentation of movement should be established after each coding step before proceeding with the
next step. The procedure for calculating the interrater agreement for the Activation category with the Compare Annotator function is outlined in Chapter 14,
the procedure for all other categories with the Modified Cohen’s Kappa is explained in Chapter 15.
First, the raters code the Activation category for the shared 25% of the data.
Then they calculate the interrater agreement with Merged Compare Annotator
function.
If the agreement for the Activation category is acceptable in analogy to previous studies, i.e., the Merged Compare Annotator value is > 0.75, the 100%Rater continues to code the remaining 75% of the data. The value of > 0.75 is
recommended based on the previous values presented in table 1.
If the agreement is not acceptable, i.e., < 0.75, the two raters should discuss
their codings, if possible with the trainer. Based on these discussions, they
should create consensus files of the 25 % of the data. Then, they should independently code another 25% of the data and calculate interrater agreement again.
The 100%-Rater should only continue alone, if an agreement of > 0.75 was
achieved. Otherwise, again consensus files have to be created.
For coding the Structure category, both raters use the movement units of the
100%-Rater or, if it applies, the consensus units in order to avoid that differences in segmentation in the Activation category permeate to the level of the
Structure category.
First, the raters code the Structure category for the shared 25% of the data
then they calculate the interrater agreement with the Modified Cohen’s Kappa. If
the agreement for the Structure category is acceptable, the 100%-Rater continues to code the remaining 75% of the data. It appears to be difficult to exactly
define which scores are acceptable and which are not. Nevertheless, Table 6 is
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supposed to provide a guideline for good interrater agreement, which rater dyads
should aim to establish after optimizing the procedure and consensus.
Table 6 Recommended Modified Cohen's Kappa interrater agreement scores for
the Structure values
phasic

repetitive

shift

aborted

irregular

0.5 - 0.7

0.5 - 0.7

0.6

0.5

0.5 - 0.7

Note that these recommendations are estimations based on previous studies conducted by well trained raters and calculations on segmentation processes and
that agreement can strongly depend on complexity and amount of data. If, for
instance, interrater agreement for one participant is based on 45 seconds of data,
in which this person performs only five units it is hard to establish the precise
interrater agreement.
If the agreement is not acceptable, the two raters should discuss their codings,
if possible with the trainer. Based on these discussions they should create consensus files of the 25 % of the data. Then, they should independently code another 25% of the data and then calculate the interrater agreement again. Quite
often, it turns out that a large amount of differences are either caused by systematic differences in annotations or, on a smaller level, systematic differences occur when annotating a specific participant. In these cases, a general consensus
should be obtained. The 100%-Rater can only continue alone, if an acceptable
agreement was achieved or visual inspection suggests a good agreement. Before
proceeding with the next step (Focus), the raters should create a consensus file,
in which they agree on the annotations.
The procedure for the categories Focus, Contact, and Formal Relation is
analogous to that for the category Structure. However, the agreement scores
based on the modified Cohen’s Kappa should be generally higher unless a very
high raw agreement suggests that these values are relatively rare. In these cases
it is also advisable to review the few occurrences of units of this value (e.g. act
as a unit).
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VI. Evaluating Data on Movement Behaviour
17. Statistical Evaluation and Data Presentation
Uta Sassenberg, Ingo Helmich

17.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we provide information on how to export, evaluate, and present
NEUROGES-data. We first recommend which measures of hand movements
can be analyzed in a meaningful way. Here, it is important to distinguish between (i) the frequency of movement values, (ii) the duration of movement values, and (iii) the proportion of time spent with movement values. Movement
unit frequency is calculated as the mean number of value units per minute (number / minute) of the coded video duration. Proportion of time is calculated as the
sum duration of all units of the coded video duration divided by time units (seconds / minute), and sum of duration of each units divided by the number of units
(seconds / unit). These three measures provide information with different aims
(see below). Second, we offer a step-by-step procedure for the export of the
NEUROGES-data from ELAN. Finally, we report frequency, duration, and proportion of time of different hand movement values coded with the NEUROGESsystem to offer reference data for adults for different types of study designs: (i)
monologue-like descriptions of regular activities, such as making coffee, and (ii)
interactive semi-standardized interview situations.
17.1.1 Different measures of body movements
Hand movement frequency (F) is the mean number of value units per minute. It
is calculated to control the amount of movements that occur per minute (i.e., for
each participant: the total number of units of one movement value divided by the
duration in minutes of the participant’s video sequence that was coded with
NEUROGES-ELAN). Duration (D) describes the mean duration in seconds of
each movement value unit (i.e., raw sum of duration in seconds divided by raw
number, or the proportion of time divided by frequency). The third parameter for
movement analysis is the proportion of time (PoT) as seconds of a certain
value per video minute (i.e., raw sum of duration in seconds divided by the
video duration in minutes). We chose to express this measure in this way rather
than giving the percentage as an analogy to the frequency measure and because
previous research also expressed duration measures in seconds. Table 1 illustrates these three measures.
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Table 1 A fictitious example of hand movement analysis (two minutes, Module I). Hand
movement behavior is calculated as frequencies (per minute of video), duration (seconds per
unit) and proportion of time (per minute of video). S = seconds, rh = right hand, lh = left
hand.
A participant speaks
for 2 minutes and
produces the following hand movements:
3 phasic in space
(2 with the right
hand: 2.130s and
0.650s,
1 with the left hand:
1.550s)

Frequencies (number
per minute of video)
1 rh phasic in space,
0.5 lh phasic in space

Duration (seconds per
unit)
1.390s rh phasic in
space,
1.550s lh phasic in
space

Proportion of time
(seconds per minute of
video)
1.390s rh phasic in
space,
0.775s lh phasic in
space

It is important to analyze the data in relative measures for different reasons.
Within one study, coded video times differ. Even if the time was controlled for
within one study, relative measures are important to compare movements
amongst different studies. For this point it is also important to take care reporting explicitly what is included in the coded video sequence, e.g. including or
excluding the time the experimenter speaks or the time the participants are presented with stimuli.
Depending on the research question, frequency, duration, or proportion of time
should be used as the preferred measure for meaningful analyses – or a combination. Frequency is an important measure of how often a particular movement
value occurs. Phasic movements are usually best reported as frequencies. The
proportion of time is usually a better measure to evaluate irregular movements.
Note that the frequency and duration of Structure units cannot be calculated
based on the StructureFocus units, as one Structure unit may be further divided
into several StructureFocus units. E.g. in Step 3 Focus coding, one phasic unit
may become one phasic in space unit, or it may become one phasic in space
unit, one phasic on body unit, and one phasic in space unit. In the latter case,
these phasic units add up to three, while originally in Step 2 Structure coding,
there was only one phasic unit. Therefore, the frequency and duration of Structure units cannot be calculated based on StructureFocus data. The proportion of
time, however, is a correct parameter that can be used to calculate the Structure
based on StructureFocus data, as the proportion of time is not dependent on unit
segmentation. Likewise, if one wishes to evaluate the Focus data alone, i.e., independent of the Structure, e.g. the question how much time is spent with on
body movements (independent of whether they are phasic, repetitive, or irregular), one may calculate the proportion of time of a certain Focus value based on
the StructureFocus values.
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Duration can be used to investigate the time a movement value typically lasts
(see 2.4). After introducing the reference values, presented later in this chapter,
these points will become clearer.
17.1.2 Exporting NEUROGES-data from ELAN for statistical analysis
Here, we recommend how to export NEUROGES-data from ELAN (Version
4.1) to Excel (Microsoft Office 2008) as a preparation for further import into a
statistical software (e.g. SPSS, IBM, SPSS Statistics). We provide a step-by-step
description targeted to beginners for the use of NEUROGES-ELAN but we do
assume a certain experience with Excel. Please note that there might be other
and simpler ways to export the data, especially when other software is used and
when software is further developed.
Open ELAN and choose File – Export Multiple Files As ▹ Tab-delimited
Text…

Figure 1 Export in ELAN

New Domain...: select all ELAN-files that you want to export (by highlighting
them and clicking on arrows >> to make them appear in “Selected Files“).
OK and save.
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Export tiers as tab-delimited text: Select all tiers that you want to export28.

Figure 2 Select tiers and their output options in ELAN

28
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Note that in Module I you cannot derive frequencies of Structure values from the tier
StructureFocus (see above). Hence, if you analyze frequencies of Structure values and
StructureFocus values, you will have to export both tiers.

Output Options:
Select the following (and deselect all others!): Separate column for each tier.
Include file name column.
Include time column for:
Begin time
End time
Duration

Include time format:
hh:mm:ss.msec29
msec30

OK and save as a text file.
Open Text file: Select all, copy. Open new Excel-file: paste and save.
Within the Excel file: Tidy up your data.
Delete the following columns:
Begin time – msec
End time – msec
Duration – hh:mm:ss.msec
Change the column “File name” into “Participant number” or “Participant
name”:
Select the column “File”. Edit – Replace…
For each participant, copy the file name and replace it with the participant number/name: Replace all.
Name Excel sheet (e.g., “Export”) and save.
Create Pivot tables:
per tier 2 tables – one for frequencies (frequency of tier), one for duration of
hand movements. This gives you the raw frequencies and raw durations. Save
each pivot table within a new Excel sheet and name them.
Create a new Excel sheet for a summary of the raw data:
Create columns for the participants (copy and paste from one pivot table), the
duration of the video in minutes (if you have it in seconds or milliseconds –
change it), raw frequencies and raw durations of all exported tiers from the pivot
tables.
Change durations in msec into durations in seconds.
29
30

This might be helpful for the beginning and end time if you want to look up a particular
hand movement in your ELAN file.
This format will be used for durations of hand movements.
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Copy the new table into another Excel sheet for creating relative frequencies and
relative duration measures for further export into a statistical software:
Frequency:
number / minutes of video registration
Duration:
seconds / number
Proportion of time: seconds / minutes of video registration
17.1.3 Reference data for different contexts
Another aim of this chapter is to offer frequency, duration, and proportion of
time of hand movement values of the NEUROGES coding system to serve as a
reference frame for future studies. We only report StructureFocus values for
Module I.
The three study designs reported here have the following points in common: The
overall settings were psychological experiments. Video cameras were visible.
There was one experimenter and one participant. Participants were not told beforehand that hand movements were the focus of the study. The adult German
participants produced natural language with German as their first language. The
studies are (i) monologue-like descriptions of regular activities, such as making
coffee, and interactive semi-standardized interview situations with (ii) emotional
scenarios (LEAS), and (iii) an intelligence test (HAWIE). They are described in
detail in the Method section below. Differences between the study designs are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Differences in the study design of the three experiments

Participants
Length of coded
video
Coded video including/excluding
experimenter
Experiment
Assumed stress
level
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Regular activities
n=27, female and
male
Approx. 2 minutes – only participant’s speaking time
excluding

LEAS

HAWIE

n=17, male

n=17, male

Approx. 14 minutes

Approx. 15 minutes

including

including

Description of
regular activities
Lowest

Interview of emo- Interview of cogtional content
nitive content
Medium
Highest

17.2 Methods
17.2.1 Sample and procedure: description of regular activities (i)
27 German speakers participated for course credit or feedback (18 female, 9
male; aged 19 - 65 years, mean [M] = 28.2, standard deviation [SD] = 11). They
all reported to be right-handed. At a later stage, 19 of the 27 participants completed the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EDI, Oldfield, 1971) and the
Montreal Handedness Questionnaire (Crovitz & Zener, 1962). According to the
EDI, all of the subsample were right-handed, and according to the Montreal
Questionnaire, 10 were right-handed, and 9 ambidextrous.
Participants sat opposite the experimenter and a video-camera31, and they
were asked in random order to describe concretely and in detail four regular activities: Making coffee with a coffee machine, Changing batteries in an alarm
clock, Going by bus, and Ordering pizza over the telephone. These activities are
effective to elicit reliable written responses (Raisig, Welke, Hagendorf & van
der Meer, 2009). The activities were chosen so that two were rated as frequent
activities (making coffee, going by bus) and two as infrequent activities (changing batteries, ordering pizza; cf., Raisig et al., 2009). One frequent and one infrequent activity involved more manual behavior (making coffee, changing batteries) and one frequent and one infrequent activity involved less manual behavior (going by bus, ordering pizza). To limit the variability of responses, participants saw stimulus pictures showing the relevant object (e.g., a coffee machine)
for each activity. On average, participants talked for about 2 minutes (M = 139
seconds; SD = 67) to describe all four regular activities (measured from the beginning to the end of their descriptions, i.e., excluding the time the experimenter
asked for the descriptions). Figure 3 presents the pictures and an example description by one participant.

31

For a detailed description how to set up a hand movement research site see Appendix.
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Making coffee

Changing batteries

Going by bus

Ordering pizza

Changing batteries – German

Changing batteries – English translation

P: Okay. Also erstmal nehm ich den Wecker
hoch. Dann mach ich die Klappe unten auf
wo die Batterie ja drinne ist.
E: Hmhm.
P: Dann pack ich die weg auf n sch- Nachttisch. Dann nehm ich die Batterie die ich
vorher schon zurecht gelegt hab. Pack die
rein.
E: Hmhm.
P: Und denn mach ich... nehm ich die Klappe wieder und mach zu und dann stell ich
ihn wieder hin und stell ihn nochmal.
E: Hmhm.
P: Jo.

P: Okay. Well first I pick up the alarm clock.
Then I open the flap at the bottom in which
the battery is.
E: Hmhm.
P: Then I put it away on the night table. Then
I take the battery that I have already put in
place. Insert it.
E: Hmhm.
P: And then I... I take the flap again and close
it and then I put it [the alarm clock] back and
set it [the alarm clock] again.
E: Hmhm.
P: Yeah.

Figure 3 Stimulus pictures and an example description by one participant in German with
English translations (P = Participant; E = Experimenter).

17.2.2 Sample and procedure: semi-standardized interviews
17 German speakers participated in interview situations with (ii) emotional content and (iii) an intelligence test (sex: male; all right-handed according to the
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) and the Montreal Handedness
Questionnaire (Crovitz & Zener, 1962); aged 20 - 59 years, M = 36.2, SD =
12.5). Participants sat opposite the interviewer in an interactive semistandardized interview situation (same setting, one of two female interviewers).
The participant and the interviewer were recorded by a video-camera without
knowing that hand movements were the main objective of investigation (Figure
4).
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Figure 4 Semi-standardized interview situation of the experimenter (left) and the participant
(right) in the semi-structured interviews.

During the interview, participants answered verbally to two different questionnaires: (ii) the Level of Emotional Awareness Scale (LEAS, part B) and (iii) the
Hamburg-Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Adults (HAWIE).
With the LEAS, different states of sensitivity to internal emotional states can
be identified. It shows the ability of people to be aware of their own feelings and
to verbalize them (Lane et al., 1995). Table 3 presents an example interview
situation by one participant. The mean duration of the LEAS-interview was 14
minutes (M = 14 min., SD = 4.32, Minimum = 08 min., Maximum = 22 min.).
The HAWIE is a test to measure intelligence with eleven subcategories. We
used three subcategories of the test: information, arithmetics, and similarities.
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Table 3 Example question (E) and answer (P) of one scenario in the LEAS in German with
English translations (P = Participant; E = Experimenter).

LEAS – German

LEAS – English translation

E: Sie wandern mit einem ortskundigen Führer durch die Wüste. Der Wasservorrat ist
schon seit Stunden aufgebraucht. Die nächste Quelle ist auf der Karte des Führers noch
drei Kilometer entfernt. Wie würden Sie
sich fühlen? Wie würde der Führer sich fühlen?

E: You walk with a local guide through the
desert. The water supply is used up for hours.
The next source is according to the map of the
leader still three kilometers away. How would
you feel? How would the leader feel?

P: Ich hätte Durst. Auf jeden Fall. Ich würde
mich aber ... ich würde mich jetzt aber nicht
sehr unwohl fühlen, weil ich weiß dass ... da
ist jemand der ist ortskundig ... der weiß
wo's zur Quelle geht. Auch wenn's noch drei
Kilometer sind, die wir zu wandern haben.
Also eher wohl, auch, wenn ich vielleicht
Durst hätte.
Der Ortskundige hätte eher das Gefühl, da
ist jemand, der ist ein bisschen abhängig von
ihm ... und … äh … von daher ein gutes
Gefühl hat sozusagen ihm zu helfen zur
Quelle zu kommen. Oder auch ein bisschen
Stolz. Ich kann mich ja ans … also ich weiß
wie man zur Quelle kommt. Er nimmt sozusagen mich an die Hand … komm … wir
deixeln das ... musst keine Angst haben.

P: I would be thirsty. In any case. I would but
... I would not feel very uncomfortable now
because I know that … there is someone who
has local knowledge … who knows how you
get to the source. Even if it's still three kilometers, which we have to walk. So rather well
even if I might be thirsty.
The local guide would tend to feel there is
someone who is a bit dependent on him …
and ... uh ... therefore he has a good feeling to
help him to get to the water. Or even a little
pride. I can myself ... I know how to get to the
source. He takes me by the hand, so to speak
... come on ... we manage this ... no need to
have fear.

Table 4 presents an example by one participant. The mean duration of the
HAWIE-interview was 15 minutes (M = 15 min., SD = 3.07, Minimum = 11
min., Maximum = 21 min.). In this context, the two tests are used to create scenarios of emotional and cognitive content.
Table 4. Example dialogue elicited by one question in the HAWIE in German with English
translations (P = Participant; E = Experimenter).

HAWIE – German

HAWIE – English translation

E: Vögel legen Eier - welche Tiere noch?

E: Birds lay eggs - which animals too?

P: Hm ... das sind die Dinger, ja. Aja, also
ich denke an Hühner oder Enten oder ... das
sind ja ... äh ... ich weiß nicht ... zählt ... ist
ein Huhn ein Vogel?

P: Hmm ... these are these things, yes. Yes, so
I think of chickens or ducks, or ... those are ...
uh ... I do not know ... counts ... is a chicken a
bird?

E: Ja

E: Yes
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P: In dieser Hinsicht schon ... da komm ich P: In this regard ... I'm coming into a tailspin.
jetzt ins Schleudern. Ich komm jetzt nicht I do not get it. When I think of animals. I do
drauf. Wenn ich an Tiere denke. Weiß ich not know.
nicht.
E: Lassen Sie sich ruhig Zeit.

E: Take your time.

P: Ja? Ich komm da immer wieder auf Vögel. Wenn ich an Strauss denke, der legt ja
auch Eier. Aber heißt ja auch Vogelstrauss.
Hm. Wie ist das bei Schlangen glaube ich.
Eine gewisse Art von Schlangen.

P: Yes? I'm back to the birds again. When I
think of ostrich, they lay eggs, too. But yes, it
is called ostrich. Hm. How is it with snakes?
A certain kind of snake.

17.2.3 Calculating interrater agreement
All videotapes were digitized, and hand movements were coded with NEUROGES within the environment of ELAN without sound. The coding for the monologue-like descriptions of regular activities was done with an earlier version of
the NEUROGES system that combined within a single step StructureFocus values within Module I of the right hand and of the left hand (i.e., one tier for each
hand).
In the monologue-like descriptions of regular activities two independent raters
evaluated the participant’s videotaped movement behavior. Rater 1 coded 100%
of the data and rater 2 coded 25% (i.e., one description by each participant, selected at random). Interrater agreement was established on the data that had been
coded by both raters. This resulted in 1.065 s (about 18 min) of coded descriptions by the two raters. Interrater agreement was established with the Modified
Cohen's Kappa (Chpater 15). Note that in Module I, the modified Cohen’s kappa
does not only refer to the raters’ agreement concerning StructureFocus but also
to the agreement concerning the segmentation, i.e., the timeframes of the hand
movement unit.
In interview situations with emotional and cognitive content (LEAS,
HAWIE), three independent raters evaluated the participant’s videotaped descriptions. Raters 1 and 2 each coded 50% of the data, i.e., half of the participants each. Each test of each participant was segmented into quarters depending
on the video duration. Rater 3 coded 25% of all interviews to establish the interrater agreement (i.e., a quarter of each test per participant). The order in which
raters 1 and 2 coded which test first, the order in which the quarters were coded,
and the decision which quarter of a test was coded by rater 3 were all pseudorandomized to avoid coding habituation effects. Table 5 presents the interrater
agreement scores for the Activation category as measured with the Compare
Annotator function (Chapter 14) in the description of regular activities and the
interview situations of emotional and cognitive content (LEAS, HAWIE). Table
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6 show the modified Cohen’s Kappa scores according to Holle and Rein (Chapter 15) for the Structure and Focus categories.
Table 5 Interrater agreement (Compare Annotator) for the Activation category

Activation
movement

Hand
Rh
Lh

Description
task
(N = 25)
-

LEAS
(N = 17)
.73 ± .19
.67 ± .23

HAWIE
(N = 17)
.70 ± .23
.70 ± .09

Table 6 Interrater agreement (Modified Cohen’s Kappa) for the Structure and Focus categories
Structure
phasic

Focus
In space
On body

repetitive
In space
On body
irregular
Within body
On body
shift
aborted

Description
task (N = 25)
.35
.35
.51
.32
.80
.50
.43
.42

LEAS
(N = 17)
.63
.64
.56
.75
.72
.74
.45
.37
.50
.56
.46

HAWIE
(N = 17)
.55
.59
.49
.71
.71
.72
.26
.33
.30
.50
.16

17.2.4 Statistical analyses
Analyses were performed on all hand movements displayed by the participants
that were coded by the raters who coded 100% of the data32. Analyses are reported for Module I Units, Structure and Focus. For the monologue-like descriptions of regular activities the video duration excluded the experimenter’s turns,
and for the interview situations, the video duration included the experimenter’s
turns. Frequency analyses were performed on hand movement rates to control
for differences in participant’s description time (i.e., for each participant: the
number of all hand movement units of one value divided by the participant’s
video duration). Duration per participant was analyzed (i.e., for each participant: the seconds per value unit) to gain insights about the duration of different
values. Proportion of time was analyzed to provide reference data on how long
a hand movement value was produced in relation to the overall description time
(i.e., for each participant: the sum of the durations of all hand movements of one
32
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In the description task: Rater 1; in the interview situations: Raters 1 and 2

category divided by the participant’s video duration). For frequency, duration,
and proportion of time, repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA’s)
were used with Greenhouse-Geisser corrections when the assumption of sphericity was violated. Multiple post hoc pairwise comparisons were corrected with
Bonferroni corrections. Significant results are reported at an alpha-level of p <
.05 (two-tailed); non-significant results are not reported. For duration in the description of daily activities, we offer descriptive analyses because of the considerable amount of missing values. We present comparisons and descriptives in
the order from the most frequent unit value - independent of hand choice - to the
least frequent and from the longest to the shortest, respectively.

17.3 Results
17.3.1 Descriptions of regular activities
Hand movement units of different values (StructureFocus) and hand choice are
examined for differences concerning frequency, duration and proportion of time
in descriptions of regular activities.
Table 7 Frequency distribution of hand movement values (StructureFocus) in the description
of regular activities.

Hand
Lh
Rh

irregular
on body
19/27
18/27

irregular
within
body
2/27
4/27

phasic
in
space
26/27
27/27

StructureFocus
phasic
on
repetitive
body
in space
22/27 15/27
24/27 19/27

repetitive
on body
8/27
8/27

shift
24/27
24/27

aborted
13/27
11/27

Frequency
To test whether participants produced value units with different frequency, we
performed an 8 (StructureFocus: phasic in space, phasic on body, repetitive in
space, repetitive on body, irregular on body, irregular within, aborted, shift) x 2
(hand: right, left) ANOVA on the mean frequency per minute of StructureFocus
units (Fig. 5). There was a main effect of StructureFocus, F(7,182) = 38.222, p <
.001. Pairwise comparisons confirmed that phasic in space units were produced
more often than any other value (e.g. vs. irregular on body units, MD = 4.557,
SE = 1.025, p < .01). Irregular on body units were produced more often than
aborted units (MD = 1.995, SE = 0.561, p < .05), irregular within body units
(MD = 2.230, SE = 0.632, p < .05), and repetitive on body units (MD = 2.293,
SE = 0.562, p < .05). Shifts were produced more often than aborted units (MD =
1.062, SE = 0.219, p = .01) and repetitive on body units (MD = 1.360, SE =
0.245, p < .001). Phasic on body units were produced more often than aborted
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units (MD = 0.705, SE = 0.201, p < .05) and repetitive on body units (MD =
1.003, SE = 0.190, p < .001). Repetitive in space units were produced more often than repetitive on body units (MD = 0.703, SE = 0.172, p < .05). There was
no main effect of which hand was used. There was an interaction effect between
StructureFocus and choice of hand, F(7,182) = 3.893, p < .05.

Figure 5 Frequency per minute of value units (StructureFocus) in the description of regular
activities for the right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated standard error.

Duration
Due to the amount of missing data (Table 7), we report the observed value units
and their durations descriptively (Fig. 6): irregular on body units were 3.83 seconds per unit (s/unit) (rh) and 3.70 s/unit (lh), repetitive on body units 2.39 s/unit
(rh) and 3.02 s/unit (lh), repetitive in space units 2.13 s/unit (rh) and 2.39 s/unit
(lh), aborted units 1.61 s/unit (rh) and 2.18 s/unit (lh), irregular within body
units 2.26 s/unit (rh) and 0.85 s/unit (lh), phasic in space units 1.37 s/unit (rh)
and 1.26 s/unit (lh), phasic on body units 1.07 s/unit (rh) and 1.06 s/unit (lh),
shift units 2.18 s/unit (rh) and 0.92 s/unit (lh) long.
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Figure 6 Duration of value units (StructureFocus) in the description of regular activities for
the right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated standard error.

Proportion of Time
To test whether participants produced units with different proportions of time in
the description of regular activities, we performed an 8 (StructureFocus: phasic
in space, phasic on body, repetitive in space, repetitive on body, irregular on
body, irregular within, aborted, shift) x 2 (hand: right, left) ANOVA on the proportion of time per minute of StructureFocus units (Fig. 7). There was a main
effect of StructureFocus, F(7,182) = 13.933, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons
confirmed that irregular on body units were produced for a longer proportion of
time than phasic on body units (MD = 8.653, SE = 2.448, p < .05), aborted units
(MD = 8.861, SE = 2.546, p = .05), irregular within body units (MD = 9.270,
SE = 2.651, p < .05), and repetitive on body units (MD = 9.334, SE = 2.498, p <
.05). Phasic in space units were produced for a longer proportion of time than
all other unit values apart from irregular on body units (e.g. vs. repetitive in
space: MD = 6.985, SE = 1.015, p < .001). There was no main effect of the
choice of hand. There was an interaction effect between StructureFocus and
choice of hand, F(7,182) = 2.921, p < .05.
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Figure 7 Proportion of time in seconds per minute of value units (StructureFocus) in the description of regular activities for the right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated
standard error.

17.3.2 Semi-structured interview on emotional scenarios (LEAS)
Hand movement units of different values (StructureFocus) and hand choice are
examined for differences concerning frequency, duration and proportion of time
in the interview situation.
Table 8 Frequency distribution of hand movement values (StructureFocus) in the LEAS interview situation.

Hand
Lh
Rh

irregular
on body
17/17
17/17

irregular
within
body
16/17
17/17

phasic
in
space
17/17
17/17

StructureFocus
phasic
on
repetitive
body
in space
16/17 16/17
13/17 16/17

repetitive
on body
11/17
10/17

shift
17/17
17/17

aborted
12/17
10/17

Frequency (LEAS)
To test whether participants produced value units with different frequencies in
the LEAS interview situation, we performed an 8 (StructureFocus: phasic in
space, phasic on body, repetitive in space, repetitive on body, irregular on body,
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irregular within body, aborted, shift) x 2 (hand: right, left) ANOVA on the frequency per minute of StructureFocus values (Fig. 8). There was a main effect of
StructureFocus, F(2.580, 41.275) = 34.903, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons confirmed that irregular on body units were the units produced most often, significantly more often than phasic on body units (MD = 2.433, SE = .324, p < .001),
repetitive in space units (MD = 1.937, SE = .381, p < .01), repetitive on body
units (MD = 2.491, SE = .342, p < .001), irregular within body units (MD =
1.637, SE = .436, p < .05), aborted units (MD = 2.499, SE = .340, p < .001) and
shifts (MD = 1.871, SE = .300, p < .001). Phasic in space units were the second
most, significantly more frequent than phasic on body units (MD = 2.187, SE =
.209, p < .001), repetitive in space units (MD = 1.691, SE = .208, p < .001), repetitive on body units (MD = 2.245, SE = .231, p < .001), irregular within body
units (MD = 1.391, SE = .297, p < .01), aborted units (MD = 2.253, SE = .222,
p < .001) and shifts (MD = 1.625, SE = .196, p < .001). The third most common
units were irregular within body, produced more often than phasic on body units
(MD = .796, SE = .212, p < .05), repetitive on body units (MD = .853, SE =
.201, p < .05) and aborted units (MD = .862, SE = .209, p < .05). Shifts were
produced more often than phasic on body units (MD = .563, SE = .097, p < .01),
repetitive on body units (MD = .620, SE = .099, p < .001) and aborted units
(MD = .628, SE = .109, p < .01). Repetitive in space units, the fourth most
common StructureFocus, were produced more often than aborted units (MD =
.562, SE = .142, p < .05). There was neither main effect of which hand was
used nor an interaction between the choice of hand and StructureFocus.

Figure 8 Frequency per minute of value units (StructureFocus) in the LEAS interview situation for the right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated standard error.
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Duration (LEAS)
As there was less missing data (Table 8) than in the previous study of monologue-like descriptions of regular activities, for the LEAS interview situation,
we performed an 8 (StructureFocus: phasic in space, phasic on body, repetitive
in space, repetitive on body, irregular on body, irregular within body, aborted,
shift) x 2 (hand: right, left) ANOVA on the duration of StructureFocus values
(Fig. 9). For this calculation missing values were treated as “zeros”. There was a
main effect of StructureFocus, F(3.311, 52.968) = 8.617, p < .001. Pairwise
comparisons confirmed that irregular on body units were produced for the longest duration (5.8 s/unit (rh) and 6.01 s/unit (lh)), significantly longer than irregular within body units (MD = 3.391, SE = .691, p < .01), phasic in space units
(MD = 3.796, SE = .766, p < .01), phasic on body units (MD = 3.048, SE =
.805, p < .05), repetitive on body units (MD = 3.739, SE = .908, p < .05) and
shifts (MD = 3.930, SE = .894, p < .05). Repetitive in space units showed the
second longest duration, 3.64 s/unit (rh) and 3.62 s/unit (lh), differing significantly from phasic in space units (MD = 1.520, SE = .384, p < .05). There was
neither main effect of hand nor an interaction between the choice of hand and
StructureFocus.
Calculating the duration of units for the “real data” (without replacing the
missing values by “zeros”), durations for StructureFocuses change as follows
(Figure 10), from the longest to the shortest: irregular on body (5.8 s/unit (rh)
and 6.01 s/unit (lh), aborted (4.1 s/unit (rh) and 4.45 s/unit (lh), repetitive in
space (3.86 s/unit (rh) and 3.85 s/unit (lh), repetitive on body (3.06 s/unit (rh)
and 3.92 s/unit (lh), phasic on body (3.50 s/unit (rh) and 3.22 s/unit (lh), irregular within body (2.82 s/unit (rh) and 2.34 s/unit (lh), phasic in space (2.10 s/unit
(rh) and 2.12 s/unit (lh) and shifts (1.90 s/unit (rh) and 2.06 s/unit (lh).
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Figure 9 Duration of value units (StructureFocus) in the LEAS interview situation for the
right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated standard error. Missing values were replaced with “zeros”.

Figure 10 Duration of value units (StructureFocus) in the LEAS interview situation for the
right and left hand for the “real data” (without replacing the missing values by “zeros”). Error
bars indicate the calculated standard error.
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Proportion of Time (LEAS)
To test whether participants produced value units of different proportions of
time in the LEAS interview situation, we performed an 8 (StructureFocus: phasic in space, phasic on body, repetitive in space, repetitive on body, irregular on
body, irregular within body, aborted, shift) x 2 (hand: right, left) ANOVA on
the proportion of time per minute of StructureFocus values (Fig. 11). There was
a main effect of the StructureFocus of unit, F(1.412, 22.598) = 28.332, p < .001.
Pairwise comparisons confirmed that irregular on body units were produced for
most of the time, significantly longer than phasic in space units (MD = 10.458,
SE = 2.261, p < .01), phasic on body units (MD = 15.038, SE = 2.479, p <
.001), repetitive in space units (MD = 12.999, SE = 2.719, p < .01), repetitive
on body units (MD = 15.112, SE = 2.522, p < .01), irregular within body units
(MD = 13.297, SE = 2.380, p < .01), aborted units (MD = 15.025, SE = 2.553,
p < .01) and shifts (MD = 14.270, SE = 2.404, p < .01). Phasic in space units
were produced the second-longest, significantly longer than phasic on body
units (MD = 4.581 s/min, SE = .622, p < .001), repetitive on body units (MD =
4.655, SE = .690, p < .001), aborted units (MD = 4.567, SE = .693, p < .001)
and shifts (MD = 3.812, SE = .604, p < .001). Shifts were produced more often
than phasic on body units (MD = .769, SE = .202, p < .05). There was neither
main effect of hand, nor an interaction between the choice of hand and StructureFocus.

Figure 11 Proportion of time in seconds per minute of value units (StructureFocus) in the
LEAS interview situation for the right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated standard error.
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17.3.3 Semi-structured interview with intelligence test (HAWIE)
Table 9 Frequency distribution of hand movement values (StructureFocus) in the HAWIE
interview situation.

Hand
Lh
Rh

irregular
on body
16/17
17/17

irregular
within
body
16/17
16/17

phasic
in
space
17/17
17/17

StructureFocus
phasic
on
repetitive
body
in space
16/17 14/17
15/17 14/17

repetitive
on body
16/17
12/17

shift
17/17
17/17

aborted
12/17
7/17

Frequency (HAWIE)
To test whether participants produced value units of different frequency in the
HAWIE interview situation, we performed an 8 (StructureFocus: phasic in
space, phasic on body, repetitive in space, repetitive on body, irregular on body,
irregular within body, aborted, shift) x 2 (hand: right, left) ANOVA on the frequency per minute of StructureFocus values (Fig. 12). There was a main effect
of the StructureFocus, F(2.267, 36.274) = 31.723, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons confirmed that irregular on body units, the most often produced unit StructureFocus in the HAWIE situation, were more often produced than phasic in
space units (MD = 1.377, SE = .328, p < .05), phasic on body units (MD =
2.201, SE = .355, p < .001), repetitive in space units (MD = 2.251, SE = .330, p
< .01), repetitive on body units (MD = 2.350, SE = .335, p < .001), irregular
within body units (MD = 1.580, SE = .349, p < .05), aborted units (MD = 2.448,
SE = .327, p < .001) and shifts (MD = 1.264, SE = .332, p < .05). Phasic in
space units were produced the second most, significantly more often than phasic
on body units (MD = .823, SE = .105, p < .001), repetitive in space units (MD =
.874, SE = .096, p < .001), repetitive on body units (MD = .972, SE = .096, p <
.001) and aborted units (MD = 1.071, SE = .100, p < .001). Irregular within
body units differed in their frequencies from repetitive in space units (MD =
.671, SE = .161, p < .05), repetitive on body units (MD = .770, SE = .169, p <
.01) and aborted units (MD = .868, SE = .172, p < .01). Shifts were produced
more often than phasic on body units (MD = .937, SE = .152, p < .001), repetitive in space units (MD = .987, SE = .196, p < .01), repetitive on body units
(MD = 1.086, SE = .163, p < .001) and aborted units (MD = 1.184, SE = .183,
p < .001). There was neither main effect of which hand was used, nor an interaction between the choice of hand and StructureFocus.
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Figure 12 Frequency per minute of value units (StructureFocus) in the HAWIE interview for
the right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated standard error.

Duration (HAWIE)
As there were less missing values (Table 9) than in the study of descriptions of
regular activities, we performed an 8 (StructureFocus: phasic in space, phasic
on body, repetitive in space, repetitive on body, irregular on body, irregular
within body, aborted, shift) x 2 (hand: right, left) ANOVA on the duration of
StructureFocus values (Fig. 13). For this calculation missing values were treated
as “zeros”. There was a main effect of StructureFocus, F(3.720, 59.519) =
8.566, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons confirmed that irregular on body units
were produced for the longest duration (5.59 s/unit (rh) and 5.59 s/unit (lh)),
significantly longer than irregular within body units (MD = 3.632, SE = .652, p
= .001), phasic in space units (MD = 3.224, SE = .632, p < .01), shifts (MD =
3.363, SE = .624, p < .01) and aborted units (MD = 2.746, SE = .647, p < .05).
Calculating the duration of units for the “real data” (without replacing the missing values by “zeros”) presented in table 8, durations for the StructureFocuses
change as follows (Fig. 14), from the longest to the shortest: irregular on body
units were 5.59 s/unit (rh) and 5.94 s/unit (lh), aborted units 6.18 s/unit (rh) and
3.65 s/unit (lh), repetitive on body units 5.11 s/unit (rh) and 5.13 s/unit (lh), repetitive in space units 3.21 s/unit (rh) and 4.44 s/unit (lh), phasic on body units
3.64 s/unit (rh) and 3.56 s/unit (lh), phasic in space units 2.43 s/unit (rh) and
2.31 s/unit (lh), shifts 2.22 s/unit (rh) and 2.23 s/unit and irregular within body
units 1.98 s/unit (rh) and 2.18 s/unit (lh) long.
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Figure 13 Duration of value units (StructureFocus) in the HAWIE interview situation for the
right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated standard error. Missing values were replaced with “zeros”.

Figure 14 Duration of value units (StructureFocus) in the HAWIE interview situation for the
right and left hand for the “real data” (without replacing the missing values by “zeros”). Error
bars indicate the calculated standard error.
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Proportion of Time (HAWIE)
To test whether participants produced units with different proportions of time in
the HAWIE interview situation, we performed an 8 (StructureFocus: phasic in
space, phasic on body, repetitive in space, repetitive on body, irregular on body,
irregular within body, aborted, shift) x 2 (hand: right, left) ANOVA on the proportion of time per minute (Fig. 15). There was a main effect of the StructureFocus, F(1.164, 18.622) = 24.752, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons confirmed
that irregular on body units were produced most of the time, significantly longer
than phasic in space units (MD = 12.661, SE = 2.705, p < .01), phasic on body
units (MD = 14.015, SE = 2.797, p < .01), repetitive in space units (MD =
14.093, SE = 2.596, p < .01), repetitive on body units (MD = 14.424, SE =
2.737, p < .01), irregular within units (MD = 13.141, SE = 2.731, p < .01),
aborted units (MD = 14.981, SE = 2.689, p < .01) and shifts (MD = 12.560, SE
= 2.648, p < .01). Shifts showed the second-longest duration, significantly longer
than phasic on body units (MD = 1.456, SE = .376, p < .05), repetitive on body
units (MD = 1.865, SE = .365, p < .01) and aborted units (MD = 2.421, SE =
.340, p < .001). Phasic in space units were produced longer than repetitive on
body units (MD = 1.763, SE = .245, p < .001) and aborted units (MD = 2.320,
SE = .272, p < .001). Irregular within body units were produced longer than
aborted units (MD = 1.840, SE = .462, p < .05). There was neither main effect
of the choice of hand, nor an interaction between the choice of hand and StructureFocus.

Figure 15 Proportion of time in seconds per minute of value units (StructureFocus) in the
HAWIE interview situation for the right and left hand. Error bars indicate the calculated standard error.
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17.4 Discussion
The present chapter is reported with two aims in mind. The first is to supply
steps how to export and evaluate NEUROGES-data. The second aim is to provide reference data coded with the NEUROGES system in situations common to
hand movement studies, namely monologue-like descriptions of regular activities and interactive semi-standardized interview situations. Apart from providing
reference data, we shall discuss the obtained values and elaborate on the theoretical approaches.
17.4.1 Description of regular activities
The frequency of hand movements, providing information about which hand
movement value is used the most, differed depending on the StructureFocus
value. As expected for a descriptive task, phasic in space hand movements were
produced most often. Irregular on body units, shifts, and repetitive in space
units were produced with medium frequency. Aborted, irregular within body,
and repetitive on body units were produced least frequent.
The choice of hand showed differences in the StructureFocus values. Reporting hand preferences of spontaneous hand movement behavior may be considered as the direct correlate of neuronal activation of the contralateral hemisphere
of the moving hand (see 2.5). While there was a preference for the right hand for
communicative hand movements (phasic and repetitive in space), there was a
preference for the left hand in on body movements (irregular, phasic and repetitive on body) as well as for shifts and aborted units. Reporting the proportion of
time of the StructureFocus value is of certain interest because irregular movements, in particular, tend to last longer than the units of other Structure values.
Irregular units seem to start and end by chance and involuntarily, serving for
auto-regulative reasons. Here, the proportion of time differed depending on the
StructureFocus value: Phasic in space and irregular on body hand movements
were produced for the longest and about equal in time. Repetitive in space and
on body, phasic on body, shifts and aborted units were produced for a medium
proportion of time. Irregular within body units were observed for a very short
time and only for the right hand. The same proportion of time of phasic in space
and irregular on body units in this experimental task might be caused by two
reasons: first, the task was to describe regular activities resulting in phasic in
space units for most of the time. Second, hand movements during the speaking
time of the experimenter were excluded. Consequently, we do not know which
Structure value was executed during this time. To evaluate the movement behavior during certain experimental situations in general, this needs to be further examined. Depending on the StructureFocus, we could also observe a difference in
the choice of hand. Most of the time, communicative units (phasic and repetitive
in space) were produced with the right hand. On body units (irregular, phasic,
and repetitive on body) as well as shift and aborted units showed the opposite
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pattern. These hand movements revealed a preference for the left hand. As outlined in Subsection 2.5.3, several neuropsychological studies reported a left
hand preference for on body hand movements (“self-touch”, “grooming and
fidgeting”) as compared to a right hand preference for communicative hand
movements (“free movements”, “symbolic hand movements”), which are most
often executed in space from the body (Blonder et al., 1995; Dalby et al., 1980;
Kimura, 1973a, 1973b; Lavergne & Kimura, 1987; Saucier & Elias, 2001). This
pattern of hand preference seems to be quite stable over the life span. It is even
evident in babies aged 1 to 6 months (Trevarthen, 1996). The relative left hand
preference for on body hand movements might indicate a right hemisphere activity (Hampson & Kimura, 1984; Verfaellie, Bowers, & Heilman, 1988), which
is well compatible with psychological states of emotional stress and a need for
internal regulation.
The duration also differed depending on the StructureFocus value. As expected, irregular and repetitive units were longer than phasic units. They were
from longest to shortest: irregular, repetitive, aborted, phasic, and shifts.
17.4.2 Semi-structured interview on emotional scenarios (LEAS)
Frequencies of hand movements differed significantly depending on their value
in the LEAS interview. The most frequent StructureFocus values were irregular
on body units. For nearly the same amount and not significantly differing in
their frequency from irregular on body, phasic in space units occurred in this
experimental interview situation. The frequency of both values differed significantly from all other StructureFocus values. Repetitive in space, irregular within
body units, and shifts were produced for a medium amount, repetitive on body,
phasic on body and aborted units were produced the least. Narrations of the participants in the LEAS interview situation mainly contained three distinctions:
describing (i) the participant’s own feelings, (ii) the feelings of the second person and also (iii) giving explanatory details about the lifelike situation (the
“stage”) they put themselves and the second imaginary person in.
The high amount of irregular on body units differing significantly from all
other StructureFocus values (except phasic in space units) is assumed to be
caused by the large emotional content in the LEAS interview situation. The participants were asked to describe their own feelings to the interviewer and further, they had to empathize with someone else’s feelings and describe those as
well. Irregular body-focused hand movements are believed to have selfregulating functions (Ekman, Friesen, 1969) and are increased in stressful situations, negative emotional experiences or the more personal the topic becomes
(Sousa- Poza und Rohrberg 1977; Freedman und Bucci 1981; Ulrich 1977) (see
also Subsction 2.1.2). According to our findings, it can be assumed that during
the LEAS interview situation the participants had to deal with strong emotional
experiences that caused the high amount of irregular on body hand movements.
To cope with this mental arousal, participants tried to compensate uncon314

sciously, but effectively by irregular on body hand movements, as Freedmann
and Bucci (1981) already postulated and Lausberg and Kryger (2011) further
evaluated. It must be mentioned that participants rarely experienced this experimental situation before which might have influenced their emotional activation
and therefore had an effect on the amount of body-focused activity. Another aspect that might have influenced irregular unit values is the fact that videos were
coded for the whole time including the experimenter speaking time.
The high amount of phasic in space hand movements might be caused by the
“interactive” and “communicative” interview situation in which the participants
were asked to describe lifelike emotional situations to the interviewer (see Table
3 for one example). Participants often described not only their and the other person’s feelings, they also created a “stage” and introduced imaginary details
about their own or its participating person’s situations before going into the
emotional details. Phasic and repetitive in space hand movements are understood to be the classical communicative hand movement values that reflect conceptual processes as the gestural formation of a thought (Lausberg & Kryger,
2011). Therefore, phasic in space hand movements seem to offer the most compatible hand movement value to create and describe an imaginary scenario in a
communicative way. In this experiment phasic in space hand movements are
used extensively differing significantly from repetitive in space hand movements. Therefore, it can be assumed that the image, the participants were trying
to explain, was very clear in their minds and did not need to be emphasized by
an increased amount of repetitive in space hand movement units. To validate
these hypotheses, additional data will be needed taking together hand movements and its synchronized speech content.
Neither significant differences were observed concerning the choice of hand
nor any interaction effects of value and hand. This indicates that during the
LEAS interview, no right hand preference for any kind of hand movement could
be observed, not even for communicative hand movements like phasic or repetitive in space and despite the fact that all participants were right-handed. Furthermore, although not significant but still noteworthy, for any hand movement
value during the LEAS interview we observed a trend towards a greater use of
the left hand (Figure 8), also for the communicative hand movements. This
might be due to the greater right hemispheric engagement in the description of
emotional scenarios and is in line with the observations of Moscovitch and Olds
(1982) regarding the fact that the more personal a topic, the greater the lefthand-use for communicative hand movements.
For the proportion of time of hand movements in the LEAS interview, irregular on body hand movements were produced for the longest period differing significantly from all other values (Figure 11). Phasic in space, repetitive in space,
irregular within body hand movements and shifts were produced for a medium,
phasic on body, repetitive on body and aborted hand movements were produced
for the shortest time. The long proportion of time of irregular units fits well
with the previous frequency analysis and also with the kinematic analysis of the
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Structure values (Chapter 6). Irregular units, as already mentioned in the discussion of the description task, tend to last longer than the communicative hand
movement Structures (phasic, repetitive) because they are missing the transport
phase, the complex phase, and the retraction phase. Irregular hand movements
do not demand a wide movement space as, for example, phasic in space hand
movements who have a clear start and end point do. They usually take place in
the same location, over a longer time period, e.g. “finger-kneading”. Therefore it
is important to distinguish in the analysis of hand movements the Structure
value and to report frequencies as well as the proportion of time for the values.
Again, there were neither significant influences by the choice of hand nor any
interaction effects of hand and unit value. Also, and in contrast to the description
task, there was no clear right-hand preference for the communicative hand
movements, even though all subjects were right-handed. This leads to the assumption that the spontaneously preferred hand, as a correlate for the current
state of mind and its hemispheric lateralized functions, was influenced by the
high emotional activation triggered by the LEAS interview situation that could
be observed in the increased use of the left hand.
The duration of hand movement units in the LEAS interview situation was
similar to the durations observed in the description task. Irregular on body and
repetitive in space hand movements were the longest and phasic in space the
shortest hand movements observed. The similar duration of values in different
experiments shows that this facet of hand movement seems to be stable over different experimental settings. But as noted in Figure 9, 10 and table 8, aborted
hand movements could not be observed in many participants. If the data is reported for the real values (naborted = 10 (rh), naborted = 12 (lh), table 8, figure 10),
aborted units show the second longest duration after irregular on body units.
The characteristic of this Structure value is the abortion of the movement after
the preparation phase. The stopped hand movement might be retracted instantly
or held for some time (here, 6.18 s/unit (rh) and 3.65 s/unit (lh)) leading to the
assumption that the participant in the moment of an aborted hand movement hit
upon an idea, but could not process his thought to an ultimate concept. Therefore, it might be a Structure value showing a person’s uncertainty to figure out a
cognitive formulated concept. Because this Structure value could not be observed in all participants, further studies would be needed to evaluate this phenomenon.
17.4.3. Semi-structured interview with intelligence test (HAWIE)
In the HAWIE interview, the most frequent StructureFocus value was irregular
on body that differed significantly from all other values. Phasic in space, irregular within units and shifts were produced with a medium frequency and phasic
on body, repetitive on body and aborted units were produced the least. The
HAWIE interview measures intelligence, in this case by three chosen subcategories information, arithmetic and similarities. For the participants this test induces
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on the one hand a cognitively demanding as well as a stress inducing task. Participants were obliged to give correct answers to the questions that forced them
to give a serious consideration about each topic. Knowing facts and communicating the responses resulted in a high amount of phasic in space hand movements. Not knowing the correct answer induced a highly stressful situation resulting in a high amount of irregular on body hand movements differing significantly from all other hand movement values. In line with Berridge et al. (1999),
who could show that grooming attenuates in the right hemisphere of rats the prefrontal dopamine response to stress, subjects here seemed to cope with the emotional stress of the HAWIE interview by moving continuously in a body-focused
manner, e.g. by kneading their hands, touching their face, etc. In human studies
it is documented that spontaneous self-touch in the face due to unpleasant
sounds increases the activity of beta and theta waves in the EEG (Grunwald and
Weiss, submitted) that could explain the self-regulating effect of on body focused hand movements. Further, the HAWIE interview evoked a high amount of
shifts. This Structure value is associated with a change of subject or a change of
psychological states (see Subsection 5.1.2.2). The high amount of shifts (Figure
12) indicates a restless behavior of the participants due to the stressful situation
of answering the questions correctly. The participants seemed to be anxious in
solving the task, although they had to give serious consideration to each question. Significant differences in the choice of hands were not observed in the
HAWIE but the data shows a trend of more left-hand-use for body-focused hand
movements and an increased right-hand-use for the communicative hand movements. A right hand preference can be explained by the knowledge of facts and
quick responses of the participants associated with more communicative hand
movements towards the experimenter. The left hand preference was observed
mainly for hand movements associated with arousal such as shifts and irregular
on body hand movements possibly indicating a higher right hemispheric involvement due to the stress during experimental task. In the HAWIE interview,
the highest proportion of time of hand movements was taken by irregular on
body units. This differs significantly from all other hand movement values. Phasic in space, irregular within body units and shifts were produced for a medium,
phasic on body, repetitive on body and aborted units were produced for the
shortest proportion of time. The long proportion of time for irregular on body
units compared to all other hand movement values fits with the nature of the
movement Structure, since, as mentioned previously, irregular hand movements
occur over a longer period. This is in line with the observations in the frequencies of the HAWIE interview. The long proportion of time of shifts (as long as
phasic in space hand movements) confirms the subject’s indisposition that results in a restless demeanor. The choice of hand was similar to the data observed
in the frequencies. Durations of hand movements in the HAWIE interview situation were similar to the durations observed in the description task and in the
LEAS interview situation. Irregular on body hand movements showed the long317

est duration, followed by aborted and repetitive on body units. But as mentioned
before, aborted units had a high quantity of missing values.
17.4.4 Summary
While the description task is characterized in its frequencies by phasic in space
units with the right hand, the LEAS and HAWIE showed increased irregular on
body focused units accompanied by greater left hand use. Further, the LEAS interview situation showed the same amount of phasic and irregular in space
units, while the HAWIE interview situation was characterized by irregular in
space units and shifts. The fact that the speaking time of the experimenter was
included in the LEAS and HAWIE experiments and not in the description task
should not be disregarded. Excluding all hand movements during the speaking
time of the experimenter might lead to less irregular on body units. This needs
to be further evaluated by analyzing the data during the speaking time of the experimenter in the description task. Therefore, it is necessary to be careful when
choosing the kind of experimental setup (see also Part IV) as well as the participants who will be compared to each other. Here, we focused on offering standard values of different experiments on hand movement behaviour to enable further standardized research in this scientific direction. In all, these results show
that the context and the demanding task influence Structure, Focus and hand
preference of hand movements and provide first standard values for designs with
narratives and interview situations for further hand movement research. The
findings are relevant for different disciplines of gesture research, such as computer science and neuropsychological research with patients. They strongly suggest that specific values are characterized by a specific duration (see also 2.4)
that could contribute to a more natural appearance of artificial agents’ gestural
behavior when hand movement behavior is modeled in computer science. Furthermore, if the duration of hand movement values is reliable for healthy adults,
it might be a better indicator for “normal” or “abnormal” hand movement behavior than hand movement frequency because frequency differs substantially between healthy individuals (Feyereisen, 1991). Therefore, with the offered values
of these three experiments and future work with NEUROGES, it will be possible
to refer to standardized hand movement values and collect coherent data of hand
movements, to enable further research to make precise distinctions between
varying values and the standard.
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18. Evaluating NEUROGES Data on Interaction
Hedda Lausberg, Daniela Dvoretska, and Monika Kryger

18.1 Background of the NEUROGES Interaction Coding
Since long it has been documented that interaction partners show a temporal attunement concerning their verbal utterances. This phenomenon was described as
‚turn-taking’ by Sacks et al. (1974). The interactive partners’ temporal attunement, however, is not limited to verbal interaction but it has also been observed
in movement behaviour such as synchronous position shifts or synchronous on
body movements (Condon & Ogston, 1966; Davis, 1982; LaFrance, 1982). It is
noteworthy that these temporal attunements happen beyond the interactive partners’ awareness, i.e., they are generated implicitly. Dysfunctions of interactive
attunement were demonstrated in mental disease (Condon & Brosin, 1969), and
in disturbed mother-child interaction (Kestenberg, 1965a; Kestenberg, 1965b;
Kestenberg, 1967; Kestenberg & Sossin, 1979; Bebee et al. 1982). While these
observations open interesting perspectives on mechanisms of implicit interpersonal regulation, little empirical research has been conducted in this field due
to the lack of economic methods.
Another aspect of behavioural coordination concerns the formal congruency of
positions and gestures between the interaction partners. Interaction partners imitate the specific forms of their body and arm positions (Bernieri, Davis, Rosenthal, & Knee, 1994; La France, 1982; La France & Broadbent, 1976). Even
yawning and laughing are imitated (Provine, 1986, 1992). Subsequent research
in the field of imitation stated that copying the movement pattern of the interaction partner belongs to the basic human needs (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999). The
greater the similarity between two persons' body positions and body movements,
the more likely it is that they interact without conflicts. Indeed, it was shown
that the interpersonal coordination is linked to the level of the rapport, empathy,
and agreement. People who like each other are more similar in their body configuration and movements than those who dislike each other. Dyads working on
a task with highly synchronized movements mostly judged their rapport as harmonic (Bernieri, 1988). Students who showed the same body and arm configuration as their teacher showed a greater involvement, agreement, and rapport with
the teacher (La France, 1982). The tendency to adopt behaviours, body positions, or movement patterns of interaction partners has been claimed to have major evolutionary significance. This behaviour served a “social glue” function,
which binds people together and creates harmonious relationships, which in turn
are very influential factors in an individual’s ability to survive and reproduce
(Lakin et al., 2003).
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18.2 Rationale of the NEUROGES Interaction Coding
18.2.1 The Kinesic Turn-Taking category
In turn-taking research the categories Gap and Overlap are used to investigate
the temporal relation between the partners’ verbal utterances (Sacks et al. 1974;
Weilhammer & Rabold, 2005). Following this approach, in NEUROGES interaction coding it is distinguished whether partner A starts moving before partner
B ends his/her movement, or whether partner A starts moving after partner B
ended his/her movement. Accordingly, the category Kinesic Turn-taking has
two values: (i) subsequent, and (ii) overlapping.
The logic of the system implies that two aspects of the temporal interaction
are analysed: the relation from A to B, and the relation from B to A. Thus, the
Kinesic Turn-Taking category assessment delivers four scores: A>B subsequent,
A>B overlapping, B>A subsequent, and B>A overlapping.
The temporal interaction analysis can be conducted for discrete movements in
any NEUROGES category. Discrete movement units are those with a defined
duration, i.e., phasic, repetitive, shift, and aborted units. Irregular movements
are potentially continuous. Thus, as they are potentially ongoing, they cannot
constitute turns.
The beginning of a turn is the beginning of the first discrete unit that is displayed partially or completely by partner A alone, i.e., the beginning of the unit
may start while B still moves. Analogously, the end of a turn is the end of the
last discrete unit that is displayed partially or completely by partner A alone, i.e.,
the unit may end when B has already started moving. Accordingly, a turn comprises one or more discrete movement unit(s) of partner A that (s)he displays
while partner B does not display discrete movement units. However, as stated
above at the beginning and end of such a term, there may be overlapping movement activity of the two partners. In case of overlapping hand movements, the
partners act simultaneously, and in case of subsequent units, there are gaps between the partners’ movement units. With this method the temporal relation between the partners’ Activation units, the Structure units, the Focus units, etc, can
be investigated.
18.2.2 The Formal Matching category
Furthermore, in NEUROGES interaction coding the categorical relation between
the partners’ movements can be assessed. This method reveals whether the partners perform simultaneous movements of the same value or whether they perform simultaneous movements of a different value. As examples, simultaneously both partners perform a repetitive on body movement, or one performs a
phasic in space movement while the other performs an irregular on body
movement. Accordingly, the category Formal Matching has two values: (i) same
value, and (ii) different value.
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18.3 Analysis of interactive processes with the NEUROGES system
18.3.1 Kinesic Turn-taking in psychotherapy
Lausberg (2007, 2011) examined the interactive patterns in three patienttherapist dyads. One dyad was video-taped during a consultation interview
(dyad J., patient with somatoform complaints). The other two dyads were registered during psychodynamic psychotherapy (dyads F. and B., patients with eating disorders), with two sessions for each dyad. The temporal interaction was
investigated with the NEUROGES system, including hand/arm, head, foot/leg
and trunk movements. The Kinesic Turn-taking procedure (see below) was applied to the discrete units of the Structure category. Continuous irregular units
were excluded.
Table 1 shows the percentages (and in brackets the absolute numbers) of subsequent and overlapping turn-takings.
Table 1 Percentages and absolute numbers of subsequent and overlapping turn-takings in 5
therapist-patient interactions
Subsequent
Turn-takings

Overlapping
Turn-takings

Patient-Therapist Dyad J., consultation interview
patient takes turn (n=39 turn-takings)

80% (31)

20% (8)

therapist takes turn (n=39)

59% (23)

41% (16)

Patient-Therapist Dyad F., psychotherapy session 1
patient takes turn (n=79)

65 % (51)

35% (28)

therapist takes turn (n=78)

68 % (53)

32% (25)

Patient-Therapist Dyad F., psychotherapy session 18
patient takes turn (n=99)

66% (65)

34% (34)

therapist takes turn (n=98)

75% (74)

25% (24)

Patient-Therapist Dyad B., psychotherapy session 4
patient takes turn (n=59)

75% (44)

25% (15)

therapist takes turn (n=60)

82% (49)

18% (11)
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Patient-Therapist Dyad B., psychotherapy session 22
patient takes turn (n = 25)

28% (7)

72% (18)

therapist takes turn (n = 24)

54% (13)

46% (11)

Mean

61,88 ± 15.96

38.13 ± 15.96

standard deviation

In Figure 1 for dyad J., the distribution of the durations between the therapist’s
unit endings and the patient’s unit beginnings is given (Fig. 1 a) and vice versa,
the distribution of the durations between the patient’s unit endings and the
therapist’s unit beginnings (Fig. 1 b). The intervals on the x-axis show the duration in seconds between the end of partner A's unit and the beginning of partner
B's unit. Positive numbers represent subsequent turn-takings. Negative numbers
represent overlapping turn-takings.

Figure 1a Patient J.’s turn-taking: Time intervals in seconds between the beginning of the
patient's unit and the end of the therapist's unit. Frequency distribution of subsequent turns
(intervals with positive numbers) and overlapping turns (intervals with negative numbers).
Figure 1b Therapist J.’s turn-taking: Time intervals in seconds between the beginning of the
therapist's unit and the end of the patient's unit. Frequency distribution of subsequent turns
(intervals with positive numbers) and overlapping turns (intervals with negative numbers).
(Figure 1 was first published in: Balint 2011; 12(1): 15-24; DOI: 10.1055/s-0030-1262617.)
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In Figure 2 for patient F., the frequency distribution of the overlapping and subsequent turn-takings is shown for the psychotherapy sessions 1 and 18.

Figure 2a Patient F.'s turn-taking in psychotherapy session 1

Figure 2b Patient F.'s turn-taking in psychotherapy session 18
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In Figure 3 for therapist F., the frequency distribution of the overlapping and
subsequent turn-takings is shown for the psychotherapy sessions 1 and 18.

Figure 3a Therapist F.'s turn-taking in psychotherapy session 1

Figure 3b Therapist F.'s turn-taking in psychotherapy session 18

The data suggest that the discrete movements of interactive partners do not occur randomly, but that they are temporally inter-related. If one partner starts to
move, it is most likely that she/he starts to move when the other partner has finished or is about to finish his/her movement. The distribution of the duration
between the kinesic turns of the interaction partners is comparable to the distribution of time intervals reported for verbal turn-takings (Weilhammer &
Rabold, 2005). However, most importantly, the kinesic turn-taking is not a mere
reflection of verbal turn-taking, since not only gestures that accompany speech
were analyzed but all discrete movements, i.e., also on body movements such as
self-touches, within body movements such as bouncing with the foot, positions
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shifts, etc. The regularity of the kinesic turn-taking suggests that the interactive
partners‘ movement units are implicit reactions to the each other, i.e., on the
kinesic level, there is an ongoing interaction that is independently of the verbal
interaction.
In the present data on psychotherapy sessions / consultation, about 2/3 of the
turns were subsequent turns while about 1/3 was overlapping. The high frequency of subsequent turns relative to overlapping ones may reflect the specific
settings of psychotherapy and consultation, in which both partners are engaged
in listening to each other. Furthermore, the data reveal different developments in
psychotherapy. In dyad F., the turn-taking patterns were similar in the sessions 1
and 18. Thus, one could assume that the quality of their relation remained stable
during the course of psychotherapy. In contrast, in dyad B. from session 4 to 22,
the patient displayed a substantial increase of overlapping turn-takings. This
possibly indicates an increase in her engagement in interaction in the course of
the psychotherapy.
18.3.2 Kinesic Turn-taking and rapport
Dvoretska et al. (2013) examined the temporal kinesic interaction in view of the
intra-dyadic rapport (self-rating - Interaction Quality Questionnaire and observer
rating; Denissen, 2005) and the personality characteristics (Neo-FFI; Borkenau
& Ostendorf, 1993). The interactions of 40 same-sex dyads (20 male dyads, 20
female dyads, mean age 24,1 3,9 years) were videotaped during interaction.
The partners’ movement behavior was evaluated with the NEUROGES system,
including hand/arm, head, foot/leg and trunk movements. Thus, all body movements accompanying the conversation were coded. In order to control for if the
temporal relations of the interactive partners’ movement behaviour are by
chance phenomena, control dyads were generated by randomly combining the
data of two participants who did not interact with each other in the real experimental setting. The interactive behaviour was assessed with the Kinesic TurnTaking Procedure (see below).
Longer overlaps were found in the control group as compared to the experimental group. Furthermore, in the experimental group, as compared to the control group, the partners showed significantly more synchronous movements of
their left hand movements, i.e., both started to move the left hand within 0.1
seconds. Furthermore, in the experimental group, significantly more subsequent
head movements were found than in the control group, and less synchronous
ones. With regard to the quality of rapport, in the group with the better rapport,
there were less overlapping right hand in space movements and less overlapping
on body movements. In the better rapport group there were also significantly
more overlapping head movements.
The significant differences between experimental und control groups confirmed that the movements of two conversation partners do not occur randomly
in time, but show a distinct intra-dyadic temporal coordination. As the left hand
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is predominantly controlled by the right hemisphere, the data suggest that the
right hemisphere contributes to overlapping movements of the two partners. In
contrast, head movements showed a similar turn-taking pattern as reported for
verbal utterances. Thus, kinesic interaction seems to take place on (at least) two
levels: (i) in line with verbal turn-taking, and (ii) on a kinesic level independently of the verbal turn-taking. The first aspect can be explained by the coordination with the verbal interaction and the second by the partners' attempt to
show agreement and understanding with each other.
18.3.3 Formal Matching and therapeutic relationship
In two patients with eating disorders, hand movement behaviour was investigated in the course of 25-sessions lasting psychotherapies (Kryger, 2010). The
two patients were treated by the same psychotherapist. For each patient two
video-taped 50-minute sessions were selected that had been evaluated with the
STEP concerning the clarification of the motivation, active support in problem
solving, and therapeutic relationship. In patient A, the 2nd session with a low
STEP score and the 18th with a high STEP score were selected, whereas in patient B the 15th and 16th sessions with similar STEP scores were chosen. The patients’ and therapist’s hand movement behaviour was evaluated with the NEUROGES system. Here the Formal Matching procedure (see below) was employed, which - in contrast to the Kinesic Turn-Taking procedure - includes the
irregular units.
In patient A’s session 2, 18% of the time of simultaneous hand movements of
patient and therapist were spent with movements of the same StructureFocus
value, e.g. both simultaneously performed a shift. 82% of the time simultaneous
movements was spent with different values, e.g. the patient performed an irregular on body movement and the therapist a phasic in space movement. In
contrast, in patient A’s session 18, in 31 % of the time of simultaneous movements the patient and the therapist displayed movements of the same value.
Qualitatively, there was a decrease from session 2 to 18 in simultaneous irregular and repetitive on body movements and an increase in simultaneous phasic in
space movements. In patient B, sessions 15 and 16 with similar STEP values
showed similar proportions of simultaneous patient and therapist hand movements of the same value.
Notably, the interactive pattern of the first 5 minutes roughly predicted the
pattern of the whole session. This supports the assumption of Ambady and
Rosenthal (1992) who claimed that a short segment, e.g. only 30 seconds, of an
interaction can have the same validity as a longer one. Furthermore, the analysis
of the within-session hand movement behaviour profiles revealed clear interactive patterns. The data suggest that in psychotherapy a higher proportion of simultaneous hand movements that are of the same value are associated with a
good quality of the session, whereas a higher proportion of simultaneous hand
movements of different values are associated with a worse quality of the session.
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18.3.4 Summary
To summarize, the studies on Kinesic Turn-Taking evidence that the interactive
partners’ discrete movements do not occur randomly, but that they are temporally inter-related. If one partner starts to move, it is most likely that she/he
starts to move when the other partner has finished or is about to finish his/her
movement. Most importantly, the turn-taking in movement behaviour is not a
mere reflection of verbal turn-taking, since the turn-taking patterns apply to all
discrete body movements. Thus, on the kinesic level, there is an ongoing interaction independently of the verbal turn-taking. Future research will clarify
whether the high proportion of subsequent turn-takings in the present data are
psychotherapy-specific or if they represent general turn-taking patterns in interaction.
A better intra-dyadic rapport correlates positively with a higher amount of
subsequent turn-takings as compared to overlapping turn-takings. It is noteworthy that the different parts of the body seem to follow different turn-taking patterns.
The investigation of Formal Matching revealed that in psychotherapy a higher
proportion of simultaneous hand movements that are of the same StructureFocus
value are associated with a good quality of the session. In contrast, a higher proportion of simultaneous hand movements of different StructureFocus values are
associated with a worse quality of the session.

18.4 Procedures in NEUROGES-ELAN
18.4.1 The Kinesic Turn-Taking category
The Kinesic Turn-taking is assessed as (i) subsequent, or (ii) overlapping. We
suggest two procedures to achieve these values. In the first one the turn-taking is
evaluated on a global level, i.e., all hand movements are considered, regardless
of the particular relations between the hands (A_rh – B_rh, A_lh – B_lh, A_rh –
B_lh, A_lh – B_rh). The second procedure allows an exploration of the finer
levels.
18.4.2 Procedure for calculating Kinesic Turn-Taking with SPSS
1. For calculating the turn-taking you need to export the Structure values, since
only the discrete movement units are considered (phasic, repetitive, shift, and
aborted). Export the file as tab-delimited text in msec.
File > Export Multiple Files As Tab-delimited Text
Select tiers: A_rh_Structure_RX, A_lh_Structure_RX, B_rh_Structure_RX,
B_lh_Structure_RX. Select the time columns Begin Time and End Time, and
for a time format select msec.
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2. Save the text file and then open it in SPSS.
3. Name the variables subject, begin, end, move, and case.
4. Sort the data by move in an ascending way: Data > Sort Cases.
5. Highlight all rows containing irregular units and delete them.
6. Sort the data by case and begin: Data > Sort Cases.
7. From the menus choose: Transform > Recode into Different Variables. Select the variable subject. Enter partner as an output variable name. Click Old
and New Values. Recode all movements of person A in “1” and of person B
in “2”. (A_rh_Structure_RX = 1, A_lh_Structure_RX = 1, B_rh_Structure_RX
= 2, B_lh_Structure_RX = 2)
8. Copy the variable partner. Name the new variable copy_partner.
9. Shift the values in the variable copy_partner one cell down. (Cut the values,
than paste them one cell down).
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10. From the menus choose: Transform > Compute Variable. Enter the name
of the new variable into the box Target variable: partner_turn. Compute:
partner – copy_partner. The values “1” and “-1” indicate now the partner,
who takes the turn. “1” denotes that partner B takes turn and “-1” that partner A takes turn. In the “0” cases there was no switch between the partner’s
moves.
Turn-taking is defined as a beginning of a movement unit relative to the movement of the partner. In an overlapping turn-taking partner A begins to move during the movement of partner B (or vice versa). In a subsequent turn-taking the
movement of partner A (or partner B) starts after the end of a partner’s movement. So the turn-takings (TT) of partner A are calculated to the following formula: TT_A = Begin_A – End_B, and for partner B accordingly: TT_B = Begin_B – End_A. To compute these relations with SPSS both subtraction values
must be in a same row. To achieve this proceed as follows accordingly:
11. Copy the variable end. Name the new variable copy_end. Shift the values in
copy_end one cell down (cut the values, then paste them one cell down).
12. Copy the variable case. Name the new variable copy_case. Shift the values
in copy_case one cell down. For the further procedure the values must be
(convert to) numerical.
13. Calculate the turn-taking. From the menus choose: Transform > Compute
Variable. Enter the name of the new variable: turn_taking. Compute:
(begin – copy_end) / 1000. Select the function IF. Activate the field Include
if case satisfies condition: case - copy_case = 0. Continue and click on OK.
Now you have the overlapping time between two movements in seconds.
Negative values represent the overlapping time of two movements and positive values represent the time interval between the end of a movement and
the begin of the subsequent partner’s move.
14. Delete the first and the last row.
15. To filter the valid turn-takings from the menus choose: Transform > Recode into Same Variable. Choose the turn_taking variable. Select the function: If. Activate the field Include if case satisfies condition: Give the formula: partner_turn = 0 and click on Next. Click Old and New Values. Recode All other values to System missing values.
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Now only the values for the switches between the partner’s moves are left in the
turn-taking variable.
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16. For graphic presentation of the turn-taking choose from the menus: Graphs
> Legacy Dialogs > Histogram. Choose the variable turn_taking. Check the
box Display normal curve and click OK.
17. If you need to adjust the scaling: open the diagram editor with double-click
on the histogram.

18. Double-click on the scaling values opens a new edit window:
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18.4.3 Procedure for calculating Interactive Overlap
The advantage of this procedure is that it is less hypothesis-bound. All units are
considered. As an example, this method provides information how how much
time both partners spent with the (same) behaviour. The only disadvantage is
that no precise data about the time between the end of a unit and the beginning
of the next unit can be obtained. To achieve the interactive overlap values, proceed as follows:
1. Open the file in ELAN.
2. From the menu choose Tier -> Create Annotations from Gaps
Select the source tier. It can be on Activation, Atructure, or Focus level, or
any other level you want to explore. Choose Specific value. Name it: rest.
Click OK. Repeat this for all relevant tiers. Close the window.

3. If you have coded only a part from the video (e. g. only the first 5 minutes),
delete the rest-units for the first and after the last movement unit, or adjust
their length to the length of the coded part. Otherwise there will be two long
rest-units at the beginning and the end of the coded section.
4. Choose Tier -> Create Annotations from Overlaps (Classic)
Select the 2 source tiers.
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Name the destination tier, e.g. A_rh_B_rh_equal_overlap (A and B refer to the
participants).
Select a linguistic type: Notes.
Select the options: Concatenate the values of overlapping annotations and
Only process if the overlapping annotations have the same value.

Click Finish.
5. Repeat the previous steps for the relations A_left hand – B_left hand, A_right
hand – B_left hand, and A_left hand – B_right hand.
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6. For better clarity, you can delete the rest-units in the source tiers.
Choose Tier -> Remove Annotations or Value.
Select the source tiers. Choose: Annotations where value is ... rest. Click OK.

7. The overlap of the movement units represents the overlapping turn takings.
The overlap of the rest units represents the subsequent turn takings.
8. Under View -> Annotation Statistics you can see the values of occurrences
and duration, from which you can calculate the proportion of overlapping and
subsequent turn takings to the movements of each participant.
9. The option Create Annotations from Overlaps is also available for multiple
file processing. If you analyze more than one file, do step 1 – 4 for all files
separately and then choose File -> Multiple File Processing -> Annotations
from Overlaps.
10. Select files from domain > New Domain… > Add Folder… /Add File…
Select the tiers to overlap (see 5.) and go to Next.
Choose the option And their annotation values are equal and go to Next.
Enter the name of the destination tier (see 5.) and select Notes – free values
for a linguistic type. Go to Next.
Select the option: Concatenate the values of overlapping annotations.
Click Finish.
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18.4.4 The Formal Matching category
The Formal Matching is assessed as (i) same value, or (ii) different value. To
achieve these values, proceed as follows:
First, determine the complete overlap. This procedure determines how often and
how long simultaneous movement generally occurs in the interaction. Specific
values of the gestures are not considered at this point. Since the coding in Module 1 is done separately for both hands, now several steps are necessary to merge
the movements of the right and left hand.
1. Use the function Create annotations from overlaps and choose the tiers
A_rh_Focus right-hand-tier of Person A and of Person B. Possible tier-name:
rh_rh.
2. (see above) Choose left-hand-tier of Person A and Person B. Possible tiername: lh_lh.
3. Use the function Merge tiers and merge the two new tiers of Step 1 and 2.
The results are all annotations of the movements, which happened
simultaneously with the same hand. Possible tier-name: homo_overlap.
4. (See Step 1 and 2) Choose right-hand-tier of Person A and left-hand-tier of
Person B. Possible tier-name: rh_lh.
5. Choose left-hand-tier of Person A and right-hand-tier of Person B. Possible
tier-name: lh_rh.
6. (See Step 3) Merge the tiers of Step 4 and 5. The results are all annotations of
movements, which happened simultaneously with the contralateral hand.
Possible tier-name: hetero_overlap.
7. Merge the tiers homo_overlap and hetero_overlap. The results are all
annotations of movements, which happened simultaneously. Possible tiername: complete_overlap.
Determine the overlaps of units with the same Structure or StructureFocus
value
To analyze the actual quality of simultaneous movements, all overlaps in the
same gestural category should be established.
Repeat Steps 1 to 7 by using the option Only process if the overlapping annotations have the same value.
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It is necessary to give these new tiers other names so that they differ from the
tiers coded before. Possible tier-name: SV_rh_lh (SV for same value).
Determine the overlaps of units with different Structure or StructureFocus
values
To get an additional variable that gives information about the degree of quality
of simultaneous movements, all overlaps in different gestural categories can be
identified.
1. Export the tiers complete_overlap and SV_overlap into the program Microsoft
Excel.
2. Substract SV_overlap from complete_overlap.
In this way all overlaps of movement occurring simultaneously in a different
gestural category can be gathered. Possible tier-name: DV_overlap (DV for different value). The three values complete_overlap, SV_overlap and DV_overlap
can be put into a procentual relation to each other now.
Determine overlaps for specific values
To get more distinguished information about the SV_overlap, the program
ELAN provides the possibility to identify overlaps for specific values. It can be
detected in which values overlaps occur often and in which they occur rarely.
Furthermore, this function can be used for analysis, focussing on one value only,
e.g. irregular on body.
1. Accomplish Steps 1 to 7 using the option: Only process if the overlapping
annotations have the same value.
2. Additionally use the option: Only if the value is: ... and enter the gestural
category you want to analyze.
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